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  اس         
آوے   ر  ا ے         

Think of it as an enchanting spell with a treasury of meaning—
Each word that appears in my poems, Ghalib.
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A Note on Transliteration

This book follows the system of transliteration used by the Journal of Urdu Studies (Brill). 
(See the chart below.) On occasion, it deviates from the system to reflect Urdu pronuncia-
tion more accurately; for example, ِ  [fel] instead of [fiʿl]. Such deviations are explicitly 
noted in the text or clarified by context. The sections discussing Sanskrit and Hindi, and the 
Hindi books listed in the bibliography, use a slightly modified version of the transliteration 
system used by McGregor in his Hindi dictionary. The modifications avoid confusion with 
those in Urdu and more intuitively approximate pronunciation. They include sh for ś  (श), 
s̤h for ṣ (ष), r̤i for r̥ (ऋ), and n, ñ , and m for nasals. By contrast, transliterations of the titles 
of Hindi books listed in the bibliography follow the standard system to facilitate cross-
reference with library catalogues.

 a, i, u, ā ا

b ب p پ t ت ṭ ٹ ṡ ث

j ج ch چ ḥ ح ḳh خ

d د ḍ ڈ  ż ذ

r ر ṛ ڑ z ز zh ژ

s س sh ش

ṣ ص ẓ ض

t̤ ط z̤ ظ

ʿ ع ġ h غ

f ف q ق

k ك g گ

l ل m م

n ن ñ ں

v, ū , o, au و

h ہ h ھ

y, e, ai ے ī ى

ʾ ء t ة

iẓā fat -e
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INTRODUCTION
AND HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Urdu Vocabulary: A Workbook for Intermediate and Advanced Students is the first textbook in 
English to give students the knowledge that is required to obtain a large Urdu vocabulary 
quickly. Originally titled A Treasury of Meaning, it is designed for English-using students of 
Urdu at the intermediate to advanced levels. Its content and methods have developed from 
years of experience teaching Urdu in the University of Wisconsin, Madison; the Hindi-Urdu 
Flagship Program at the University of Texas, Austin; and the University of California, Berkeley. 
The goal of the book is to be both academic and accessible. It introduces students to the 
rules by which Urdu vocabulary is derived from relevant languages. The explanations, exam-
ples, and exercises are varied, ranging from philological connections through morphological 
information to idioms. Its method draws from linguistic research in Urdu, applied linguistics, 
and the vocabulary acquisition methods. It is fast-paced and self-contained, and can be 
used either in the Urdu classroom or as part of a self-study course. Although designed with 
American college students and research scholars in mind, it can be used profitably by 
students of Urdu in a variety of learning contexts and across a range of ages and levels.

The methods of the book draw on research indicating that instruction in etymology 
and morphology is an effective means of vocabulary acquisition. Etymologically informed 
approaches have been shown to be more effective than simply looking up words in a 
dictionary and lead to greater rates of retention and greater confidence in dealing with 
unfamiliar vocabulary (Hosseini et al. 2012). The same study shows that when students 
do not recognize cognates and morphologically related terms, they have much more 
difficulty retaining and recognizing unfamiliar vocabulary. The importance of etymologi-
cally informed studies are confirmed by a number of case studies (Harley 1996). Students 
with morphological and etymological knowledge are more likely to infer successfully 
the meaning of unfamiliar words than students who guess the meaning of words from 
context alone (Morrison 1996). A recent study challenges popular language-acquisition 
methods by presenting evidence that decontextualized, list-based learning can lead to 
greater retention over time than contextual learning (Qian 1996). One study of univer-
sity-level students in a beginning French class has shown that word analysis activities 
focused on cognates and designed to be read in conjunction with regular course materi-
als led to positive advantages in vocabulary acquisition (Tréville 1996). Likewise a lack of 
etymological and morphological knowledge may hinder acquisition. According to one 
study, students who do not recognize cognates and morphologically related words may 
have more difficulty understanding and retaining unfamiliar vocabulary (Reynolds 2015).
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2 Urdu Vocabulary

The information in each unit applies to all types of Urdu language study by focusing 
on the methods of acquiring a large vocabulary for the purpose of reading. Research has 
shown that a sufficient vocabulary, more than syntax or general reading ability, is the best 
predictor for student success in reading (Laufer 1997). To date, Urdu pedagogical material 
has given students opportunities to read across a wide range of registers, genres, and con-
texts. But it has been shown that while extensive reading alone does develop a student’s 
vocabulary, intentional vocabulary learning in conjunction with reading results in quanti-
tatively higher levels of vocabulary acquisition and qualitatively more advanced levels of 
understanding (Paribakht and Wesche 1997). 

Urdu Vocabulary is intended to facilitate rapid progress to advanced levels of compre-
hension. To the extent possible, the words used in the examples and vocabulary exercises 
have been selected by correlating the most extensive Urdu word counts available (Ahmed 
1973; Barker et al. 1969) with the vocabulary thresholds formerly used by the the Common 
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR) (Milton and Alexiou 2009) and 
the competency standards of the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Langauges 
(ACTFL). The selection of vocabulary is intended to provide students with the foundational 
vocabulary required to reach the advanced level and the linguistic knowledge that will carry 
them into the advanced and superior levels. This method is supported by recent research 
in language acquistion, which suggests that it is helpful for students to limit vocabulary 
in the beginning to allow them to read widely (Coady 1997). There is also evidence that, 
especially at the advanced level, exposure to rare words and metalinguistic knowledge 
are necessary (Arnaud and Savignon 1997). For this reason, I have also included some rare 
vocabulary words that neatly demonstrate the paradigms discussed in the lessons. The 
effectiveness of this combined approach is confirmed by my anecdotal experience teach-
ing Urdu to students at the UC Berkeley, UT Austin, and UW Madison. 

Conventional wisdom holds that students must spend at least a year studying each of 
the major languages that contribute to Urdu word-building (Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit) 
in order to gain command of Urdu vocabulary and idioms, especially at the literary level. 
The intention of the present book is to remove the need to do so by training students in the 
relevant structures of these languages as they are used in Urdu across a range of registers 
and contexts, from everyday vocabulary to literary maxims and quotations. Students who 
develop command of the concepts covered in the lessons in this book will not need to 
spend years studying these languages. But they will have laid a solid foundation in them, 
and it is hoped that the book will encourage them to pursue further study.

Although Ahmed and Barker’s word counts are the best available for Urdu, they are 
slightly outdated, and, more significantly, they draw primarily from the language of Urdu 
newspapers, which are dominated by the Perso-Arabic registers of the language and often 
exclude informal registers, including slang and profanity, as well as Sanskritic and colloquial 
Indic registers. In selecting examples for the Hindi-Urdu and Prakrit-Sanskrit units, I have 
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Introduction 3

relied on my own informal word count conducted using internet searches and a small body 
of texts chosen specifically for their inclusion of these registers. I have noted them at the 
end of the unit. It should be noted that the unit on shared etymologies does not strictly 
follow the above-mentioned thresholds, since the purpose of the unit is to present readers 
with as many potentially familiar words as possible and to explore the myriad connections 
between English and Urdu without regard for frequency. That said, although some rare 
English words have been chosen for the sake of illustration, most of the words selected are 
glossed in the New Oxford American Dictionary. The etymological relationships have been 
taken from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) or deduced from comparison and cross-
referencing the OED with etymological information included in Urdu and Hindi dictionaries 
by Platts and McGregor and Sanskrit dictionaries by Monier-Williams and Apte.

This book is divided into five units. The first unit examines English-Urdu cognates 
across a range of linguistic traditions to familiarize English-language readers with the 
Urdu they already know, so to speak. There is good evidence that explicit instruction in 
cognate recognition, particularly cognate recognition across scripts, accelerates vocabu-
lary acquisition (Helms-Park and Perhan 2016) and that explicit training in word forms 
improves student learning (Elgort and Warren 2014). It has also been argued that vocabu-
lary acquisition should be of two kinds: awareness and retention; and that awareness 
must involve metalinguistic knowledge (Arnaud and Savignon 1997). The unit is thus 
designed to facilitate recognition of Urdu-English cognates for this purpose. But it is also 
designed to draw readers’ attention to the interconnectedness of the two languages 
across a range of temporal and geographical contexts. Challenging any form of exclusiv-
ism, it demonstrates this interconnectedness with examples of borrowing and highlight-
ing shared histories that Urdu, like English, has been part of a long history of global 
exchange across a range of languages. It also argues that Urdu, like English, cannot be 
reduced to any particular community (religious or otherwise), geographic region, linguis-
tic tradition, or nation state.

The following units introduce students to the ways in which Arabic, Hindi-Urdu, Persian, 
and Prakritic-Sanskritic morphologies generate vocabulary in Urdu. Unit 2, “The Arabic Ele-
ment,” is the longest in the book and typically requires close and repeated study. Students 
will find that by spending time learning the system of Arabic word-building at a relatively 
early (intermediate-advanced) stage of language learning, they will be able to acquire a 
larger vocabulary faster than if they do not. The patterns or paradigms from which Arabic 
derives vocabulary from a root (usually triliteral) are especially important for Urdu students, 
since they produce vocabulary spanning a wide range of registers. By learning the twenty 
or so word-building patterns, the various ways that Arabic forms plurals, and the concepts 
related to Arabic roots covered in the unit, students will be in a position to develop familiar-
ity with, even command of, of a large number of words relatively quickly. For example, the 
root concept  (to see) generates around thirty words in Urdu; and that number does not 
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4 Urdu Vocabulary

include various plural forms of derived nouns. By spending time studying and memorizing 
how the patterns in the unit affect meaning, students can, in effect, gain familiarity with 
an average of around two dozen words for free, so to speak, for each commonly used root 
that they learn.

Unit 3, “The Hindi Element,” surveys the patterns of word-building in the vernacular 
language that, for at least the past six centuries or so, has been called Dakkini (Deccani), 
Khari Boli, Hindi, Hindustani, and Urdu. Indeed, as late as the mid-nineteenth century, poets 
and writers used the word “Hindi” to refer to a language and literary tradition that would 
only be called “Urdu” today. Like all shifts in naming, these changes have always been con-
tingent on context. In recent history, they have largely been related to the long history of 
language-related and communal politics in South Asia. In this book, “Hindi” is used in its 
literal Perso-Arabic meaning of “Indian” or “Indic,” but with specific reference to the patterns 
of word-building that distinguish Hindi-Urdu from other Indic languages such as Panjabi, 
Gujarati, and Bengali. Urdu, then, refers in this text to the language sometimes identified 
grammatically as Hindi-Urdu, usually written in the Nastaliq script, and whose vocabulary 
draws from Arabic, Hindi, Persian, Prakrit, and Sankrit, as well as a a wide range of other 
languages, many of which are discussed in Unit 1.

Unit 4, “The Persian Element,” similarly guides students through the morphology of 
Persian. Students typically find the Persian lessons easier than the Arabic material. Efforts 
to familiarize oneself with Persian verbs and master their many derivations are rewarded 
with a wide range of everyday words, idioms, phrases, and aphorisms in Urdu. The unit 
accordingly takes readers from basic everday elements of Persian present in Urdu to the 
appreciation of Persian proverbs and literary fragments that they are likely to encounter in 
a wide range of contexts, from Bollywood films to academic articles. To this end, the unit 
concludes with a basic introduction to Persian grammar.

Unit 5, “The Prakrit-Sanskrit Element,” guides students through Sanskrit word-building, 
the relationship between Sanskrit and Prakritic languages, and briefly introduces students 
to Sanskrit grammar. Urdu pedagogy across the globe has been dominated for more than 
a century by Perso-Arabic studies to the exclusion of Sanskrit, effectively rendering invis-
ible to Urdu students not only the historical and linguistic relationships between Urdu 
and Sanskrit, but also the relationship of Urdu to other Indic languages. For reasons that 
have much more to do with politics than language, registers of Urdu that include Sanskrit 
vocabulary have been increasingly associated exclusively with Hindi. This book rejects this 
exclusivism and examines the most important relationships between Sanskritic and Urdu. 
From personal names to Indian television shows, from classical Urdu poetry to Urdu works 
on Sanskrit philosophy, Sanskrit borrowings and Sanskritic vocabulary is found across a 
wide range of literary genres and discursive contexts. These registers and words form the 
core of the lessons in the unit.
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Introduction 5

Lessons and sections in each unit follow a standard structure. First, readers are intro-
duced to a key concept through explanation and example. Next, exercises guide the 
student from recognition through formal reproduction and semantic understanding to 
meaning-prediction. Once the basics of word-building in Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit/
Prakrit have been covered, a series of advanced lessons introduce students to grammars 
of the languages. The purpose of these advanced lessons is to facilitate comprehension of 
idioms and quotations that students are likely to encounter as they advance to superior 
levels of proficiency. The lessons in this book are designed to complement any reading 
program, but I have included at the end of each unit a short list of Urdu books that read-
ers will find useful when reviewing the exercises therein.

How to Use this Book
Regardless of the context in which one uses this book, the materials in it can be integrated 
into a range of study contexts at the intermediate and advanced levels. Any student pre-
paring for intermediate-level study should read the introductory sections of each unit to 
become familiar with the building blocks of Urdu vocabulary. By the end of an ideal inter-
mediate Urdu course focused on developing reading skills, students should be able to 
identify obvious Arabic, Persian, Hindi, and Sanskrit vocabulary in Urdu and recognize com-
monly encountered suffixes, prefixes, patterns, and other word-building elements. For the 
Arabic element, this includes common Form I patterns (nouns, active participles, agentive 
nouns, nouns of place), Forms II and III of the verbal noun, and broken plurals. For Persian, 
this includes a handful of verbal noun patterns, iẓā fat, and conjunctions. For Hindi, this 
includes the most common verbal nouns. For Sanskrit, this includes the information about 
sandhi and vr̤iddhi. By the end of an advanced course, students should be familiar with all 
the word-building patterns in the book. In some cases, students developing advanced skills 
will also find it helpful to have developed familiarity with the grammatical units, too. The 
introductions to Arabic, Persian, and Sanskrit grammars, idioms, and proverbs are designed 
to help students develop superior-level skills. They are also intended to encourage students 
to pursue study of the languages, too.

The explanations, examples, and exercises in this book are written in a way that allows 
the book to be used for self-study or as part of the curriculum in Urdu language and litera-
ture courses. Reading passages are not included, since the purpose of the present book is 
to give students the verbal background required to develop a large vocabulary quickly as 
they read Urdu texts spanning a wide range of genres, periods, and styles. Users will find 
this book most effective when combined with regular reading program, be it in an Urdu 
language or literature classroom or in conjunction with a self-directed program of study. 
Instructors may find it effective to assign units for homework or incorporate them into les-
son plans as warm-up exercises in preparation for reading. Students may also find it useful 
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6 Urdu Vocabulary

to scan reading passages for examples of the general concepts covered in the lessons and 
to record or to use the charts in the appendices as models for a vocabulary journal. Here 
follow several ways in which the units in this book can be incorporated into formal classes 
and private programs of study. 

The most direct way to integrate the materials in this book into formal Urdu courses 
is to use them as supplementary exercises in at the intermediate and advanced levels. In 
intermediate courses, teachers might assign the first sections of each unit, which introduce 
students to the sources of Urdu vocabulary and acquaint them with the basics of Urdu 
etymology and word-building. The exercises can be reinforced with word-hunt exercises in 
primary texts. For example, when reading a text in which a large number of Arabic words 
is found, teachers might assign the first section of the Arabic Element, which teaches them 
to recognize Arabic words. They might also ask students to scan an intermediate-level text 
to identify the Arabic words in it. 

Another way for teachers to integrate the materials in the book into existing courses 
is to assign specific topics in relation to particular reading assignments. For example, one 
of the readings in my first-semester intermediate course includes three Arabic nouns of 
place (maktab, madrasah, and maḥfil). I assign the nouns of place lesson as supplemen-
tary homework and ask students to find nouns of place (and recognize their root and ties 
to other vocabulary) in their reading and subsequently in class. The same method may 
be applied in an advanced course with the more advanced concepts at the end of each 
unit as appropriate. For example, students reading short stories in which Persian idioms or 
poems are quoted may find it helpful to work through some of the exercises in the basics of 
Persian grammar.

Another way to integrate the materials is to assign the lessons and exercises as a struc-
tured part of a syllabus and course of study. I have found when using the materials in this 
way that it is best to set clear goals for students before the semester begins (see sugges-
tions below). I then create a schedule of regular homework assignments and incorporate 
the materials into quizzes and exams. For example, if students in an advanced course are 
reading texts that draw extensively from Perso-Arabic registers, teachers might arrange to 
cover those units completely in the course of the class. The students in one of my advanced 
Urdu courses at UC Berkeley recently completed both units in their entirety in the course 
of a single semester alongside a text that engaged topics in Sufism, philosophy, and his-
tory. Ideally, the students would have worked through the materials in the course of an 
entire year. I gave the students a schedule of exercises to do for homework. We set aside 
20–30 minutes each week to cover the exercises in class before proceeding to read and 
discuss the text. The benefit of this method is that it prepares students to make connec-
tions in unfamiliar contexts without relying on any particular text to dictate which lessons 
are studied.
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Introduction 7

A third way to integrate the material into courses is to use it as reading practice. This 
applies in particular to the materials in the first unit on shared etymology. I have assigned 
materials from the first unit in particular to students who have only recently learned the 
script. Single words make excellent reading practice, since they do not require students to 
understand both vocabulary and grammar. Since the unit reviews shared histories through 
shared etymology, it also facilitates recognition even of unfamiliar words. If the teach-
ers and students who use this book are anything like me and my students, they will also 
find that the cultural and historical information about Urdu inspires interesting discussions 
about the language and the way that it has been represented.

A fourth way to incorporate the material is to make it the main focus of an advanced 
seminar. The materials in the text are easily adaptable to short-term, intensive seminars or 
semester-long seminars and study groups. In my experience, it takes around twenty hours 
of classroom time to work through all the exercises in this book when they are assigned as 
homework and selectively assessed in class. This makes the book an ideal coursebook for 
week-long, intensive seminars in Urdu vocabulary acquisition with 25–30 hours of class-
room time. A semester-long course on Urdu words would allow instructors to select and 
integrate readings that complement the lessons in each unit. Since most semester-long 
courses in American universities offer 40–45 hours of classroom time, a neat balance can 
be struck between the exercises in the book, secondary readings, and classroom activities. 

Reading practice and communicative tasks are two effective methods for students to 
apply and master the materials in this book. Readers who require a refresher course on 
the Urdu script might consult Delacy (2001). For introductions to Urdu grammar, Schmidt 
(1999), Matthews and Dalvi (1999; 2003) or its recent revision by Masud (2014) are perhaps 
the best-suited for self-study. The present book occasionally includes the Devanagari or 
Nagari script for comparative purposes. Although it is not necessary to read Nagari for pres-
ent purposes, readers who wish to read the few Nagari portions may find the introduction 
to the script by Snell (2000) especially helpful.

In the reading practice method, teachers select and assign readings in tandem with the 
lessons in each unit, preferably those available in English translation. Another good choice 
would be to use one of the dozen or so Urdu readers for English-language learners. Those 
by Barker et al. (1968, 1975, 1977), Khan and Azim (1962), Naim (1965), Narang (1967), 
Shackle and Snell (1990) are classics. They also include explanations of Urdu vocabulary 
that students may find helpful to compare with the explanations in this book. The books 
listed at the end of each unit are suggested as advanced-level readings that illustrate the 
concepts covered in the unit. One way to use them is for students to complete a lesson, 
then proceed to scanning and “gisting” exercises in the texts. For example, they might 
complete the lesson on the Form II verbal noun in Arabic  and then scan a long pas-
sage in Naż ī r Aḥ mad’s Ibn ul-Vaqt to find examples of its use, not familiar vocabulary, and 
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8 Urdu Vocabulary

estimate the meaning of unfamiliar vocabulary through a combination of etymological and 
contextual analysis. The teacher might focus attention on one or two examples, give them 
information about key words, and then ask them to work in pairs to estimate the meaning 
of the words in context. By applying the rules in the lesson, they will be better equipped to 
summarize or translate the passage, and will also find it easier to use and discuss unfamiliar 
vocabulary in it. The English translation can be used to help resolve issues. It can also be 
the subject of a discussion about the word or passage in question. Self-study users might 
profitably scan a substantial sample of Urdu text (e.g. a newspaper, short story, long poem) 
for examples of the word forms discussed here. Many of the units in the present book con-
tain miniature versions of “word-hunts” of this kind that prepare students for scanning and 
studying longer passages.

Teachers may also use the lessons in this book as the bases of communicative exercises. 
For example, once the students have completed the final exercises in a lesson, teachers 
might ask them to interview each other about a given topic and use five words from the 
lesson in their questions and answers. Alternatively, they might ask them to answer a ques-
tion or series of questions about a reading, stipulating that students use specified words or 
types of words in their responses. 

The concepts in this book are not exclusive to Urdu. Hence, in principle, there is no rea-
son why some of the units and lessons need be restricted to Urdu students alone. The units 
on Arabic and Persian, for example, are relevant to students of any Persianate language, 
including Ottoman Turkish, Panjabi, Pashto, and Persian, inter alia. I recently convened a 
seminar of graduate students from Near Eastern Studies, South & Southeast Asian Studies, 
and the Haas Business School at UC Berkeley interested in Arabic, Persian, and Urdu to work 
through the exercises in the units on Arabic and Persian. The units on Hindi and Sanskrit 
may be of interest to Indologists and students of other South Asian languages that use the 
Arabic script and incorporate Sanskritic vocabulary, such as Sindhi and Punjabi. Likewise, 
the units on Arabic and Persian may be of interest to students of languages that are not 
typically written in the Urdu script, but which borrow a substantial number of words from 
the languages (Bangla and Gujarati, for example).

This book may also be used as a primer or handbook for self-study. The explanations, 
examples, and exercises in this book are designed both for use in the classroom and for 
self-study. The unit on shared vocabulary can be fruitfully studied at any level and with 
any purpose in mind. Students at the intermediate level should familiarize themselves with 
the introductory material in each unit before progressing to the more advanced topics. At 
the advanced level, the choice as to which units to study will depend on the interests of the 
student. If the student wishes to read contemporary Urdu newspapers written in Pakistan, 
the sections on the Arabic, Hindi, and Persian elements will be helpful. Students who have 
studied Hindi and are new to Urdu may find that the unit on shared etymology and those 
on Hindi and Sanskrit provide the best introductions and reading practice. Students might 
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begin each session with two to three lessons and exercises, then proceed to whatever text 
they are studying and scan for examples of the lessons covered in the book. I recommend 
working with texts that have been translated into English.

This book can also be used to facilitate and accentuate the use of a word journal. One 
of the most effective ways to use this book is in conjunction with a word journal. Word 
journals are among the best ways for students to develop and retain vocabulary, since they 
help them to relate new words and concepts to meaningful cultural and linguistic contexts. 
They can also be used in thematically focused courses as well as in general survey courses. 
In my intermediate Urdu course, which surveys a wide range of readings, I require that stu-
dents choose five topics at the beginning of the semester for which they want to develop a 
richer and more nuanced vocabulary. In thematic courses, I have asked students to choose 
five topics relevant to the course focus. Throughout the semester, students collect words, 
phrases, and idioms from their readings and log them in their journals, relating them to 
their chosen topics and to other words to which they are etymologically related. Students 
are required to note relevant words, look for synonyms and antonyms, record examples of 
their use, and use this information to build sentences of their own. They are also encour-
aged to group words into categories based on etymology, concept, topic, context, register, 
and so on. I also require them to produce a course-final assignment in which they incor-
porate the vocabulary into a project or presentation. In the past, such course-final assign-
ments have included skits, essays, personal reflection papers, formal presentations, and 
interviews.

The vocabulary and exercises in this book can provide material for journals in a num-
ber of ways. I require my students to organize their journal in part by grouping related 
words. They may also use the patterns in this book to derive related words or search for 
new words in dictionaries. They may also incorporate words from this book itself into 
their journals. For example, a student interested in science or education might encounter 
the word ʿilm (knowledge) and record it under that heading. Then, while completing the 
exercises in this book, the student may encounter the related words ʿā lim (scholar) and 
the pattern that allows the student to derive muʿallim (teacher or educator) from taʿlī m. 
The student may also discover that all these are related to the commonly used maʿlū m 
(known) and add it, too, to the list in the journal. The purpose is thus not only to collect 
words under thematic headings, but to teach students to see how those words relate to 
each other and how other words might therefore relate to words that they already know. 
Teachers might also assign a particular pattern or patterns (for example, the Arabic Form 
I active and passive participles  and ل ) and ask students to record all the words in 
them that they encounter throughout the semester and learn the meanings of their roots. 
A feasible goal might be to see if any patterns in meaning emerge and to encourage to 
students to note the relationship of words in these patterns to other words that they 
encounter. 
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10 Urdu Vocabulary

Finally, sections of this book can be used as readings in cultural studies and translation 
courses. The units in this book are designed to encourage critical and nuanced thinking 
about the history of Urdu. This book is intended to serve dual purposes as both a language-
learning textbook and as a work of postcolonial studies. As such, parts of it can be adapted 
for and incorporated into courses focused on colonial and postocolonial studies, translation 
theory, and cultural surveys of Islam and South Asia. The first unit, for example, explores the 
connections between Urdu and English through their shared histories and vocabularies. 
In doing so, it challenges essentialist and reductive narratives that tie Urdu exclusively to 
any particular community, historical period, literary tradition, religion, and nation state. It 
also discredits the east-west binaries that have characterized orientalist and neo-orientalist 
approaches to Urdu and English literature. Instead, it paints a picture of two languages 
connected by myriad historical processes stretching from preliterate times through antiq-
uity to the postcolonial period. In deconstructing civilizational binaries and demonstrating 
the historical contingency and interdependency that characterize the relationship between 
English and Urdu, it joins an ever-growing body of scholarship that divorces the study of 
language and culture from essentialist and reductivist epistemologies. 

The units that follow develop this anti-esssentialist and anti-reductive thesis through 
close analysis of words that reflect the richness and plurality that characterize Urdu lan-
guage and literature. The couplet by Ġ hā lib that inspired the working title of this book, 
A Treasury of Meaning, beautifully illustrates this approach to language. At the center of 
the couplet is the t̤ilism (cognate with the English talisman) of Urdu fantasy and adventure 
literature; t̤ilisms are enchanted worlds that often trap heroes in their wondrous, often even 
confusing and mystifying, labrynths. Ġ hā lib claimed that each word in his collected works 
was a t̤ilism hiding untold treasures. Far from reducing the words in his poetry to single 
meanings, Ġ hā lib suggests that each word opens a door to a t̤ilism-like world of enchanting 
connections and seemingly endless treasuries filled with meaning. I hope that the readers 
of this book will conclude that Ġ hā lib might just as well have been speaking about the 
Urdu language itself.
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UNIT 1 
URDU AND ENGLISH: SHARED HISTORIES, 
SHARED VOCABULARIES

Before beginning this unit, please keep the following points in mind. First, the etymology 
of a word does not determine its meaning. Etymology can be a useful tool for predicting 
the meaning of a word and in some cases can even clarify connotative differences among 
words with similar denotations. Still, linguists, philologists, philosophers, and translators 
often remind us of the dangers of the etymological fallacy, that is, believing that a word’s 
history either predicts or limits its meaning. They also remind us that many cognates are 
“false friends”; that is, they are similar in form because they are related, yet differ significantly 
in meaning. Use and context have important roles to play. A good example is the English-
Urdu cognate pair “syrup” and اب  [sharā b] (wine, liquor). Etymologically speaking, they 
are the same word, but, obviously, their meanings are quite different. Urdu poetry does not 
celebrate the mystical qualities of syrup and Americans do not pour اب  on their pancakes.

Second, this unit surveys a large number of cognates common to English and Urdu. It is not 
an exhaustive list of such words, nor does it touch on all the words borrowed into each lan-
guage from the languages surveyed here. Urdu borrows a considerable number of words from 
Portuguese, but this unit only deals with the ones to which an English word is also related. For 
example, it is believed that Urdu borrows its words for “pineapple” and “bucket” (س َّ َ  [anannā s] اَ
and  [bā lṭī ]) from the Portuguese ananás and balde, but since these words do not have famil-
iar cognates in Standard American English, they are not discussed in this unit. 

Third, this unit is not exhaustive. Many Urdu words have been borrowed into English 
and appear in standard English dictionaries, but are not included here. In general, the fol-
lowing units prefer words with high frequencies as indicated in the Oxford English Diction-
ary (OED); although, in some cases, highly specialized terminology has been cited for the 
purpose of illustration.

Fourth, while this unit divides Urdu words into sections according to their language 
of origin, it is important to remember that the origin of many Urdu words is either uncer-
tain or contested. For example, Urdu may have been borrowed ل  from either English or 
Portuguese, though the latter is more likely.

Finally, and perhaps most significantly, it is always important to keep in mind that 
the notion of a word having a distinct origin can be misleading. Words travel from one 
language to another, are borrowed, exchanged, lexicalized, delexicalized, relexicalized, 
and so on. For the sake of ease, this unit has identified the etymological origins of words 
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14 Urdu Vocabulary

according to philological convention. However, these etymons (that is, the word from 
which a later word is derived) are themselves outgrowths of linguistic traditions that are 
not necessarily identical with the one in which they are found. This complex relationship 
of etymology and history, with special reference to the case of English and Urdu, is nicely 
illustrated by the English words “pilau” and “pilaf.” Cognate with the Urdu ؤ ُ , [pulā ʾo] 
these words appear to have been borrowed from Persian and Turkish. Platts’ dictionary 
identifies the Urdu word as borrowed from Persian or Hindi and related to Sanskrit. The 
New Oxford American Dictionary identifies “pilaf” as a borrowing from Persian through 
Turkish. However, the etymon of all three words is ultimately uncertain. As the entry for 
pulao in the NOED indicates, the etymon may lie in Sanskrit and proto-Indo-European 
languages or perhaps a Dravidian ancestor of Tamil.

1.1 English in Urdu

Urdu has borrowed and adapted English vocabulary since at least the eighteenth century. 
Some English words have become so deeply absorbed into Urdu that they are hardly rec-
ognized today as borrowings. 

Recognizing English words in Nastaliq is essential for developing speed as a reader. Here 
are some helpful tips.

Urdu spelling and pronunciation typically follow the English closely:

ِ  ←  member

 ←  number

But sometimes English words are difficult to recognize and may reflect the influence of non-
rhotic English accents. Also, note the characteristic sound change from z to j in the first example.

َدر  ←  dozen

َدراز  ←  drawers

Urdu typically renders the English “t” and “d” as retroflex ٹ and ڈ:
ڈا  ←  doctor

ى ِڈ  ←  degree

But there are exceptions. Scholars infer that the following words therefore may not have 
been borrowed into Urdu from English, but from other European languages. 

َ  ←  towel

 ←  bottle
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Pronouncing English words correctly in Urdu can also be challenging. Keep the following 
points in mind:

Urdu tends to avoid initial consonant clusters, often infixing or prefixing a vowel:

[gilās] س ِ  ←  glass

[isṭeshan] ِ ا  ←  station

A. Match the Urdu words to the English words.

ِ ٧۔  رٹ  ر ٦۔  ا  ٥۔  رڈ  ٤۔  ٣۔   ٢۔   َڈ  ١۔ 
doubleج۔  gildingث۔  guardٹ۔  bearerت۔  reportپ۔  billب۔  biscuit ا۔
Because the legacy of British colonialism and military and political rule in South Asia, Urdu 
has a large number of English loanwords related to the military, law, finance, and civic 
administration. The British were not the only European power in South Asia, of course; 
some philologists therefore believe that the following word comes from French, reflecting 
the presence of French military presence in South Asia during the colonial period:

(a rank of soldiers) م   ←  l’arme

B. Match the Urdu military terms to the English words from which they are borrowed.

platoon ا   ___ اَرَد  ١۔ 
company ب   ___ ٢۔  

colonel پ   ___  ِ ِ ٣۔ 
lieutenant ت   ___ وٹ  ر ٤۔ 

major ٹ   ___ ٥۔  
recruit ث   ___ ن  ٦۔ 

command ج   ___  َ َ ٧۔ 
general چ   ___ ن  ٨۔ 
orderly ح   ___  َ َ ٩۔ 
captain خ   ___ َل  َ ١٠۔ 

C. Match the Urdu terms related to law with their English sources.

judge ا   ___ ١۔  
summons ب   ___  ِ ٢۔
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16 Urdu Vocabulary

police پ   ___ ٣۔  
warrant ت   ___ ا  ٤۔ 

magistrate ٹ   ___ ا  ٥۔ 
appeal ث   ___ رٹ  ٦۔ 

court ج   ___ وار  ٧۔ 
act چ   ___ ٨۔  
jail ح   ___ ٩۔  

D. Match the loanwords related to commerce and finance.

roll (a revenue catalogue)  ١  ___ ٹ  ١۔ 
note ب   ___ ٢۔  

check پ   ___ ر  ٣۔ 
bank ت   ___  َ ِ ٤۔ 
fees ٹ   ___ ٥۔  

pension ث   ___ ٦۔  
register ج   ___ رول  ٧۔ 

E. Match terms related to government.

policy ا   ___ ١۔  
league ب   ___ ٢۔  

congress پ   ___ ر  ٣۔ 
parliament ت   ___ ر  ٤۔ 
committee ٹ   ___ ٥۔  

government ث   ___ ٦۔  
leader ج   ___ ٧۔  
party چ   ___ ر  ٨۔ 

council ح   ___ ٩۔  
chief خ   ___ ر  ١٠۔ 
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F. Match terms related to civic administration.

deputy ا   ___ ١۔  
permit ب   ___ ٢۔  

in charge پ   ___ ٣۔  
assessor ت   ___ ِڈ  ٤۔ 

commission ٹ   ___ ٥۔  
officer ث   ___ ٦۔  

commissioner ج   ___ ا  ٧۔ 
committee چ   ___ ا  ٨۔ 

collector ح   ___ ا  ٩۔ 
agent خ   ___ رج  اِ ١٠۔ 

G. Match terms related to the railroad and transportation.

rail ا   ___ ١۔ا 
brake ب   ___ ر  ٢۔ 
train پ   ___ ا  ٣۔ 

railway ت   ___ ٤۔  
station ٹ   ___ ٥۔  

conductor ث   ___ ٦۔  
motor ث   ___ ے  ر ٧۔ 

engine ث   ___ ٨۔  
tram ح   ___ ول  ٩۔ 

petrol خ   ___ ام  ١٠۔ 

H. Match terms related to education.

professor ا   ___ ١۔  
conference ب   ___ ٢۔  

class پ   ___ ر  ٣۔ 
college ت   ___ س  ٤۔ 

university ٹ   ___ و  ٥۔ 
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Urdu and English borrow the names of countries and other geographical terms from many 
languages. Urdu often follows the orthography of other languages that use the Arabic 
script such as Arabic and Persian. For example:

Algeria ا    ا
Azarbaijan ن    آَذر

Morocco    َ ا
Gibraltar رق     

I. Match the Urdu names for countries and regions with their English cognates.

France ا   ____ ر  ١۔ 
China ب   ____ ن  ِ ٢۔ 

Palestine پ   ____  ِ َ َ ٣۔ 
Israel ت   ____  ِ ٤۔ 

Bulgaria ٹ   ____ ا  ِ ا ٥۔ 
Portugal ث   ____ ا  ٦۔ 

Iraq ج   ____ ٧۔  
Cyprus چ   ____ ل  ُ ٨۔ 
Britain ح   ____ ِص  ِ ٩۔ 

Tajikistan خ   ____ اق  ١٠۔ 

J. Practice recognizing the Urdu names for countries. Give the English cognates of the Urdu words.

٥۔  آ  ٤۔  ن  ٣۔  َب  َ دى  َ ٢۔  ل  ١۔ 

١٠۔  ان  ا ٩۔  ن  ُ ٨۔  ٧۔   آ  ٦۔ 

K. Practice recognizing English loanwords in Urdu. Read the following words aloud and give their 
English source-words.

ل اَ ٥۔  ٤۔   ٣۔   ٢۔    َ ِ ١۔ 

١٠۔  ٩۔    َ ِ ٨۔   ِ ا ٧۔   َ ٦۔ 
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L. Read the section headings of the appropriately named Urdu dailyآج and underline the words 
borrowed from or shared with English.

و     و     د ز  و گ   

اول   ن  ا     

1.2 Urdu in English

Because of overlapping histories of commercial exchange, colonialism, imperialism, and 
globalization, English has borrowed a substantial number of words from Urdu. The follow-
ing words have fascinating etymologies:

cushy  ←  

English borrowed the word “cushy” from Urdu in the nineteenth century (Urdu itself having 
borrowed it from Persian). Scholars guess that it acquired its common sense of “undemand-
ing” or “easy” because of its association with the etymologically unrelated word “cushion.” 
In Urdu, of course,  means “happiness” or “delight.”

Equally interesting is the etymology of the word “punch.” Note that not all Urdu words in 
English are Often mentioned in European travelogues to India in the seventeenth century, 
punch is so named because of its five ( ) ingredients.

English  Sanskrit   Urdu

punch (drink)  panca   

Here is another fascinating etymology. English borrows the word “cheese” meaning “great 
or important thing” (as in “the big cheese”) from the Urdu  (thing), a word which Urdu 
itself borrows from Persian. This “cheese” bears no etymological relation to the word mean-
ing a food made from curds.

“the big cheese”  ←  

A. Match the English loanwords to the Urdu sources. In some cases, the sense of the Urdu word 
differs from that of the English. Look up the Urdu words in a dictionary and note any differences 
that you find particularly interesting.

raj ا   ____  َ َ ١۔ 
thug ب   ____ ٢۔  
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ganja پ   ____ راج  ٣۔ 
toddy ت   ____  َ ٤۔ 

cheetah ٹ   ____ ٹ  ٥۔ 
jungle ث   ____ ٦۔  

shampoo ج   ____ ٹ  ُ ٧۔ 
mugger (animal) چ   ____ ڑى  ٨۔ 

loot ح   ____ ٩۔  
cot خ   ____ ١٠۔  

Many of the food names that have entered English through Urdu come from Persian and 
Arabic. For example, English borrowed the following words from Urdu, and we are told that 
Urdu borrowed them from Persian:

naan  ← ن 
paneer  ←  

Here is an Urdu word commonly found on American food labels:

guar (gum)  ← ار 

B. Match the Urdu food names with the English. If any of the food items are unfamiliar, visit a grocer 
or a restaurant to learn more about them. When it comes to food, first-hand experience is always 
the best teacher.

chutney ا   ____ ن  ١۔ 
 daal ب   ____ ٢۔  

samosa پ   ____ دال  ٣۔ 
 lassi ت   ____ ٤۔  

korma ٹ   ____ ٥۔  
 naan ث   ____  ّ َ ٦۔ 
 tikka ج   ____ رو  ٧۔ 

biryani چ   ____ ٨۔  
  roti ح   ____  ّ ِ ٩۔ 

 ghee خ   ____ ١٠۔  
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The English word “kulfi” (a special kind of ice cream) has an interesting etymology. Though 
borrowed from Urdu, it ultimately traces to the Arabic word        [qufl] (lock, seal). This is 
because kulfi is prepared by sealing a mixture of milk, sugar, and flavorings in small con-
tainers, which are then submerged in ice. The inversion of the letters follows idiomatic use 
and has parallels in other Urdu words.

kulfi  ←   ←   ←  

Equally interesting is the history of the word ور  (“tandoor” in English). Scholars believe 
that English borrowed it from Urdu, Urdu perhaps from Turkish, and Turkish from Arabic or 
Persian (in which it is written and pronounced ر  [tanū r]).

tandoor  ← ور   ← ر 

Incidentally, the noor [nū r] in ر  is believed to be related to the Semitic word for 
fire  ر  [nā r].

C. Match the Urdu loanwords to the English. Look up any unfamiliar words in a dictionary to 
familiarize yourself with their use and etymology.

teapoy ا   ___ ڈ  ١۔ 
bandana ب   ___ ڈ  ٢۔ 

dinghy پ   ___ ٣۔  
bangle ت   ___  ِ ٤۔ 
cowrie ٹ   ___ ر  ٥۔ 
dacoit ث   ___   / ں 

charpoy ج   ___ ڑى  ٧۔ 
chintz چ   ___ ى  ٨۔ 

dixie (pot) ج   ___ دا  ٩۔ 
dai چ   ___ د  ١٠۔ 

D. Practice recognizing Urdu words that have been borrowed into English. Read the following words 
aloud and give the English borrowings.

َ ٥۔  ت  ٤۔  ل  ٣۔  ٢۔   ُرو  ١۔ 

Keep in mind that the words that English borrows from Urdu have often themselves been bor-
rowed into Urdu from other languages. For example, the words “khaki” and “dixie” (pot) were 
both borrowed into English from Urdu, but are themselves loans or derivations from Persian.
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Here are some examples of other Persian words that have been borrowed into English by 
way of Urdu:

purdah  ←  (covering, veil, curtain) دہ 
pashmina  ←  (woolen cloth)  

ispaghula  ←  (lit. horse-ear) ل  ا

1.3 English, Urdu, and Portuguese

Many everyday Urdu words are borrowed from Portuguese. For example, according to the 
author of the Urdu dictionary ت ا ر  , the Urdu word for Englishman [ -col ,[angrez] [ا
loquially European or Euro-American, is likely borrowed from the Portuguese word Inglés 
(English), from which also the Urdu word for the English language [ى  is also [ angrezī] [ا
derived. Likewise, the names of the months of the year in Urdu were mostly borrowed from 
Portuguese and therefore reflect Portuguese spelling and pronunciation, though some 
seem to have been influenced by English, too.

ا  ←  October  Outubro

The following word is likely borrowed from the Portuguese, rather than the English, since 
it lacks the retroflex consonant ٹ characteristic of English borrowings and is closer to 
Portuguese in pronunciation.

ل ا  ←  hospital (Portuguese)

The following Portuguese borrowing shows a change from “l” to “n,” which occurs in other 
Urdu words as well.

(auction) م  ←  leilám

A. Read the Urdu names of the months aloud. Then read the Portuguese names. Note the lack of the 
retroflex consonants ٹ and ڈ in the Urdu names for the months of the Gregorian calendar. This is 
good evidence that the words were not borrowed from English. In some cases, (October, for example), 
the name of the month is believed to be a hybrid of the Portuguese and the English. 

َ َ ِد  َ َ َ  ُ اَ  َ َ ِ  َ اَ ن    َ  َ اَ رچ  َورى  َرى  َ

Compare with the Portuguese:
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Janeiro, Fevereiro, Març o, Apri, Maio, Junho, Julho, Agosto, Setembro, Outubro, Novembro, 
Dezembro.

B. Match the English cognates of the Portuguese loanwords in Urdu. The Portuguese sources of the 
Urdu are given in italics. English glosses are given in parentheses. Note that some Urdu words may 
have more than one cognate in English, since most are derived from Latin.

(mast) ل  ُ َ  ←  másto ٢۔  (priest) درى   ←  padre ١۔
(cask)   ←  pipa ٤۔  (towel) ل   ←  pistola ٣۔

(cashew)   ←  caju ٦۔  (key)   ←  chave ٥۔
(church)   ←  igreja ٨۔  (room) ا   ←  cámara ٧۔

 (soap)   ←  sabonete ٩۔

a. soap b. clavier c. ecclesial d. camera e. pistol f. clavicle
g. father h. chamber i. pipe j. spade k. cashew l. mast

C. See if you can guess the English cognate(s) of the following Urdu words borrowed from 
Portuguese. English glosses of the Urdu are given in parentheses.

(mechanic, tradesman) ى   ←  mestre ١۔
(cart) ا   ←  carraguem ٢۔

1.4 English-Urdu Cognates—Arabic

English and Urdu borrow and derive a great deal of vocabulary from Arabic, though often 
through different traditions. Urdu takes many Arabic terms either directly from Arabic or 
via Persian, while English borrows much of its Arabic vocabulary directly or indirectly from 
post-classical Latin. A large number of scientific terms were borrowed from Arabic through 
Latin into English. Urdu borrows these terms, too, often through Persian.

English   Urdu   Arabic

alchemy  (chemistry)   ← ا 
elixir  (the philosopher’s stone)  ِ ا  ←  ِ ا

algebra  (arithmetic) و   ← ا 
zero, cypher  (zero)   ←  
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zenith, azimuth  (direction) راس       ← اس  ا  
nadir  (likeness, opposite; parallel)   ← ا   

The first three examples in English retain the Arabic definite article ال [al-] (the), which is 
seldom retained in borrowings in Urdu. This article is retained in various forms in English.

English   Urdu    Arabic

alcove  (dome)  ّ ُ  ←  (dome) ا 
lute  (wood) د   ←  (oud) د  ا

alcazar  (fortress)   ←  (fortress) ا 

Multiple English words are derived from the following Arabic word, which is commonly 
used in Urdu:

English   Urdu    Arabic

emir, emirate, amir, admiral  (wealthy, ruler) ا   ←  (ruler) ا 

The -al ending of the English word “admiral” is the Arabic definite article ال (the) and 
reflects a shortening of a longer Arabic phrase ا ا    .(amir of the amirs) [ amī r ul-umarā] ا
This explains why the spelling and pronunciation of this word has varied in English over 
time, from amiral to admirail, and, most recently, admiral. 

Other terms reflect the long history of contact, through trade, between speakers and 
users of Arabic and those of European languages. The Arabic word shown here, the aptly 
named city of Mosul (lit. site of contact), is related to a set of Urdu words built on the same 
root و  (to join). English borrows it as the name of cloth associated with the city. And it 
also borrows it as the place name, of course.

English   Urdu    Arabic

Mosul, muslin ل  و  /   و  /   ِ  ←  (Mosul)  

A Cautionary Note on the Myth of Origins 
Keep in mind that although words are said to be traceable to an etymon, this does not 
mean that the etymon itself is not borrowed from, or derived from still other etymons. For 
example, although it is said that the etymon of the following English and Urdu cognates 
(both of which are equally rare and technical words) is the Arabic word ن , which is said 
to have been borrowed from Persian. According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the Per-
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sian word most probably comes from a Chinese word meaning ginger from either Ko in 
Canton or Gaoling. 

English  Urdu   Arabic

galangal ن   ← ن 

Likewise, the spelling of the Urdu word for Constantinople, the now archaic name for the city of 
Istanbul, marks it as an Arabic word, but, of course, Arabic borrowed it from the Greek or Latin.

English  Urdu

Constantinople  

A. Match the Urdu and English cognates from Arabic. Use a dictionary with etymological information to 
facilitate recognition of the semantic and orthographic relationship between the Urdu and the English. 

 tariff  ١  ____  (sugar) ١۔  
sequin ب   ____  (treasury, storehouse) ن  ٢۔ 
gazelle پ   ____  (travel) ٣۔  
ghoul ت   ____  (praise, definition, name) ٤۔  

magazine ٹ   ____  (coin)  ّ ِ ٥۔ 
hakim ث   ____  (jinn)  (jinn) ٦۔  
  tare ج   ____  (deer, fawn) ال  ٧۔ 

sugar, saccharine چ   ____  (demon) ل  ٨۔ 
genie ح   ____  (physician) ٩۔  
safari خ   ____  (foundation, manner) ح  ١٠۔ 

The following commonly used chess term has been in use in English since the fourteenth 
century. Note that the Arabic etymon includes both an Arabic [ ت  related to ت  meaning 
death] and a Persian [ہ  meaning king] element:

English   Urdu  Arabic

checkmate ت  ہ   ←  (the king is dead) ت ہ 

The following Arabic term is the source of an Italian word through which the English borrows it:

English  Arabic

arsenal  ←  (lit. house of manufacture) ا دار 
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A large number of Urdu words include or are related to both the words that you see in this 
Arabic compound. Here are some examples:

[realm, house] دار
(hospital; lit. “house of healing“) ا  دار   ←

(capital city; lit. “seat of government“) ا  دار   ←

[industry, craft, trade] 

(artificial)   ←
(poetical devices) ا     ←

Students of the history of science will be interested to know that a large number of English 
terms related to mathematics, physics, biology, chemistry, and other branches of learn-
ing were borrowed and adapted from Arabic into Latin. For example, the English word 
“algorithm” is borrowed from a Latinization of the name of the influential mathematician 

ارز ا        Muḥammad bin Mū sā  al-Ḳ hvā rizmī  (d. ca. 847). The name al-Ḳ hvā rizmī  refers 
to the region of Khvā rizm (Khwarazm) in Central Asia. The name for the science entered 
English in the seventeenth century via Latin, in which it had been used (with various spell-
ings) in the sense of numerical notation since at least the thirteenth century.

algorithm  ← ارز  ا

This history of borrowing explains why English retains a large number of Latinate spellings 
of Arabic names.

B. Match the Arabic-language philosophers with their Latinized equivalents.

Avempace  ١  ____    ا ا۔ 
Avicenna ب   ____ ر    ا ٢۔ 
Averroes پ   ____    ا ٣۔ 

Razes ت   ____ را  ا ٤۔ 
Algazel ٹ   ____ ازى  ا ٥۔ 

Alkindus ث   ____ ى  ا ٦۔ 
Alpharabius ج   ____ ا  ا ٧۔ 

English-language scholars began to abandon these Latinized forms in the twentieth cen-
tury, preferring instead to use transliterations closer to the Arabic. Write the name of the 
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corresponding Arabic (Urdu) name from the list above. Note that names beginning with 
Ibn (son of) in Arabic are pronounced “ibn-e,” with the Persian iẓā fat [-e], in Urdu (hence, 
Ibn-e Rushd). The Arabic spellings are given here, since they are typically used in English.

1. Ibn Rushd 2. al-Ghazali 3. al-Razi 4. Ibn Bajja
5. al-Farabi 6. al-Kindi 7. Ibn Sina

Astral Terminology 
Students familiar with the language of astronomy, astrology, and subjects related to the 
astral sciences will be interested to know that both English and Urdu borrow the names of 
many stars from Arabic. For example, the name of the giant star Aldebaran, which is among 
the brightest in the sky, is derived from the Arabic ان  This word, with its .(the follower) ا
triliteral root ر ب   is related to (following, turning one’s back; elapsing, passing, going by) د 
the following Urdu words, all of which contain the same three root letters in the same order:

(defection, retreat; misfortune) ر  اِد
(counsel; strategy; remedy)  ِ َ

(the backside, buttocks) ُد 
(the west wind, zephyr) ر  َد

 (counselor; prudent)  

(one who retreats; retiring)  

C. The following exercise reviews many of the Arabic names for stars and their English forms. It lists 
only those Arabic astral names which are also commonly-used Urdu words. The relevant meaning of 
the Arabic word has been given in parentheses. The most common Urdu meaning has also been given 
when it differs from the Arabic.

Izar  ١  ____  (eye) ١۔  
Alphard ب   ____  (weight) وزن  ٢۔ 

Muphrid پ   ____  (middle [of the sky]) ء)  و (ا ٣۔ 
Wezen ت   ____  (falling, occurring) وا  ٤۔ 
Wasat ٹ   ____  (sword) ٥۔  

Ain ث   ____  (solitary) د  ٦۔ 
Vega ج   ____  (girdle, trousers) ازار  ٧۔ 

Alnilam چ   ____  (the string; U: م  [system]) م  ا ٨۔ 
Saiph ح   ____  (chair, stool) ٩۔  
Cursa خ   ____  (the lone one; U: د   [individual]) د  ا ١٠۔ 
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Islamic Terminology 
Both English and Urdu borrow technical terms related to Islam from Arabic. The most obvi-
ous example is the word “Islam” itself:

English  Urdu   Arabic

Islam م  ا  ← م  ا

D. Match the English and Urdu loanwords from Arabic that are closely tied to the Islamic tradition. 

houri  ١  ____ ١۔  
hadith ب   ____ ىٰ  ٢۔ 

 hajj پ   ____ ر  ٣۔ 
Ramadan ت   ____ ٤۔  

zakat ٹ   ____ آن  ٥۔ 
 Quran ث   ____ ن  ر ٦۔ 
Kaaba ج   ____ ت  ز ٧۔ 

Muslim چ   ____ ٨۔  
fatwa ح   ____ ٩۔  
  Eid خ   ____ ١٠۔  

Spanish Names 
A considerable number of Arabic words that have been borrowed into Urdu are familiar to 
English speakers as proper names of places in Spanish. 

One of the most ubiquitous examples is the Spanish guad-, derived from the Arabic وادى 
[valley; river], which appears at the beginning of a large number of Spanish place names. 
Many of these names were originally the names of places in Andalusia and later brought to 
the Spanish colonies.

Spanish/English  Arabic

Guadalajara  ←  (valley of stone) رة  ا وادى 

Urdu

(valley) وادى 
(stone)  

The largest river in Spain likewise takes its name from the same source: 

Spanish/English    Arabic

Guadalquivir  ←  (the great valley) ا  ادى  ا
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Urdu

(valley) وادى 
(large, great)  

It is not surprising that the following Spanish/English term derives from Arabic, since it is 
located between the Iberian Peninsula and Morocco. 

Spanish/English    Arabic

Gibraltar  ←  (Mountain of Tariq) رق   

Urdu

(mountain)  

(a proper name; lit. “morning star“) رق 

The common personal name رق  (striker; night-time visitor; morning star), which is related 
to the verbal root ق  (to beat) is itself related to a number of Urdu words:

(”the beaten path”; way, method; road)   

The following name of a famous Spanish knight is also derived from Arabic:

Spanish/English     Arabic

El Cid  ←  (the lord)  [al-sayyid] ا 

Urdu

(honorific title identifying descendants of the Prophet)  

The following is a contested etymology, but one that is considered plausible nonetheless:

English   Spanish    Arabic

California  ←  …  ←  (caliph)  

In Urdu, the word  (whence the English word caliphate) means a successor, for example, 
in a hereditary lineage of master teachers or artists.
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Arabic, Hebrew, and Amharic 
Since Arabic and Hebrew are cousins within the family of Semitic languages, it is not sur-
prising to find that many English words borrowed from Hebrew (either directly or indirectly 
through Yiddish) are cognate with Arabic words that often have similar meanings.

An especially good example of this is the word “menorah,” whose Arabic cousin is the 
etymon of the English minaret and the Urdu ر  / رہ  .

Urdu  English  Arabic  Anglicized Hebrew

(minaret) رہ   minaret رہ   menorah

Another good example is the word “Yom” in the name of the Jewish holiday Yom Kippur, 
which is cognate with the Arabic م  [day], which Urdu borrows in a number of phrases.

Urdu  Arabic  Anglicized Hebrew

(Independence Day) آزادى  ِم   ←  (day) م  َ  (day of atonement)  Yom Kippur

Fewer English words have been borrowed from Amharic, which is another cousin, but it, 
too, provides interesting points for comparison. The following Hebrew and Amharic words 
borrowed into English contain an element that is cognate with the Arabic word from which 
the Urdu word and its relatives are derived. 

Urdu  Arabic  Anglicized Amharic  Anglicized Hebrew

(head / headman) راس / ر  (head) رأس   Rastafari  Rosh Hashanah

Incidentally, the Hebrew term contains another word, anglicized as shanah (year), which 
has Arabic and Urdu cousins.

Urdu  Arabic  Anglicized Hebrew

(year)  َ َ  /    (year)   Rosh Hashanah

Other examples remind us that English is tied to Hebrew and Arabic through religious 
connections, too. The word “Babel,” as well as its relative “Babylon,” (lit. the gate of god), 
for example, can be traced to an Akkadian word comprising two parts, both of which are 
cognate with Hebrew, Arabic, and Urdu words:

Arabic and Urdu  (from Akkadian)

(god) ا   (gate) ب   (the gate of god)  Babylon
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The second component of Babel, el/lah/ilah, appears again in the following Hebrew word, 
which is cognate with the Arabic and Urdu. The Hebrew is in fact a plural term, which is 
used in the singular.

Arabic and Urdu  Anglicized Hebrew

(God) ا   (god) ا   (god[s])  Elohim

Another example is the name of the city Bethlehem (Hebrew: house [beth] of bread 
[lehem]). The first element, Beth (house) is unsurprisingly found in the names of Jewish 
temples. It is also found in proper names, such as Bethesda and Bethany. In Urdu, its 
cognate  most commonly refers to an internal couplet in a poem, though it may also 
refer to a house in proper names. The second element  means meat or flesh in Arabic 
and the same in Urdu, though in Urdu it is typically only used in specialized contexts.

Arabic and Urdu  

(meat)   (house)   Bethlehem

There are other common pairs, too, that reflect the close relationship of Hebrew and 
Arabic, and the consequent connections between both languages and Urdu. The first of 
the pairs below both mean “son.” The pair of Arabic words  ِا /  are regularly used in 
Arabic personal names. In Urdu, the first of the pair, ِا [ibn], is always used when it is the 
first word in a name and may be used in the middle of names, and is always used with 
the Persian by iẓā fat; thus, the pen name adopted by the famous Urdu writer of detective 
fiction, Ibn-e Ṣafī  (lit. “Son of Ṣafī ). In Arabic, the second,  [bin], is used when it appears 
between two names. Hence, زال      the Arabicized name of the hero ,[Rustam bin Zā l] ر
of the Persian Shā hnā mah (book of kings) and a regular presence in Urdu literature and 
culture, from the marṡiyah poetry of Mī r Anī s and the Dā stā n-e Amī r Hamzah to the title 
of wrestling champions in India and Pakistan (Rustam-e Hind; Rustam-e Pakistan).

Arabic and Urdu  Anglicized Hebrew  

(son) اِ /    (son)  Ben

(lord) رّب   (lit. my lord)  rabbi

The connection between Arabic and Hebrew (and through them English and Hebrew) is 
made clearer by the following Arabic phrase, which is often affixed to the front of homes in 
South Asia. Compare the final ر  (my lord) with the Hebrew rabbi (lit. my lord):

(this by the grace of my lord)   رر  ا 
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As a final example of the shared histories of English and Urdu as seen through the shared 
histories of Hebrew and Arabic, consider the second element in the following. There is a 
handful of related Urdu words, but I list only two here.

Arabic and Urdu  Anglicized Hebrew  

(excellent; a tree in paradise)   (good)  ِ ّ َ  (congratulations)  mazeltov

The following word, borrowed through Yiddish, is probably derived from a Hebrew word 
meaning “to hear,” which is itself related to a number of Urdu words through Arabic.

Arabic and Urdu   Yiddish

(listeners)   (hearing)   schmooze

A more obvious parallel is found in the following:

Arabic and Urdu  Anglicized Hebrew  

(peace be upon you) م   ا  (peace [be upon you])  shalom (aleichem)

These examples are only those which are found in English. Since Arabic and Hebrew are 
cousins, they contain a substantial number of cognates. Pairs such as  (dog) and the 
Hebrew kelev (dog); َ  (great) and kabbir (great) are just the tip of the iceberg.

Divergent Paths, Winding Roads 
Just as Urdu borrows a great deal of its Arabic terminology through Persian, English bor-
rows much of its Arabic vocabulary indirectly, typically by way of French or medieval Latin. 
Despite passing through different linguistic traditions at different times, many cognates 
retain similar if not identical senses.

English (via French ambre)  Urdu (via Persian?)  Arabic

 amber   ←  

English (via Portuguese tufão)  Urdu (via Persian?)  Arabic (perhaps from Greek)

 typhoon ن   ← ن 

By contrast, some English-Urdu cognates of Arabic origin differ considerably in meaning, 
though context and history sometimes make the semantic relationship discernable. Consider 
the following example. Bear in mind that this etymology is contested.

English (via Italian maschera [mask])  Urdu  Arabic

mascara  (jester) ہ  َ َ  ← ة 
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The root of the Arabic word  ة  means “to laugh, mock, or make fun.” Urdu retains the 
sense of the Arabic. Philologists hypothesize that the English “mascara” is borrowed 
from the Italian word maschera (a jester’s mask). (Incidentally, the word “mask” itself, 
which derives from the Latin masca (witch, specter), is also believed to relate to the 
Arabic ہ .)

For another example, consider the following. Note that the Urdu word is rare.

English (via Italian materasso)  Urdu  Arabic

mattress  (place of deposit) ح  َ َ  ← ح 

Because English borrows terms at different times, through multiple languages, and from 
different traditions, in some cases multiple English words are derived from a single Arabic 
root. For example:

English  Urdu  Arabic

cipher, zero  (zero)  ←  (zero) 

The following English cognates and their Arabic etymon are said to derive from the San-
skrit word किमज kr̤imi-ja (born of a worm). It refers to a red scale insect used as a source 
of red dye.

English  Urdu  Arabic

crimson, carmine, kermes  (a red insect)  ←  ِ

The Arabic root ََب  (to drink) is the source of numerous English and Urdu cognates. 

English  Urdu  Arabic

syrup (via Turkish)  (wine) اب   ←  (to drink) ب
 sherbet, sorbet (via Persian or Turkish)  (sherbet, punch)   ←  

shrub (a kind of cocktail)  (drinking) ب  ُ  ←  

E. Practice recognizing cognates. Read the following Urdu words borrowed or derived from Arabic 
aloud. Then guess their English cognates.

ان َز ٥۔  ر  ٤۔   ِ ٣۔   َّ ُ ٢۔  ب  ١۔ 
ن ُ ١٠۔  َم  ٩۔  ٨۔   ٧۔   وز  ٦۔ 
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F. The relationship between some English-Urdu cognates of Arabic origin is not intuitive. Here follows 
a matching exercise comprising words whose relationship may not appear obvious at first. Look 
up the English words in a dictionary such as the New Oxford American Dictionary or the Oxford 
English Dictionary to learn more about their histories. English glosses of the Urdu words whose 
meanings are not close to their English relatives are given in parentheses. Note that the etymology 
of some words is contested or uncertain.

carat ا   ____  (cast, mold)  ١۔
safflower ب   ____  (season)  ٢۔
lute, oud پ   ____  (niche, vault) َّ ٣۔ 

coffee ت   ____  (a type of wood) د ٤۔ 
caliph ٹ   ____ اط  ٥۔ 

caliber ث   ____  (yellow) ا ٦۔ 
alcove ج   ____  (sieve) ل ٧۔ 
garble چ   ____ ٨۔  

monsoon ح   ____ ہ  ٩۔ 

G. Match the Urdu and English cognates borrowed from Arabic.

hakim  ١  ____ ر  ر /  ِ ا۔ 
camphor ب   ____ ن  ٢۔ 
muezzin پ   ____ ٣۔  
(El) Cid ت   ____ َّہ  ٤۔ 

jar ٹ   ____ ر  ٥۔ 
minaret ث   ____ ٦۔  

cadi ج   ____ ٧۔  
dragoman چ   ____ ذن  ٨۔ 

1.5 English-Urdu Cognates—Persian

Both English and Urdu have long histories of borrowing from Persian. The following word 
first appeared in written Urdu and English around the same time (c. 1600).

English  Urdu  Persian

caravan روان   ← روان 
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The Persian word literally means “moving (روان) work (ر ).”

The related English word “caravansary” is built of two words with cognates in Urdu:

(serai; traveler’s lodge) ا   (caravan) روان 

The word ا  offers an especially interesting opportunity to explore the complex, rich 
histories of linguistic borrowing in Urdu and English. English borrowed the word in “sera-
glio” from Italian, which had itself borrowed it from Turkish. ا  is also the etymon of the 
first part of the English name for the city of Sarajevo, which is borrowed from the Turkish. 
English also borrowed the word “serai” from Turkish, which had borrowed it from Persian. 
Thus the word appears in three forms in English, each of which is borrowed from a different 
linguistic tradition at a different time:

English  Urdu  Persian

seraglio, Sarajevo, serai ا   ← ا 

English also borrows the following word from Turkish, which had borrowed it from Persian. 
Urdu likewise borrows it from Persian. The Persian word is itself derived from Proto-Indo-
European and therefore has a cognate cousin in Sanskrit.

English (via Turkish)  Urdu  Persian

jackal ل   ← ل 

The following words, though Persian in origin, were borrowed into English via Urdu:

English  Urdu  Persian

baft (a kind of course fabric)  ←  (texture; tissue; vein)    ←  (woven) 

pyjamas, pajamas  ←   ←   

The second example is a helpful word to remember, since it contains two Persian words  
(foot, leg) and  (clothing), both of which frequently occur in Persianate Urdu vocabulary.

The following word traveled from Persian through Turkish to Italian before being borrowed 
into English. Urdu borrowed it directly from Persian. According to lexicographers, it first 
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appeared in written English in the fourteenth century. It seems to have appeared in written 
Urdu in the fifteenth:

English  Urdu  Persian

bazaar زار   ← زار 

The etymologies of many borrowings from Persian are well documented, but some are not. 
For example, the following English word is believed to come from the Persian etymon of 
the Urdu, but the etymology is uncertain:

English  Urdu   Persian

calabash زہ   ← زہ 

Philology is an inexact science involving some amount of estimation and guesswork. The ety-
mologies of words are often contested and philologists’ theories as to their origins frequently 
change. For example, the English word “pagoda,” which entered English via Portuguese, was 
once thought to derive from the Persian word ہ  (idol-house), but philologists now believe it 
to be derived from Tamil or Sanskrit.

Philological claims about the origins of a word can also be misleading. The following 
example,  and “candy,” nicely illustrates the complexities involved in identifying the 
origins of a word. The English word is borrowed from Arabic via French, but the Arabic 
is ultimately borrowed from a Persian word whose origins lie in Proto-Indo-European. 
The Persian word is therefore cognate with a Sanskrit word related to the Urdu word  
(piece, part). This means that the Prakritic-Sanskrit  and Perso-Arabic  are related.

English  French  Arabic

candy  ←  sucre candi  ←  

Urdu  Persian

(a type of sweet; sugarcane syrup) ى   (sugar)    ←  

Urdu  Sanskrit  Proto-Indo-European

  ←  

A. Match the Urdu and English cognates of Persian origin. Look up the Urdu words in a dictionary 
and note any meanings that differ from the English.

scimitar  ١  ____ ١۔  
dervish ب   ____ ٢۔  
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kiosk پ   ____  ُ ٣۔ 
cummerbund ت   ____ ج  ٤۔ 

taj ٹ   ____    ٥۔ 
 chinar ث   ____ در  ٦۔ 
carboy ج   ____ درو  ٧۔ 

Frank, French, (linga) franca چ   ____ ر  ٨۔ 
musk ح   ____ ٩۔  

chador خ   ____ ا  ١٠۔ 

The semantic relationship between many English words and their Persian etymons is often 
quite fascinating. For example, the Persian word ُد is not only the etymon of the English word 
“turban,” but also the etymon of the word “tulip” (the flower so named for its resemblance to the 
shape of the headdress). Both entered English through French from Turkish. 

English  Urdu  Persian

tulip; turban  (turban) ُد  ← ُد 

Just as Arabic and Persian gave ت ہ   to Urdu and “checkmate” to English, so too Persian 
gives Arabic another important term in chess, which is then borrowed into Urdu and Eng-
lish. Note the many meanings of the word in Urdu:

English  Urdu  Persian

rook  (face; direction; rook) ُرخ  ← ُرخ 

The Urdu and English cognates derived from the Persian word ب ُ  have fascinating ety-
mologies and meanings. The word comprises two parts, ُ  (rose) and آب (water), and, not 
surprisingly, means “rosewater” in Persian. It is believed that the word traveled from Persian 
into Arabic, then into medieval Latin to French, and finally into English as “julep.” Urdu 
seems to have borrowed the word from Persian directly.

English  Urdu  Persian

julep  (rose , rosewater) ب  ←  (rosewater) ب

The following Persian phrase is a common Urdu idiom and has a specialized meaning in 
English:

English  Urdu  Persian

seersucker  (idiom. blended; intimate)  و    ←  (lit. milk and sugar) َّ َ و    ِ
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The English word marzipan may come from the word ن , which is also the source of the 
English the name of an earthen jar characteristic of the city of Martaban (Mottama today). 
Philologists do not know if ن  is an Arabic or Persian word.

English  Urdu  Persian (?)

marzipan, Martaban  (jar) ن   ← ن  / ن 

The English word “orange” and its Urdu cognates ر  and  ر  properly belong in a section on 
English and Urdu cognates ultimately derived from Dravidian languages. But since the English 
word is borrowed from Persian via Arabic and the Urdu words are borrowed from Persian, it 
is not inappropriate to include them here. The Persian and Urdu ر  which is ,(pomegranate) ا
cognate with ر  etc. are also listed here.

Urdu  Persian

(orange) ر ر /   ← ر 
(pomegranate) ر ا  ← ر  ا

English (via French)  Arabic  Persian

orange  ← ر   ← ر 

B. Match the following English and Urdu cognates. Then look up the English words in an etymological 
dictionary to learn more about their fascinating and complicated histories.

diwan/dewan  ١  ____ ١۔  
jasmine ب   ____ ان  د ٢۔ 

borax پ   ____ رد  ٣۔ 
lazuli, azure ت   ____ رق  ٤۔ 

The Oxford English Dictionary asks us to compare the etymon of jasmine and  with 
Greek vocabulary found in the writings of the first-century physician Dioscorides, whose 
work influenced discussions of medicine and healing in Latin and Arabic. In the next 
section, we shall examine the shared and divergent histories of borrowing from Latin and 
Greek traditions into English and Urdu.

1.6 English-Urdu Cognates—Latin and Greek

Both English and Urdu inherit long legacies of engagement with classical Greek and Latin 
thought. Indeed, the post-classical Latin tradition through which most English writers have 
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engaged the classical world was itself mediated by the Arabic and Persian traditions of 
engagement with Greek and Latin, and it is from these Arabic and Persian traditions that 
Urdu inherits much of its philosophical, medical, astronomical, and other scientific vocab-
ulary. This is often overlooked by scholars who neglect the significant role that Arabic 
intellectual culture played in animating European interest in classical thought during the 
Renaissance.

Greek philosophy provides an excellent example of the shared history of English and 
Urdu. Urdu inherits a great deal of Greek vocabulary related to philosophy and medicine 
from Arabic and Persian. English inherits most of its Greek vocabulary through Latin (some 
of which Latin is borrowed from Arabic) and Latinate languages like French.

Read the following pairs of names of figures from Greek antiquity as they are used in 
Urdu and English.

Plato ن  ُ اَ
Socrates اط  ُ
Aristotle  ُ اََر

Alexander َر  َ ِ

A. Match the English and Urdu names of classical Greek scientists, philosophers, and statesmen.

Hippocrates ا   ____ س  ١۔ 
Euclid ب   ____ س  د ٢۔ 
Galen پ   ____ اط  ٣۔ 

Pythagorus ت   ____ ا  د ٤۔ 
Archimedes ٹ   ____ س  ا ٥۔ 

Ptolemy ث   ____ رث   / رس  ٦۔ 
Decius ج   ____ س  ٧۔ 

Democritus چ   ____ س  ار ٨۔ 

The names of some classical figures carry idiomatic meanings in Urdu. For example:

(stubbornness; arrogance; ostentation) ا   ← ن  ا
(an arrogant, pretentious, or domineering person)    ن  ُ اَ   

(an arrogant, pretentious, or domineering person)    ن  ا   

(fortunate) ر    ر   ← ر 
(fortunate) ر     
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(fortunate; formidable)  َ َ ر    

(brave) اد  ر    

(fortunate) ر     

(old-fashioned, conservative; antiquated) د   ← س  ُ َد

B. The following matching exercise reviews many of the Greek and Latin cognates found in Urdu and 
English. Match the English and Urdu, then look up the Urdu words in a dictionary to learn more about 
their meanings and uses.

ecclesial ا   ____ َدوس  ١۔ 
mile ب   ____  َ ِ ٢۔ 

ocean پ   ____  ِ ٣۔ 
music ت   ____  َ َ ٤۔ 
carat ٹ   ____  (law) ن ٥۔ 

paradise ث   ____  (paper) س ِ ٦۔ 
marble ج   ____  ِ ُد ٧۔ 

climate, clime چ   ____ ن  َ َ ٨۔ 
dolphin ح   ____  ِ ِ ٩۔ 

philosophy خ   ____ اط  ِ ١٠۔ 
pistachio د   ____  َ َ ١١۔ 

canon ذ   ____ س  ُ ١٢۔ 
evangelical, Evangel (the Gospel) ڈ   ____  ِ ِ ا ١٣۔ 

stable ر   ____ ا   ، اِ ١٤۔ 
caesar / kaiser ز   ____  ِ اِ ١٥۔ 

talisman ڑ   ____ ١٦۔  
naphtha ژ   ____ ١٧۔  

chameleon س   ____  َ ١٨۔ 
chart ش   ____  ِ ١٩۔ 

Vocabulary from Greek Physiology and Medicine 
The etymology of the name given to the Greek medicinal traditions in Urdu (   ) hints 
at the composite and hybrid history of the tradition. The word  [yū nā nī ] (Greek) derives 
from the Greek and is cognate with the English word “Ionian,” while the word  [t̤ibb] 
(medicine) comes from Arabic, and is the root of a cluster of Urdu words related to medi-
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cine and medicinal practice. Greek medicine remains a vibrant and popular aspect of dis-
courses about health and healing in Urdu (and in South Asia general), in which it coexists 
with, interacts with, and complements allopathic and Ayurvedic traditions.

C. Match the Urdu and English cognates related to physiology.

chyle ا   ____  َ َ ١۔ 
melancholy ب   ____ ق  ٢۔ 

chyme پ   ____ س  ُ َ ٣۔ 
basilic (vein) ت   ____  ِ َ ٤۔ 

cephalic (vein) ٹ   ____ س  ُ َ ٥۔ 
theriac ث   ____ ل  ِ ٦۔ 

colic, colon ج   ____ ٧۔  

One of the ways in which Greek /  medicine treats illness is by the use of herbs. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that Urdu and English share a large number of cognates related to 
botany and biology that derive from Greek.

D. Match the following cognates, all of which share a common Greek ancestor.

cannabis ا   ____ دن  ١۔ 
squill ب   ____  (frankincense) ن ُ ٢۔ 
organ پ   ____ اِ  ٣۔ 

scammony ت   ____  ٰ ٤۔ 
labdanum ٹ   ____  ِ َ ٥۔ 

agaric ث   ____ ن  ر ا ٦۔ 
euphorbium ج   ____  

ُ ِ ا ٨۔ 
gentian چ   ____  َّ ِ ٩۔ 

olibanum ح   ____ ن  ار ١٠۔ 
absynthium خ   ____ ١١۔  

acacia د   ____  ِ َ اَ ١٢۔ 
narcissus ذ   ____  َ ١٣۔ 

mastic ڈ   ____ ن  ِ ١٤۔ 
sponge ر   ____  ِ ١٥۔اَ

sagapenum ز   ____ ١٦۔  
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Keep in mind that  / Greek terminology in Urdu, as in English, is technical and used 
chiefly by specialists and most such words are rare. For example, the Urdu cognate of the 
English word cumin, which is Semitic in origin, is found in Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Arabic, 
but is not the commonly used word for cumin in Urdu.

English  Urdu Arabic-Ionian term (technical)  Urdu (common)

cumin ن  ُّ َ ہ  ز

English and Urdu also share a large number of cognates related to physics and metaphysics that 
come from Greek. The following word, which is central to Aristotle’s philosophy, was borrowed 
into Arabic and entered Urdu through works in the Arabic rational sciences, such as logic.

hyle (matter)  ←   / ّ

E. Match the cognates from Greek related to the physical sciences and philosophy.

astrolabe ا   ____ ت  ِ ُ ُِ ا ١۔ 
magnet ب   ____  ِ ٢۔ا

ether پ   ____ ا  ُ ٣۔ 
nous ت   ____ ٤۔  

alembic ٹ   ____  (candle glass) س  ٥۔ 
geography ث   ____ ب  ا ٦۔ 

 stoichiometry ج   ____  ِ ِ ٨۔
pharos چ   ____ ا  ٩۔ 

chemistry ح   ____  ُ ١٠۔ 

Although the words in this section have been grouped into the fields of medicine, physics, 
and philosophy for pedagogical purposes, it is important to keep in mind that such divisions 
among fields of learning are not necessarily reflected in the traditions themselves. The Greek 
medicinal /    tradition in Urdu, for example, is a holistic one. For that reason, medical 
manuals in this tradition often draw from psychology, ethics, physics, and religious mysticism.

1.7 English-Urdu Cognates—Turkish

Both English and Urdu borrow vocabulary from Turkish. In the case of English, Turkish not 
only loaned its own vocabulary, but was also a means through which Latin borrowed a 
significant amount of vocabulary from Arabic and Persian. Turkish was also an important 
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language at the Timurid and Ottoman courts, both of which played important role in the 
development of Persian literature and language. It also played an important role at the 
Mughal court. The founder of the Mughal Empire, Z̤ahī r ud-Dī n Bābar (d. 1530), wrote his 
autobiography in Chaghatai Turkish. The Mughal statesman ʿAbd ur-Raḥī m Ḳhā n-e Ḳhā nā n 
(d. 1627) wrote Chaghatai poetry. In the late-Mughal, early-colonial period, Inshā  Allā h 
Ḳhā n Inshā  (d. 1818), who is chiefly known for his Urdu poetry, the first grammar in Urdu, 
Daryā -e Lat̤ā fat, and an early work of Modern Hindi romance, Rā nī  Ketkī  kī  Kahā nī , also 
kept a diary in Chaghatai Turkish (later translated into Urdu and published as Inshā  kā  Turkī  
Roznā mchah [Inshā ’s Turkish diary]). The long history of Turkish in South Asia, and the long 
history of interaction between Turkish and Persian, helps to explain why a considerable 
number of Turkish words have been borrowed into Urdu.

The most outstanding example of an English-Urdu cognate of Turkish origin is the word 
“Urdu” itself, which is a Turkish word meaning “camp.” According to one theory, the name 
of the Urdu language is a shortened form of a longer phrase,  ے اردو  ِن   zabā n-e Urdū -e] ز
muʿallā ] (the language of the [royal] camp [surrounding the Red Fort in Delhi]), which 
was shortened to  اردو ِن   meaning, “the language of (the) Urdu (royal camp),” and, finally ,ز
shortened to “Urdu” following a Persian convention; for example, ر ِن   The Language) ز
of Persian) is shortened to ر  (Persian). The word was borrowed into English in the 
sixteenth century as “horde,” when it was associated with the Tartars.

English  Urdu  Turkish

horde اردو   ← اردو 

Turkish also played a role in the development of European languages and English spell-
ings (and sometimes senses) hint at the fact that words of Persian origin entered English 
through Turkish and other Mediterranean languages. For example, the form of the word 
tulip in various European languages suggests that the Persian word د was borrowed 
through the Turkish. Likewise, the spelling of jackal suggests that it was borrowed from 
the Turkish ل  rather than from its Persian cousin, ل . Conversely, Urdu borrows it from 
Persian. Other examples of spellings suggestive of Turkish origins include kismet and mina-
ret. English word meze or mezze (appetizer) is borrowed from Turkish (perhaps via Greek), 
but ultimately derives from the Persian word ہ  (taste, flavor). Urdu borrows the word from 
Persian as ہ  and retains its meanings.

English  Turkish  Persian

meze or mezze  ← ہ   ← ہ 

Urdu  Persian

ہ  ← ہ 
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Another example is the name of a popular Greek dish. This time, the etymon is an Arabic 
word derived from the root  (to give water). Urdu borrows or derives a handful of words 
from the root.

English  ←  Greek  ←  Turkish  ←  Arabic

moussaka  (given water) ٰ
Urdu  ←  (to give water) 

(wine steward)  (water-bearer) ّ  
(female wine steward)  

Another food name shows the complexities of relationships between English and Urdu:

Urdu   Arabic

(a bite of food, morsel, mouthful) ُ  ←  (to bite) 

English  Turkish  

lokum (Turkish delight)  ←  (Turkish delight)  ←  

Lokma (bite-sized fried dessert)  ←    

Another food-related borrowing is the following, which is used in Persian and Urdu to 
describe various dishes. In Turkish, it refers to cooked meat.

English  Urdu  Turkish

korma ر   ← ُور 

The first element in the following English and Urdu words is oda /  ”which means “room ,اُ
in Turkish.

English  Urdu  Turkish

odalisque  (tutor) ا  ←  (tutor, guardian) ا
(room) ق ا  ←  (room) او

Turkish Names and Titles
Many Turkish titles are found in the surnames of Urdu-speakers; for example, the title ن  in 
the name of the nineteenth-century reformer ن   ا    (Syed Ahmad Khan). Many are bor-
rowed into Urdu through Persian. English also borrows words from Turkish names. “Ottoman” 
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(as in the Ottoman dynasty, as well as the popular piece of furniture) is derived from the 
Arabic proper name ن  (Uṡmā n), from which the dynasty took its name.

ottoman/Ottoman  ←  [Uṡmān] ن

A. Match the Turkish titles as they are written in English and Urdu. (Note: ك is pronounced "ey" in 
some borrowings from Turkish.)

Khan ا  ____ آ  ١۔ 
Effendi ب  ____ ى  ٢۔آ

Agha پ  ____ ن  ٣۔ 
Bey, Beg ت  ____ ٤۔  

Pasha ٹ  ____   /   ٥۔ 

1.8 English-Urdu Cognates—Proto-Indo-European

Proto-Indo-European is the name that philologists and linguists give to a postulated yet 
historically unrecorded language from which Indo-European languages such as English, 
Latin, Persian, Sanskrit, and Urdu are said to derive.

The following words, which share an origin in Proto-Indo-European, exemplify the kinds 
of cognate relationships that exist among Urdu and English words:

English  Urdu

can (to be able to) / know / cognize / gnosis / ignore  (to know)  / (knowledge) ن

Note the layers of interrelationship and the parallel histories. Urdu borrows the word ن  from 
Sanskrit, just as English borrows “gnosis” from Latin. The Prakritic  (to know), while related 
to ن  through their shared Proto-Indo-European root, is of a different register and carries a 
slightly different sense. In the same way, the English words “can” and “know,” although related 
to the Latin gnoscere (to get to know) owing to their shared Proto-Indo-European root, are also 
of different registers and carry different senses and meanings. Compare with the Latinate “gno-
sis” (mystical knowledge) and “agnostic” (lit. not knowing). The verb “can” in English was once 
idiomatically used in the sense of “to know” or “to know how (to do something).” Indeed, the 
idiom “that I can of,” meaning, “that I know of,” was idiomatic in English as late as the nineteenth 
century. This sense is retained in its English relatives, including “canny,” “uncanny,” and “cunning.”

Many English and Urdu words are cognate not only with each other, but also with words 
in other Indo-European languages such as Germanic languages, Latin (thence French, Ital-
ian, Spanish, etc.), Persian, and Sanskrit. For example, the Germanic English words “nave” 
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and “navel,” and their Latinate English relative “umbilical,” all derive from Greek and are 
cognate with the Indic-Urdu  (navel) and the Persianate-Urdu ف  (navel). 

Another interesting example is the connection between the Proto-Indo-European root 
of the following English words and their Urdu cognates, some of which are listed here. The 
English words variously relate to English (yoke) and related English words borrowed from 
Greek (e.g. zygote) and Latin (e.g. juncture, conjugate), including ones borrowed through 
French (e.g. join, joint, rejoinder).

Urdu  English

(yoga) گ  گ /   yoke, zygote, join, juncture, conjugate

(yogi)   /  yoga, yogi (borrowed from Sanskrit)

(pair)  ُ  

(pair, duo)  َ ُ  

(duet [in music]) ى   

(to arrange)  ُ  

Many Indo-European cognates in English and Urdu are easily recognized because they have 
retained similar meanings even with thousands of years of borrowing and use. Note that, 
in these sections, the Urdu words may have been borrowed from Persian, Prakrit, Sanskrit, 
or other Indo-European languages.

English  Urdu

lip  (lip)  

path  (path)  

new  (new)  

love  (desire; greed)  

mouse  (mouse) ش 
thirst  (to yearn for)  (thirst)  ِ

father, paternal, padre  (father)  ِ ر /  َِ
mother, maternal  (mother) در /  

daughter  (daughter) د 
brother  (brother) ادر 

As in the examples above, the semantic connection between the following cognates is clear.

English  Urdu

deity, divine, demon, devil  (god; demon, monster) / د    د
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The semantic relationship between other Urdu and English cognates is less obvious. Con-
sider the following. Note that these examples, like others in this section, demonstrate 
not only the relationship between English and Urdu, but also the relationship among 
Urdu and other Indo-European languages, such as Persian, Prakrit, and Sanskrit. In the 
first example, we see that the Sanskrit  , its Prakritic descendants and derivatives ؤں  
and , and its Persian cousin  are all distant relatives of the English “shine” and its 
derivative “shimmer.”

English  Urdu

shine, shimmer  (shadow, reflection) ؤں /  /    / 

be  (the earth, land, site; to be) م /   م /   / 

safe, save, salvage, salvation  (all, every)   / 

The somewhat vague phonological and semantic relationship between safe, save, etc., 
and  /  is clarified by comparing these terms with their Sanskrit cognate, सव [sarva] 
(all, every; whole, entire). The Latin and Middle French etymons of the English (“salvus” 
and “sauf,” respectively) carry the sense of wholeness or completion, connoting intact-
ness and thus the modern sense of “free from harm.” This is one of many Sanskrit-Persian 
pairs in which we find the s-h variation; for example, compare Sanskrit सनर [sunar(a)] 
(good man) and Persian  [hunar] (excellence, skill). The phonetic variations between the 
Urdu  and the Sanskrit sarv(a) are typical; we will discuss them in greater detail in the 
unit on Sanskrit and Prakrit. Although sunar is not an Urdu word, its elements, the prefix 
su- (good) and the noun nar (man) are found in everyday Urdu words; for example, ڑى  
(clever; a clever man) ول ُ  (well-shaped, handsome) and رى    (males and females).

Study the following list of common Urdu verbs and their English cognates.

English  Urdu

thin  (to stretch, pull)   / 

cult  (to move)  

 to rout (cry out)  (to cry) رو 
was  (to settle, remain)  

The Urdu word وس  (neighborhood) is built of two words with Proto-Indo-European roots. 
The first part of the word  is related to the Sanskrit ित [prati-] (against), which is thought by 
some to be related to the Proto-Indo-European root from which the English “price,” “precious,” 
and “prize” are derived. The second element, is related to the Sanskrit root वस् [vas-] (to dwell, 
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live; be, exist), from which comes the everyday Urdu verb َ  (to settle), and is cognate with 
the English word “was.” 

English  Urdu

price; was  (neighborhood) وس 

A. Match the Urdu and English cognates whose roots lie in Proto-Indo-European. The meanings 
of Urdu words whose semantic relationship to the English is not immediately apparent have been 
given in parentheses.

me ا   ____  (digging) و ١۔ 
 ask ب   ____  (blue)  (indigo) ٢۔

reign, regal پ   ____  (honey) ُ  (wine)  ٣۔
lilac ت   ____  (desire) ّ اِ ٤۔ 

decimal ٹ   ____ دا  ٥۔ 
 mead ث   ____ را   / راج  ٦۔ 

 dental, tooth ج   ____ دس  ٨۔ 
comma چ   ____  (difference) ا ٩۔ 

 other ح   ____ ١٠۔  

Because Old Persian and Sanskrit are closely related, many Persian words in Urdu resemble 
their Sanskrit relatives. For this reason, Sanskrit is an effective third point of comparison that 
helps to illuminate the phonetic and semantic connections between and among English and 
Urdu cognates. 

English  Urdu (from Persian)  Sanskrit

long دراز   (to stretch)  drāgh

The following is another good example of the many words descendent from a single root in 
Proto-Indo-European are found in Urdu and English. Once again, Sanskrit provides a useful 
point for comparison

English   Urdu   Sanskrit

voice  (sound) آواز   (a word, sound)  vāch (from vach)

(sound)    

(to prattle)    
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Here are a few more examples of the way the relationshiops between Urdu and English 
cognates are illuminated by Sanskrit.

English  Urdu

(cf. Sanskrit asma- [base of first person plural; us])  us  (our) را 
(cf. Sanskrit kati [how many])  quota  (several)  

B. Use the Oxford English Dictionary and Platts’ Urdu dictionary to find the Urdu and Sanskrit 
cognates of the following English words.

1. other 2. come 3. hand 4. month 5. light

The following English and Urdu cognates show just how many Urdu words may be related 
to one English word (or more). Perhaps even more fascinating is the fact that of the three 
Urdu words,  comes from Persian,  is a Hindi-Urdu word proper, and  is a term that 
is common to Persian, Sanskrit, Prakrit, and Urdu:

English  Urdu

cow  (cow)  (cow)  (meat) 

Here is another interesting food-related cognate:

English  Urdu

sweet, suave  (flavor) اد 

C. Use the Oxford English Dictionary and Platts’ Urdu dictionary to find connections between the 
following English words and their Urdu cognates.

1. lemon 2. widow 3. free 4. mist 5. video, visual, wit

1.9 English-Urdu Cognates—Prakrit and Sanskrit

We have already seen that the roots of a large number of Urdu and English cognates lie 
in Proto-Indo-European and are sometimes also cognate with words in Sanskrit. In this 
section, we shall set these relationships aside and discuss only the shared vocabulary that 
English and Urdu have borrowed directly from Sanskrit or Prakrit. 
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English has borrowed some of these words from Sanskrit via Urdu, Hindi, Punjabi, and 
other South Asian languages. 

Sanskrit  Urdu  English

(lord of the world)     (Jagan Nath [deity])     juggernaut

(weighty; teacher) و   (teacher) و   guru

By the way, guru و  (weighty) is also cognate with the English words “grave,” “gravitas,” and 
“gravity.”

The following words were borrowed directly into English from Sanskrit and into Urdu either 
from Sanskrit or Prakrit. Note that in Prakrit, “j” often takes the place of Sanskrit’s “y.” Since much 
of this vocabulary was borrowed into Urdu before the movement for Sanskritization began 
in the nineteenth century, Urdu often retains the Prakritic pronunciations and spellings. Con-
versely, English often borrows directly from Sanskrit. Note that English words retain the fully 
vocalized “a” ending associated with Sanskrit pronunciation and transliteration. 

English  Urdu  Sanskrit

raga راگ   [rāga] راگ 

The popularity of yoga has resulted in a large number of borrowings from Sanskrit into 
English. Many of these Sanskrit words are related to Urdu words.

English  Urdu  Sanskrit

yogi, yoga گ  گ /   /  گ 

As we noted above, this word is also related to the English “yoke,” “juncture,” and other 
words related to the concept of joining. The Sanskrit گ  covers a wide semantic range (join-
ing, union, contact; fitness, propriety; devotional seeking). The Urdu (Prakritic) گ  covers 
a similarly wide semantic range, from “union” and “the (auspicious) alignment of stars” to 
“yogic practice.” 

Students familiar with the names of various poses (  in yoga will discover that many (آ
of them contain words that are borrowed into Urdu, either in their entirety or as parts 
of words.

English  Urdu Cognate(s)  Yoga Term

Asana  (lion-seat; throne)   (pose) آ 
Balasana  (darling, child) ل   (child’s pose)  

Dandasana  (staff, stick) ا  د  (staff pose) ا  د
Halasana  (plow)   (plow pose)  
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Padmasana  (lotus)   (lotus pose)  

Virasana  (hero, warrior) و /    (hero pose) ا  و
Virabhadrasana  (virtuous) ر  (hero) و /    (warrior pose) را و

Other yogic vocabulary is found in Urdu in the form of cognates. The following chart surveys 
some common examples.

English  Urdu Cognates  Yoga Term

Ardhachandrasana  (moon) ر   ،    (half) آد  (half moon pose) را    ارد
Chaturanga  (body, limb) ا   (four) ر  (four-limb staff)  ا 

Ashtanga  (body, limb) ا   (eight) آ  (eight-part pose) ا 
Surya Namaskar  (greetings) ر   (sun) رج  (sun salutation) ر    ر

Adho Mukha Svanasana  (dog)  (face)  (downward) او  (downward dog)      اد

Many words that philologists trace to Sanskrit entered English and Urdu circuitously and 
thus offer evidence of the rich histories of linguistic cross-pollination and lexical borrowing 
that characterize both languages. In the following case, the English word has come through 
medieval Latin, but its spelling suggests that it entered English and Urdu through Arabic, 
either by direct borrowing or through another language. Ultimately, however, both words 
are believed to derive from the Sanskrit word ن  (sandalwood).

English  Urdu

sandal(wood) ل 

A. Match the Urdu and English cognates borrowed from Sanskrit. Find the Urdu words in a dictionary. 
Then use English and Urdu dictionaries to compare their meanings.

maya ا   ___ ١۔  
dharma ب   ___  َ َ ٢۔ 

shakti پ   ___ ٣۔  
avatar ت   ___ م  َ ٤۔ 

ashram ٹ   ___ م  َ د ٥۔ 
Aryan ث   ___ ر  اَو ٦۔ 

chakra ج   ___ م  َ آ ٧۔ 
mantra چ   ___ آر  ٨۔ 
karma ح   ___  َ ٩۔ 
shanti خ   ___  َ ١٠۔ 
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1.10 English-Urdu Cognates—East-Asian Languages

Sanskrit and other South Asian languages have played an important role in literary and 
religious discourse in East, Southeast, South, Central, and West Asia across a range of lan-
guages. This cosmopolitanism has unsurprisingly resulted in the borrowing of Sanskrit 
words into Chinese, Japanese, and other East- and Southeast Asian languages.

One example of this complex web of borrowing is the English name of the most widely 
spoken dialect of Chinese, “Mandarin,” which English borrows not from Chinese but from 
Portuguese, which probably borrowed the Sanskrit-origin word ى  [mantrī ] (consul or 
councilor to a king) from Hindi-Urdu, Malay, or another South or Southeast Asian language. 
In any case, it appears that this exonym was used by Portuguese traders to refer to the 
language of the consuls who had come to courts in South and Southeast Asia.

English  Urdu

Mandarin ى 

Similarly, the word “China” does not enter Latin through East Asian languages, but apparently 
through Sanskrit. The Sanskrit word (chī na) has been known from the time of the Sanskrit 
epics; that is, around the time of the Common Era. Its derivatives are used in English, Urdu, 
Persian, and many other Indo-European languages.

English  Urdu

China  

The importance of Sanskritic languages to religious traditions in East Asia, especially 
Buddhism, has led to the borrowing of many Sanskrit words into Japanese and Chi-
nese through languages like Pali. The name “Buddhism” itself comes from a Pali-Sanskrit 
word meaning “aware,” “knowing,” or “enlightened.” Its Urdu cousins relatives include ُھ  
(learned man; the Buddha);  (intelligence, wisdom); ّ ُ  (a fool); as well as derivative 
words such as  (to understand) from  (together, complete) and ھ  (understanding). 

English   Urdu  Sanskrit

Buddha  (learned man) ھ  ھ   

(wisdom, intelligence)  ُ  

(a fool)  ّ ُ  
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The English words “tea” and “chai” are both related to the Urdu word , and all three 
ultimately derive from the same Chinese root pronounced differently in Mandarin and 
Amoyese (Xiamenese) dialects. 

English  Urdu  [through other languages]  Mandarin Chinese

chai   ←  ch’a

English  [through other languages]  Amoyese (Xiamenese) Chinese

tea  ←  te

The word “zen” and its etymon ن  beautifully exemplify the (focus; meditation) [dhyā n] د
interconnectedness and interdependence of world languages, of which English and Urdu 
are two important ones. By comparing Platts’ Urdu dictionary, Monier-Williams’ Sanskrit 
dictionary, the Oxford English Dictionary, and the relevant entry in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, 
Second Edition, we learn that the word  ن ] [dhyai] د  is related to the Sanskrit root د यै] 
(thought, reflection, meditation). This Sanskrit root is almost certainly related to another 
Sanskrit root د [dhī ] [धी] (intellect, understanding, thought). Some philologists think that 
the Arabic word ِد (religion, among a wide range of other meanings) is not a Semitic word, 
but an Indo-European one related to the latter Sanskrit root (  If this is true, then .[ dhī] (د
it means that the three words, dhyā n, “zen,” and dī n, which are used to refer to three of the 
most important concepts in world religious traditions (Hinduism, Buddhism, and Islam) are 
related and share a long, interrelated and interdepedent history.

English (from Japanese)  Urdu (from Arabic, Persian)  Urdu (from Sanskrit)

zen  (religion) د  (meditation) ن د

A. Match the Urdu and English cognates related to Buddhism. Note that all the words come from 
Sanskrit and are also used in non-Buddhist contexts. Look up unfamiliar vocabulary in a dictionary 
and compare the meanings of the English and Urdu words.

zen ا   ___ ن  د ١۔ 
nirvana ب   ___ پ  ٢۔ 

stupa پ   ___  َ َ ٣۔ 
sangha ت   ___  َ ٤۔ 

mandala ٹ   ___ َون  ِ ٥۔ 
Tantra ث   ___ ل  ٦۔ 
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1.11 Cognates, Connections, and Conclusions

The historical processes of linguistic borrowing are complex and defy reduction to geo-
graphical, national, political, religious or other types of borders and boundaries. In this unit, 
we have seen that English and Urdu are linked by shared engagements with Arabic, Chinese, 
Dravidian languages, French, German, Greek, Japanese, Latin, Malay, Persian, Portuguese, 
Prakrit, Proto Indo-European, Sanskrit, and Spanish across time. By studying the ways in 
which this richly intertwined history of cultural and linguistic exchange has shaped the lexica 
of English and Urdu, we can begin to appreciate the interconnectedness and interdepen-
dence of the languages as part of broader processes of movement and exchange in history. 
As we move into the following units, which once again divide our subject into distinct lin-
guistic categories (“The Arabic Element”; “The Persian Element”; “The Hindi Element”; “The 
Prakrit-Sanskrit Element”), we must bear in mind that these distinctions, while productive, 
threaten to mask the interconnectedness, interdependence, and occasional ambiguities 
between and among these languages. We must resist the temptation to reify languages by 
treating them as essentially and concretely disparate. 

As a final illustration of the interconnected histories of Urdu and English, consider the 
English word “ginger,” which English borrows from Latin through French, and its Urdu 
cognate, ز [zanjabī l], which Urdu borrows from Arabic. (As we have seen in the case of 
other medical vocabulary, ز [zanjabī l] is used in medical texts, but is not the everyday 
word for ginger in Urdu. That is اَدَرك [adrak].) Philologists disagree about the origins 
of ز, but it seems to have been borrowed into Indo-European languages from a Southeast 
Asian language through a Dravidian one. From the Dravidian it seems to have entered Prakrit 
through Sanskrit. Dravidian also seems to have given it to Pali, whence it traveled through 
Greek into Latin and eventually into English. Naturally, its form in all these languages changed 
as it was borrowed. During its many journeys, it also entered Arabic and is found in a verse of 
the Quran (76:17) to describe a drink to be given and enjoyed in Paradise.

  ز   ا ن      ن  و 
(And they will be given to drink therein a cup mixed with zanjabīl.)
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UNIT 2 
THE ARABIC ELEMENT 

Urdu borrows a great deal from Arabic, from orthographic traditions through words and 
idiomatic expressions to genres of literature. Knowing a bit about Arabic morphology will 
help you acquire a large vocabulary relatively quickly.

Before beginning this unit, readers should be familiar with the following twenty words. 
Not only are they some of the most common Arabic words in Urdu, but they and their lin-
guistic relatives are repeated throughout this unit. 

(country)   (known) م   (sight)   (often) ا 
(effect) ا   (state)   (remaining)   (government)  

(type)   (nation) م   (love)   (form, face) رت 
(clear)   (right)   (action)   (special) ص 

(site) م   (present) د   (near)   (related)  

2.1 Recognizing Arabic Words in Urdu 

The first step in applying one’s knowledge of Arabic morphology to Urdu vocabulary acquisi-
tion is to learn to recognize Arabic words in Urdu. With a bit of practice, you will easily recog-
nize when a word is of Arabic origin. The simplest way to do so is to learn to recognize letters 
that mark Arabic origin. As a rule, all words with the following letters come from Arabic:

ع ظ  ط  ض  ص  ذ  ح  ث 

In the case of ذ, the only exception is a small number of Persian words.

ہ ا  ا  ارش   ار    

The letter ق is also often good evidence that a word comes from Arabic, but occasionally 
appears in words not borrowed from Arabic, too. It is worth noting that compound words 
may include an Arabic word or particle as one of its elements without being Arabic itself. For 
example, رت  (form, face) is an Arabic word, but the compound رت  (beautiful) is not.

Equally helpful in identifying Arabic words is to keep in mind that if a word contains any 
of the following letters, it has not been borrowed from Arabic (Arabic lacks them):

 (aspiration)ھ گ  ژ  ڑ  ڈ  چ  ٹ  پ 
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Note on ه (aspiration). Arabic lacks the Indic distinction between aspirated and unaspi-
rated consonants, and therefore the ھ of aspiration is not found in Arabic words. Note that 
some styles of Urdu writing (especially those used before the twentieth century) use ھ and ہ 
interchangeably. 

Another piece of evidence that a word is Arabic in origin is that it contains other signs 
of Arabic origin (e.g. the triliteral root pattern). These will be studied closely in subsequent 
sections.

A. Identifying Arabic words. Read the following words and write an ع next to all the Arabic words that 
show tell tale signs of their Arabic origin. Write an x next to those words which cannot be borrowed from 
Arabic. Finally, look up any remaining words in an Urdu dictionary to learn more about their origins.

ا      ف 
ر م    م   

ڈا ورت   ل  وع  ڑ   

ا رت  ا  ص  آ   
رت       

B. Finding etymologies in a dictionary. In some cases, it will not be immediately apparent that a 
word comes from Arabic. Find out whether the following words are Arabic in origin by looking them 
up in an Urdu dictionary. Mark the Arabic words with ع.

ز  ن  درد  خ    

C. Exceptions. There are rare exceptions to the general guidelines outlined here. Read the following 
words, which are not Arabic in origin. Look them up in a dictionary to learn about their etymology.

ارش    

2.2 Arabic Roots 

Nouns in Arabic typically have three root letters to which vowels and consonants are 
infixed, prefixed, and suffixed to derive words that are conceptually related. The root letters 
are typically related to a root verb with a range of meanings. Study the following chart, 
which surveys Urdu words derived from the Arabic َ َ .(to enter) َد

(entrance; access; power; intrusion) َد 
(entrance; penetration) ل  ُد

(admitted; included) َد 
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(entering; entered; registered; included)  ِ دا
(admission; registration document; a receipt of payment/income)  ِ دا

(entered; registered) ل  َ
(site of entrance; income; mouthpiece of a telephone receiver)  َ َ

(income)  ِ ا َ
(interference; interruption) ا 

(insertion; introduction; penetration) ل  اِد
 (interference [of light]; sets of divisible integers; indigestion caused by overeating;  ُ ا َ
performing noontime and afternoon prayers at the same time; commixture,  

intermixture)  

Note that each of these words contains all the letters of the root (د خ ل) in the same order. 
This is the key to recognizing that Arabic words are related. That is, Arabic words are mor-
phologically (and therefore semantically) related only if they share the same root letters 
in the same order. 

Recognizing that a word comes from Arabic and, more importantly, recognizing rela-
tionships among Arabic words of the same root and how various patterns affect meaning, 
is the key to developing a large and nuanced Arabic vocabulary in Urdu. 

A. Match the words on the right with the words on the left that share the same Arabic root.

ا   ____ ق  ١۔ 
ب   ____ ٢۔  

ل پ   ____ ٣۔ 
ت   ____ ٤۔  

ت او ٹ   ____ ٥۔  
ر ا ث   ____ ٦۔  

ج   ____ ٧۔  
م چ   ____ ٨۔ و 

ح   ____ ٩۔  
ر ا خ   ____ رت  ١٠۔

Recognizing Arabic Roots 
Since Arabic words are formed by prefixing, infixing, and suffixing vowels and consonants 
to root letters, the easiest way to recognize the root is to gain familiarity with the standard 
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paradigms of affixation. Such paradigms are the main focus of this unit. Even if you do not 
know the paradigms yet, a few basic rules will help you to distinguish root letters from 
other kinds of letters in Arabic words.

The most commonly affixed letters to the root are م ت  ا   As a general rule, if a .ى and و 
word that you recognize to be Arabic contains one or more of these letters in addition to 
three other letters, you can safely assume that the three other letters are the root letters. 
Another helpful point to keep in mind is the fact that م is often prefixed but neither infixed 
nor suffixed to derive nouns, adjectives, or adverbs in Arabic. Likewise, و is never prefixed. 
Hence, when م appears in medial or final positions and و in initial position, they are almost 
certainly root letters. Otherwise, they are likely derivational affixes.

For example, in the following word, we find م and و in addition to three letters, one of 
which (ص) marks the word as Arabic. If we remove the م and و (here highlighted with an 
underline) we are left with three letters. These are the three letters of the root.

ف ر  ص   ← ف  و  ر  ص  م   ← وف 

In the following example, we see three recognizable root letters and two instances of the letter 
.we are left with the root ,ا which is among the most common affixes. Thus, ignoring the ,ا

ل ف  ط   ← ل  ا  ف  ط  ا   ← ل  ا

Removing the two common derivational affixes from the following word, we are once again 
left with the root. 

ف ر  ع   ← ف  ى  ر  ع  ت   ←  

Consider the following pair of words. 

م  

If we were to remove all the commonly affixed letters, we would be left with only two root 
letters (ع and ل) in both words. But we know that this is not sufficient and that م is never 
suffixed as part of a pattern. Which letters do we retain? Finding the answer depends on our 
ability to recognize the most likely roots and our familiarity with this common Arabic root 
and the patterns (or forms or paradigms) into which it has been set. Knowing both, we can 
easily deduce that the three letters that appear in the same order in both words are ع ل م. 
We might also have reasoned to this conclusion if we recognized either of the patterns. 
We learned just now that ص ر ف are the root letters in وف . We can then assume that the 
prefixed م and the infixed و are the affixed letters in the current pattern, too. Removing them 
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Unit 2: The Arabic Element 59

from the present word, we are left with ع ل م ( ), which are indeed the root letters. Indeed, 
the root  means “to know” and is among the most common Arabic roots in Urdu. 

م  ل  ع   ← م   

Here are a few more Arabic words with the roots extracted. The underlined letters to the 
left of the arrows are the affixed and infixed vowels and consonants. Note that the roots are 
written as three separate letters for illustrative purposes here, but are typically connected 
in grammar books and dictionaries (thus, ف  rather than ف ر   .(ع 

ف ر  ع   ← ف  ا  ر  ت  ع  ا   ← اف  ا
ل  ف  ح   ← ل  ف  ح  م   ←  

ح ت  ف   ← ح  ا  ت  ف  م   ← ح 
س  ر  د   ← س  ى  ر  د  ت   ← ر 
ق ق  ح   ← ق  ئ  ا  ق  ح   ←  

These guidelines are generally effective, but it is important to note that the five common 
affixes may in some cases be root letters. The key to knowing which letters are affixes and 
which are root letters is to recognize two elements: (1) commonly used roots; (2) commonly 
used derivational patterns. The following sections will train you to recognize both and to 
understand how the interaction between roots and patterns creates or affects meaning. 
Knowing how roots relate to patterns to create meaning, and recognizing the relationships 
among words of the same root or pattern, is the key to building a large vocabulary quickly 
and to understanding the nuances of Arabic word meanings in Urdu.

B. Write the three root letters of the following words.

١٠۔  ر  ا ٩۔  ٨۔   ٧۔   ٦۔   ٥۔   ب  ٤۔  د  ٣۔  ٢۔   ب  ١۔ 
ر ٢٠۔ رت  ١٩۔  م  ا ١٨۔  ١٧۔  ر  ١٦۔  رك  ١٥۔  ١٤۔   ورت  ١٣۔  رت  ١٢۔  وع  ١١۔ 

Review Exercise. Arabic roots matching exercise. Match the words on the left with the related words 
on the right. Remember that in order for two words in Arabic to be related, they must have the same 
root letters in the same order.

ا   ____ دت  ١۔ 
ب   ____ ٢۔  

رك پ   ____ ل  ٣۔ 
ت   ____ ٤۔  
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ٹ   ____ ٥۔  
ر ا ث   ____ ٦۔  

ج   ____ وع  ٧۔ 
چ   ____ ٨۔  

د ح   ____ ٩۔  
خ   ____ ١٠۔  

2.3 Irregular Patterns of Triliteral Roots 

Arabic words whose three root letters are consonants are considered regular. In the follow-
ing sections, we shall also examine words whose root letters are not regular (that is, not 
all consonants) and the derived nouns of which are therefore considered irregular. These 
concepts will be clarified through repeated examples in subsequent lessons. Here follows 
a general introduction.

Geminate (Doubled) Root Letters 
Many Urdu nouns of Arabic origin have doubled root letters. In some cases, not all three 
root letters appear in the word. For example, the Form I (root) word  (truth; right; God) 
appears to have only two root letters, but it actually contains three (ق ق   This is because .(ح 
there is no short vowel between the two ق letters and therefore the second is not written. 
Roots in which two letters are the same are called geminate.

Mutable Root Letters 
As we have seen, most Arabic words are built on three root letters. When one of these letters 
is a vowel (e.g. و or ى) or hamza (ء), the otherwise regular patterns of noun derivation are 
affected. This is because these letters are mutable and typically assimilate the short vowels 
that precede them. Grammarians of Arabic distinguish four basic kinds of such roots.

1. Assimilated are those whose first root letter is و or ى. In Urdu, nouns derived from assi-
miliated verbs typically begin with the letter و [v]. They include:

س ع  و و  و  و  وزن 
2. Hollow are those in which the middle letter of the root is و or ى. Urdu nouns derived 

from hollow verbs can have ى ,و, or ا as their middle letter.
ل ف    ر  ر 

3. Defective are those in which the final letter is و or ى. Nouns derived from defective 
verbs may end in any vowel, but their basic form most often ends in ا [ā ].

و  ت  د ىٰ  د د   
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4. Hamzated are those in which a root letter is hamzah. Urdu typically drops the hamza 
and simply retains the alif ا [a]. 

ا ا  ا  ا  ا  ا 

Some roots are mixed. For example, the root (and its related verbal noun) و (friend; saint) 
is both assimilated (initial v) and defective (final ī ). Similarly, را  /  is both (opinion) رأى 
hamzated (middle letter) and defective (final ī , e).

The following sections will review the many ways in which geminate, assimilated, hollow, 
defective, and hamzated nouns interact with the standard patterns of noun derivation in Ara-
bic. This information may seem overwhelming at first, but with a bit of practice it will become 
second nature. Indeed, the deviations from the irregular patterns are themselves quite predict-
able and thus, in a sense, regular. Once you have grown accustomed to the patterns, many of 
them will hardly seem like deviations from regular noun patterns at all. 

A. Recognizing relationships among irregular nouns. Match the irregular nouns on the right to the 
those on the left which share the same root. Note that the vowels in weak roots may change.

ا ا   ___ د  ١۔ 
ب   ___ ٢۔  
پ   ___ ر  ٣۔ 

ا ت   ___ ا  ٤۔ 
ٹ   ___ ٥۔  

2.4 Paradigms for Arabic Nouns 

Arabic grammarians use a paradigm that corresponds with the typical three-letter root of 
Arabic words in order to facilitate generalized and easy representation of the underlying 
structure of words. The paradigm uses the letter ف to represent the first letter of a root 
word, ع to represent the second, and ل to represent the third. Like the words that they 
represent, the paradigms also include affixed vowels and consonants. This unit will use 
these paradigms to refer to the structure of derived nouns. It is therefore important to 
understand how the paradigms represent patterns of derived nouns. Read the words in the 
following chart and the paradigm to the left of the arrow.

ِ  ←  ِ  ِ  

ل  ← م  ر  ب 
ل ِ  ← ل  ِ ب  ِ ب  ِ  

 ←    
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62 Urdu Vocabulary

Notice that the paradigms to the left of the arrows share exactly the same prefixed, infixed, 
and suffixed vowels and consonants as the words on the right. For example, in the first 
row, the words to the right of the arrow all have ا infixed between the first and second root 
letters and a short ِ [i] between the second and third. Substituting ف    and ل for the three 
root letters in each word, we produce the pattern ِ . This pattern is used to refer to all 
Urdu words in this form. As the pattern forming the active participle of the basic form of 
the noun, it imparts an agentive sense (compare with -er, -ing) to the root. 

The same system is modified to represent irregular nouns. Thus, the geminate (doubled) 
root is represented as ّ :

ّ  ←  ّ  ّ  

Other irregular roots are represented by substitutions for the mutable letter.

ل  ← م  ف  ل 
 ←    

 ←    

A. Recognizing paradigms. Match the words on the right with the appropriate paradigm on the left.

ِ ا   __________ ١۔  
ل ب   __________ ٢۔  

پ   __________ ٣۔  
__________ ٤۔  
__________ وف  ٥۔ 
__________ ٦۔  
__________ ٧۔  
__________ د  ٨۔ 
__________  ِ ٩۔ 
__________ م  ١٠۔ 

B. Classifying by paradigms. Write two Urdu words that fall under the following paradigms. Your 
examples may be drawn from the aforegoing discussion or your own reading.

____________________  ____________________  ِ ١۔ 
____________________  ____________________ ل  ٢۔ 
____________________  ____________________ ٣۔  
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C. Producing paradigms. Next to each of the following words, write the appropriate paradigm. Use 
the paradigms discussed in this unit to guide you. The first three have been done for you.

__________ زل  ١١۔   __________ ٦۔    ِ  ِ ١۔ 
__________ ١٢۔    __________ ِزم  ٧۔  ل  ُ َ ر  ُ َ ٢۔ 
__________ ١٣۔    __________ ظ  ٨۔   ِ َ  ِ َ ٣۔ 
__________ ق  ١٤۔   __________ ٩۔    __________ ر  ٤۔ 
__________ ١٥۔    __________  ِ ١٠۔   __________ ٥۔  

2.4.l The Pronunciation of Arabic Letters in Urdu 

Urdu follows its own set of rules for the pronunciation of Arabic letters, most of which 
should be familiar to readers. However, the letters ع (ʿain) and ح (baṛ ī  he) present specific 
problems of pronunciation and it is therefore worthwhile to spend some time examining 
their pronunciation in detail. Unless noted, the pronounciations in this section correspond 
to those in everyday use. Similarly, specialized pronunciations of the letter ain ع as a glot-
tal stop (as is sometimes done to indicate its prosodic weight) or as a pharyngeal fricative 
(as it is pronounced in Arabic and by Urdu speakers who wish to Arabicize Urdu) are not 
discussed. Neither reflects what is considered standard Urdu pronunciation. 

The Pronounciation of ع (ʿAin) 
This letter appears in four positions: initial, medial, and final. 

Initial Position 
The pronunciation of ع in initial position is the same as ا in the same position. That is, it 
simply carries an appropriate vowel. It can have seven pronunciations in this position: ā , au, 
ī , ai, a, u, i. Consider the following. Transliterations reflect Urdu pronunciation.

[ain]  َ ٤۔   [īd]  ِ ٣۔   [aurat] رت  َ ٢۔   [ārif] رف  ١۔ 
[ibādat] دت  ٧۔   [urf] ف  ٦۔   [adālat] ا  َ ٥۔ 

Medial Position 
In the medial position, the pronunciation of ʿain depends upon the vowels that come 
immedately before and after it.

If ʿain is preceded by a short vowel and no vowel immediately succeeds it, it extends 
the vowel according to the rules of ain extension [a becomes ā ; u becomes o; i becomes e]. 

[nemat]  ْ ِ ٣۔   [rob]  ْ ُر ٢۔   [bād]  ْ َ ١۔ 
[meyār] ر  ِ ٦۔   [bod] ٥۔   [lānat]  َ ٤۔
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If ʿain is preceded by ا [ā ] or َ [a] and succeeded by ا [ā ] or َ [a], it is often not pronounced. 
Instead, the combination of vowels is pronounced as a long ā .

[samāt]  َ ٤۔   [ishāt]  َ ِ ا ٣۔   [sādat] دت  َ ٢۔   [māsh] ش  َ ١۔ 
[tājjub]  َ َ ٧۔   [tālluq]  

ُّ َ َ ٦۔   [arbā]  َ َ ار ٥۔ 

If ʿain is preceded by a short u or long ū  and followed by a short a or long ā , it is elided.

[muammā]  ّ َ ُ ۔   [shurūāt] ت  و ۔   [shuā] ع  ُ ۔ 

When ʿain is preceded by a short i or long ī  and followed by a short a or long ā , it is either 
elided or pronounced as a y.

[istī(y)āb] ب  ا ٣۔   [isti(y)ārā] رہ  ِ ِ ا ٢۔   [ri(y)āyat] ِر  ١۔ 
[bai(y)at]  َ َ ٥۔   [tabī(y)at]  َ ٤۔ 

When ʿain is preceded by a short a or long ā  and followed by short i or long ī , it is elided.

 [rubāī] ر  ٢۔   [shāir] ١۔  

When ʿain is preceded by short or long i and followed by long ī , it is sometimes pronounced “y.”

[betāliyī]     [tabīyī] ١۔  

When ʿain is not preceded by a vowel (that is, there is sukū n on the preceding letter), but 
is followed by a vowel, it is elided in everyday speech.

[sanat] ٣۔    [talat] ٢۔    [inām] م  اِ ١۔ 

However, in the recitation of poetry and in speech which seeks to mimic prosodic meter, 
the preceding consonant may be doubled. Some speakers may also pronounce the ʿain as 
a glottal stop.

[sannat] ٣۔    [tallat] ٢۔    [innām] م  اِ ١۔ 

Final Position 
The pronunciation of ع in final position depends on the vowel that precedes it. If long, 
the ع has no pronunciation. If short, it extends the vowel according to ain extension rules 
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(a becomes ā ; i becomes e; u becomes o). If no vowel precedes it, it is pronounced ā  
(e.g. ْ َ  [shamā ] or ْ َ  [jamā ]).

[badī] ٤۔    [nau] ع  ٣۔   [shurū] وع  ٢۔   [vidā] وداع  ١۔ 
[manā]  ْ َ ٨۔   [qāte] ٧۔    [tavaqqo]  ُ ٦۔   [mauqā]  َ ٥۔ 

Note that in some cases, idiomatic use takes precedence over formal rules of vowelization. 
For example, the following words should be pronounced according to the rules given here, 
but they are in fact typically pronounced as shown in brackets.

[shāyā]  ِ ٣۔   [zāyā]  ِ ٢۔   [jāmā] ١۔  

ʿAin in Iẓ ā fat Constructions 
In general, the pronunciation of ʿain does not change when it is part of iẓ ā fat [-e] (the 
Persian genitive; “of”) compounds. But when a word ending in an ع is the first component 
in an iẓ ā fat construction and there is no vowel immediately preceding ع, then ع is dropped 
and the preceding, unvocalized consonant is doubled.

[shamm-e mehfil]   ِ  [mehfil]   [shamā]  ْ َ ١۔ 
[qatt-e tālluq]   ِ  [tālluq]  َ َ  [qatā] ٢۔  

A. Practice pronouncing ع by reading the following words.

َ  َ  ٰ ِ ى  ِ ر  ُ د  ُ ذ  َ ن  َ م  دت 
َض  ِ م  ُ ُ ر  ُ  َ ْل  َ

ْ َ  ْ َ و  ع  ع  ا ل  ْ ِ ا از  ْ ِ ا ُز   ْ ُ  ْ َ  َ

َ َ ِ  ُّ َ َ ا  
ت َ ُ ْ َ  َ ُ ْ َ ُد   ٰ ّ َ ُ اردو

َّہ ِ اَ  َ دا   ِ َ
َ  َ ْ اَ
  ِ ْ َر    ِ ْ َو

The Pronunciation of ح and ہ and Surrounding Vowels 
In Urdu, the pronunciation of the letter ح [ḥ ] is identical to the pronunciation of ہ [h] in all 
cases except when ہ is pronounced as a vowel at the end of words (such as زہ  [tā zā ]). Like ہ, 
 affects the pronunciation of the vowels around it. The rules governing the pronunciation ح
of both, the similarities and differences between them, and the ways in which both letters 
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affect the pronunciation of the vowels around them are surveyed here. Transliterations 
reflect pronunciation rather than strict transliteration.

Initial Position 
In this position, both letters are identically pronounced as “h” in all cases regardless of the 
vowels around them.

[haul] ل   [haul] ل 

Medial Position 
In this position, both letters are pronounced as a breathy “h.” When preceded by a short 
vowel but not succeeded by a vowel, both letters change the pronunciation of the vowel 
as follows: a becomes e (similar to e in “set”), i becomes e, and u becomes o. Note that, in 
this case, short a and short i are indistinguishable.

[behtar]  ْ ِ  [mehrāb] اب  ْ ِ  [mehr]  ْ َ  [behr]  ْ َ
[mohrā] ہ  ْ ُ  [mohtāt] ط  ْ ُ

When preceded and succeeded by short vowels, the same rules of change to the short 
vowels often apply. 

[ehem]  َ اَ  [seher]  َ َ

When preceded or succeeded by a long vowel, ح and ہ do not affect the sound of the vowel.

[sahūlat]   [sāhil]   [rāhat] را   [ibrāhīm] ا  ا  [rūhānī] رو 

Final Position 
At the end of a word, the rules governing the pronunciation of ح and ہ differ in some cases. 
Unlike ح ,ہ is always pronounced “h.” If preceded by a short vowel, the vowel’s pronunciation 
will change. In the case of final-position ح, the rules for short vowels preceding an unvow-
eled ح change slightly (a may remain a; i becomes e; u becomes o). The rules for ہ (as h) are 
slightly irregular (a becomes e, but sometimes remains a; i becomes e; u becomes o).

[madīh]   [rūh] روح   [islāh] ح  ا
[savāneh]  

ِ ا  [tafarroh] رُّح  َ  [afsah] ا 

[tanbīh] بہ   [makrūh] وہ   [kulāh] ہ 
[deh] ِدہ   [tavajjoh]  ُّ َ  [teh]  َ
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When ح and ہ follow an unvoweled consonant at the end of a word, they are standardly 
pronounced as “h”. When they follow consonants that are sometimes aspirated in Urdu, 
their pronunciation may closely resemble aspiration.

  [sharh] ح   [subh]  

Alternatively, some speakers suffix a short or long a to ح and ہ. The resulting pronunciation 
of h closely resembles (and sometimes is) aspiration.

  [tarhā] ح   [sharhā] ح   [subhā]  

Other speakers infix a short a between the unvoweled consonant and the ح or ہ. 

  [tarah] ح   [sharah] ح   [subah]  

In some cases, this pronunciation is now considered standard:

[tarah] ح 

In rare cases, the infixed vowel mirrors the initial vowel.

[subuh]  

However, when such words appear with Persian iẓ ā fat or conjunctive constructions 
(and, more generally, Persian phrases), they retain their basic pronunciation without any 
affixed vowels.

[subh bakhair]     [subh-o-shām] م  و     [subhe āzādī] آزادى   ِ

Regardless of their position in a word, when preceded by a vowelless consonant that can 
be aspirated in Urdu (ك د  ج  ت   sometimes take on an aspirated quality. This is ہ and ح ,(ب 
not considered standard, but is prevalent.

  [subhān allah] اهللا  ن 

B. Practice the pronunciation of ح and ہ by reading the following words.

ح     ِ ِرح  ْح  ْح 

Predicting the Pronunciation of Ambiguous Letters: ح ع و ہ ىح ع و ہ ى. 
Knowing a bit about the way that words are formed in Arabic will often remove ambigui-
ties in pronunciation. In the case of و and ى, some amount of ambiguity is removed simply 
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by recognizing that these letters appear in an Arabic word. Because Arabic lacks o and e 
in long vowels, the letters و and ى, when long vowels in Arabic words, are almost always 
pronounced either as au or ū  and ai or ī , respectively, and only in rare and exceptional cases 
as o or e. Arabic paradigms remove further ambiguities. For example, the vowel patterns 
in the paradigms َ  [mafʿal or mafʿil] and ل ُ َ  [mafʿū l], which are two of the most com-
mon in Urdu, tell us exactly how any ambiguous or mutable letters or diacritics should be 
pronounced. Consider the following.

[mauqūf] ف  َ  [mauqif]  َ

Here, learning to recognize the underlying patterns removes any doubt about how the vowel 
is to be pronounced, since the infixed short vowel  َ[thus au] and long vowel و [ū ] in ف  
[mauqū f] are regular, as is the short infixed vowel َ in the first syllable of  [hence, mauqif].

C. Practice pronouncing و in the following words, all of which fall under the paradigms َ  or ل ُ َ .
 ِ  َ  َ ِ  ِ  َ

ل د  د  م  د  د 

2.5 The Arabic Noun 

In the following sections, we shall learn how Arabic morphology works in Urdu. We shall see 
that, although quite involved, the rules by which words are formed and derived are highly 
regular and therefore predictable. Learning these rules will allow us not only to learn a large 
number of related words quickly, but also to predict accurately the meaning of unfamiliar 
vocabulary on the basis of familiar root meanings, related words, and patterns of deriva-
tion. To begin, we shall survey a series of Arabic noun patterns and their associated active 
and passive participles. We shall use the same terminology as Arabic grammarians as we 
survey the basic (Form I) and derived forms (Form II-X; skipping IX, which is rarely used in 
Urdu) of the Arabic noun. Grammarians typically refer to these patterns as verbal nouns 
and their related participles. To avoid confusion and complication, we shall follow this tradi-
tion. But it is well to keep in mind that these so-called nouns can be used as nouns, adjec-
tives, or adverbs in Urdu. Indeed, in Arabic, the distinction between nouns and adjectives is 
typically one of use, not of form. The difference is made clear only by the way that the word 
is used in a sentence. In some cases, the same is true in Urdu.

2.6 Basic (Form I) Verbal Nouns 

In this section, we shall survey the many forms of the basic (Form I) form of the Arabic 
noun. Unlike the derived Forms II-X, the basic form (Form I) of an Arabic verbal noun can fall 
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under a very large number of patterns. Read the following chart, which groups words based 
on shared patterns of affixed vowels and consonants. The paradigm has been given above 
each group.

ن ْ ِ ن  ْ َ ن  ْ ُ  ْ ِ  ْ ُ  َ َ  ْ َ

ن اِ ان  َ ن  ُ  ْ ِ  ْ ُ   ْ َو
ن ن  َ ن  ُ ف  ِ  ْ ُ َف   ْ َ

ل َ ل  ِ  َ ُ َ  َ ُ ُ ل  ُ ُ
اب ب  ِ  َ َ  َ ُ ُ ُور  ُ
ل َ ف  ِ ُوَرت   ُ ُوع  ُ

َ ِ  َ َ  َ َ  َ ِ
َوہ  َ ا َ رت  َ  َ ِ

 َ ا  َ َ  َ ِر

َ ِ  َ ُ  َ َ  َ ِ  َ ُ  َ َ

َ ِ  َ ُ  َ َ  َ ِ َرت  ُ َرت  َ
َ ِ َہ  ُ  َ َ  َ ِ َرت   َ

Arabic grammarians typically group nouns into paradigms according to the position of 
consonant and vowel affixation, ignoring the particular quality of the affixed vowels. Thus, 
because ْ ُ  [ʿumr] and ْ  both have a short vowel between the first and second [vaqt] َو
letter of the root and no vowel between root letters two and three, most Arabic grammar-
ians consider them to be members of the same paradigm ( ). By contrast, because ْ َو
[vaqt] and  [ʿamal] do not share the same pattern of affixation (in , an additional short 
vowel is infixed between the second and third letters of the root), they are not considered 
instances of the same pattern of Form I nouns. One might also contrast them in terms of 
their metrical weight (vaqt is long-short; amal is short-long). In sum, the pattern of Form I 
nouns is generally defined by the placement of infixed vowels, not by their quality (a, i, u).

Most Arabic roots have more than one Form I noun. This allows for the different shades 
of meaning that attach to the root to be expressed in different words. For example:

(nobility) ا  (honor) ف
(government, governance) ُ  (wisdom) ِ  (fiat, rule, order) 
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A. Practice grouping words according to noun patterns. Read the following numbered words. Then 
read the list of words that follows. Next to each numberless word, write the number of the word 
which shares the same pattern. The first has been done for you.

اب ٧۔ اج  ٦۔ ر  ُ ُ ٥۔  َ َ ٤۔ ٣۔   ِ ٢۔ ١۔ 
اب  ْ َ  َ َ  ْ ِ ل  ِ ر  ُ  ١     ُ
َف َ ف   ْ ِذ  ْ َ ر  ُ اب  َ ر  ِ

B. Match the basic (Form I) nouns which share the same root.

ا   ____ ل  ١۔ 
ب   ____ ٢۔ 

ان پ   ____ ٣۔ 
ورت ت   ____ ر  ٤۔ 

ٹ   ____ رت  ٥۔

Vocabulary Concepts for Form I Nouns 
Although there is a large number of patterns that may be used to form Form I (root) Arabic 
verbal nouns, they can be grouped into categories corresponding to certain formal features 
corresponding to certain semantic ones. Study the following chart. 

ل ُ َ ل  َ َ  َ ْ َ  َ ْ َ  /   َ ْ َ  ْ َ

ل ُ ُ ل  َ ِ  َ ْ َ  َ َ َ  /   َ َ َ  ْ ِ
َ ُ َ  /   َ ُ َ ل  َ ُ  َ ْ ُ  َ ِ َ  /   َ ِ َ  ْ ُ
َ ُ ُ  /   َ ُ ُ  َ َ َ  /   َ َ ن  َ  َ ْ ِ  /   َ ْ ِ  َ َ

َ َ ِ  /   َ ِ ن  ْ ِ  َ ْ ُ  /   َ ْ ُ  ِ َ
َ َ ُ  /   َ ُ ن  ْ ُ   َ ُ

First, note that the words in the various categories are similar in terms of metrical weight. 
This is determined by the placement of short and long vowels. Thus, َ  [faʿl] (pronounced 
fā l in Urdu), ُ  [fuʿl] (pronounced fol in Urdu), and ِ  [fuʿl] (pronounced fel in Urdu) all scan 
as long-short, whereas َ َ  [faʿal], ِ َ  [faʿil], and َ ُ  [fuʿal], are all short-long, and so on. Long 
feet or syllables are identified by the combination of consonant-short vowel-consonant-(no 
vowel) (e.g faʿ in faʿl) or consonant-long vowel (e.g. ʿū  in fuʿū l). Short feet or syllables are 
identified by a consonant lacking a vowel (e.g. l in faʿl) or a consonant-short vowel followed 
by a another voweled consonant (e.g. fu in fuʿū l). Arabic prosody identifies flexible feet, too, 
but what is important to understand for what follows is that words whose underlying syllabic 
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patterns are the same often share a semantic relationship to their root concepts and their 
meaning is thus to some extent predictable.

Because these patterns bear on the meaning of Arabic words in Urdu, it is important to 
be familiar with them. The following lessons survey forms of the Form I noun.

The basic Form I verbal noun, that is, the one which conveys the basic sense of the 
action of the verb, will typically fall under one of three paradigms: ْ َ ل ,  , or َ َ . Other 
Form I verbal noun patterns often, but not always, impart specific senses to the meaning of 
the root. The important point to observe is how the words in each pattern relate to words 
in other patterns from the same root and how each pattern affects the sense of different 
roots. Here follows an overview.

1.  ْ َ  is the verbal noun from a certain class of transitive Arabic verbs; for example, those 
which take an object (e.g. to take, to give). Thus, ْ َ  (understanding) and ْف َ  (passing) 
are both nouns that have an an active or transitive sense (that is, the act of understanding 
and the act of passing suggest that there is an object which is understood or passed). The 
transitivity or activeness of these verbs has implications for the sense of derived verbal 
nouns and adjectives in Urdu. We will examine this in subsequent sections.

ل .2 ُ ُ  is a verbal noun associated with a certain class of intransitive verbs, meaning those 
that do not take an object (e.g. to be faulty). Thus, many Urdu words in this pattern carry 
a passive or intransitive sense; for example, ر  (fault) and ر  (presence). Once again, 
the passivity of these roots has implications for the sense of derived nouns.

3. َ َ  is the verbal noun from a certain class of intransitive verbs. Thus, words like ف  
(honor; being high born) and  (information) often have a passive or intransitive sense, 
though they may be combined with verbs in Urdu that give them an active one; for 
example, د    (to inform). 

4. The Noun of Severity ن َ َ ن , ْ ِ , and ن ْ ُ . Nouns in this pattern typically convey a sense 
of severity or intensity. The following chart relates the verb to the nouns of severity.

(flood; typhoon) ن  ُ  ←  (to surround, go round) ف 
(deprivation, famine) ان  ُ  ←  (to be missing to lose);  

(sin, transgression) ن  ِ  ←  (to disobey)  

C. Given the meaning of the root concept (root verb) on the right, guess the meaning of the word on 
the left.

ن ِ  ←  (to forget) ٢۔   ن  ُ  ←  (to lose) ١۔  
ن  ←  (to know) ف  ٤۔  ان   ←  (to disbelieve) ٣۔  

ن ُ  ←  (to exceed limits) ٥۔  
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72 Urdu Vocabulary

5. The Noun of Office, Profession, or Trade َ ِ  or َ َ . The pattern  َ ِ  or َ َ  often 
forms nouns related to a position, office, profession, or trade related to an agentive noun 
derived from the root. As such they are often best defined as “the office, position, profes-
sion, occupation, craft, or art of” the office associated with the agentive noun.

(the profession of a copyist; writing)  ِ  ←  (a copyist, scribe)  

(apostleship, messengerhood) ِر   ←  (apostle, messenger) ل  ر

These nouns may also convey the identity or abstract quality associated with a person 
or profession. Their meaning is often close to that of a related agentive noun and best 
defined as “the quality associated with (Form I agentive noun).” For this reason, the mean-
ing imparted by this pattern is often analogous to the English -ship or -ity. Consider the 
following.

(nobility) ا   ←  (noble)   (honor) ف 
(guardianship, protection)   ←  (guardian)   (guarding)  

D. Given the form and meaning of the agentive nouns on the right, generate the related noun of 
office, profession, trade, or quality and guess its meaning. Assume that the short vowel in the initial 
syllable of the noun of office, etc. is ِ  [i] unless otherwise indicated in brackets.

(merchant) ٢۔    (manufacturer, industrialist) ع  ّ ١۔ 
(consul, ambassador) ٤۔    (organizer; master of ceremonies) ٣۔  

(caliph, successor) ٦۔    (minister) وز  ٥۔ 
(physician) ٨۔    (prince, gossssvernor; wealthy) ا  ٧۔ 

[a]  (president; presiding figure) ر  ١٠۔   (leader; imam) م  ا ٩۔ 

6. The Nominal Diminutive. One way in which Arabic forms the diminutive is by the 
pattern َ ُ . This form is mostly encountered in personal names in Urdu, in which it 
conveys a sense of affection. Consider the following:

(little dog; puppy)  َ ُ  ←  (dog)  

(little servant of God) اهللا   (little servant)   ←  (servant)  

E. Form the Nominal Diminutive from the following and give the meaning of the resulting name.

(soldier)  ُ ٣۔   (beautiful) ٢۔    (child)  ْ ِ ١۔
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7. The Suffixes of Diminution or Instance ہ and ت. These suffixes, both of which are derived 
from the Arabic letter ة, are often used to nominalize or instantiate the root concept. In 
Urdu, they often indicate a relative noun or adjective of adverb.

(necessity) ورت   ←  (necessary) ور 
(wasteland) ا   ←  (ruined, spoiled) اب 

They may also form relative nouns from other nouns. In such cases, the relative noun is 
typically either instantiative or technical. By instantiative is meant that the noun typically 
conveys a concrete sense if the basic noun is abstract (compare the English abstract “writing” 
with the concrete “a writing”).

(a strike)   ←  (striking; a strike) ب 
(a family tree) ہ   ←  (a tree)  

They sometimes impart a sense of diminution.

(city, town) ہ   ←  (country, area)  

The pattern  in particular often carries the sense of a small piece.

(sect)   ←  (to divide) ََق 

F. Given the meaning of the word on the right, choose the most likely meaning of the noun on the 
left. The root concept in number two is written as an infinitive verb (to …), whereas in all other 
cases the Urdu words that convey the basic root concept are glossed.

(fragment)  (scissors)  (bandage)  ِ  ←  (cut)  َ َ َ ١۔ 
(chewing)  (throat)  (morsel, bite)  ُ  ←  (to swallow)  َ َ َ ٢۔ 

(loan)  (money)  (bank)   ←  (loaning money) ض  ٣۔ 
(cut)  (daredevil)  (danger) ہ   ←  (peril) ٤۔  

(a kind of drink)  (fountain)  (cup)   ←  (to drink) ب  ٥۔ 
(joy)  (playground)  (laughter)   ←  (joy) ح  ٦۔ 

(shortcoming)  (praise)  (a curse)   ←  (cursing) ٧۔  
(impressive)  (chart, map)  (printer)   ←  (impression, imprint) ٨۔  
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8. Nouns of Illness. Words indicating illness are often formed using the pattern ل ُ . 

(a cold) م  ُز  (to catch a cold) ز 
(spleen disease) م  ُ  (the spleen) م  ِ

G. Write the corresopnding Form I noun of illness and guess its meaning.

(to cause vapor) ١۔  

9. Nouns of State ُ ُ   / ُ ُ . Nouns in these patterns either nominalize or convey the 
stative, abstract sense of nouns in the  form. Note that these nouns and the nouns 
of office, occupation, or quality (  /   ) both convey a sense of abstraction and are 
both of the same metrical weight (short-long-long). 

(governance [state of rule]; government)   ←  (a ruling, fiat)  

(punishment)   ←  (end, next world)  ٰ ُ  (rear, end; following)  

(a wonder [of the world])   ←  (strange, wonderful, marvelous)  

H. Form nouns of state from the following nouns and adjectives (all end in ت), then guess their meaning.

(inclination, kindness) ٢۔    (difficult, refractory) ١۔  
(easy, convenient) ٤۔    (cold [noun]) د  ٣۔ 

(adversary, antagonist) ٦۔    (mother) اُمّ  ٥۔ 
(humid) َر (greenery) ٨۔ُر   (gall) ٧۔  

10. The Instrumental Noun. The pattern ل ِ  is remarkably productive. One of its many uses 
is to form instrumental Form I nouns, that is, nouns indicating the means by which the 
action of the root is undertaken, performed, or accomplished.

(stirrup) ب  ِ ر  ←  (riding or mounting) ب  ر
(sexual intercourse) ع  ِ  ←  (gathering, coming together; amassing)  

Sometimes, the suffix of diminution or instance is affixed.

(journal; tract, treatise) ِر   ←  (messenger) ل  ر
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I. Form the instrumental noun related to the following root concepts and give its meaning.

(intervening, preventing; secluding)  َ ٢۔   (computing, counting; on account of)  َ ١۔ 
(tying, binding; connection) ر  ٤۔   (spreading; extension) ٣۔  

(writing) ٥۔  

2.6.1 Form I Active and Passive Participles

We have learned that Arabic words typically include three root letters, and that vowels and 
consonants are prefixed, infixed, and suffixed to these letters to form conceptually related 
words. In this section, we shall learn how active and passive participles are formed from the 
basic form (Form I) of the Arabic verb. We shall also learn how the patterns of formation 
affect meaning. 

The Form I Active Participle ( ِِ )
Active participles denote the performer of an action. In English, they are typically formed 
by suffixing -er (e.g. performer). The Arabic Form I active participle is formed by infixing ا 
[ā ] between the first and second letters of the root and ِ [i] between the second and third. 
Active participles can be nouns or adjectives (or both). They are thus often best defined as 
“the performer or agent of the root” or “possessed of the quality of the root.” Hence, an  
(scholar; [lit. “knower”]) is someone who possesses  (knowledge), a  (viewer, reader) is 
someone who performs the act of  (seeing), and something that is وا (located) is pos-
sessed of the quality of ع .at a particular place (occurrence) و

(lit. “knower”; scholar)   ←  (knowledge)  ِ

(viewer; reader)  ِ  ←  (glance, sight)  َ َ
(occurring, located) وا   ←  (occurrence) ع  و

Note that, in the last instance, the form of the verbal noun ع  tells us that it (occurrence) و
carries a passive or intransitive sense (see 2 above). Consequently, its active participle وا 
(occurrent, located) is an adjective. Indeed, most active participles corresponding to verbal 
nouns in the passive pattern ل  form are adjectives.

(acceptable, worthy)   ←  (acceptance) ل 
(entered) دا   ←  (entrance) ل  د

(crossing, passing; a passenger)   ←  (crossing; mastery) ر 
(rising, appearing; a star; destiny)   ←  (rising) ع 
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Adjectival active participles are sometimes nominalized with the suffix of instance ہ.

(an occurrence) وا   ←  (occurrent, located) وا 

Irregular Forms 
In the case of hollow verbal nouns (those whose middle letter is a vowel), the medial letter 
of the root (ع in our paradigm ) is replaced with hamzah:

(idiom. believing; believer; lit. sayer; saying)  ِ  ←  (saying) ل  َ
(inclined)   ←  (inclination)  َ

Active participles of nouns derived from defective roots (those whose final letter is a vowel) 
end in ى. This may not seem intuitive at first, but if one understands that the infixed vowel ِ (i) 
of the paradigm  is effectively elongated to replace the root letter with the long vowel ى, 
the change is logical and predictable. (Note: Arabic scholars may recognize this form as the 
definite state of the active participle; for example, ا).)

(remaining)   ←  (permanence)  

(excessive)   ←  (excess)  

(supporter, defender)   ←  (support, defense)  

Sometimes, roots of this kind omit the ى, though grammarians explain this with reference 
to the fact that the final root letter is in fact ء, not و or ى. Urdu rarely represents ء as the final 
root letter. 

(clean) ف   ←  (cleanliness)  

Geminate roots, that is, those whose second and third letters are identical, also take a special 
form. The ا [ā ] is infixed, but the ِ [i] is dropped, and the geminate letter remains doubled.

(special; elite) ص   ←  (particularity)  

(general, common; public) م   ←  (generally)  

A. Recognizing the Form I active participle. Read the following list of Arabic words. Pay close attention 
to long and short vowels. Place a check mark next to the basic form (Form I) active participles. Note 
that not all words are active participles.

َ  ِ وا م    ِ  

ِ زت  ا  ِ دا  َ ر   

را م  ا ا    م 
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B. Form the active participles corresponding to the following Form I nouns. Use the synonyms given 
in parentheses to estimate their meanings.

(seeking) ٤۔     (action) ٣۔     (knowledge) ٢۔   (love) ١۔  
(governance) ٨۔    (worship) دت  ٧۔   (tyranny) ٦۔    (possession)  ِ   ٥۔ 

(presence) ر  ١٢۔   (obtainment) ل  ۔   ١١  (appearance) ر  ١٠۔   (inclusion) ل  ٩۔   
(annihilation)    ١٦۔   (basis)    ١٥۔   (standing) م   ١٤۔   (fear) ف  ١٣۔ 

(heat, temperature) ارت  ٢٠۔   (will)    ر ١٩۔   (sufficiency) ١٨۔    (empty space) ١٧۔  

The Form I Passive Participle (ل ُ ْ لَ ُ ْ َ )
Passive participles denote the past tense of an action or someone or something that has 
received or been affected by an action. English typically forms the passive participle by suffixing 
-ed, -t, or -en (or -n) (e.g. performed, kept, eaten, known), and in other ways for irregular verbs. 
Arabic forms the passive participle of Form I nouns by prefixing َم [ma] to the first letter of the 
root and infixing و [ū ] between the second and third letters. Read the following pairs aloud.

(known) م  ْ َ  ←  (knowledge)  ِ

(renowned, famed) ر   ←  (renown, fame) َت  ْ ُ
(accepted) ل   ←  (acceptance) ل 

Irregular Forms 
Hollow roots whose middle letter is و follow the paradigm (ل ُ َ ). Note the ا in the following 
verbal noun.

(reproached, reproachable) م   ←  (reproach)  

Roots whose middle letter is ى follow the paradigm ( ِ َ ).

(increased; augmentation)   ←  (increase) ز 
(sold)   ←  (sale)  َ

Roots whose final letter is و follow the paradigm ( ُ َ )
 (invited)  ←  (invitation) َت َد

Roots whose final letter is ى follow the paradigm ( ِ َ ). Remember that the Form I verbal 
nouns of these roots typically end in ا [ā ] in Urdu.

 (pleasure, will, choice; that which is willed, chosen)   ←  (contentment; will) ر
 (the guided; the Mahdi) ى   ←  (guidance) ا
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The passive participle can be nominalized (changed from an adjective to a noun) by 
suffixing ہ. 

(plan; contrivance)   ←  (established; planned, contrived) ب 

C. Read the following list of words and write a checkmark next to each Form I passive participle. 
Not all the words are passive participles.

د ن  ورت  د  م  وع  ر 
ل ر  د رہ  ل  و ر  ن  م 

D. Form the passive participle of the following verbal nouns and use the synonym given in 
parentheses to estimate its meaning.

(seeking) ٤۔    (action) ٣۔    (knowledge) ٢۔   (love) ١۔  
(governance) ٨۔    (worship) دت  ٧۔   (tyranny) ٦۔    (posession)  ِ   ٥۔ 

(existence) د   و ١٢۔   (inclination) ع  ر ١١۔   (obtaining) ل  ١٠۔   (inclusion) ل  ٩۔   
(hidden)    ١٦۔   (basis) ١٥۔    (increase) ز  ١٤۔   (fear) ف  ١٣۔ 

(grief)  ّ ٢٠۔   (will) ر  ١٩۔   (invitation) ت  د ١٨۔   (direction)    ا ١٧۔ 

E. Form the passive participle corresponding to the active participles. 

دى ١٠۔  ّن  ٩۔  رف  ٨۔  ٧۔   وا  ٦۔  وارث   ٥۔  ٤۔   زم  ٣۔  ٢۔   ١۔  

F. Form the passive participle from the following roots. Then nominalize them using the ہ of instance 
and give the meaning of the resulting noun.

(speech, saying) ل  ٤۔   (seeking) ٣۔    (collecting) ٢۔    (supposing) ض  ١۔ 

2.6.2 Form I Agentive, Intensive-Occupational, and Comparative-
Superlative Nouns

The Agentive Noun ِ َِ َ  (faʿī l)

This important paradigm is ubiquitous in Urdu. When used to form a personal noun, it has 
a very similar sense to that of the Form I active participle   (-er). The difference is that 
while the active participle connotes the performer or enactor of the root, the  pattern 
connotes the person who either is endowed with the quality of the root or enacts it by 
intrinsic nature, assimilation, character, or passive reception. Thus, an اد (man of letters, 
scholar; refined gentleman) is someone in whose character is found a capacity for اََدب 
(etiquette; literature); a ِ َ  (philosopher, physician, sage) is someone in whose character 
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َ ِ  (wisdom, philosophy) is found; and a  (the slain) is someone who has passively 
received  (killing).

(man of letters, scholar; refined gentleman) اد   ←  (literature; etiquette) اََدب 
(philosopher, physician, sage)  ِ َ  ←   (wisdom, philosophy)  َ ِ

 (murder victim; the slain)   ←   (killing)  

This form may also imply constant and complete embodiment or enaction of the root 
concept. This helps to explain why verbs or root concepts with a stative, abstract, or inher-
ent sense typically take , while those with an active, concrete, or non-essential sense 
take . For example,  (intellectual, scholar; lit. “knower”) is someone who possesses ِ  
(knowledge), whereas  (the all-knowing, omniscient; God) is someone who possesses 
knowledge in his very nature.

(intellectual, scholar)   ←  (knowledge)  ِ

(the all-knowing, omniscient; God)      

Sometimes, the two forms are used to distinguish the agent of one Form I noun from that 
of another. In such cases, too, the َ  paradigm retains its connotation of intrinsicness, 
assimilation, embodiment, completeness, or constancy. For example:

(ruler; commander)   ←  (order; command)  ُ
(philosopher, sage; physician)   ←  (philosophy, wisdom)  ِ

Many words in this paradigm are used as adjectives:

(pleasant, fine)   ←  (pleasure, fineness)  

(close)   ←  (closeness)  

Some may be treated as both:

(commander, admiral; wealthy, rich; “the wealthy“) ا   ←  (command) ا 

Relative nouns are formed by suffixing ہ / ت (Arabic ة):

(way [e.g. method])   ←  (way [e.g. the way of the Prophet])  

A. Read the following list of words and mark the agentive nouns ( ) with a check.

ق ر  ن  ذر     ل   ك    
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B. Form the agentive nouns ( ) corresponding to the Form I nouns and give their meanings. The 
parts of speech of the resulting words are given in parentheses.

(adj.)  (ministry) وزارت  ٢۔   (n./adj.)  ( poverty) ١۔  
(n./adj.)  (nobility) ا  ٤۔   (n.)  (literature) ادب  ٣۔ 

(adj.)  (beauty) ٦۔    (adj.)  (wonder) ٥۔ 
(adj.)  (inclusion) ٨۔    (adj.)  (antiquity) ا  ٧۔ 
(adj.)  (soundness, health)  ّ ١٠۔   (adj.)  (beauty) ل  ٩۔ 

The Intensive or Occupational Noun ل ّ لَ ّ َ
Words in this pattern may be treated as either adjectives or nouns in Urdu (and some-
times both). When intensive, the resulting word is best defined either as “intensely or 
extremely possessed of the quality of the root” or “someone who embodies the quality of 
the root intensely.” When occupational, it is best defined as “someone whose occupation 
or profession is to perform the root.” Thus, someone intensely possessed of  (benefit, 
bounty; grace) is ض ّ  (beneficent), and someone whose occupation is to do the work of 

 (a barber’s work) is a م  (barber).

(beneficent) ض   ←  (benefit, bounty)  

(barber) م   ←  (a barber’s work)  

The diminutive suffix is occasionally used to distinguish senses.

(a very learned scholar)   (all-knowing; God) م   ←  (knowledge)  

The difference between the active participle and the intensive noun is illustrated by the 
following pair. Note that the active participle merely refers to an agent of the root concept 
(someone who performs or is possessed of it), whereas the intensive refers to someone 
who performs it to an intense or extreme extent.

(an inveterate liar) اب   (a liar) ذب   ←  (lying, a lie) ب   

C. Read the following words and underline the intensive or occupational nouns.

ب ّ ّاب  ش  ّ َ ز  ّ َ ز  َر ب  ِ م  ُز م   ّ ُ ر  ّ َ

D. Form the intensive or occupational noun from the following Form I verbal nouns and give its meaning.

(tyranny) ٤۔    (copy) ٣۔    (perfume)  ِ ٢۔   (hunting) ١۔  
(manufacturing) ٨۔    (mutiny) ر  ٧۔   (life, pleasure) ٦۔    (travel) ٥۔  
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The Elative or Comparative-Superlative َ َاَ اَ
This form is derived by prefixing ا [a] to the first root letter and infixing َ [a] between the 
second and third. It generates comparative and superlative adjectives and nouns compa-
rable to English words ending in -er and -est. In Urdu (as in Arabic) context alone tells us 
whether the words are used in a comparative or superlative sense. Consider the following:

(greater; greatest) ا   ←  (great)  

(smaller; smallest) ا   ←  (small)  

The feminine form of the comparative-superlative is ٰ ُ . It is most often encountered in 
fixed phrases and technical terms.

(the major term of a syllogism) ىٰ  ُ  ←  (great)  

(the minor term of a syllogism) ىٰ  ُ  ←  (small)  

Irregular Forms 
Hollow roots whose middle letter is ى take the following form, which is similar to the feminine 
form above.

(finer, finest)   ←  (fine)  ّ َ

Defective verbs (those ending in و or ى) follow the pattern ٰ  in most cases. This is the ا
masculine form in Arabic.

(higher, highest) ا   ←   (high, over)  

(lowest) اد   ←  (rarely used in Urdu)  (low, near) د 

The Arabic feminine form of defective verbs is .

(lit. lowest; idiom. the world) ُد   ←  (lowest) اد 

Geminate roots follow the pattern ّ .ا

(truest; most deserving) ا   ←  (reality)   (right, truth)  

E. Read the following words and underline the comparative-superlative nouns.

ا ل  ا ب  ا ا  ح  ا ا 
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F. Form the comparative-superlatives from the nouns and give their meanings. Use the form ا.
(noble) ٤۔    (great) ٣۔    (clear, evident) ٢۔    (eloquent) ١۔  

(fortunate) ٨۔    (ignorant) ٧۔    (holiness) س  ٦۔   (long)    ٥۔ 
(intense) ١٢۔    (beloved) ١١۔    (multitude; plenty) ت  ١٠۔   (scarcity)  َّ ِ ٩۔ 

2.7 A Note on ة in Urdu 

In Arabic, the letter ة (tā  marbū t̤ah) is pronounced either ت [t] or ہ [a] depending on its 
position in a phrase. In Urdu, this letter is rarely used. Instead, when Arabic words ending 
in ة are used in Urdu, the ة is replaced with either ت or ہ. Consider the following examples.

Urdu   Arabic

دت  ← دة 
ارادہ  ← ارادة 

Sometimes, a single word ending in ة in Arabic is borrowed as two words in Urdu. In such 
cases, the Urdu words often have different, though related, senses. For example:

(manifestation; splendor) َہ  (public; appearance; company; crowd) َت 

The letter ة (and therefore the Urdu letters ہ and ت), as a suffix, is often used to form relative 
nouns. These may have a diminutive, nominative, or instantive function.

(ruin, devastation; a ruined area) ا   /   ا  ←  (ruined) اب 
(fate, kismet)  ِ  ←  (part, piece; type)  

The following sections will discuss the many applications of this concept in greater detail.

A. Suffix the indicated letter derived from ة and give the meaning of the resulting instantiative term.

ہ
 (occurrent, located) وا  ٢۔   (minute [adj.]) د  ١۔ 

ت
 (certain, certainly) ور  ٢۔   (circumstance) ل  ١۔ 

2.8 Nouns of Place and Instrument 

Arabic nouns of place and instrument are built from the root form (Form I) of the verb. 
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Nouns of Place (ف  ِ فا  ِ (ا
Nouns of place are formed according to the following paradigms.

َ ِ َ  /   َ َ َ  َ ِ َ  / َ َ َ  ِ َ  /   َ َ

Note that in all nouns of place, َم [ma] is prefixed to the first root letter. The short َ [a] infixed 
between م and the first letter of the root distinguishes the noun of place from the noun of 
instrument and most participles, which begin with ِم  [mi-] and َم [mu] (in almost all cases), 
respectively. In addition, a short vowel (either َ [a] or ِ [i]) is infixed between the second and 
third letters of the root. The letters ت [-at] or ہ [ā ] (both translations of the Arabic letter ة) 
may also be suffixed in some nouns of place.

Urdu grammarians (following Arabic ones) refer to these words as ف  ِ  lit. nouns of) ا
container) because, as the term suggests, this pattern indicates the location, space, or time 
where or when the root is performed or occurs. They are best defined as such. For example, 
a َ َر َ  (madrasa) is the place where درس (lesson, instruction) (from the root س ر   meaning to د 
study) takes place. Likewise, a  (assembly) is where a  (session) (from the root س ل   ج 
meaning to sit) occurs. 

(school; madrasa)  َ َر َ  ←  (lesson) درس 
(assembly)  ِ َ  ←  (session)  

(the object of one’s intention; purpose)  َ َ  ←  (intention; purpose)  

Note the difference in sense between the words in the last pair. Both can correctly be trans-
lated as “purpose” in English. The first, , being the verbal noun, refers to the purpose or 
intention that one has or forms in one’s mind to do something. Hence, ۔               
(I formed the intention of traveling.). By contrast, one’s  is the thing or occasion for 
which one has formed the intention or purpose, that is, one’s purpose or goal. Hence, 
۔   ا       (To travel was my purpose.).

Irregular Forms 
In nouns of place built on geminate roots, the two identical root letters remain doubled 
and the infixed vowel is shifted. Note that Urdu speakers typically pronounce the last-
mentioned noun of place as َّ َ ُ . 

(a doctor’s office)  َ َ  ←  (medicine)  ِ
(a place of refuge)  َ َ  ←  (fleeing; flight) ار 

(love)  َّ َ َ  ←  (love)  ُ
Hollow roots take the form ل , to which ہ or ت may be added.

(station; site, place) م   ←  (standing, remaining) م 
(reproach; disgrace)  َ  ←  (meanness, vileness) م 
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Occasionally, a word which, in Arabic, has ء (hamza) as a medial letter, will appear to be 
a hollow root in Urdu. In such cases, the hamza will be written in the noun of place. For 
example, the word ال  (question), which is written and pronounced ال  in Arabic, yields 
the following noun of place.

(issue; point in question)   ←  (question) ال 

Defective roots end in khaṛā  zabar or alif maqṣū rah (ٰى). 

(battlefied) ىٰ   ←  (righteous war) ا 

A. Read the following words and place a check mark next to the nouns of place. Then indicate the 
three root letters as they appear in the noun of place.

َب َ  َ َ ِّد  َ ُ  ِ ُ ِق  َ ِب  َ  ِ ُ ِل  َ  ِ َ  ِ ُ اق  َ  ُ

B. Given the meanings of the words on the right, choose the synonym that best fits the noun of 
place on the left.

(theft)  (source)  (finance)   ←  (deriving, taking) ا  ١۔ 
(smell)  (sensibility)  (fork) اق   ←  (taste) ذوق  ٢۔ 

(mosque)  (carpet)  (forehead)   ←  (prostration) ہ  ٣۔ 
(firewood)  (heat)  (lantern)   ←  (flame) ٤۔  

(stance, position)  (school)  (language)  َ  ←  (standing; wisdom) ف  و ٥۔ 

C. Form nouns of place from the following Form I nouns according to the given pattern and give 
their meaning.

َ ْ ََ ْ َ
(gathering) ٢۔    (occurrence) ع  و ١۔ 

(living) ٤۔    (worship) دت  ٣۔ 

ِ ْ َِ ْ َ
(rising [of the sun]) ق  ٦۔  (sinking [of the sun]) وب  ٥۔ 

(birth) دت  و ٨۔   (descent, alightment) ول  ٧۔

َ ََ َ
(ruling, order, judgment) ١٠۔    (question) ال  ٩۔ 

(rank) ر  ١٢۔   (grave) ١١۔ 
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 َ ََ َ
(kindness) م  ١٤۔   (region, reign) ١٣۔  

(fear) ف  ١٦۔   (disgrace)  َّ ِذ ١٥۔ 

ِ َِ َ
(knowledge) ف  ١٨۔   (forgiveness) ٧١۔ 

(life, living) ٢٠۔    (apology) ر  ُ ١٩۔ 

Nouns of Instrument ( آ  ِ آا  ِ  (ا
Nouns of instrument are formed according to the following paradigms.

ل ِ  َ َ ِ  َ ِ

Note that in all nouns of instrument, ِم [mi] is prefixed to the first root letter. This short 
vowel  ِ [i] is extremely important, since it distinguishes nouns of instrument from other 
verbal nouns (e.g. the noun of place) and most participles. Consider the following homo-
graphic nouns of place and instrument built on the root  (to cook). (Note that they are 
rare in Urdu and used here for the sake of demonstration.) The only difference between 
them is the short vowel.

 (cooking utensil)  ِ  (kitchen)  َ

As their name implies, nouns of instrument are the means by which the root concept is 
enacted or occurs. For example, ح ِ  (key) is the instrument or means by which  (opening) 
occurs; a َ ِ  (ruler) is the instrument by which a ْ َ  (line) is formed; and a ار ِ  (measure-
ment, amount) is the means by which the ر  (value; extent) of something is gauged.

(key) ح  ِ  ←  (opening)  

(ruler)  َ ِ  ←  (line)  

(measurement, amount) ار  ِ  ←  (value) ر 

Irregular Forms
The initial vowel of assimilated verbs (those whose first letter is a vowel) assimilate the 
short ِ [i] and their first root letter changes to ى.

(scale) ان   ←  (weight) وزن 

D. Read the following list of Arabic nouns, some of which are nouns of place and instrument. Mark 
all nouns of place (ف   ) and all nouns of instrument ظ with (ا آ    .آ with (ا

اض ِ اب  ِ اق  ِ ق   ت  ِزم  ِل  َ  ِ ُ  َ َ َرك   َ َ
َّ َ  َ  ِ ُ ََرہ  َ اد  ا  ُ اج  ق   ِ ُ
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E. Form nouns of instrument from the following Form I words according to the given pattern and 
give their meaning. 

ل لِ ِ
(building) رت  ٢۔  (striking, stroking [an instrument]) ب  ١۔

(estimate, syllabus) س  ٤۔   (inheritance) ٣۔ور 
(view) را  ٦۔   (truth, verity) ق  ٥۔

َ َِ ِ

(polish) ٧۔ 

َ َِ ِ
(drink) ب  ٨۔

Review Exercise. Guessing meaning. Based on the meaning of the word on the right, guess the 
meaning of the related words on the left.

َ َ د    (worship) دت  ١۔ 
َ َ م    (ruling; command) ٢۔  

ر ِ  َ ر    (sight, seeing) ٣۔  
َ ل    (killing, murder) ٤۔  
َ ب    (writing) ٥۔  

2.9 Personal Gender and Arabic Nouns 

Urdu does not follow the Arabic rules for gender except in the case of persons. In Arabic, 
the feminine gender is marked by the letter ة. When used as a marker of feminine personal 
gender, this letter is rendered as ہ in Urdu. Consider the following examples:

(mother) ہ وا  (father) وا 
(a beautiful woman)  (beautiful)  

This suffix is not used exclusively with Arabic words in Urdu. For example, it is used to make 
the feminine form of the following word, which is built from an Arabic word and Indic-
Persian agentive suffix.

(actress) رہ  ادا  ←  (actor) ر  ادا
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When such nouns are pluralized using the standard Urdu suffixes for unmarked feminine 
nouns in the nominative and oblique cases (  and وں), the ہ changes to ا. 

(female servants) د   ←  (female servant) د 
(with actresses)    راؤں  ادا  ←  (actress) رہ  ادا

A. Underline the personal nouns that show feminine gender. Note that ہ may appear at the end of words 
which are not personal nouns. In such cases, the words are not necessarily feminine.

ب  ّ ر ِّرہ  ُ   ِ ّ ُ   
      

B. Write the corresponding feminine form of the following words. Then give their meanings.

(king) ِ َ ٥۔   (beloved) ب  ٤۔   (poet) ٣۔    (esteemed) م  ٢۔   (lord, sir) ١۔  

C. Gender and names. Here follows a list of Urdu women writers. Underline the names in which the 
Arabic marker of feminine personal gender is found. 

ط   ى  ز ہ  زا ں    را   
ہ  وا ن    ر رو    ر ى  ادا 
  ر    ا ة  ا    آ  ت 
ف  ا    ى  ز ہ  اد    ر

     ر ہ   ا  رہ 
ض ر ہ     ا      

ر  ہ   زا    و

2.10 Form II Verbal Nouns ل   ِ َ   ِ َ   ِ لَ   ِ َ   ِ َ   ِ َ

These occur in three paradigms. The most common by far is ِ َ . This paradigm prefixes َت 
[ta] to the first letter of the root and infixes ى [ī ] between the second and third letters of 
the root. Less common is ِ َ  or ِ َ . The least common is ل ِ  or ل َ .

Form II verbal nouns are factitive, that is, they impart senses of causation, intensification, 
iteration (repetition), or declaration (considering someone or something to be something 
or a certain way) to the root concept from which they are derived. For this reason, they 
may impart factitive or transitive senses to intransitive or stative ones; or causative senses 
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to active ones. They may also form verbal nouns from words that are not, in Arabic, verbal 
roots; for example,  (illumination) from the noun ر  (light). 

In less theoretical terms, the meaning of Form II verbal nouns is best defined in most 
cases as causing, imparting, or enacting the Form I (root) meaning. For example, with 
regard to the Form I (root) noun ِ  (knowledge), the Form II verbal noun  means “caus-
ing or imparting knowledge”; thus, “education.” 

(imparting knowledge; education)   ←  (knowledge)  

Likewise, the Form II noun of the Form I noun ف  (fear) gives the sense of “causing, impart-
ing fear (to someone)”; thus, terrorization.

(terrorization)   ←  (fear) ف 

Note that a single English word may sometimes be used to translate both the Form I and 
Form II nouns if the English word carries both a stative and an active sense. For example, 
the Form I (root) noun رت  (building) refers to the concrete, actual building (walls, doors, 
and so on), while the Form II noun  is best defined as causing or bringing about a build-
ing; that is, “(the act of) building.”

([the act of ] building; construction)   ←  (a building) رت 

The following chart reviews the most common forms of the Form II verbal nouns. Pay close atten-
tion to the ways in which the Form II verbal noun relates to the meaning of the Form I noun.

([the act of] building; construction)   ←  (a building) رت 
(enaction)   ←  (action)  

(remembrance; making mention) ہ   ←  (memory; mention) ذ 
(empowerment, encouragement)  َ  ←  (power) ت 

(showing likeness; resemblance) ل  ِ  ←  (likeness) ل 
(explanation) ن   ←  (clear description) ن 

Note that ِ َ   / ِ َ  is the preferred paradigm for verbs whose third root letter is a long vowel 
(e.g. و). For example, the root  (to be empty), whence  (empty space) and  (empty) yields 

 (evacuation; clearing); ر (to grow up) yields  (upbringing, training). 
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A Note on Pronunciation 
In Urdu, the pronunciation of words in the ِ َ  / ِ َ  paradigm does not necessarily follow 
what is considered standard according to the rules of Arabic. Indeed, the following word is 
pronounced variously as shown:

tajurbā  tajarbā  tajrabā  tajribā  (experience) 

A. Recognizing Form II verbal nouns. Read the following list of words and mark the Form II 
verbal nouns.

ام      
ق  ا ل     
رك     
 َ  ِ َ زم  ُّل  ِبَہ 

َ

B. Predicting meanings. Underline the most likely English synonym of the Form II verbal nouns on 
the left based on the the meaning of basic form (Form I) nouns on the right. 

(depiction)  (thought)  (difference)   ←  (form; face) رت  ١۔ 
(modification)  (arrangement)  (disagreement)   ←  (rank, station) ر  ٢۔ 

(expansion)  (bonus)  (approximation)   ←  (nearness) ٣۔  
(research)  (testimony)  (exaggeration)   ←  (truth) ٤۔  

(falsification)  (investigation)  (assertion)   ←  (verity) ق  ٥۔ 

C. Create Form II verbal nouns from the following nouns using the given paradigm and give their 
meanings.

(understanding) ٣۔    (ruined) اب  ٢۔   (instruction, lesson) َدرس  ١۔ 
(knowledge) ٦۔    (etiquette) ادب  ٥۔   (gain, acquisition) ل  ٣۔ 

(share, portion; type) ٨۔    (motion) ٨۔    (breadth)  َ ُو ٧۔ 

(powerful) ى  ١۔ 
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2.10.1 Form II Active and Passive Participles 

The active ( ِ ّ َ ُ ) and passive ( َّ َ ُ ) participles of Form II verbal nouns follow a predictable 
pattern. To form the Form II participles, ُم [mu] is prefixed to the first letter of the root in 
both the active and passive participles, ِ [i] is infixed between the second and third root 
letters of the active participle, and َ [a] is infixed between the second and third root letters 
of the passive participle. We shall see that this pattern is repeated with all active and pas-
sive participles forms II-X. What distinguishes Form II participles is that the second letter 
of the root is doubled with  ّ (tashdī d). The active participle imparts a sense similar to the 
English agentive suffix -er (and its variants) and the passive imparts one similar to the 
passive suffix -ed (and its variants). In theory, both participles may be used as nouns or 
adjectives. In practice, each is typically used as one or the other. Study the following chart:

Passive Participle  Active Participle  Verbal Noun
َّ ُ  ِ ّ َ ُ   II

Consider the following example:

(civilized, cultured) َّب  َ ُ  (refiner, civilizer) ِّب  َ ُ  ←  (refinement, culture, civility)  

Note that the participles are the same for the rare forms of the Form II verbal noun. Thus:

(rememberer)  ِ ّ َ ُ  ←  (remembrance; mention) ہ  َ

Irregular Form II Active and Passive Participles 
Roots that end in a vowel take the forms ِّ َ ُ  [mufaʿʿī] (active) and ٰ ّ ُ  [mufaʿʿā] (passive). The 
following chart shows the Form II verbal noun and active and passive participles for the root 
verb ر (to foster):

(preserved; [fruit] preserves)  ٰ َّ  (fosterer, patron)  ِّ  (training; fostering)  

A. Mark the Form II active and passive participles with an a and p, respectively. Note that not all the 
words are Form II participles.

ِ  َّ ُ  ِ ُ  ِ ُ  َ

َّس ُ  َ   ُ َّر  َ ُ

B. Write the active participles of the following verbal nouns and estimate their meanings.

(instruction) ر  ٣۔  (education) ٢۔   (writing) ١۔ 
(strengthening, empowering) ٦۔   (research) ٥۔   (renewal) ٤۔ 
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C. Write the passive participles of the following verbal nouns and estimate their meanings. 

(instruction) ر  ٣۔  (acceptance) ٢۔   (illustration) ١۔ 
(strengthening, empowering) ٦۔   (organization) ٥۔   (completion) ٤۔ 

D. Write the verbal nouns corresponding to the following active and passive participles and give 
their meanings. Use the paradigm 

(teacher, educator)  ِ ّ ُ ٣۔  (follower; imitator)  ِ ّ ُ ٢۔  (thinker, intellectual)  ِ ّ ُ ١۔
(formed, fashioned)  َّ ُ ٦۔  (honored)  

َّ ُ ٥۔  (ennobled, honored) َّف  ُ ٤۔

Review Exercise. Given the meaning of the word on the right, estimate the meaning of the words on 
the left.

ِّ َ ُ ٣۔  ٢۔  ١۔   ←  (soundness, correctness)  

2.11 Form III Verbal Nouns

The most common paradigm of the Form III noun in Urdu is  / . In the standard 
dictionary pronunciation of words of this form, ُم [mu] is prefixed, ا [ā ] is infixed between 
the first and second root letter, َ [a] is infixed between the second and third root letters, and 
either ہ or ت is suffixed to the final root letter. Study the following chart.

(affair, business, deal, dealing)   ←  (action)  

(confrontation; comparison)   ←  (before, front)  

(opposition, dissent)   ←  (opposite) ف  ِ

The Form III noun suggsts reciprocity or mutual involvement in enacting the root concept. 
It is often best defined as “two (or more) parties enacting the root to each other,” “one per-
son enacting the root vis-à-vis something or someone else,” or “enacting the root vis-à-vis 
two (or more) parties.”

For example, the Form III noun  refers to two (and perhaps more) parties enacting some 
kind of action ( ) to each other; hence, “business, dealing, affair.” Likewise,  denotes a 
situation in which to two (or more) parties or entities stand or are placed or made to stand 
before or in front of ( ) each other either for the purpose of competition or comparison, hence 
“confrontation” or “comparison.” Further,  is the condition in which one party stands oppo-
site or opposed to (ف ) another, often in a state of in mutual opposition, hence “opposition.”
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A comparison can also be made between the Arabic paradigm  /  and the Latin 
prefix con- (and its variants), which similarly implies reciprocity or mutuality. 

confrontation  ←  front, before

 ←  

You will have noticed that Form III nouns end in either ہ or ت. The reason for this is that, in 
Arabic, Form III nouns end in ة, and, in Arabic, this letter is pronounced either as ہ [a] or ت [t] 
depending on context. Since Urdu (following Persian) does not use ة except in rare cases, it 
uses either ہ [a] or ت [t]. Sometimes, Urdu derives two words from what are, in Arabic, only 
one, by using both letters. These words often have similar meanings in Urdu. For example:

(less common) (business dealings)  (affair, matter; business) 

Pronunciation of Form III 
In standard Arabic, the pronunciation of Form III nouns is َ َ ُ  / َ َ ُ . In Urdu, the pronun-
ciation of short vowels in this form is flexible. Dictionaries will generally suggest pronuncia-
tion according to the standard Arabic paradigm. However, Urdu speakers often pronounce 
Form III nouns according to the following paradigm and one can argue that it, too, should 
be considered standard in Urdu.

[mufāilat]  ِ ُ  / [mufāilā]  ِ ُ

For example:

[muḳhālifat]  

In idiomatic use, the pronunciation of Form III words becomes even more flexible. Often, 
the short vowel [a/i] between the second and third root letter is dropped.

[mufālat]   / [mufālā]  

[muqāblā]  

When the initial root letter is ع , the short u suffixed to م is often dropped. A good example 
of this is the word , which is pronounced along the following spectrum:

māmlā  muāmlā  muāmilā  muāmalā  ←  
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Another common variation is to substitute َ      [a] for the ُ  [u] infixed between the prefix م and 
the first root letter:

mavāznā  mavāzinā  muvāzinā  muvāzanā  ← از 

Irregular Forms 
Defective roots (those ending in و or ى) (often ا in the verbal noun) take the form ت ُ . 

(encounter; visit) ت   ←  (meeting; face)  

(compensation; retalliation) ت   ←  (sufficiency)  

Hollow roots (those whose middle letter is و or ى) substitute ء or ى for the vowel. Thus,   
or ,  or 

(difficulty, problem)   ←  (straits, hardship) 

Rare Form III Pattern 
A second, less common pattern used for Form III is ل ِ . Here are two examples.

(struggle; jihad) د  ِ  ←  (exertion, endeavor)  

(contention) ال  ِ  ←  (fighting) ل 

A. Read the following words and underline the Form III verbal nouns. 

ت ا ل  وِ ان  ہ  ا ہ  ن  ز 
ا ر  ت      

B. Write the Form III nouns related to the Form I nouns on the right using the paradigm . Then 
choose the best synonym.

(spectacles)  (perspective)  (examination)  _____  ←  (eye) ١۔  
(observation)  (debate)  (inspection)  _____  ←  (viewpoint, theory) ٢۔  

(trial)  (disobedience)  (declaration)  _____  ←  (ruling, order) ٣۔   
(confession)  (denial)  (claim)  _____  ←  (demand) ٤۔  

(consideration)  (friendship)  (neglect)  _____  ←  (regard) ظ  ٥۔ 
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C. Write the Form III nouns corresponding to the following Form I nouns using the given paradigm 
and estimate their meaning.

(a book, writing) ب  ٣۔   (poem, poetry) ٢۔    (speech) م  ١۔ 

(resemblance) ٣۔    (safety) ٢۔    (understanding) ١۔  

ل ِ
(union) و  ١۔ 

2.11.1 Form III Participles

The active ( ِ ُ ) and passive ( ِ َ ُ ) participles of Form III nouns remove the ہ / ت ending 
of the verbal noun and follow the predictable vowel patterns of infixing ِ  [i] between the 
second and third root letters to form the active participle and َ  [a] between them to form 
the passive participle.

Passive Participle  Active Participle  Verbal Noun

ِ َ ُ  ِ ُ  ←   / ُ
For example:
(addressee)  َ ُ  (addresser)  ِ ُ  ←  (address)  

Note that the active participles are the same for the rare forms of the Form III noun. Thus:

(struggler, mujahid)  ِ  ←  (struggle, jihad) د  ِ

Irregular Form III Active and Passive Participles 
Defective roots (those whose final letter is و or ى) take the special forms ِ ُ  (active) and 

ٰ َ ُ  (passive) in Form III.

(a person whom one meets)   (encounter, meeting) ت 
Geminate roots have identical forms for the active (ل ُ ) and passive (ل ُ ) participles. These 
are rare.

A. Mark the Form III active and passive participles with a and p, respectively.

ِ  ِ ا  ِ ُ  ِ ُ  َ
ِ َ  َ  َ ر  
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B. Write the active participle of the following Form III verbal nouns. Then give their meanings. Since 
participles can be adjectives or nouns (or both), the part of speech of the resulting participle has been 
given in parentheses.

(adj.)  (appropriateness) ٢۔   (n.)  (employment) ز  ١۔
(n.)  (protection) ٤۔    (adj.)  (agreeability) ا  ٣۔
(n.)  (debate) ہ  ٦۔  (adj.)  (equality) وات  ٥۔

C. Write the passive participle of the following Form III verbal noun and give its meaning.

(auspiciousness, blessedness) ر  ١۔

D. Write the verbal noun corresponding to the following participles using the given paradigm and 
estimate its meaning.

(observed; observed phenomenon) ٣۔   (doctor, ”treater”)  ِ ٢۔  (meditator)  ِ ا ١۔

2.12 Form IV Verbal Nouns 

Form IV nouns follow the pattern ل ِا in which ,اِ  [i] is prefixed to the first letter of the root 
and, in standard cases, ا [ā ] is infixed between the second and third. Most nouns in this 
pattern are masculine.

Form IV pattern imparts a sense of activation, emphasis, or implementation to the root 
and is thus often best defined as “causing, applying, activating, instantiating, emphasiz-
ing, or implementing the root.” In many cases, the Form IV noun imparts a sense similar 
to the Latinate prefixes ad- (to, toward) and in- or en- (in, into, toward). For example, the 
Form IV noun ر ر) may be defined as “causing the appearance اِ ُ ُ ) (of something),” thus, 
“expression.” Likewise, اد ِ َد) may be defined as “implementing or instantiating help ا َ ); thus, 
“(rendering) assistance.”

(expression, demonstration) ر  اِ  ←  (appearance) ر 
(assistance) اد  ِ ا  ←  (help) َد  َ

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose first letter is a vowel take the form ل .since the ِ is assimilated ,اِ

(belief, faith; integrity) ن  ا  ←  (safety, security) ا 
(creation, invention) د  ا  ←  (existence) د  و
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Roots whose middle letter is a vowel take the form ِ ِ or ا (.ا In Arabic, the form is) .ا

(permission, allowance) زت  ا  ←  (justification) از 
(enclosing; an enclosure; boundary) ا   ←  (an enclosure; a court)  

Defective roots (those whose final letter is و or ى) also take a special form, following 
the paradigm ء  Remember that verbal nouns derived from defective roots often .اِ / اِ
end in ا. 

(implementation) ا  ا  ←  (current) رى   ← ى 

Distinguishing Form IV from Form II 
Since both Form II  and Form IV ل  paradigms suggest the implementation or activation ا
of the root, it is important to distinguish between their senses. Whereas Form II typically con-
veys implementation, enaction, or application of the root concept, Form IV typically conveys a 
stronger sense of causation, outward-directed performance, or projection. For example, while 

 (education) suggests the transmission of knowledge ( م ,(  (notice, announcement) ا
suggests the outward projection of it. Consider the following minimal pairs.

(notification) م  ا  (education, instruction)   (knowledge)  ِ

(favor; beneficence) ن  ا  (approbation; praise)   (fineness, goodness)  

(permission) زت  ا  (suggestion; resolution)   (justification) از 

A. Read the following words aloud and underline the Form IV nouns. Pay close attention to the 
pronunciation of the initial vowel.

س اِ ر  ِ ا ن  اِ ا  ر  اَ ر  ِ ا ر  اَ
آداب د  اِر ق  اَ س  اِ ا  د  اَو ف  اِ

ف اَ  ِ ا

B. Produce the Form IV verbal noun from the Form I nouns on the right. Then choose the best meaning. 

(rejection)  (invitation)  (assembly)  _____  ←  (session)  َ ١۔ 
(assistance)  (ignorance)  (welfare)  _____  ←  (help) َد  َ ٢۔ 

(acknowledgment)  (resistance)  (award)  _____  ←  (gift)  ِ ٣۔ 
(facilitation)  (law)  (affirmation)  _____  ←  (necessity) ب  و ٤۔ 

(collaboration)  (fairness)  (collection)  _____  ←  (half)  ِ ٥۔ 
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C. Derive the Form IV nouns from the Form I (root) words and give their meanings.

(step) م  ٣۔   (change) ل  ٢۔   (peace, well-being) ١۔  
(honor) ت  ٦۔   (exit, exodus) وج  ٥۔   (all, complete) م  ٤۔ 

D. Form the irregular Form IV verbal nouns corresponding to the following Form I nouns and 
participles. Then give their meanings. In the case of hollow verbs, use the suffix indicated.

(use ت)  (residence, stay) م  ٢۔   (use ت)  (response) اب  ١۔ 
(permanence) ٤۔    (use ہ)  (benefit) ہ  ٣۔   

(effect) ا  ٦۔    (life) ت  ٥۔ 

2.12.1 Form IV Participles ِ ُِ ُ  and َ َُ ُ

The Form IV active ( ِ ُ ) [mufʿil] and passive ( َ ُ ) [mufʿal] participles follow predictable 
patterns: ُم [mu] is prefixed; ِ [i] and َ [a] are infixed between the second and third letters of 
the root in the active and passive participles, respectively. The mute letter sukū n (no vowel) 
is infixed between the first and second letters of the root. Like other participles, Form IV 
participles may be adjectives or nouns and sometimes both.

Passive Participle  Active Participle  Verbal Noun

َ ْ ُ  ِ ْ ُ  ← ل  اِ

Consider the following example:

(proven)  َ ُ  (positive)  ِ ُ  ←  (positing; establishment; proof) ت  اِ

Irregular Form IV Active and Passive Participles 
Hollow roots (those whose middle letter is و or ى) take the forms ِ ُ  (active) and ل ُ  (passive).

(profit, benefit) د   (beneficial; useful)  ُ  (utility; benefit) دہ  ا

Defective roots (those whose final letter is و or ى) take the forms ِ ُ  and َ ُ  or ُ . 

(perpetuator, preserver) ُ  ←  (perpetuation, preservation) ا

Geminate roots also have a special form for active ( ّ ِ ُ ) and passive ( ّ َ ُ ) participles.

(one who establishes truth or justice)  ِ  ←  (establishing truth or justice) ق  ا
(harmful)  ِ ُ  ←  (causing harm) ار  ا
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Note that Form IV participles (  / ) are orthographically indistinguishable from 
Form II participles (  / ) without diacritical markings. This creates ambiguity 
which context and prior knowledge alone can resolve. The following chart surveys the 
Form II and IV verbal nouns and corresponding active and passive participles of the 
root . Note that the participles are indistinguishable without diacritics.

َّ َ ُ  ِّ َ ُ  ←   II
َ ْ ُ  ِ ْ ُ  ← م  ا  IV

Form II and IV participles are also indistinguishable from the  form of the nouns of place 
and instrument. You will recall that these nouns are characterized by َ  [a] and ِ   [i] infixed 
between م and the first letter of the root. Therefore, there are six possible vocalizations (and 
their associated meanings) of words in the  form. Prior knowledge and context typically 
resolve issues of ambiguity. When they do not, editors and copyists typically add diacritics.

A. Recognizing active and passive participles. Mark the Form IV active and passive participles with a 
and p, respectively. Note that not all words are Form IV participles.

ُ   ُ َق  َ  َ  ِ   ِ ُ  ِ ُ  ِ ُ
ِب َ  َ َ َّب  ُ  ِ ّ ُ َّس  ُ  ِ ُ   ُ اد 

B. Write the active participles of the following Form IV verbal nouns and give their meanings.

(discipleship; devotion) ٣۔ارادت   (possibility) ن  ٢۔ا  (difficulty) ل  ١۔ا
(Islam) م  ٦۔ا  (nullification) ل  ٥۔ا  (denial) ر  ٤۔ا

(residence, stay) ٩۔ا   (favor, kindess) ن  ا ٨۔   (award) م  ٧۔ا

C. Write the passive participles of the following verbal nouns in the spaces provided. 

(intention) ٣۔ارادہ   (nullification) ل  ٢۔ا  (ambiguity) م  ١۔ا
(sending) ل  ٥۔ار  (continuance, permanence) ٤۔ادا 

D. Form the Form IV verbal noun corresponding to the participle. Then give its meaning.

(sincere) ٣۔    (informant)  ِ ُ ٢۔   ([the] accused) َم  ١۔ 
(use ہ)  (encompassing) ٦۔    (mufti) ٥۔   (just; a just person)  ِ ُ ٤۔ 

Review Exercise. Use the meaning given for the word to the right of the arrow to estimate the 
meanings of the words to the left of it.

َ ُ ل  ا   ِّ ُ   َ ل    ←  (action)  
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Review of Form I-IV Nouns and Participles. Review the following Arabic noun forms, all of which 
have been covered in this and the preceding sections.

Passive Participle  Active Participle  Verbal Noun(s)  

ل ُ َ  ِ ل  ل     I

َ َ  / َ َ  / َ َ  Place

ل ِ  / َ ِ  Instrument

 Agency

ل ّ  Intensity

ا /   Comp. Super.
َّ ُ  ِ ّ ُ  ِ َ  II

ِ َ  / ِ َ  

ل ِ ل/  َ  

ُ  ِ ُ   / ُ  III

ل ِ  

َ ُ  ِ ُ ل  اِ  IV

Review Exercise. Write five Urdu words that fall under each of the following Arabic paradigms. Your 
examples can be drawn from words in these units or from outside readings. 

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  َ َ  / َ  / َ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________ ل  ِ  / ِ  / َ ِ

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________ ل 
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  ِ ّ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  َّ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  

__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  ِ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  ُ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________ ل  اِ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  ِ ُ
__________  __________  __________  __________  __________  َ ُ
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2.13 Form V Verbal Nouns ُّ َ َ

The Form V verbal noun is formed by prefixing َت [ta] to the root, infixing  َ[a] between the 
first and second letters of the root, doubling [َ ] the second letter of the root, and infixing َ [u] 
between the second and third root letters. Most nouns in this pattern are masculine.

Form V performs two main functions. It can be the reflexive form of Form II ( / ), 
which means that it denotes the effect or resulting state of performing the action of Form II, 
especially to oneself. The resulting noun is thus often stative and abstract. In such cases, the 
best defition of a Form V noun is perhaps “the state resulting from the Form II noun” or “the 
abstract condition of the Form II noun.”

(imagination) ُّر َ َ  ←  (making an image; an image)  ←  (an image) رت

Here, ُّر َ َ  (imagination) is the condition which results from depicting ( ) an image (رت ) 
(especially to oneself ). Here are two other ways to translate the relationship between these 
words using somewhat analogous vocabulary in English:

(formation [abstract])  ُّر َ َ  ←  (a formation; the act of forming)  ←  (form) رت
(depiction [abstract]) ُّر َ َ  ←  (a depiction; the act of depicting)  ←  (picture) رت

Form V can also be used to form abstract nouns from Form I (root) words. In such cases, the 
best definition of a Form V noun is perhaps “the quality of the Form I noun.” In this way, the 
Form V pattern is similar to the Latin suffixes -ity or -ation; the Greek -ism; or the English 
-ness. Consider the following examples.

(civilization) ُّن   ←  (city; Medina)  

(“ghazal-ness”; lyricism) ل   ←  (ghazal; lyric) ل 

Irregular Forms
Verbal nouns built from defective roots (those whose final letters are و or ى) take the 
form ِّ َ َ .

(relief; satisfaction of mind)  ←  (recovery, remedy) 

(luminosity)  ← (illumination; beholding; purification)  ←  (manifestation) ہ

Defective roots in this paradigm sometimes differ in spelling and pronunciation from standard 
Arabic and instead share their form and pronunciation with the Persian form of the nouns, 
from which Urdu likely borrowed them.

(desire)   ←  (wish, desire)  َ ُ
(friendship; sainthood; closeness to God)  ٰ  ←  (friend; saint) َو 
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A. Practice pronouncing Form V words by reading the following out loud.

ر      ُّ

B. Produce the Form V relative to the Form I or Form II words below and give their meanings. 

(movement, motion) ٣۔   (change, exchange) ٢۔   (strengthening) ١۔  
(drawing close; approximation) ٦۔   (entertainment, fun) ٥۔   (renewal) ٤۔ 

(surprise, wonder) ت  ٩۔  (donation; sacrifice) ٨۔    (education) ٧۔  
(Shia) ١٢۔    (Sufi) ١١۔    (mercy) ٠١۔ر 

(number) د  ١٥۔   (wonder, wondrous) ١٤۔    (blessing) ٣١۔ 

2.13.1 Form V Participles 

The active ( ِ ّ َ َ ُ ) and passive ( َّ َ َ ُ ) participles of Form V verbal nouns follow patterns simi-
lar to other participles. As with all Form II-X participles, ُم [mu] is prefixed. In this case, the 
 of the verbal noun is retained, as is the infixed َ [a] between the first and second root [ta] َت
letters. The second root letter remains doubled, but the َ  [u] of the verbal noun is replaced 
with ِ  [i] or َ  [a] to mark the active and passive participle, respectively. The tell tale signs of 
a Form V participle are the pair َ ُ  preceding three Arabic root letters, the second of which 
is doubled.

The following examples illustrate the difference between Form V active and passive 
participles. Note that the Form V verbal noun typically carries a passive sense, so passive 
participles of this form are rare.

(imagined) َّر َ َ ُ  (imagining, imaginative) ِّر َ َ ُ  ←  (imagination) ُّر َ َ
(altered) َ  (changing, alterative) ِ  ←  (alteration) 

The abstract and reflexive nature of the Form V noun is such that the active participle is 
often a relative adjective rather than an agentive noun. As such, in general, Form V active 
participles are typically best defined as “possessed of the quality of the Form V noun.” Thus, 
someone who is  (regretful) is possessed of  (regret).

(regretful, sorrowful)  ←  (regret, sorrow) 

Some Form V active participles are indeed active nouns. For example, a  ل  [mutȧghazzil] 
(lyric poet) is so named for possessing of the kind of lyricism (ghazalness) (ل ) associated 
with lyric (ghazal) poetry (ل ).

(a ghazal-writing or lyrical poet) ل  ←  (lyricism) ل
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Irregular Forms 
Roots whose final letter is و or ى have special forms of active ( ِّ َ َ ُ ) and passive ( َّ َ َ ُ ) 
participles.

(desired)  ٰ َّ  (desirous)  ِ  ←  (desire)  

(manifest; illuminated)  
َّ  ←  (manifestation; illumination)  

C. Underline the Form V active and passive participles. Not all words are Form V participles.

ل   َك  ِق    

D. Write the active participles of the Form V nouns and give their meanings.

(expectation) ٣۔    (attention) ٢۔    (impression) ا۔  
(consolation, satisfaction) ٦۔    (astonishment) ٥۔    (relationship) ٤۔  

E. Write the Form V verbal nouns related to the following active participles and guess their meanings.

(numerous) د  ٤۔   (imagined) ٣۔    (smiling)  ِ ّ ا۔ 

2.14 Form VI Verbal Nouns ُ َ  

Form VI verbal nouns are formed by prefixing َت [ta] to the root, infixing ا [ā ] between the 
first and second root letters, and infixing ُ [u] between the second and third root letters. 

Form VI conveys two meanings. First, it may be the reflexive or reciprocal form of Form 
III (  / ). As such, words in this pattern typically convey an abstraction of Form III or 
the state or condition which results from performing the Form III noun. Likewise, whereas 
Form III typically implies that either two parties, or a specified or countable number of 
parties, are involved in an action, Form VI may imply that more than two parties, or an 
unspecified number of parties, are involved. Sometimes, the differences between them 
are quite subtle. The most general definition of Form VI nouns as the reflexive or recip-
rocal noun of Form III is “the state associated with or resulting from the Form III noun.” 
A less common, but still important, definition is “the state resulting from a multiplicity 
or uncountable number of parties performing Form III.” For example, the Form VI noun 

 (similitude) is the abstract state associated with the mutual similiarity or resemblance 
( ) between or among people or things. Similarly,  (comparison, encounter) is 
the abstract state associated with making a comparison or engaging in confrontation 
( ). Whereas  typically refers to a comparison between two things,  refers to the 
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abstract process or method of comparison. A ہ    is a comparative study, which neces-
sarily involves the comparison ( ) of things. 

Consider the following:

(similitude)  ُ َ  ←  (resemblance)  

(comparison; encounter)   ←  (confrontation; comparison)  

([state of] conformity; congruity)  ُ َ  ←  (conformity; congruity)  

Second, the Form VI noun may imply the affectation or pretense of Form I nouns. In this 
case, the best definition of a Form VI noun is, “affecting, pretending (to be or have), or feign-
ing Form I.” Consider the following:   

(feigned ignorance)  ُ  ←  (ignorance)  َ َ
(feigning illness) ُرض  َ  ←  (illness) ض 

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose final letter is و or ى follow the pattern ( ِ ) in standard Arabic and Urdu.

(reunion)   ←  (encounter, meeting) ت 

The pronunciation of the final vowel in this noun can vary in Urdu, as it does in Persian:

(demand)   ←  (proposition; disputation; case; action)  

Geminate roots take the form ّل .

(contradiction) د   ←  (contrariness; obstinacy)  ّ ِ

A. Indicate the Form VI nouns with a check mark.

زل   ل  ا   
وات وى       

B. Form the Form VI verbal noun from the Form I and Form III nouns. Then give their meanings.

(ease) ٢۔   (negligence, ignorance) ١۔  
(relationship; appropriateness) ٤۔    (pride) ٣۔  

(equality) وات  ٦۔   (accordance) ٥۔  
(quarrel, hostility) ز  ٨۔   (agreement) ا  ٧۔ 
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2.14.1 Form VI Active and Passive Participles 

Form VI participles are represented by the paradigms ِ َ ُ  (active) and َ ُ  (passive). They 
are formed by prefixing ُم [mu], retaining the intial ت of the verbal noun, and replacing 
the ُ [u] of the verbal noun with ِ  [i] or َ  [a] to indicate the active and passive participle, 
respectively. Because the Form VI noun is reflexive and therefore carries a passive sense, 
passive participles in this form are rare. Like the active participles of Form V, the active par-
ticiples of Form VI nouns are typically adjectives and are best defined as “possessed of the 
quality of the Form VI noun.” Consider the following active participles.

(act. part.) (similitudinous; equivocal)   ←  (similitude)  

(pass. part.) (introduced; acquainted) رف   ←  (introduction; acquaintance) رف 

Irregular Forms 
The Form VI active ( ِ َ ُ ) and passive ( َ َ ُ ) participles of defective roots (those whose third 
root letter is و or ى) have special forms.

(equal) وِى   ←  (state of equality) وى 
(demanding [e.g. of payment])  ِ  ←  (demand [of payment])  

Geminate roots have identical active (ّل َ ُ ) and passive (ّل َ ُ ) participles in Form VI.

(contradictory, opposite) د   ←  (contradiction; the opposite) د 

C. Mark the Form VI participles.

ق رف       

D. Given the meaning of the word on the right, estimate the meaning of the active participles to the 
left of the arrows.

 ←  (purposeful neglect; avoidance) ١۔  
 ←  (carelessness) ٢۔  

ازن  ←  (balance, equal measurement) ازن  ٣۔ 
 ←  (proportion, proportionality) ٤۔  
 ←  (accordance; concordance) ٥۔  

E. Form the active participle of the Form VI nouns. Then give their meanings.

(buffeting [of waves]) ٣۔    (hospitality) ا  ٢۔  (excess) وز  ١۔ 
(synonymy) ادف  ٦۔  (recompense) ٥۔   (agreement) ا  ٤۔

(introduction, familiarity) رف  ٩۔  (continuity) ا  ٨۔   (comparison) ٧۔ 
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Review Exercise. Reflexive meanings. Use the meaning of the root word on the right to estimate the 
meanings of the words on the left. 

__________   ←  __________  ُّ  ←  __________   ←  (effect) ا  ١۔ 
__________ ِّر   ←   __________ ر   ←  __________   ←  (image) رت  ٢۔ 
__________  ِ ّ  ←  __________   ←  __________   ←  (idea) ل  ٣۔ 
__________ ق   ←  __________ ق   ←  __________   ←  (difference) ق  ٤۔ 
__________   ←  __________   ←  __________ ت   ←  (dislike) ت  ٥۔
__________ ا    ←  __________ ا   ←  __________ ا   ←  (entry) د  ٦۔ 
__________  ِ   ←  __________  ُ  ←  __________  ُ  ←  (likeness) ل  ٧۔ 
__________   ←  __________   ←  __________   ←  (action) ٨۔  

2.15 Form VII Verbal Nouns ل ِ ِ ا
The Form VII verbal noun is formed by prefixing اِن to the root, infixing ِ [i] between the first 
and second root letters, and infixing ا [ā ] between the second and third root letters. Most 
(some would say all) nouns in this pattern are masculine.

Form VII is the passive form of the root. It typically conveys the sense of the abstraction 
of the root concept. Hence, it is perhaps best defined as “the state or condition resulting 
from the performance of Form I.”

(insertion, being inserted; enrollment) ِراج ِ ا  ←  (folding up; insertion) درج 
(disclosure; discovery) ف ِ اِ  ←  (opening; explanation; revelation)  

Irregular Forms 
Roots that end in و or ى have a special form (ء ِ ِ ا  /   ِ ِ .(ا

([state of] evacuation) ا   ←  (space; emptiness; vacuum)  

Roots whose middle letter is و or ى have a special form (ل ِ ِ .(ا

(obedience, compliance) د  ا  ←  (confinement; rule)  

A. Underline the Form VII verbal nouns.

ر ا ر  ا ر  ا ر  ا ر  ا ب  ا ل  ا
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B. The relationship between the root and the Form VII noun is surveyed in the following examples, 
some of which are not intuitive. Given the definition of the Form I (root) noun on the right, underline 
the most appropriate synonym of the Form VII noun on the left.

(irrelevance)  (relationship)  (dependence) ر  ا  ←  (restriction) ١۔  
(acceptance)  (repulsion)  (decline) ع  ا  ←  (repelling) د  ٢۔ 

(activity)  (modification)  (revolution) ب  ا  ←  (turning, overturning) ٣۔  
(indifference)  (care)  (humility) ر  ا  ←  (breaking) ٤۔  

(joyfulness)  (straits)  (pain) ط  ا  ←  (joy) ٦۔  

C. For each Form I word, give the corresponding Form VII noun and guess its meaning.

(reflection; contrary) ٣۔    (trivial) ٢۔    (stamp, imprint) ١۔  
(barrier, obstruction)  ّ ٦۔   (repelling) د  ٥۔   (control) ٤۔  

(type, division) ٨۔    (cut) ٧۔  

2.15.1 Form VII Active and Passive Participles 

The active ( ِ َ ُ ) and passive ( َ َ ُ ) participles follow predictable rules: ُم is prefixed, ن is 
retained, and  ِ or  َ is infixed between the second and third root letters to indicate the active 
and passive participles, respectively. Because Form VII nouns are by definition passive, the 
passive participle is rare and the active participle typically carries an adjectival sense best 
defined as “possessed of the qualities of the Form VII noun.” 

(enrolled; inserted) َرج  ُ  or ِرج  ُ  ←  (folding up; insertion) ِراج ِ ا
(disclosed, discovered)    ِ ُ  ←  (disclosure, discovery) ف ِ اِ

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose middle letters are و or ى have a special, identical form in the active (ل ُ ) and 
passive (ل ُ ) participles.

(obedient) د  ←  (obedience) د ا

Roots whose final letters are و or ى take special forms in the active ( ِ َ ُ ) and passive 
( ٰ َ ُ ) participles.

(extirpated; complete)  ←  (extirpation; completion) ا
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Geminate roots take special forms in the active ( ّ َ ُ ) and passive ( ّ ِ ُ ) participles. 

(degraded, decayed) َ ُ  ←  (degradation, decay) ط ا

A. Write the active participles of the following Form VII verbal nouns and guess their meanings.

(reflection) س  ا ٣۔   (revelation, disclosure) ف  ا ٢۔   (registration) راج  ا ١۔ 
(revolution, change) ب  ا ٥۔   (joyousness) ط  ا ٤۔ 

2.16 Form VIII Verbal Nouns ل ِ ِ لا ِ ِ ا

Form VIII nouns are formed by prefixing ِا  [i] to the root, infixing ِت [ti] between the first and 
second letters of the root, and infixing ا [ā ] between the second and third letters of the root.

Form VIII is the reflexive of the root. It may also impart a passive sense to a root whose 
sense is active. Sometimes, it carries a sense nearly identical to the root. It is perhaps best 
defined as “the state resulting from or associated with the performance of the root concept.” 
Hence, Form VIII nouns are comparable to English words ending in -ation, -ance, and -ity.

For example, ف ف) is the state resulting from acting or being against (difference) ا ِ ) 
someone or something. Likewise, ر ) is the state of looking (expectation; waiting) ا ) for 
or forward to someone or something.

(difference) ف  ا  ←  (against, opposing) ف  ِ
(expectation; waiting) ر  ا  ←  (sight)  

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose first letter is ء (written as ا in root nouns in Urdu) take the form (ل  in which (اِ
the root letter assimilates the initial ِا  [i]. Such words are rare.

(familiarity, intimacy) ف  ا  ←  (affection, intimacy) ا 

Roots whose first letter is و or ى take the form (ل ِ ّ ِ .ت is assimilated to the infixed و That is, the .(ا

(unity) د  ِّ ِ ا  ←  (one, sole) وا   (oneness) ت  و

Roots whose middle letter is و or ى take the form (ل ِ ِ  .(ا

(free will; authority, autonomy; selection) ر  ا  ←  (good; happiness)  

(eagerness) ق  ا  ←  (interest, passion) ق 
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Roots whose final letter is و or ى take the form ( ء ِ ِ ا  / ِ ِ (ا

(end; the utmost point) ا   ←  (extremely)  

Assimilation in Form VIII 
The spelling and pronunciation of the inflixed ت of the Form VIII paradigm changes according 
to the letter that immediately precedes it (the first of the three root letters). The following chart 
surveys the changes.

ّت  ← + ت  ت 
(obedience) ع  ِّ ِ ا  ←  (following)  

ّد  ← + ت  د 
(claim) اِّدِ   ←  (a claim) ى  د

ّد  ← + ت  ذ 
(rare)  (mentioning; recalling) ر  اِّدِ  ←  (mention) ذ 

زد  ← + ت  ز 
(crowd, throng) م  ازد  ←  (trouble) ز 

 ← + ت  ص 
(technical term; phraseology) ح  ا  ←  (rectitude) ح 

 ← + ت  ض 
(agitation, restlessness) اب  ا  ←  (beating) ب 

ّط  ← + ت  ط 
(announcement; information) ع  ِّ ِ ا  ←  (appearance) ع 

ّظَ  ← + ت  ظ 
(rare)  (suffering tyranny) م  ِ ّ ِ ا  ←  (tyranny)  

A. Underline the Form VIII verbal nouns.

ام ا ب  ا ل  ا ا  ف  ا ن  ا ن  ا
م ا ل  ا اف  ا ل  ا اض  ا اء  ا اض  ا

ب ا ار  ا
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B. Write the Form VIII nouns related to the Form I words and give their meanings.

(mixture) ٣۔    (toil, work) ٢۔   (group) ١۔  
(forbidden) ٦۔    (end, finish) ٥۔    (a belief) ہ  ٤۔

(punishment)  ِ ٨۔   (justice, balance) ل  ٧۔ 

C. Give the Form VIII verbal nouns of the following irregular Form I verbal nouns and estimate their 
meanings.

(suspicion) و  ٣۔   (husband/wife) زوج   /   زو ٢۔   (harm) ر  ١۔ 
(agreement) و  ٥۔   (union) و  ٤۔۔ 

D. Given the definition of the word on the right, underline the most appropriate synonym of the 
Form VIII noun on the left. Use a dictionary to help resolve any issues.

(signature)  (contract)  (compositeness) اك  ا  ←  (participation) ١۔   
(fax)  (resignation)  (death) ل  ا  ←  (transference) ٢۔  

(wound)  (hammer)  (agitation) اب  ا  ←  (strike, blow) ب  ٣۔ 
(objection)  (record)  (silence) اض  ا  ←  (petition, statement) ض  ٤۔ 
(incitation)  (fuel)  (fire) ل  ا  ←  (flame) ٥۔   

2.16.1 Form VIII Active ( ِ َ ُِ َ ُ ) and Passive ( َ َ َُ َ ُ ) Participles 

The active and passive participles are formed according ot predictable patterns. Note that 
because this form often carries a passive sense, the passive participle is rare.

(different)  ِ َ ُ  ←  (difference) ف  ِ اِ
(expected, awaited)  َ  (one expecting)  ِ  ←  (expectation, waiting) ر  ا

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose first letter is و or ى retain the assimilated ت in the active ( ِ َّ ُ ) and passive 
( َ َّ ُ ) participles.

(in agreement)  ِ َّ ُ  ←  (agreement) ق  ا

Roots whose middle letter is و or ى take special forms of the active (ل ُ ) and passive 
ل) ُ ) participles. Note that they are indentical.

(selected) ر  (invested with authority) ر  ←  (choice, will; authority) ر  ا
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Roots ending in و and ى have special forms of active ( َ ُ ) and passive ( ٰ َ ُ / ) participles.

(finisher; one who has perfected a skill)  ِ ُ  ←  (end) ا 
(finished; conclusion)     

Geminate roots have special forms of the active ( ّ ِ ّ) and passive ( َ ) participles.

(perturbed, despairing)   ←  (despair) ار  ا

E. Underline the Form VIII participles.

      

F. Write the active participle of the Form VIII verbal noun and give its meaning.

(beginning) ا  ا ٣۔   (belief) د  ا ٢۔   (difference) ف  ا ١۔ 
(lit. transference; idiom. death) ل  ا ٥۔   (objection) اض  ا ٤۔ 

(acknowledgment) اف  ا ٧۔   (arrangement) م  ا ٦۔ 

2.17 Form X Verbal Nouns   ل ِ ِ لا ِ ِ ا
The Form X verbal noun is formed by prefixing ِ ِ ْ infixing ,[isti] ا  [no vowel] between the first 
and second letter of the root, and infixing ا [ā ] between the second and third. 

Form X conveys a number of meanings. Perhaps most frequently, it denotes an attempt 
to perform the root (Form I). Thus, it is best defined as “attempting, requesting, or desiring 
to enact the root concept.” It can also be declarative, in which case it is best defined as 
“regarding or considering something to be possessed of the quality of the root.” It can also 
be a reflexive form of Form IV (ل  in which case it is best defined as “the state associated ,(اِ
with or resulting from performing Form IV.”

For example, ل ) is a attempt to put (something) into action (use) ا ). Likewise, ل  ا
(exploitation) is an attempt to acquire (ل ; ) something for unfair selfish advantage. 
ن  can be defined as “regarding something (praising, approving; regarding as favorable) ا
to be possessed of beauty or fineness ( )” or the “state associated with or resulting from 
showing favor (ن ق ”.to someone (اِ  may be defined as “the (entitlement, rightfulness) ا
state resulting from the acknowledgment or affirmation of a right (ق  or “regarding ”(ا
(someone) as being possessed of a right ( ).”

(putting to use; application; use) ل  ا  ←  (deed) ١۔ 
(exploitation) ل  ا  ←  (acquisition) ل  ٢۔ 

(praise; approval; regarding as favorable) ن  ا  ←  (favor) ن اِ  (beauty) ٣۔ 
(entitlement, rightfulness) ق  ا  ←  (acknowledging a right) ق ا  (a right) ٤۔ 
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Irregular Forms 
Roots whose first letter is و or ى follow the paradigm (ل .(ا

(extirpation, eradication) ل ا  ←  (root; principle) ا

Hollow roots (whose middle letter is و or ى) follow the paradigm ( /ا ( ا
(availing of something; deriving benefit) دہ  ا  ←  (utility) دہ ا  (benefit, use) ہ  

(repose) ا  ا  ←   (rest) را 

Roots whose final letter is و or ى take the paradigm (ء ِ ِ /ا ِ ِ ) and sometimes (ا ٰ (ا
(exception) ا   ←  (second)  

(resignation) ا   ←  (pardon)  

(supplication) ا   ←  (prayer) د 

A. Underline the Form X verbal nouns.

ل ا م  ا زت  ا ل  ا د  ا ل  ا ل  ا
ء ا رہ  ا ن  ا ار  اُ ل  ا ح  ا د  ا

B. Derive the Form X nouns from the following Form I words (nouns and participles) and give their 
meanings. For nouns derived from hollow roots, use ت unless otherwise indicated.

(present) ٣۔    (understanding) ٢۔   (fixity, settlement) ار  ١۔ 
(service, employment) ٦۔    (rationale) از  ٥۔   (response, answer) اب  ٤۔ 

(use ہ) (benefit) ہ  ٩۔   (rest) را  ٨۔   (external) ِرج  ٧۔ 

C. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the Form X noun on the left.

(source)  (case)  (reasoning) ل  ا  ←  (evidence) د  ١۔ 
(desire)  (supplication)  (God) ا   ←  (prayer) ُد  ٢۔ 

(welcome)  (confrontation)  (inquiry) ل  ا  ←  (before)  َ ٣۔ 
(charity)  (donation)  (augury) رہ  ا  ←  (good)  َ ٤۔ 
(excuse)  (resignation)  (anger) ا   ←  (pardon)  ْ َ ٥۔ 

2.17.1 Form X Active and Passive Participles 

The active ( ِ َ ْ ُ ) and passive ( َ َ ْ ُ ) participles of Form X nouns follow predictable patterns. 
 of ا in the participle, the َت of the verbal noun is replaced by ِت is prefixed to the root; the ُم
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the verbal noun is dropped and replaced with ِ  [i] َ  [a] in the active (-er) and passive (-ed) 
participles, respectively.

(used)  َ َ ّ ُ  ←  (use) ل  ا

Irregular Forms 
Roots whose medial letters are و or ى take special forms of the active ( ِ َ ُ ) and passive 
ل) َ ُ ) participles.

(benefitted) د   (advantageous)   ←  (taking advantage) دہ  ا

Roots whose final letter is و or ى take special forms of the active ( ِ َ ُ ) and passive 
( ٰ َ ُ ) participles.

(resigner)  ←  (resignation)  ا 

Geminate roots have special forms of the active ( ِ ) or passive ( َ ) participles.

(entitled)  ←  (entitlement) ق ا

As always, one should bear in mind that the meaning of participles may be idiomatic.

(the future)  ←  (welcome; reception) ل ا  ←  (before; in front of)  

A. Underline the Form X participles.

      

B. Derive the Form X passive participle from the Form X noun and give its meaning.

(stability, durability) م  ا ٢۔   (summoning; recalling [to mind]) ر  ١۔ا
(immersion) اق  ا ٤۔   (colonization) ر  ا ٣۔ 
(derivation) اج  ا ٦۔   (use) ل  ا ٥۔ 

(favor, belovedness) ب  ا ٨۔   (answering [of prayer]) ا  ٧۔ 

C. Read the following Form X active participles, then give the corresponding Form X verbal noun and 
its meaning.

(permanent; independent) ٣۔     (use ت) (erect; upright) ٢۔   (deserving) ١۔  
(orientalist) ق  ٦۔   (capable, prepared)  ِّ ٥۔  (settled, fixed)  ّ ٤۔ 

(colonizer) ٧۔  
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Review Exercise. Match the nouns on the right with their participles.

ا   ___ م  ا ١۔ 
ب   ___ اق  ا ٢۔ 
پ   ___ ل  ا ٣۔ 
ت   ___ ن  ا ٤۔ 
ٹ   ___ ر  ِ ِ ا ٥۔ 
ث   ___ دہ  ا ٦۔ 
ج   ___ ب  ا ٧۔ 

ق چ   ___ ر  ا ٩۔ 
خ   ___ ل  ا ١٠۔ 

2.18 Quadriliteral Roots, Nouns, and Participles Forms I, II, and IV 

In the preceding lessons, we have studied Arabic’s triliteral root system, which produces 
most of the Arabic vocabulary used in Urdu. In addition to these triliteral roots, Urdu also 
contains a number of Arabic words built on four root letters, here called quadriliteral. The 
derived noun forms and related participles of quadriliteral roots closely resemble the trilit-
eral ones.

Quadriliteral Form I Nouns and Participles ل     ل       
Unlike triliteral Form I nouns, quadriliteral nouns in Arabic are limited to a small number of 
paradigms. Many of these words are Arabicized borrowings from other languages.

Two common paradigms are  and  / . A rarer pattern is ل . Note that many of 
these nouns include redoubled syllables. Here follow examples:

(hoopoe)  ُ ُ  (growling)  ُ ُ  (nightingale)  ُ ُ
(burka)  

(earthquake)  َ َز  (laughter)    (evil suggestion)  َ َو  (series, chain)  ِ ِ
(philosophy)  َ َ  (geometry)   (translation)  ُ  (devilry)  

(satan) ن   (argument) ن 

Occasionally, a word built on a triliteral root will be relexicalized as a quadriliteral noun. 
Consider the following:

(sultanate)  ←  (sultan, ruler) ن ُ  ←  (to hold power over, govern) َ َ َ
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Here, the Form I triliteral noun of intensity, ن ُ  (sultan) has been used as the basis of the 
relative quadriliteral noun  (sultanate), wherein the ن of the suffix in the former is 
treated as a root letter in the latter.

Quadriliteral Form I Active ( ِ ْ َ ُِ ْ َ ُ ) and Passive ( َ َ َُ َ ُ ) Participles 
These are regular and predictable. ُم [mu] is prefixed to the root, َ  [a] is infixed between 
the first and second root letters, no vowel between root letters two and three, and ِ  [i] 
or َ  [a] is infixed between the third and fourth root letters to form the active and passive 
participles, respectively.

(geometer) ِس  ←  (geometry) 

(continuous) َ َ ُ  ←  (series, chain) ِ ِ

A. Underline the quadriliteral nouns.

ن   و    
م   ا     

B. Form the indicated participle of the quadriliteral noun, and estimate its meaning. 

(passive)  (argument; reason) ن  ١۔ 
(active)  (translation) ٢۔  
 (active)  (mad prattle; evil suggestion) و  ٣۔ 

(passive)  (burqa) ٤۔  

Quadriliteral Form II Nouns and Participles 
The quadriliteral Form II verbal noun ُ َ َ  is formed by prefixing َت [ta] to the root and 
infixing ُ [u] between the penultimate (third) and final (fourth) root letters. It is the intran-
sitive and reflexive counterpart to quadriliteral Form I nouns and is best defined as “the 
state or quality resulting from or associated with the quadriliteral Form I noun.” All nouns 
in the quadriliteral Form II pattern are gramatically masculine in Urdu.

For example, ُ ْ َ َ  (sequentiality, continuity) is the quality associated with a sequence ( ).

(sequentiality, continuity)  ُ ْ َ َ  ←  (series, sequence)  

The active ( ِ ُ ) and passive ( َ ) participles are predictable. ُم [mu] is prefixed, the 
vowel pattern is retained, except that ِ [i] and َ [a] replace ُ [u] in the active and passive par-
ticiples, respectively. Note that because the quadriliteral Form II noun is already reflexive or 
passive, the passive participle is rare.

(sequential, continuous)  ِ  ←  (sequentiality)  
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The quadriliteral Form II pattern is sometimes used to form abstract nouns from quadri-
literal nouns that are themselves formed from triliteral roots. In the following example, 
the noun of place   َ  (center) has been treated as a quadriliteral noun, and an abstract 
noun derived from it:

(centered)   ←  (centrality)   ←  (center)  

They may also be used to form abstract nouns from names and borrowings that can be 
interpreted as having four root letters.

(acting like or becoming Kashmiri)   ←  (Kashmir)  

C. Underline the Form II quadriliteral nouns.

ل  ہ    

D. Form the Form II quadriliteral noun and estimate its meaning.

(quake, shaking) ز  ١۔ 

E. Write the active participle of the Form II noun. 

ل ١۔ 

Quadriliteral Form IV Nouns and Participles 
Form III quadriliteral nouns are extremely rare and therefore not covered here. Form IV is 
also extremely rare. It involves doubling the final letter of the quadriliteral root and infixing 
alif. The only frequently occurring quadrilateral Form IV noun in Urdu (along with its active 
participle) is written here for the sake of example.

(at rest, at ease; satisfied, confident)  ←  (quiet, rest; satisfaction, confidence) ن ا

2.19 Arabic Plurals in Urdu 

Urdu speakers and writers regularly use Arabic patterns of pluralization, so it is helpful to 
have at least passing familiarity with them when encountering new vocabulary. Arabic plu-
ralizes nouns in many different ways. Although it will take some time to familiarize yourself 
with all the variations, there are some recurring patterns which can be learned quickly and 
facilitate the rapid acquisition of new vocabulary.
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2.20 Arabic Plural Suffixes

The Personal Plural Suffix  [-ī n] 

Personal nouns of masculine, mixed, or unspecified gender are often pluralized by suffixing 
 [-īn]. For example:

(writers)  ِ ِ ّ َ ُ  ←  (writer)  ِ ّ َ ُ

A. Underline the personal nouns pluralized with the Arabic plural suffix.

ر       

B. Use the Arabic personal plural suffix to pluralize the following Arabic personal nouns and give 
their meanings.

(opponent) ٤۔    (addresser) ٣۔    (historian) رخ  ٢۔   (researcher) ا۔  
(viewer)    ٥۔ 

The Dual Personal Suffix  [-ain] 
This suffix generates pairs. In Urdu, such pairs are often either conventional (e.g. parents) or 
carry poetical, literary, metaphysical, or exaggerative senses.

(parents)  َ وا  ←  (mother) ہ ِ وا  (father) ِ وا
(the two worlds; this world and the next)  َ  ←   (world) ن َ

Note that the personal plural and the dual are homographs, not homophones.

C. Write and pronounce the dual of the following nouns. Guess the meaning of each word and the 
context in which it might be used. Check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

__________  ←  (sea) ا۔  
__________  ←  (side) ٢۔  
__________  ←  (contrary) ٣۔  
__________  ←  (side) ف  ٤۔ 
__________  ←  (east) ق  ٥۔ 

The Plural Suffix ات [-ā t] 
The suffix ات [-ā t] is among the most common Arabic pluralizing suffixes used in Urdu. In 
Arabic, one of the most common ways in which ات is used is as the plural suffix of nouns that 
end in ة (U: ت / ه). This is because, in Arabic, ة marks feminine nouns and ات is the feminine 
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plural suffix. This explains why ات is used in Urdu to pluralize Arabic feminine personal nouns. 
 also can be used to form the plural of all Form II-X verbal nouns. Sometimes, Urdu uses ات
 in Arabic. Note that, in ات to pluralize nouns of Arabic origin that are not pluralized with ات
Urdu, when a word ends in ہ or ت, and these letters are, in terms of etymology, substitutions 
for ة, the ہ or ت is dropped. Consider the following:

(female poets) ات   ←  (female poet) ه   I

(attributes) ت   ←  (attribute)  ِ  I

(questions) ت  ا  ←  (question) ال   I

(images) ات   ←  (image)   II

(confrontations) ت   ←   (confrontation)   III

(difficulties) ت  اِ  ←  (difficulty) ل  اِ  IV

(imaginations) ُرات   ←  (imagination) ُر   V

(encounters) ت   ←  (encounter)  ُ  VI

(differences) ت  ا  ←  (difference) ف  ا  VII

(revolutions) ت  ا  ←  (revolution) ب  ا  VIII

(uses) ت  ا  ←  (use) ل  ا  X

An exception to the general rule that ات pluralizes feminine personal nouns is the 
following: 

(gentlemen) ات   ←  (gentleman) ت 

This may be explained by the fact that, in Arabic, the word ة  (presence) is feminine, but 
is used to mean “gentleman” in special constructions. 

D. Mark the plural nouns with a ج. 

ات رات  ا ات  ت   ات   ا
ت  ا ت  ت  ت  ر  ت 

E. Pluralize the following nouns using ات. 

٩۔  ر  ِ ا ٨۔  ٧۔   وا  ٦۔  ٥۔   ٤۔   ٣۔    ّ ٢۔ ه  ١۔وا
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2.21 Arabic Broken Plurals 

Many Arabic nouns are pluralized by what Arabic grammarians call “broken plurals.” 
Instead of suffixation (e.g. ات or ), these plurals are formed by infixation (in some 
cases, along with prefixation and suffixation), thereby “breaking” the singular form of 
the noun.

2.21.1 Broken Plurals of Form I Nouns

The Paradigm ل لاَ اَ
Among the most common broken-plural paradigms for Form I nouns is ل  This broken .اَ
plural form is typically used with the most basic pattern ( ). Other Form I nouns have 
different broken plural patterns or do not use broken plurals at all. In this paradigm, ا [a] is 
prefixed to the root and ا [ā ] is infixed between the first and second root letters. Note that 
this paradigm is distinguished from Form IV verbal nouns (ل َا by its initial (اِ  [a]. 

ل اَ  ←  

(actions) ل  اَ  ←  (action) 

(timings; schedule) ت  اَو  ←  (time) َو

In the case of many “hollow” nouns whose middle letter is ا [ā ], the و of their verbal root 
appears in the broken plural. 

ال ا  ← ل 
ال ا  ← ل 

In the case of words whose first letter is ا, the prefixed ا combines to form an initial آ.

ر آ  ← ا 

In some cases, broken plurals are used in a singular sense and can therefore be re-pluralized.

(newspapers) رات  ا  ←  (newspaper) ر  ا  ←  (news)  

A. Pluralize the following nouns using the pattern ل  .اَ
ر ١٠۔  و  ٩۔  ٨۔   ا  ٧۔  ب  ٦۔  ف  ٥۔  ٤۔   ٣۔   ٢۔  ١۔ 
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B. Give the singular form of the following plurals. 

ار ا ٨۔  ف  ٧۔او ادوار  ٦۔  ام  ا ٥۔  آداب  ٤۔  م  آ ٣۔  اض  ٢۔ا اوزان  ١۔ 

The Paradigm ل ُ لُ ُ ُ
This paradigm is also found in singular forms; for example, وع  (beginning). But one of its 
main uses is to form broken plurals of Form I nouns. 

ل ُ ُ  ←  

(sciences) م  ُ ُ  ←  (knowledge) ِ

(matters) ر  اُ  ←  (matter) ا

Plurals formed with this pattern can be repluralized:

(aspects; reasons) ت و  ←  (aspects; reasons) ہ و  ←  (aspect; reason) و

C. Pluralize the following nouns using the pattern ل ُ ُ .
ر ٥۔  ٤۔   ر  ٣۔  ٢۔   ١۔ 

D. Write the singular forms of the following plural nouns.

ل ٥۔ا  (kings) ك ٤۔  وف  ٣۔  ش  ٢۔  س  ١۔

Broken Plurals of Geminate Form I Nouns 
Geminate Form I nouns are typically pluralized as ل ُ ُ . Those with ہ or ت suffixed are plural-
ized as َ  (the initial vowel remains the same). Consider the following:

ل  ←   

(rights) ق  ُ  ←  (right)  

(letters) ط  ُ  ←  (letter)  

َ  ←   ّ  / ّ
(stories)  َ ِ  ←  (story)  َّ ِ

(peoples)  َ اُ  ←  (a people)  َّ اُ

Note that some geminate nouns take ل :as their broken plural form ا

(mysteries) ار  ا  ←  (mystery)  

(loved ones, friends) ب  ا  ←  (beloved)  
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E. Give the plural form of the following nouns using either ل  or َ .

َّ ِ ٥۔  َّ ِذ ٤۔  ٣۔   ٢۔   ١۔ 

F. Give the singular form of the following nouns.

٥۔ ن  ٤۔ ف  ٣۔  ك  ٢۔  ق  ١۔

The Pattern ِ َِ َ  
This pattern is quite flexible and is applied to a number of forms. It almost always applies 
to non-humans. It is most often applied to a set of nouns whose metrical weight is similar: 

 /  / ل /   /  / . The only difference in the metrical weight of these patterns 
is in the case of the third metrical foot (short-long-[flexible, long, or short]). 

ل /  / 
(northern regions)   ←  (north) ل 

(treatises) ر   ←  (treatise) ر 

 /  /

(proofs, evidences; arguments) د   ←  (proof, evidence) د 
(rarities; rhetorical devices) ا   ←  (rarity; rhetorical device)  

(virtues, excellent qualities)   ←  (virtue, excellence)  

The same pattern is applied to words in these patterns built from geminate roots (as ). 

(realities, truths)   ←  (reality, truth)  

Note that when nouns in this pattern can refer either to humans or non-humans, the non-
human noun is typically pluralized using this form. The human noun is typically pluralized 
differently.

(the poor)  َ ُ  (strange things) ا   ←  (strange; poor [person])  

In rare cases, the pattern may be applied to the following Form I noun:

(angels)   ←  (angel)  َ َ

G. Pluralize the following words using the  paradigm.

ہ ٩۔  ٨۔   ٧۔   ٦۔   ٥۔   ٤۔   د  ٣۔  ہ  ذ ٢۔  ا  ١۔
  و ١٨۔  ١٧۔   ١٦۔   ١٥۔   ١٤۔   ہ  ١٣۔  ١٢۔   ١١۔   ١٠۔  
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Rare Broken Plural Patterns 
A large number of rare broken plural patterns are used. The following chart surveys them. 

َ َ     َ ُ  

 ←    َ ُ  ←  

ن ِ ن /  ُ     ُ ُ  

ان ُ  ←     ← ب 
ن ِ  ← ن     ←  

ر  ← ل  ر
ق  ←  

ء ِ اَ  ← ل     ِ  

ء ا  ← د     ←  ََ
ء ا  ←  ِّ ِ ل   ِر  ←  ُ َر

ِ اَ     ِ اَ  

ا  ← ا  رب   ا  ←  

ا  ← ب  ُ اُ     

د اَ  ←  

ِ اَ     َِ  
ادو  ← دوا  ر   َِ  ← رت 

ا  ← ل    َ
ِ  ←  َ ِ

ا  ← ل      

ا  ← ن  ارا    ← ارض 
ا  ← ن  ا    ← ا 

The following patterns, while rare, are entirely regular. Form I nouns referring to humans 
and nouns ending in ى take the plural َء/ ا  Nouns of the paradigm  / , which are .اَ
built on defective roots (those whose final letter is a vowel), take the plural form َ . 

ا      
ا  ← ى     ←  

ا  ← و     ← و 
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H. Write the plural form of the following nouns.

س   ٦۔  و  ٥۔  ٤۔   ر  ٣۔  ٢۔   ١۔  

I. Pluralize the following nouns using the ل ِ  paradigm.

٣۔  ٢۔   ر  ١۔ 

2.21.2 Broken Plurals of Form I Participles 

The Form I active participle ( ) can be pluralized in any number of ways. When it refers to 
a person, it is most commonly pluralized in one of the following two ways:

ل ّ ُ  ←  ِ
(merchants) ر   ←  (merchant)  

(heretics) ر   ←  (heretic)  

َ ُ ء /  َ ُ  ←  ِ
(intellectuals, scholars) ء  َ ُ  ←  (intellectual; scholar)  

Rarely, such human participles are pluralized using the following paradigm.

َ َ َ  ←   ِ
(students)  َ َ َ  ←  (student)  

Non-human Form I active paticiples  /  /  are pluralized with the paradigm ِ ا َ . 
Note that this paradigm is occasionally applied to human active participles, too. 

ِ ا َ  ←   ِ
(sides; environs) ا   ←  (side; part)  

(followers; dependents) ا   ←  (follower; dependent)  

ِ ا َ  ←   ِ  / ِ
(rules, regulations) ا   ←  (rule, regulation) ہ 

(benefits, profits) ا   ←  (benefit, profit) ہ 

Geminate active participles sometimes take the following form.

ال َ  ← ل  
(private attendants; elites) اص   ←  (private; elite) ص 
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Note that human active participles marked by the feminine gender ( ِ ) are pluralized with 
the feminine suffix ات.

(intellectuals [f.]) ت   ←  (intellectual [f.])  

A. Pluralize the following Form I active participles using the paradigm َ ُ  or ء َ ُ . Note that all 
participles refer to humans.

٥۔  ٤۔   وارث  ٤۔  رف  ٣۔  ٢۔   ١۔  

B. Pluralize the following Form I active participles using the paradigm ِ ا َ .

ہ زا ٦۔  ہ  دا ٥۔  ٤۔   ٣۔   زم  ٢۔  ١۔ 

C. Give the singular active participle of the following plurals.

ا َ ُ ٥۔   َ ُ ٤۔  ام  ٣۔  ّج  ُ ٣۔  ّب  ُ ٢۔  د  ّ ُ ١۔

Broken Plurals of Form I Passive Participles (لل ) 
Form I passive participles are often pluralized by the paradigm  [mafā ʿī l]. 

(essays; subjects; contents)  ِ َ  ←  (essay; subject; content) ن 
(famous people)   ←   (famous) ر 

When the first root letter is a vowel, it becomes و and the plural paradigm is ا . 

(victuals) ا   ←  (victual) ل 

D. Give the broken plural of the following passive participles.

م ٤۔  وب  ٣۔  ب  ٢۔  ن  ١۔ 

E. Give the singular form of the following plural passive participles.

٤۔  ٣۔   د  ٢۔  ١۔  
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2.21.3 Broken Plurals of the Agentive Noun  

When the Form I agentive noun ( ) refers to a human being, it is typically pluralized 
according to the following pattern. Note that this is the same pattern used to pluralize 
some active participles that refer to humans.

َ ُ ء /  َ ُ  ←   

(wealthy people) اء  ا  ←  (wealthy) ا 
(poor people) ء   ←  (poor)  

Non-human agentive nouns, as well as the feminine or diminutive form of the agentive 
(  / ) are most often pluralized using the paradigm ِ َ . Note that this is the same 
paradigm used to pluralize non-human active participles.

(proofs, evidences) د   ←   (evidence, proof) د 
(facts, realities)  ِ  ←  (fact, reality)  

(means)  ِ ذرا  ←  (a means) ذر 
The pattern ل ِ  is used to pluralize adjectives in this pattern. Such adjectives can be nominalized.

(great) م  ِ  ←  (great)  

(great) ر  ِ  ←  (great)  

A. Pluralize the following human agentive nouns using the ء َ ُ  / َ ُ  pattern.

(colleague, comrade) ر  ٤۔   (weak, elderly) ۳۔    (philosopher) ٢۔    (littérateur) اد  ١۔ 
(old, ancient) ٨۔    (poor; fakir) ٧۔    (noble) ٦۔    (eloquent) ٥۔  

(successor, caliph) ١٠۔    (minister) وز  ٩۔ 

B. Pluralize the following non-human agentive nouns.

(joke, pleasantry) ٣۔    (island) ہ  ٢۔   (treasure, store) ہ  ز ١۔ 
(subtlety, minute point) د  ٥۔   (ode) ہ  ٤۔ 

Broken Plurals of Human Geminate Agentive Nouns 
Such nouns follow two predictable and similar patterns. The first is more common.

ّ ِ اَ  ←  

(dear ones, relatives) ہ  ِ اَ  ←  (dear one, relative)  

ء ّ ِ اَ  ←  

(physicians) ء  ا  ←  (physician)  
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C. Give the plural form of the following agentive nouns using the pattern ا.
(imam, leader) م  ا ٢۔   (beloved) ١۔ 

2.21.4 Broken Plurals of Comparative-Superlatives 

When treated as nouns, comparative and superlative nouns are pluralized according to the 
following patterns.

ا  ← ا 
ا  ← ا 

What is in Arabic the feminine form of the comparative is sometimes used in Urdu, especially 
in compounds. It can also be pluralized.

(rare)  َ ُ  ←  

(rare)  َ ُ  ← ى  ُ

The masculine and feminine comparatives and superlatives of defective roots take special forms.

ا  ←  ٰ ا
ا  ← ا 
ُ  ←  

ُ  ←  

A. Pluralize the following comparative and superlative nouns or adjectives.

([the] remote; extreme) ا  ٣۔   ([the] most glorious) ا  ٢۔   ([the] smallest) ا  ١۔ 

2.21.5 Broken Plurals of Quadriliteral Form I Nouns 

These are pluralized using the following paradigms. Note similarities with the patterns for 
pluralizing non-human active participles and comparative-superlative nouns as well as with 
the patterns for the Form 1 passive participle. Once again, ا [ā ] is infixed at the end of the 
first syllable, thus rendering the first syllable short and creating a long second syllable. 

ِ َ  ←  / 

د  ← د 
 ←  

 ← ل 
 ← ن 

ا  ← ن 
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A. Form the broken plural of the following nouns.

(satan) ن  ٤۔  (translation) ٣۔    (earthquake) ز  ٢۔   (embellishment) ُف  ُز ١۔ 

2.21.6 Broken Plurals of Nouns of Place and Instrument 

Nouns of place ( َ  َ  َ ) and instrument (ل ِ   ِ   ِ   ِ ) are pluralized by the fol-
lowing broken plural patterns. Note the similarity of this pattern with the patterns used 
with the Form I active participle, comparative-superlative nouns, and quadriliteral nouns.

ِ َ  ←    /    /  
 ←  (mosque)  ِ َ

ارس  ←  (school)  َ َر َ
رف  ←  (science; gnosis)  َ ِ َ

 ←  (ruler)  َ ِ

Nouns of instrument in the ل ِ  pattern change to the broken plural َ . Note the sameness 
of this pattern and the pattern that is used to pluralize the Form I passive participles.

َ  ← ل  ِ
 ←  (key) ح

از  ←  (scale) ان

A. Give the broken plurals of the following nouns of place and give their plural meanings.

(center) ٤۔    (press) ٣۔    (purpose) ٢۔    (scene) ١۔  
(floor; destination) ل  ٨۔   (religion) ٧۔    (assembly) ٦۔    (gathering) ٥۔  

(bureau) ١٢۔    (stage) ١١۔    (rank, office) ١٠۔    (occasion) ٩۔  
(trouble) ١٦۔    (station) ١٥۔    (kindness) ١٤۔    (gravesite) ہ  ١٣۔ 

B. Give the broken plurals of the following nouns of instrument.

(girdle, belt)  ِ ٤۔   (pulpit)  ِ ٣۔   (quantity) ار  ٢۔   (stake, nail) ر  ِ ١۔ 
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2.21.7 Broken Plurals of Form II Nouns 

Form II nouns ( / ) may be pluralized according to the following paradigms. 

 َ  ←  

و  ←  

ر  ←  

If the first root letter is و ,ا is infixed.

ار  ← ر 

The less common Form II noun uses the following paradigm.

ِ  ←   / 

رب  ←  

A. Form the broken plurals of the following Form II nouns.

(speech) ٣۔   (detail) ٢۔    (movement) ١۔  
(strategy; resolution) ٥۔    (trouble) ٤۔  

B. Give the singular form of the following plural nouns.

(strategies, remedies) ا  ٨۔   (gatherings) ر  ٧۔   (writings) ٦۔  
(exegeses) ١٠۔    (recipies) ا  ٩۔ 

2.21.8 Metric Weight and Broken Plurals 

Certain broken plural patterns are used with nouns of a similar or identical metrical or pro-
sodic weight. This means that by recognizing the metrical weight of Urdu words, one can 
often guess (or recall) which broken plural form they will take. For example, words whose 
weight comprises two long and one short feet take a broken plural pattern which infixes ا 
after the first full metrical foot and ى at the place of the second long foot.

 ← ن 
ار  ← ر 
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By long is meant either a syllable beginning with a long vowel, a consonant followed by a 
long vowel (e.g. ) or the combination of a consonant, a short vowel, and another conso-
nant not followed by a vowel (e.g. ْ َ ). By short is meant a consonant followed by a short 
vowel or a consonant without a vowel. Thus, the weight of ن ُ  is ُ  (long),  (long), ن 
(short) and, similarly, that of ر  is  (long) رى (long) خ (short). Although these words are 
derived from different patterns (ن  is a Form I noun and ر  is a Form II verbal noun), 
their metrical or prosodic weight is the same.

To represent metrical weight, Urdu prosodists use paradigms built on the root let-
ters ل ع  ل For example, long-long-short is represented as .ف   [maf (long) + ū  (long) + l 
(short)]. Note that these prosodic paradigms differ from the morphological paradigms dis-
cussed above. That is, when using prosodic paradigms, we are not talking about the use of 

 as substitutes for root letters. Instead, these prosodic patterns are paradigms for words 
that share a metrical weight (in this case, long-long-short). All the following words differ in 
terms of morphology and derivation, but all are of the same metrical weight. Accordingly, 
they are represented using the same metrical pattern ل . Thus, their broken plurals all 
share the same metrical weight and form.

 ← ل 
و  ←  

ا  ← ن 
 ← ن 
 ← ح 
 ← ن 

The following chart dissects the words above to reveal the metrical feet and vowel patterns 
of the paradigm in parallel with the metrical feet and vowel patterns of the vocabulary 
words. Note the regularity of the voweling to the left of the arrows. The uniform metrical 
weight of the singular words to the right of the arrows (short-short-long) is matched by a 
highly regular pattern of vowel infixation and metrical weight in the broken plural: initial 
letter + short a (short) ; second letter + ā  (long); third letter plus ī  (long); final letter (short). 
Study the following.

ل َم     ← ل    
ر وى  َت    ← ر  وى   َ

ن وا   َق   ← ن    
ن َم     ← ن    َ
ح َم     ← ح    ِ
ن سَ     ← ن    ُ
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A similar pattern emerges for words whose metrical weight is either two long feet (long-
long) or one long, one short, and one long (or flexible) foot (long-short-long/short). Proso-
dists categorize these words under the paradigms ُ َ  (  long,  long) and ُ ِ  (  long ِع 
short  long). Singular word forms that fall under this category are comparative-superla-
tive nouns ( َ ) nouns of place and instrument ,(اَ َ / َ  / َ / ِ ), quadriliteral nouns 
(  / ), the rare Form II verbal noun form ( ِ َ ), and Form I active participles (  /  / 

). In all cases, the broken plural is formed by infixing ا at the second syllable and a short 
ِ  [i] (rather than a long ى [ī ]) in the final long foot. The result is the paradigm ِ َ . Note that, 
in the case of the Form I active participles, و must be infixed in order to support the infixed 
ā  and maintain the metrical weight (thus, ا ). Study the following chart and note the 
regularity of the vowel patterns in the plural forms:

ِ َف       /  
ا   ا   ← ا 

ِ َم     ←  

َم     ← ہ 
سَ     ←  

ِ را  َت  ا   ←  

ِرب َت   رب   ←  

ِ وا  َق  ا   ← ہ 

A. Group each of the following nouns into one of the metrical paradigms according to its prosodic 
weight. Then give the broken plural and the meaning. Broken plural paradigms are given in parentheses.

( ) ٣۔    ( ) ٢۔    ( ) ل  ا۔ 

(essay) ن  ٤۔   (oppressed) م  ٣۔   (connection) را  ۔   ٢  (principle, rule) ١۔  
(lady) ن  ٧۔   (writing, text) ٦۔    (confirmation) ٥۔  

(most excellent) ا  ٩۔   (greatest) ا  ٨۔ 
(plectrum) اب  ١١۔   (training field) ر  ١٠۔ 

(issue) ١٤۔    (mosque) ١٣۔    (office) د  ١٢۔ 

Review Exercise. Give the broken plural of the following singular nouns using the indicated paradigm.

ل ا
٨۔  و  ٧۔  ر  ٦۔  ٥۔   ل  ٤۔  ٣۔   ٢۔   ١۔  

ل ُ ُ
١٣۔  ١٢۔   ١١۔   ١٠۔   ٩۔  
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ء َ ُ
اد ١٧۔  ١٦۔   ١٥۔   ١٤۔  

٢٣۔  ٢٢۔   ٢١۔   ہ  ٢٠۔  ہ  ١٩۔  ١٨۔  
ء َ ُ

٢٧۔  ٢٦۔   ٢٥۔   ٢٤۔  
ا

ہ ٣٢۔  ہ  ٣١۔  ز  ٣٠۔ ٢٩۔   ٢٨۔  

م ٣٤۔  ب  ٣٣۔ 
ِ

٤١۔  ٤٠۔   ر  ٣٩۔  ہ  ٣٨۔  ٣٧۔   ٣٦۔   ٣٥۔  

٤٦۔  ٤٥۔   ٤٤۔  ٤٣۔   ٤٢۔  

2.22 Plurals and Adjectives in Arabic 

Following a rule of Arabic grammar, Urdu often suffixes ہ to Arabic adjectives that modify 
plural nouns. This is most commonly done to adjectives in Arabic and Persian iẓ ā fat (genitive) 
constructions. Consider the following:

(modern sciences) ہ  ِم   ←  (modern)   (science)  

(ancient monuments; archaeology) ِر   آ  ←  (ancient)   (trace, relic) ا 

The same change is made to many Arabic adjectives when in the attributive position, 
regardless of the number of the noun.

(present age) دور  دہ   ←  (era) دور   (present) د 
(present conditions) ت  دہ   ←  (conditions) ت   (present) د 

A. Use iẓ ā fat and ہ to combine the following plural nouns with the adjectives to form Urdu phrases. 

(present)   (circumstances) ت  ١۔ 
(mentioned) ر   (qualities) ف  او ٢۔ 

(known) م   (principles) ل  ا ٣۔ 
(fine)   (arts) ن  ٤۔ 
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2.23 Arabic Nouns and Urdu Gender 

Several aspects of Arabic morphology produce predictable patterns of gender in Urdu. 
Here follows a summary of the most common ones.

The Letter ة and Marked Genders of Arabic Nouns in Urdu 
In Arabic, the letter ة is pronounced “a” or “t” depending on how it is used. In Urdu, this 
letter is not typically retained. Instead, like Persian, Urdu renders ة as either ہ [a] or ت [t]. 
Consider the following pairs of words. 

(Urdu Form III)    ←  (Arabic Form III)  

(Urdu Form IV) دت  ا دہ  ا  ←  (Arabic Form IV) دة  ا

Although both words to the left of the arrow are in fact the same word in Arabic, in Urdu 
they are different words with different (but similar) meanings. 

Nearly all Urdu nouns ending in ہ in which ہ translates the Arabic ة are masculine. 
Exceptions are rare; they include, for example, the feminine د (time, occasion). Similarly, 
nearly all Urdu nouns ending in ت in which ت translates the Arabic ة are feminine. Once 
again, exceptions are rare; an example of one is the masculine  (sherbet). It is therefore 
possible, with minimal information, to predict the gender of many Arabic words in Urdu. 
Thus, in the example above,  and دہ دت are predictably masculine and  and ا  are ا
predictably feminine. 

The letter ة is never one of the root letters in an Arabic word. Thus, if an Urdu word end-
ing in ہ or ت contains the root letters and affixational patterns characteristic of Arabic words 
in addition to the ہ or ت , then it is safe to assume that the ہ or ت translates the Arabic ة. The 
gender of such Urdu words should be considered “marked” and predictable.

Let’s use this knowledge to reason to the gender of an Urdu noun together. Suppose 
that we do not know the gender of the Urdu word  (government). The letter ح tells us 
that this word comes from Arabic. The familiar pattern of  indicates that the triliteral 
root is . Because ت is not one of the root letters, we can assume that it must be a transla-
tion of ة. This is a marked feminine noun.

Similarly, consider the word ذر. The letters ذ and ع mark this as an Arabic word. The 
agentive noun pattern  suggests that the triliteral root is ع ر   We can now recognize .ذ 
that ہ is a translation of ة and that ذر is masculine.

Now consider the case of ت . The letter ث marks the word as Arabic. The paradigm ل ُ ُ  
suggests that the root letters are ت ب   ,is one of the three root letters ت Thus, the letter .ث 
and not a translation of ة. Therefore, the gender of this word is unmarked. (It happens to 
be masculine.)
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A. Indicate all marked feminine nouns with “f” and all marked masculine nouns with “m.” Mark all 
unmarked nouns with “u.” 

ل رت     َّ ِد و 
وا و   َّ ِ ح   

ت   وا    
ہ    ن  

روا رت      
ت ارادہ      

Form II Verbal Nouns of the Pattern  
With only one exception ( ), all nouns of the pattern  are feminine in Urdu. Use the 
following words in a phrase or sentence that reflects their feminine gender.

(image) ٣۔    (proposal) ٢۔    (movement, motion) ١۔  
(research) ٦۔    (writing) ٥۔    (speech) ٤۔  

Defective Form I Verbal Nouns Ending in ا [ā ] 
With very few exceptions (e.g. ), Form I nouns ending in ا [ā ] derived from a defective 
verbal root (one which ends in a vowel) are feminine in Urdu.

B. Here follows a list of nouns ending in ا [ā ]. Not all of them are Arabic or feminine. Mark the Form 
I feminine verbal nouns ending in ا [ā ]. Use a dictionary to help resolve ambiguity. Then use three of 
the words in a sentence that reflects their gender.

ر  و  د  ا    
ر  ا   ا  د  
ا       

ا ا  

2.24 The Adverbializing Suffix ًا  [-an] 

This suffix, called  [tanvī n] (“nū nization”) is used to form adverbs in Urdu (compare 
with the English suffix -ly). Note that in case a word ends in ہ, the ہ may be dropped before 
tanvī n is suffixed.

(approximately)  ً  ←  (approximation; gathering)  

(at a guess; nearly; hypothetically)  ً  ←  (conjecture, guess; hypothesis)  
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This suffix is also applied to words that are not Arabic in origin.

(by estimation; roughly) ازاً  ا  ←  (guess) ازہ  ا

If an Arabic word ends in a hamza which is not typicaly written in Urdu, the hamza is writ-
ten and tanvī n is superscript.

(initially) اءً  ا  ←  (beginning) ا  ا

In words ending in ہ in which ہ is a translation of ة, the ہ is typically changed to ت. Rarely, 
the ہ is written as ة and the two lines of tanvī n are superscript.

(particularly)  (rare) ً  or  ً  ←  (particularity)  

A. Adverbialize the following nouns using tanvī n and give their meanings.

(compelled) ر  ٤۔   (certainty) ٣۔    (chance, happening) ق  ا ٢۔   (near) ١۔  
(principle, basis) ا  ٩۔   (second) ٧۔    (practice, action) ٦۔    (habit) دت  ٥۔ 

(one time) د    ١٠۔ 

2.25 The Nominal Suffix  ِ َ  [-iyat/-iyyat]

Arabic uses the suffix  [iyya] to form nouns from adjectives or to form abstract nouns from 
concrete nouns. Urdu replaces ة either with ہ or ت , and thus uses  or . The latter form 
( ) is much more common and is generally considered the standard way in which Urdu 
uses this suffix to form abstract nouns. Urdu speakers typically pronounce this without the 
doubling of ى , thus,  [-iyat]. Note that Urdu freely uses the suffix with words that are 
not of Arabic origin (e.g. the Persian word  below). Recall that, like all other Urdu nouns 
derived from Arabic words ending in ة , all words of this kind which end in  are feminine 
and all those which end in  are masculine. Consider the following examples.

(importance) ا   ←  (important) ا 
(humanity) ا   ←  (human) ن  ا

(asininity, stupidity)   ←  (ass, donkey)  

(generalization)   ←  (all, entire)  

Note that in the case of , some would argue that this is actually not an example of 
the present suffix, but rather an adjectival suffix implying that the word has been 
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extracted from an Arabic phrase in which it is used as a modifier; for example,    
(a general or universal sentence).

If a word ends in ى, the ى is dropped:

(strangeness, foreignness) ا   ←  (stranger, foreigner) ا 

All nouns ending in the nominal suffix can be pluralized with the marked feminine plural 
.[ā t] ات

(personalities) ت   ←  (personality)  

A. Read the following words aloud and underline those which include the Arabic nominal suffix.

ا      َ ذ 
      

B. Given the meaning of the word on the right, choose the most appropriate English synonym for 
the word on the left. 

(thought)  (mentality)  (intelligence) ذ   ←  (mind) ذ  ١۔ 
(merit)  (specialty)  (refinement)   ←  (special) ص  ٢۔ 

(good deed)  (superiority)  (well-being)   ←  (good) ٣۔  
(nativity)  (nationality)  (people)   ←  (nation) م  ٤۔ 

(importance)  (cost)  (ability)   ←  (able) ٥۔  

C. Read the following Urdu words and their English synonyms. Form the abstract noun of each word 
and guess its meaning.

(least) (most) ٥۔ا  ٤۔ا   (tyrannized) م  ٣۔  (familiar) (man[kind]) ٢۔وا ١۔آد 

2.26 Suffixes of Completeness and Fields of Knowledge: اتات [-ā t] 
and تت  [-iyā t] 

The plural suffixes ات [-ā t] and ت  [-iyā t] in addition to denoting simple plurality, are often 
used in Urdu to denote either the complete collection of something or a field of knowledge 
or academic discipline. 

(the complete works [of a poet or a writer]) ت   ←  (the whole)  

(physics) ت   ←  (natural, physical)  
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(theology; divinity studies) ت  ٰ ا  ←  (divine) ا 
(sociology) ت  ا  ←  (societal) ا 

A. Read the following words aloud and underline those which include the Arabic suffix of completeness.

ت ت  ت  ت  ت  ر ت  ت 

B. Given the meaning of the word on the right, choose the most appropriate English synonym for 
the word on the left. 

(importance)  (necessities)  (money) ت  ور  ←  (necessary) ورى  ١۔ 
(material objects)  (energy)  (motion) ت  د  ←  (materiality) د  ٢۔ 

(mineralogy)  (gems)  (rocks) ت   ←  (mineral) ٣۔  
(plurals)  (all remaining items)  (dividend) ت   ←  (remainder) ٤۔  

(the rational sciences)  (intelligent ideas)  (principles) ت   ←  (rational) ل  ٥۔ 

C. Read the following Urdu words and their English synonyms. Then use the plural form of the abstract 
suffix to form a related academic discipline and write the name of the discipline.

(metaphysical) ا    ٣۔  (math) ٢۔ر   (linguistic) ١۔ 
(human) ٥۔ا   (economic) ٤۔ 

Review Exercise. You now have all the tools you need to make informed guesses about the meanings 
of nearly all Urdu words of Arabic origin. Review the aforegoing lessons as you study the following 
chart. All the paradigms and permutations should be familiar to you.

(orders) م  اَ  (order)  ُ
(wisdoms, philosophies, sciences)  َ ِ  (wisdom, philosophy)  ِ

(philosophical sciences) ت  ِ
(government; governance)  ُ

(strongest; firmest; stablest) ا 

(courts, tribunals; state offices)   (court of law; tribunal; state office)  َ َ َ
(physicians, philosophers) ء   َ ُ  (physician; philosopher)  

(of, by, related to rulers)  ّ ُ  (rulers) م  ّ ُ  (rulers)  ِ ِ  (ruler)  

(rulers [f.]) ت   (ruler [f.])  

 (the ruled [pl.])  ِ  (ruled [adj.]; the ruled [n.]) م 
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(rulings) ت   (ruling; authority)  

(arbitrator)   (arbitrations) ت   (arbitration)  

(strengthened)  َ ُ  (strengthener)  ِ ُ  (strengthening; a kind of pillar) م  اِ
(sovereign)  ِ  (the authority to rule; sovereignty)  

(one endowed with authority to arbitrate)   (the authority to arbitrate)  

(stable; firm)  َ َ  (firmnesss, stability; ratification) م  ِ ِ ا

D. Keeping in mind the patterns discussed in the preceding lessons, read the following words aloud. 
Then, based on the meaning of the root word, guess the meanings of the derived words in each 
section. Be sure to check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

__________ ل  اَ  (action; practice; deed) ١۔  
__________  

__________  َ َ

__________ ل   __________  ِ
__________  َّ َ ُ  __________  ِّ َ ُ  __________  

 __________  

__________  َ ُ  __________  ِ ُ  __________ ل  اِ
__________  َ َ ُ  __________ ل  ا

(birth) دت  و ٢۔ 
__________ د  او  __________ و 

__________ د   __________  َ وا  __________ ہ  وا  __________ وا 
__________ د   __________  ِ َ

__________  َ
__________  ِ َ َ ُ  __________  ُّ َ َ

__________  ُ ا َ

2.27 Arabic in Urdu: An Overview

Arabic has played a unique and important role in the intellectual history of South Asia in 
general, and Urdu in particular, for centuries. From philosophers and Islamic scholars in 
small towns to secretaries and poets at the Mughal court, and from candidates for British-
colonial administrative service to students at twenty-first-century madrasas, Arabic has 
been an indispensable component of the rational, literary, and religious training of scholars 
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from a wide range of regional, linguistic, and even religious backgrounds. A sound training 
in Arabic is as essential to the appreciation of the celebrated Gulistā n, an influential work of 
Persian wisdom literature, as it is to the study of the Quran. 

Given the history and legacy of Arabic in South Asia, it is hardly surprising that Urdu 
borrows not only a great deal of vocabulary, but also a number of phrases and maxims 
from the language. This section presents an overview of the essential components of Arabic 
grammar that appear in Urdu. Naturally, a complete study of Arabic grammar and morphol-
ogy is beyond the scope of this book. Still, it is hoped that the information and exercises 
provided here will assist students when encountering the large number of Arabic phrases, 
maxims, and quotations used in Urdu, and that they will inspire students to pursue further 
studies of Arabic. 

A Note on Orthography and Pronunciation 
Urdu tends to follow the spelling conventions of Arabic, but Arabic phrases, when quoted 
in Urdu literature, are often written in the Naskh script rather than Nastaliq. This style sets 
Arabic phrases apart from Urdu in texts, making it easier to recognize Arabic as such. The 
following chart reviews the Arabic alphabet in Naskh. 

آ ا 
ث ت  ب  
خ ح  ج 

ذ د 
ز ر 
ش س 
ض ص 
ظ ط 
غ ع 

ك ق  ف 
ن م  ل 

ء ي  و  ھ / ہ 

Note the following: Arabic does not distinguish between the pronunciations of ہ and ھ (the 
two were interchangeable in Urdu, too, until standardization in the twentieth century); ك 
in the final position is often written as Naskh; and that in Modern Arabic, ھ/ ہ precedes و in 
alphabetical order, whereas in Urdu (and Persian) و precedes ہ. The last-mentioned is useful 
to note in case students would like to look up words in an Arabic dictionary.
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Arabic also has a number of phonemes that are not found in Urdu. According to the 
rules of classical Arabic, the letters ظ ض  ذ   have distinct pronunciations, whereas in Urdu ز 
they are homophones. The same is true of ت and ط, and س and ص. The letter ع in Arabic 
has a distinct pronunciation (linguists call this a pharyngeal fricative). Some Urdu speak-
ers have learned, through the study of Arabic, to produce this sound. Others approximate 
it through the use of a glottal stop. But most simply follow standard Urdu pronunciation 
when reading Arabic texts aloud. Similarly, the letter ح in classical Arabic is distinct from 
 Urdu speakers rarely make the distinction, whether incorporating an Arabic phrase or .ہ
aphorism into their language, quoting classical Arabic poetry, or reciting the Quran. The 
reality is that, like all languages that cross linguistic regions, the pronunciation of Arabic, 
too, varies according to the regional languages of the people who speak or recite it. 

A. Practice Naskh and your Urdu pronunciation of Arabic phrases by reading the following Urdu idioms 
and phrases aloud.

ُكن َفَیُكون ِلهاذا  سالم علیك  ِمنها  الفقُر فخري 

2.28 The Definite Article الال [al-] (the) 

This section introduces the rules for pronouncing the Arabic definite article ال [al-] in Urdu. 
The Arabic definite article is ubiquitous in Urdu. You will find it in personal names, book titles, 
and common phrases. It has also been borrowed into English, mainly through Latin:

alchemy  ← ا 
algebra  ← ا 
alcohol  ← ا 

In Arabic and Urdu, the pronunciation of ال [al-] (the) changes according to the letter that 
immediately follows it. To teach the pronunciation of ال as a prefix, grammarians of Arabic divide 
the letters of the Arabic alphabet into two groups: ى  [qamarī ] (moon) letters; and  [shamsī ] 
(sun) letters. Read the following chart, which reviews the letters in each category.

ى ہ  و  م  ك  ق  ف  غ  ع  خ  ح  ج  ب  ا  ى: 
ن ل  ظ  ط  ض  ص  ش  س  ز  ر  ذ  د  ث  ت   :

When ال precedes the letters of the ى  group at the beginning of a phrase, it is pro-
nounced exactly how it is written [al]. 

[al-qamar] ا 
[al-kīmiyā] ا 
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A. Read the following aloud.

ث ا ا  ض  ا ا  ا  ا 
ا ا ا  ا  ا ا  ا ا 

ا ب  ا ن  ا ا  رى  ا
When ال precedes a  letter, ل is assimilated and the letter that immediately follows it is 
doubled. Read the following aloud.

(the sun)  [ash-shams] ا 
([the] peace)  [as-salām] م  ا

([the] light)  [an-nūr] ر  ا
When ال precedes ل, it is redoubled as itself [al-l . . .]. When it is followed by the Arabic word 

 (god), it has a special spelling.

[al-lāh] (Allah; lit. the lord or god) اهللا 
Note that doubling occurs only when ال is the definite article (the). There are many Urdu 
words of Arabic origin in which the letters ال precede  letters, but because ال is not the 
definite article in those cases, the letters are pronounced as one would otherwise expect. 
For example, ا [iltijā ], ام ف ,[iltizā m] ا altā f] ا ], and so on. It is almost always easy to tell 
that ال is the definite article, since the word that follows it will exibit standard features of 
Arabic words (e.g. three root letters and a recognizable paradigm).

B. Read the following words aloud. In all cases, ال is the definite article.

ا ح  ا ا  ؤف  ا ا  ا  ا ا  ا
ا ا  ر  ا ا 

The Pronunciation of الال in Genitive Constructions 
In Urdu, when ال appears between two nouns (as in compound names), it performs a geni-
tive function. That is, it asserts a relationship of possession or composition (compare with 
English “of [the]”). In terms of pronunciation, ا is effectively suffixed to the preceding word 
and pronounced ُا  [u]. Here follow two examples.

[Abd ul-Bāsit] ا   
[Zeb un-Nisā] ا    ز

Note that there is no space between the pronunciation of ا [u] and the end of the preceding 
word. The first name above is not pronounced Abd (pause) ul-bā sit, but rather Abdulbā sit (as 
one word); in terms of pronunciation, ا [u] has effectively been suffixed to the preceding letter.
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Now consider the pronunciation of ا    :The name is built of three components .ز
 ,Since this is a genitive construction .(women) [ nisā]  ;(the) [-al] ال ;(ornament) [zeb] ز

 ,[zeb] ز and is, in terms of pronunciation, effectively suffixed to [ul] اُل becomes [-al] ال
becoming ال    ل ,Then follows  [nisā ]. But because  begins with a  letter .[-zebul] ز
is assimilated and ن is doubled; thus, ا [unnisā ]. Putting it all together, it becomes ا    ز
[Zebunnisā ].

In ال constructions, Urdu occasionally retains the Arabic letter ة. It is a convention in 
Arabic that when ة is followed by ال , it is pronounced ت [t]. Typically, Urdu replaces ة with 
.in such constructions ت

(more typical)  [Fazīlat un-Nisā] ء  ا    or  [Fazīlat un-Nisā] ء  ا  

C. Read the following personal names, which Urdu borrows from Arabic.

ء ا   ؤف  ا   ء  ا   ا  ن  ا    اهللا   

D. Read the following Arabic names of Urdu books. Pay close attention to the position and pronunciation 
of the definite article and the pronunciation of the succeeding letter.

آن ا   ا    ت  ا ر  ا     [ ا ت  ]   ا ة  د  ا ر  آ
آن ا ن  ا    آن  ا م  ا روق  ا ت  ا  ح  ن  ا

ا   ا  آة  ت  ا ح  ن  ا   م  ا ح  روق  ا

and Genitive Constructions الال
 :is used to join two words together to form phrases which can be divided into two kinds ال
adjective-noun and noun-noun.

In adjective-noun phrases, ال simply acts to tie the adjective to the noun. The resulting 
phrase is typically adjectival, but may be nominalized.

(multivalent) ا     ←  (the meaning) ا    (many)  

([the] last-mentioned) ا    آ  ←  ([the] mention) ا   (last) آ 

E. Read the following Arabic phrases commonly used in Urdu and give their meanings. Use the word 
bank below to help you.

ر ا   ٥۔ ن  ا   ٤۔  ا    ٣۔  ا    ٢۔ ت  ا ف  ١۔ا
ن ا   ١٠۔ ا    ٩۔ ا    ٨٨۔ ا    ٧۔را ض  ا   ٦۔دا
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(understanding)   (fast)   (created beings) ت   (noblest) ف  ا
(language) ن   (many)   (rank)   (great)  

(illness) ض   (eternal) دا   (value) ر   (dear)  

(free time)   (absent)   (time) و   (current) را 
(eminence) ن   (great)   (homeland) و   (away)  

In noun-noun phrases, ال is never prefixed to the first word in the compound and is usu-
ally best translated as “of the.” The phrase as a whole is considered definite and is therefore 
often translated into English beginning with “The …” 

(The light of truth/God) ا  ر   ←  (truth; God)   (light) ر 
(The dignity of the country) ا  ر  و  ←  (country)   (honor) ر  و

(The poetry of India) ا     ←  (India)   (poetry)  

F. Read the following Arabic phrases used in Urdu and write their meaning. The vocabulary has been 
given in a word bank to assist you.

ا   ٥۔ ا  م  ٤۔  ا    ُ ٣۔  ا    ٢۔ا اهللا  ل  ١۔ر
ا َ ُ ا   ِ ١٠۔ ا  ٩۔دار  ا  ر  ٨۔د وف  ا   ٧۔را ت  ا ٦۔دار 

(believer)   (commander) ا   (god, lord)   (messenger) ل  ر
(doomsday)   (day) م   (homeland) و   (love)  

(government)   (house, seat) دار   (matter) ا   (essence)  

(action)   (rule) ر  د  (letters) وف   (writer) را 
(poets) ا   (king)  ِ َ  (health)   (house) دار 

G. Read the following names of Urdu books and translate their meanings into English. Refer to the 
word bank when needed.

آن ا ن  ٥۔ ا  ح  ٤۔  ت  ا ر  ٣۔  ا    ٢۔ ا    ١۔
ا ر  ١٠۔د ا  ت  ٩۔  ا    ٨۔  آة  ٧۔ ا    ٦۔ 

(truths)   (revealer)   (India)   (poem)  

(logic)   (key) ح   (languages, words) ت   (light) ر 
(poets)   (king)   (health) آن   (house) ن 

(afflictions)   (scenes)  ِ  (philosophers)   (mirror) آت 
(eloquence)   (rule) ر  د  (prophet)   (character) ت 
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2.29 Arabic Prepositions

Many Urdu words and phrases include Arabic pronouns and prepositions. It is therefore 
useful to be familiar with them. The following chart reviews the most common Arabic 
prepositions. Those consisting of a single letter are in prepositional prefixes attached to the 
word which they modify. Those comprising multiple letters are written separately. 

(like) كَ   (by, with; in, at) ِب 
(by [for making vows, swearing by]) وَ   (to; for) لِ 

(from; than [in comparisons])   (upon; on)  

(about; from; on)   (to; at) اِ 
(in)   (above, over) ق 

(as far as, until)  

Arabic prepositions are often found in Urdu phrases. Read the following aloud.

(lit. from it; deducted, subtracted)   (therefore) ا 
(lit. from and about; as it is or was; circumstantially; to the very letter) و    

Note on pronunciation. When prepositional prefixes ending in a vowel precede ال, the ا [a] is 
assimilated to the vowel quality of the prefix. Thus, in the first example below, ِب [bi] (by, with) 
ل becomes [-al] ال +  [bil-] (by the). When long vowels precede ال, the long vowel is shortened. 
Thus,  [fī ] (in) + ال [al-] is pronounced ال    [fil-] (in the). Read the following examples.

[bilkul] (totally)   ←  (total)  ُ  + ِب ال 
[filfaur] (quickly, immediately) ر  ا    ←  (haste) ر   +  ال 

[naūzbillāh] (we seek refuge in God) هللا  ذ   ←  (God) ذ ِب  هللا  

When ل (for, by) is prefixed to ال, the ا is not written:

(for God[’s sake])  [lillāh] هللا 

Note that many phrases resulting from the combination of a preposition and definite article 
with a noun carry an adverbial sense. 

[filhaqīqat]  (in reality; really) ا     ←  (reality)   +  ال 
[alat-tadrīj]  (gradually) ر  ا    ←  (gradation) ر   +  ال 
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A. Read the following Urdu phrases aloud. All of them include Arabic prepositions, though not all of 
the phrases are borrowed from Arabic.

ہ م  ا   ا  ض     اهللا    ا  ا  
ن ا   واهللا  ا    ا  ا   ل  ا   ا      

م

B. Given the meaning of the word on the right, predict the meaning of the phrase on the left. Check 
your answers in an Urdu dictionary.

________________ ا     ←  (knowledge) ١۔  
________________ ن  ا    ←  (possibility) ن  ا ٢۔ 
________________ ض   ←  (supposing) ض  ٣۔ 
________________ ا   ←  (intermediary) وا  ٤۔ 
________________ ل  ا    ←  (the present) ل  ٥۔ 
________________ ا  ا    ←  (reality) وا  ٦۔ 
________________ م  ا    ←  (generality) م  ٧۔ 
________________ ا  ا    ←  (beginning) ا  ا ٨۔ 
________________     ←  (before) ٩۔  
________________ م   ←  (non-existence) م  ١٠۔ 

C. Use the list of prepositions above to form five prepositional phrases with the following and give 
their meanings. Two examples have been given.

(India) ا  ٢۔   (the sun) ا  ١۔ 

(like the sun)  [kash-shams] ١۔  
(from/than the sun)  [min ash-shams] ا    ٢۔ 

D. Read the following expression, which appears at the beginning of each chapter of the Quran and 
is commonly said at the beginning of undertakings. Then parse it and translate it literally. Use the 
word bank to help you.

ا  ِ ِا اهللا   ِ

(compassionate) ر   (merciful) ر   (God) اهللا   (name) ا   (in) ب 
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2.30 Arabic Pronouns in Urdu 

Arabic pronouns are often encountered when Urdu speakers and writers quote Arabic 
phrases. The pronouns can be divided into three forms corresponding to their function. As 
subjects, they take their independent form. As objects and possessives, they take the form 
of suffixes. The following chart reviews the three forms.

Possessive   Object   Subject  

(my) ى   (me)   (I) ا   1st-person sing.

(our)   (us)   (we)  ُ َ  1st-person pl.

(your) كَ   (you) كَ   (you (s.m.))  َ ا  2nd-person sing. masc.

(your) كِ   (you) كِ   (you (s.f.))  ِ ا  2nd-person sing. fem.

(your)  ُ  (you)  ُ  (you (two)) ا   2nd-person dual

(your)  ُ  (you)  ُ  (you (pl.m.))  ُ اَ  2nd-person pl. masc.

(your)  ُ  (you)  ُ  (you (pl. fem.)) ا   2nd-person pl. fem.

(his) ہُ   (him) ہُ   (he)  َ  3rd-person sing. masc.

(her)   (her)   (she)  َ  3rd-person sing. fem.

 (their)   (them)   (they (two))  ُ  3rd-person dual

 (their)  ُ  (them)  ُ  (they (m.))  ُ  3rd-person pl. masc.

 (their)  َّ ُ  (them)  َّ ُ  (they (f.))  َّ ُ  3rd-person pl. fem.

[hāżā/hāżihi]  (f) ہ / (m) ا  this

[żālika/tilka]  (f) / (m) ذ  that

[hażāni/hatāni]  (f) ن  (m) / ان  these/those (dual)

[hāʾulā] ء   these

[ūlāʾika] او   those

Note that the vowel pattern of the suffixes changes when they are the objects of prepositions. 
Thus, in the third person singular, ہ [hu] changes to [hi] in some cases. Thus  (upon him) is 
pronounced [alaihi]. We will discuss this in detail later.

The personal pronouns and pronominal suffixes are found in a large number of phrases 
and idioms used in Urdu. Read the following aloud:

(peace be upon you [pl./s. formal]) م   ا
(peace be upon you [s. informal]) م  
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(peace be upon you [pl./formal] and the mercy of God and his blessings)   و اهللا    ر و    م  ا
(peace be upon him/her/them) م  ا    / م  ا   م/  ا  

(may God bless him and grant [him] peace) و     اهللا   
(may God bless him and his family and grant [them] peace)   و   ِ ِ آ و    اهللا   

(may God sanctify his secret [or grave or inner self]) َہُ  اهللا  س 
(may God be pleased with him/her/them)   /    / اهللا    َ ِ َر

(God’s mercy be upon him) اهللاِ     ُ َ َر
(O my God!) ا   

(my [dearly] departed [friend])  

(ego) ا 
(Glory be to me!) (a phrase attributed to the Sufi Bayazid Bastami)  

A. Read the following phrases. The first is a common greeting; the second is its response. Break them 
into their constituent parts, including articles, prepositions, nouns, and pronouns. Then translate 
them literally into English.

________________  ________________ م   ا
________________  ________________ م  ا   و 

B. Change the phrase م ا    (upon him be peace) for the following pronouns: you (m. singular and 
plural); her; them (3rd-person masculine).

C. Use the chart of possessive suffixes to form the possessive of the following nouns for the following 
persons: I, we, you (s.m.), you (s.f.), you (pl. m.), he, she, they (pl. m.).

(lord, god) رّب  ٢۔   (beloved) ١۔ 

D. The following stanza by Mir Anis demonstrates the use of the Arabic pronominal suffix in Urdu. It is 
found as the object of the imperative اَدِرك (See! or Recognize!). Read the stanza aloud and underline 
the pronominal suffix. Also note the use of other Arabic forms.

ادر   وہ    اے  ادر    ا   و  ر  د اے 
ادر   ہ  اے    ں      ادر  ا    د اے      ش  ؤں 

دى          آ آزادى     ر       
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E. Use the chart of pronominal suffixes to form phrases with the singular imperative اَدِرك(Recognize!) 
corresponding to the following English pronouns: me, us, him, her, them (masculine).

2.30.1 Arabic Interrogative Pronouns and Pronominal Phrases

In literary and scientific registers of Urdu, especially in philosophy, logic, and theology, a 
considerable number of technical terms borrowed from Arabic are built on a combination 
of participles, prepositions, and pronouns. Consider the following set of terms regularly 
encountered in discussions of hadith (reports of the sayings of the Prophet).

([the person] reported to) وى    (reported) وى   (reporter) راوى 
Here is a set with ties to legalistic contexts. The compound literally means “claimed upon him.”

(a defendant)   ٰ  (claimed; claim)  ٰ  (claimant)  

A. Given the meaning of the words on the right, estimate the meaning of the word on the left.

_______________ ا  ب   (written; a letter) ب   (writer) ١۔  
_______________       (different) ٢۔  

Here follow some of the Arabic interrogative pronouns that are regularly encountered 
in Urdu. 

ذا ِ  why    who
َ  how much    what

َ  how  َ اَ   where

  when

Many of these interrogative pronouns are found in common Urdu words and phrases. 

(capacity; wherewithal; status)  

(quantity)  ّ
(quality, mood)  

(quiddity; essence [lit. “what-it-is-ness“])  

The interrogative pronouns often double as relative pronouns in Arabic, just as the English 
word “what” may signify a question (“What did you do?”) or be used in relative clauses 
(I know what you did). Consider the following.

(What God wills.) اهللا  ء   
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B. Read the following Urdu words and phrases aloud. Then estimate their meanings.

وق      ِ ا 

C. Review the meaning of the pronouns on the right, then choose the best meaning from those on 
the left.

(reliable supporter)  (customary)   (enemy)     ١۔ 
(forthcoming)  (additionally)   (thus) ا    ٢۔ 

 (extremely)  (lowliness)   (subtraction) ٣۔    
 (transference)  (transferer)   (transferee)     ٤۔ 

 (addresser)  (addressee)   (a letter) ا   ب  ٥۔ 

D. Read the following words and phrases aloud. Use an Urdu dictionary to help you guess 
and learn their meanings.

ر ا   ت    ا  
ا  ِّر  ِم   

 ٰ ءاهللا  ل   
ا ق  ن  ا ق  ت  ا ق  ن  ا ق  ق 

و    ا    و     د  

2.31 Arabic Syntax and Common Arabic Phrases in Urdu 

Urdu speakers of all backgrounds regularly use Arabic phrases in speech and writing. Some, 
but by no means all, such phrases are tied to Islamic traditions, in which Arabic, as the 
language of the Quran and much of the Islamic textual and scholarly tradition, plays a central 
role. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that Urdu borrows many Arabic phrases related to God 
or tied to Islamic thinking. These phrases, while certainly Islamic, are not used exclusively by 
the Muslim community. They are part of a shared and pluralist ecumene of linguistic, literary, 
and religious interaction in which Islam plays an important role.

The following phrase, which opens the first sū ra of the Quran, is commonly spoken in 
response to inquiries after well-being.

(Praise [is/be] for/to God) هللا   ُ ا

Note that the ُ  [u] suffixed to ا is regularly found in Arabic phrases. This is because the rules 
of Arabic syntax require that the subject of Arabic sentences be marked by ُ  [u] (the nomina-
tive case). Note that there is no correlative of “be” in the phrase above. This is because the 
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present and subjunctive tenses of the verb “to be” (is/are) are typically implied rather than 
stated in Arabic. In most copular sentences (i.e. “x is y”), the subject and predicate alone are 
stated (i.e. “x y”). The verb is implied. You now have all the information required to under-
stand the meaning of this statement:

(God) اهللا   (for, to) لِ   ([the] praise [is])  ُ ا

Now consider the following phrase, which is commonly spoken after taking the name of 
major religious figures, such as Prophets. 

(peace be upon him)  [alaihis-salām] م  ا  

The pronominal suffix ہ attached to the pronoun   (upon) yields  “upon him.” Note 
that here, instead of ُ , we have the suffix ِ  [i] [alaihis-salā m]. This is because the rules of 
Arabic syntax require nouns and pronouns modified by most prepositions to be marked 
by ِ  [i] (the genitive case).

A. Read the Arabic phrase on the right. Then select the best translation.

(The world and everything in it.)  [ ] و     د ١۔ 
(What does the world have in it?)  [ ]  

(The world without anything.)  [ ]  

(On time.)  [ ] ز    ٢۔ 
(In our time.)  [ ]  

(In his time.)  [ ]  

(Half the day, half the sun.)  [ ] ر  ا       ٣۔ 
(Like the day, so the sun.)  [ ]  

(Like the sun at midday.)  [ ]  

(Like a stone impression.)  [ ]  َ َ ا     ٤۔  
(Like an impression in stone.)  [ ]  

(Like a stone in an impression.)  [ ]  

(The brightest sun.)  [ ] ا      ا ٥۔  
(Hotter than the sun.)  [ ]  

(More apparent than the sun.)  [ ]  
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(God’s mercy be upon him.)  [ ]  َ اهللا    ُ َ َر ٦۔  
(God’s will be done.)  [ ]  

(God’s mercy be upon us.)  [ ]  

(Half for me, half for you.)  [ ]  َ   ِ و      ِ ٧۔ 
(Half way, half done.)  [ ]  

(Half the time, half the price.)  [ ]  

(Light to light.)  [ ] ر    ر  ٨۔  
(Light upon light.)  [ ]  

(Light from light.)  [ ]  

(From this perspective.)  [ ] س  ا ا    ٩۔ 
(Over the top.)  [ ]  

([Based] on this reasoning.)  [ ]  

2.32 Arabic Verbs and Syntax in Urdu

Urdu borrows a large number of Arabic proverbs and maxims from religious literature (such 
as the Quran), as well as from literary traditions in philosophy, poetry, linguistics, ethics, and 
mathematics. In order to understand many of these maxims and proverbs, it is necessary to 
know some basic information about Arabic sentence structure and verbs. Both are cursorily 
reviewed here.

The Verb “To Be” in the Present Tense 
In simple, present-tense statements, Arabic does not typically use a verb for “to be.” Exam-
ples of this fact are found in the common phrases هللا    and (!Praise (be/is) to/for God) ا

ا  Read the following sentence, which is a hadith of the Prophet .(God (is) the greatest) اهللا 
often quoted in Urdu to indicate that the moral value of an action lies in its intention. Note 
that there is no verb for “to be” in the phrase. 

(Actions [are] in intentions)  [al-āmālu bin-niyyāt(i)] ت  ل  ا

This sentence comprises two parts: the subject ل ت and the predicate (actions [the]) ا    
(in [the] intentions). In Arabic, the present-tense conjugation of the verb “to be” (the “are” in 
our English translation) in this kind of sentence is not expressly stated. Instead, it is implied 
by the juxtaposition of the subject and predicate. 
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Here is another example.

(The command [is] above [the] etiquette.)  [al-amru fauqal-adab(i)] دب  ا ق    ا

Note that the subject ا (the command) is immediately followed by the predicate دب ا ق   
(above [the] etiquette), and that the verb “to be” (is) is not written, but implied. The sense 
of this aphorism is that duty takes precedent over etiquette, meaning that if one has been 
given an order, one should perform it even if it violates social protocol.

Arabic Cases 
The above examples demonstrate a number of important points about Arabic cases. Arabic 
nouns and adjectives have three cases. In each case, the words are marked by one of three 
short vowels. The nominative marker ُ or ٌ  [u or un] is suffixed to the subjects of sentences. The 
accusative  َor  ً [a or an] is suffixed to objects of verbs (or subjects after the conjunctive ان). 
The genitive ِ or ٍ  [i or in] is suffixed after a preposition or secondary elements in genitive (“of”) 
constructions and prepositional phrases. 

Recall the common sayings:
[al-hamdu lillāh] هللا    ا

[alaihi s-salām] م  ا  

In the first example, u marks the subject (praise). In the second, because the 3rd-person mas-
culine pronoun (ُہ) [hu] is the object of the preposition  (upon), the vowel “u” changes to “i.” 

Arabic Verb Tenses 
Many Arabic proverbs and maxims commonly used in Urdu, as well as some everyday 
idioms, involve verbs in the present and past tenses. The following chart reviews the para-
digms of Arabic verbs in the present (indicative) (is, does, etc.), past (perfective) (was, did, 
etc.), and imperative (be!, do!, etc.) tenses of Form I verbs. 

Imperative  Past  Present  

ُ  ُ ا  1st-singular (I)

 ُ  1st-plural (we)

ا  َ  ُ  2nd-singular-m (you, m)

ا  ِ  ِ  2nd-singular-f (you, f)

ا  ُ ِن   2nd-dual-m

ا  ُ ِن   2nd-dual-f

ا ا  ُ ن  ُ  2nd-plural-m

ا  َّ  َ  2nd-plural-f
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َ   3rd-singular-m (he)

َ   3rd-singular-f (she)

ِن   3rd-dual-m

ِن   3rd-dual-f

ا ن  ُ  3rd-plural-m

  3rd-plural-f

The ending in وا is pronounced ū  (the alif is elided). Here is the verb درك (to see, perceive) 
in the second-person masculine tenses (singular and plural)

(See!) (s. m.) ادرك   (you [s. m.] saw)  َ در  (you [s. m.] see) ركُ 
(See!) (pl. m.) ا  ادر  (you [pl. m.] saw) در   (you [pl. m.] see) ن  ر

The same pattern is followed for verbs of Forms II-X preserving recognizable patterns of 
infixation and suffixation. Here is an example using the Form VIII (verbal noun ر  .(ا

(Take heed!) (s. m.) ا   (you [s.m.] took heed) ت  ا  (you [s.m.] take heed)  

(Take heed!) (pl. m.) وا  ا  (you [pl.m.] took heed) ا   (you [pl.m.] take heed) ون 

The following everyday word may help you remember the form of the third-person present-
tense singular verb. It is derived from the verb  (to have in mind; to mean) and is related 
to the noun of palace  (meaning).

(that is; lit. “it means“)  

The past tense may also carry an optative sense.

(may his prosperity last) ا  داَم 

A. Using the chart as a model, conjugate the following verbs in the present and past tenses for the 
following pronouns: I; we; you (m, f singular); you (m plural); he, she (singular); they (m plural). Then 
conjugate the second-person masculine imperatives (singular and plural).

 

Negative Phrases with  and . Abstract Compounds
The negative particle  is often used to negate verbs in the present tense. Here is an exam-
ple of an everyday Urdu idiom that includes  in this sense:

(lit. it doesn’t mean; idiom. meaningless)  
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 is also frequently used as the first component in negative Urdu compounds.

(lit. without response; speechless; without equal, exceptional) اب̀   
(lit. without religion; irreligious, impious) د   

(with no doubt; undoubtedly)   

Urdu may form abstract nouns from these phrases by suffixing ى.

(”lack of response”; speechlessness; unequalledness) ا   
(religiouslessness; irreligiousness) د   

B. Given the meaning of the verbal noun on the right, guess the meaning of the phrase on the left.

___________________   (meaning) ١۔ 
___________________ ال   (decline, decay) زوال  ٢۔ 
___________________   (knowledge) ٣۔  
___________________ ت   (death) ت  ٤۔ 
___________________ اُ   (mind, care; circumstances) ل  ٥۔ 

C. Negate the following words using  and give the resulting meaning. 

زوال ٨۔  ج  ٧۔  ٦۔   ٥۔  ٤۔  ٣۔و  ن  ٢۔ ١۔ 

2.33 Arabic Proverbs and Maxims in Urdu 

Arabic aphorisms, proverbs, maxims, and quotations can be found across a range of dis-
cursive contexts in Urdu, from the poetry of Muhammad Iqbal through idioms associated 
with philosophy and history to religious speeches and conversations in literary gatherings. 
One reason that Arabic remains central to the training of Urdu scholars is its long history 
in South Asia as a language of the rational sciences. Even through the colonial period, 
Arabic works on literature, logic, philosophy, and theology were used as textbooks to train 
scholars and bureaucrats in the methods and techniques of clear thinking. This legacy has 
continued into the twenty-first century, although the shape and context of Arabic studies 
has changed considerably. In Arabic academies, which are mainly associated with Islamic 
Studies, emphasis has become increasingly placed on hadith and Quranic sciences and less 
on logic, speculative theology, and literature. 
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The preceding lessons have given you most of the tools you need to make sense of the 
aphorisms, idioms, and phrases that you will encounter in Urdu. Let us now turn to apply-
ing our knowledge of Arabic word forms and the basics of Arabic grammar to the study of 
some Arabic phrases that you are likely to encounter.

The following qaul (ل ) attributed to the Prophet is an integral part of qavvā lī  ( ا ) per-
formance in South Asia. It also demonstrates the importance of knowing basic forms of the 
Arabic verb. Here, the verb ن  (to be) appears in the first-person perfective tense, in which 
its medial vowel is shortened. Note the verb ending.

[man kuntu maulā(hu) fa-hāzā Ali-un maulā(hu)]    ا       
(Whosoever’s lord I was [=am], indeed Ali is [his] lord.)  

The following phrase is likewise an integral part of Sufi discourse. 

(God is he.)  [Allāh hu] اهللا  

The following phrase appears in the Quran in reference to God’s creation of the universe 
and is often repeated when referring to God’s power.

(Be! So it is.)  [kun fayakūn] ن  ُ َ   ُ

The following verse of the Quran (59:2) is invoked to encourage others to learn a moral 
lesson from what they have observed.

(So take heed, O possessors of eyes!)  [fātabirū yā ūli l-absār] ر  ا   او   ُوا  ِ َ

Here is the same phrase, broken into its constituent parts and literally translated:

 ([of ] the eyes) ر ا  (possessors) او  (O)  (take heed! [pl.]) ُوا ِ َ ا  (and so) ف

See if you can parse the following expression, which is spoken when the meaning of some-
thing is unclear. 

(The meaning is in the inside [=mind] of the poet)  [al-mānī fī batni sh-shāir] ا   ِ   ِ   ِ َ ا
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A. Read the following verses of the Quran, quotations from hadith traditions, proverbs, and maxims. 
Then use your knowledge of Arabic to mark the best translation.

(We favored some of them over others.)  [ ]  َ     ُ َ َ   َ َ ١۔
(And they favored some of us more than others.)  [ ]  (Quran 2:253)

(And we favored all of them.)  [ ]  

(Things are known by their opposites.)  [ ] اد  َف  ُ ء  ا ٢۔ 
(She knows the opposite of everything.)  [ ]  

(Her opposites know everything.)  [ ]  

(Death is more intense than waiting.)  [ ] ت  ا     ا ر  ا ٣۔ 
(Waiting is more intense than death.)  [ ]  

(Waiting is as intense as death.)  [ ]  

(Effort and completion are from me.)  [ ] اهللا    م  ِ ا و      ا ٤۔ 
(Effort is from me and completion is from God.)  [ ]  

(Effort and completion are from God.)  [ ]  

(Silence is not acceptance.)  [ ] ار  ت  ا ٥۔ 
(Silence is like acceptance.)  [ ]  

(I accept your silence.)  [ ]  

(The people [walk] upon the religion of their kings.)  [ ]    د   س  ٦۔ا
(Your people [walk] upon the path of your kings.)  [ ]  

([We] people [walk] upon the path of our kings)  [ ]  

(The mufti killed the fatwa.)  [ ] ىٰ  ا ت    ا ت  ٧۔ 
(The mufti and his fatwa never die.)  [ ]  

(When the mufti dies, the fatwa dies.)  [ ]  

(What God wills!)  [ ] اهللا  ء    ٨۔ 
(What does God will?)  [ ]  

(God wills what?)  [ ]  
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(I died before I died.)  [ ] ا  ُ َ ان   َ ا  ُ ٩۔
(He will die before he dies.)  [ ]  

(Die before you die.)  [ ]  

(The leader of the community has servants.)  [ ] د  م  ا   ١٠۔ 
(The leader of the community is their servant.)  [ ]  

(The leader of the community is our servant.)  [ ]  

B. Read the Arabic hadith, proverbs, and sayings on the right, then select the best translation.

(Proud poverty.)  [ ] ى   ُ ا ١۔ 
(The poor are proud.)  [ ]  

(Poverty is my pride.)  [ ]  

(The mention of pleasure is half the pleasure.)  [ ]  َ ا   ُ ِ   ِ َ ا  ُ ذ ٢۔ 
(Mention pleasure in the first half of pleasure.)  [ ]  

(The mention of pleasure causes suffering.)  [ ]  

(There is no power and there is no strength except in God.)  [ ] هللا    ا ت    و  ل    ٣۔ 
(There is no rest and there is no happiness except in God.)  [ ]  

(There is no space and there is no time except in God.)  [ ]  

(This is my graceful lord.)  [ ] ر      ا  ٤۔ 
(My lord is full of grace.)  [ ]  

(This is from the grace of my lord.)  [ ]  

(Grammar in speech is like salt in food.)  [ ] م  ا     ِ م  َ ا     َّ ا ٥۔ 
(Grammar in speech is like salty food.)  [ ]  

(Grammar in speech is like food without salt.)  [ ]  

The following formulaic expression is often found at the conclusion of Arabic texts. (As a 
final exercise, see if you can parse it and translate it into English.)

َ اَ واهللاُ 
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2.34 Suggestions for Further Study 

Arabic vocabulary permeates Urdu, from newspapers to popular film songs, and students 
who wish to continue developing facility with Arabic vocabulary in Urdu should have no 
trouble finding sources. Any works by the following authors will contain large amounts of 
Arabic words, phrases, and passages. The following books are suggested as starting points 
for further study. Naż ī r Aḥmad Ibn ul-Vaqt. (first printed 1888); Alt̤ā f Ḥusain Ḥā lī , Muqadda-
mah-e Shiʿr o Shā ʿirī ; Shiblī  Nuʿmā nī , Safarnā mah-e Rū m o Miṣr o Shā m (Agra: Mufī d-e ʿĀ m, 
1894); Sayyid Sulaimā n Nadvī , Sī rat al-Nabī  (second volume and after); Ashraf ʿAlī  Thā navī , 
Bavā dir un-Navā dir.
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UNIT 3 
THE HINDI ELEMENT 

This unit reviews the ways in which Urdu forms nouns and adjectives. In particular, it 
surveys the most common prefixes and suffixes that Urdu uses to affect the meaning of 
common words. It also reviews the most common ways in which Urdu derives nouns and 
adjectives from verbs.

The key words for this unit are given in the section on Hindi-Urdu verbs.

3.1 Recognizing Indic and Hindi Words 

Indic words are those which belong to the family of languages including Sanskrit, Prakrit, 
and modern Indian languages like Hindi-Urdu, Panjabi, and Gujarati. In general, they exhibit 
a handful of tell tale signs that distinguish them from Arabic, Persian, and other sources of 
Urdu vocabulary. Since this book uses "Urdu" as an umbrella term that includes all the vocab-
ulary in the language, this unit uses "Hindi" to distinguish the vernacular Indic vocabulary in 
Urdu from Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit, and other registers. 

Two markers of Indic vocabulary are retroflex consonants (ڑ ڈ   and the distinction (ٹ 
of consonants (and therefore meaning) by aspiration (ھ). Of these, ڑ is exclusive to the 
vernaculars, which means that any word that contains it belongs to what is here called 
the Hindi element. The other two retroflexes are also found in Sanskrit (the classical Indic 
language) and are therefore not necessarily indicators of Indic vernacular vocabulary. 
Note that borrowings from English and other European languages are an exception to 
this rule, since Urdu typically borrows the English t and d as ٹ and ڈ. This is not, how-
ever, a problem for English-language students, since they can usually recognize English 
borrowings as such. As for aspiration, Arabic, Persian, English, and other languages con-
tain aspirated consonants, but they do not distinguish meaning by aspiration alone, 
and aspiration in those languages is thus never indicated in writing. Hence there is no 
equivalent of the distinction between the Indic  (fruit) and  (moment) in any of 
these languages. 

As a rule, any word in which the retroflex consonants or the ھ of aspiration is found in 
Urdu is likely an Indic word, with the exception of words borrowed from English in which  
retroflex consonants are also found, and, as mentioned, a word is certainly Hindi (Indic 
vernacular) if it contains ڑ. However, mere presence of retroflex or aspirated letters or pho-
nemes is therefore not sufficient to distinguish the vernacular Hindi element from, for example, 
the classical Sanskritic one. For that, we must rely on our understanding of verbal forms 
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and the word patterns to distinguish Indic vernacular (Hindi) vocabulary from Sanskritic 
vocabulary.

One way to reason to discern a word's Indic origin is by process of elimination. If the 
word contains any letters that are exclusive to Arabic (ع ظ  ط  ض  ص  ذ  ح   it is, with very few ,(ث 
exceptions, not an Indic word. Likewise, words containing Persian phonemes that are not 
classically considered Indic (ق ف  ژغ  ز   .are, in general, not Indic in origin (خ 

Differences between spoken or vernacular Indic languages like Urdu and the classical 
Indic language, Sanskrit, help to distinguish what is here called the Hindi Element from 
the Sanskrit element discussed in more detail in Unit 5. For example, Hindi-Urdu, like 
other vernaculars, prefers consonant-vowel pairs to clusters of consonants, especially at 
the beginning of words. Sanskrit prefers clusters. Compare the Sanskrit word  [kr̤is̤hṇa 
(typically transliterated as kṛṣṇa)] with the Hindi  [kishan]. Note that this is the rea-
son that Urdu prefixes ِا  [i] to English borrowings that begin, like other Germanic lan-
guages, with a consonant pair or cluster. Compare the English student with the Urdu 

ڈِ ِ  .[isṭū ḍinṭ] ا
However, two points must be kept in mind as we draw distinctions among Indic, 

Persian, Semitic, and other language groups. First, because Sanskrit and Persian are closely 
related (as they are to Latin and other Indo-European languages such as English), the 
category “Indic” does not mean that a word so categorized is not related to a Persian one. 
On the contrary, the differences among related Hindi, Persian, and Sanskrit words are 
often minor, e.g. the Hindi-register Indic word  (dry) is obviously related both to the 
Sanskrit ُ  (dry) and to the Persian  (dry). Sometimes, there is no difference at all, 
e.g. the Hindi ر  (work), the Persian ر  (work), and the Sansrit ر  (work). The Latinate word 
“Indic” points to the branch of the Indo-European family tree in which a word has spent 
most its life, not to its having sprung up from separate roots.

Second, the phonemes that are said to distinguish Indic languages from Persian 
and others do not, in practice, always do so. What have been identified here as Persian 
phonemes have been used by speakers of Indic languages for centuries. Although it 
can be useful to use them to distinguish a classical Indic language such as Sanskrit 
from classical Persian, it can be misleading to apply the same logic to identify words 
in a modern language like Hindi-Urdu as Indic versus Persian. To do so would be to 
assume that Sanskrit phonetics define what counts as Indic and to ignore the centu-
ries of borrowing, exchange, adoption, adaptation, and change among Indic, Persian, 
and other regional languages that include these phonemes. In Urdu, for example, 
the word را  (the slapping sound made by the palate when chewing; the taste in 
one’s mouth) exhibits both Indic (ٹ) and Persian (خ) phonemes. So does the word 
ا ُ  (gangster; bully). This suggests that the classical Indic-Persian paradigms do not 
consistently determine word origins in modern Indic languages in all cases.
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A. Read the following words and mark the words that are certainly Indic, those that are Hindi, and 
those that are likely or certainly neither.

پ ڈا  دا  ڑ  ر  ڑھ  ڑ  ر 
ا ا  ر  د دار  ا   اخ  خ 

َ ِہ  ْ  ُ َْرك  ُ ْ را  ر  ْ ِن  ْ  ِ
ر زار  ن   ز ل   گ  زاغ 

3.2 Nouns of Place 

Urdu typically forms nouns of place by suffixation. Here follows an overview. 

The Suffixes ال [-ā l] and ا or ا [ā lā ] 
These suffixes and their Sanskrit relative ا [-ālay] are used to indicate the place or space 
where something lives, occurs, or is found. The Sanskrit suffix is typically seen in Sanskritic 
registers of Urdu. 

(in-laws’ household) ال   ←  (father- and mother-in-law) س  /  
(maternal grandparents’ household) ل   ←  (maternal grandparents)   /

(library)   ←  (book)  

A. Use the given suffix to form the noun of place and give its meaning.

-ال  (paternal grandparents) دادى   / دادا  ١۔ 
-ا  (god) د  ٢۔ 
-ا  (Shiva) ٣۔  
-ا  (snow)  ِ ٤۔ 

B. Read the following idiom and choose the best translation.

 (a lost son-in-law)  (a freeloading son-in-law)  (a shrewd businessman)    ال  ١۔

The Suffix  [ghar] 
Perhaps the most easily recognizable suffix of place is  (home, house), which forms ever-
day nouns of place.

(post office) ڈاك    ←  (home, house)   (mail) ڈاك 
(zoo)     ←  (home, house)   (bird)  
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C. Using the suffix  , form nouns of place from the following nouns and give the meaning of the 
resulting noun.

(auction) م  ٣۔   (hour) ٢۔    (wonders, curiosities) ١۔  
(weapon) ر  ٥۔   (dancing) چ  ٤۔ 

The Suffix رر  
Related to a Sanskrit word meaning “castle” or “fortified city,” the suffix ر  is used ubiqui-
tously in Urdu to mark a city of any kind. For example:

Rampur ر  رام 
Bahawalpur ر  ول 

D. Match the cities on the right with their English spellings. Locate each city on a map and mark its 
country, region, and district. Note that some of these names may be given to multiple cities across 
South Asia. Others may refer both to cities as well as districts. Be sure to note this where appropriate.

Gurdaspur ا  ___ ر    ١۔ 
Jaipur ب  ___ ر  گ    ٢۔ 

Firozpur پ  ___ ر  ن  ٣۔ 
Fatehpur ت  ___ ر    ٤۔ 
Jabalpur ٹ  ___ ر    ٥۔ 
Afzalpur ث  ___ ر    ٦۔ 
Khairpur ج  ___ ر    ا ٧۔ 
Nagpur چ  ___ ر  وز ٨۔ 

Muzaffarpur ح  ___ ر    ٩۔ 
Kanpur خ   ___ ر  داس  ١٠۔ 

E. Use a map to find cities named ر    and write the name of the counties in which they are 
located. Note that city names can have more than one spelling in English. For example:

Mirpur  Meerpur ر   

The Suffix  
Borrowed from Sanskrit and meaning “town,” َ َ  is commonly used to refer to municipalities, 
townships, and even districts or neighborhoods within a city. The most famous city bearing 
this name is perhaps  ى  (Srinagar) in Kashmir.
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F. Match the following towns and cities. Use a map to find in which states, districts, and cities the 
foregoing names are found.

Ramnagar ا  ___    ١۔ 
Kushinagar ب  ___    ٢۔ 

Daulat Nagar پ  ___ رام   ٣۔ 
Bahawalnagar ت  ___    دو ٤۔ 

Biratnagar ٹ  ___    ا ٥۔ 
Ahmadnagar ث  ___ اٹ   ٦۔ 

Muzaffarnagar ج  ___ ول   ٧۔ 

The Suffix ھھ  
The suffix ھ , meaning fort, is also commonly used in place names.

G. Match the following names. Then find the towns and cities on a map.

Aligarh ا  ___ ھ  ى  ١۔ 
Chandigarh ب  ___ ھ    ٢۔ 

Muzaffargarh پ  ___ ھ    ّ َ ٣۔ 
Shakkargarh ت  ___ ھ     ٤
Chattisgarh ٹ  ___ ھ    ٥۔ 

The foregoing suffixes are the most common, but are not the only Hindi markers of place 
in Urdu. Read the following chart, which surveys suffixes typically found in place names. 

(square, market; pass, intersection) ك   (village) ؤں 
(place; quarter, ward) واڑا   (quarter, ward)  

(village, hamlet [esp. used in the Deccan])   (village [from Persian])    د ِدہ/ 
(fort, castle) ٹ   (quarter; hamlet) ڑا  

(corner)   (area; enclosure) ڑا   / ڑہ 
(marketplace, storehouse)   (village) ام 

(section)   (descent to a tank or river) ٹ 

H. Using a map of South Asia, locate two place names in which each of the following suffixes is 
used. Typical romanizations of the names are given in brackets.

[ala] ا  ٣۔   [palli, pally] ٢۔    [gaon] ؤں  ١۔ 
[ganj] ٦۔    [bara] ڑا  / ڑہ  ٥۔   [kot] ٹ  ٤۔ 
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3.3 Verbal Nouns 

Like English, Urdu derives a substantial number of nouns, adjectives, and adverbs from 
verbs. By studying the many patterns of noun derivation in Urdu, you will quickly acquire a 
large, nuanced vocabulary. For example, just as English derives the noun “meeting” (which 
it then uses in both general and specific senses) from the verb “to meet,” so too Urdu 
derives  (friendship) and ِ  (meeting; harmony), inter alia, from the verb ِ  (to meet; 
to get). The following sections examine the large number of ways in which Urdu derives 
verbal nouns. Read the following list, which reviews Urdu words related to the verb ِ  
(to meet; to find; to receive).

(to meet; to find; to receive; to get; meeting; finding; receiving; getting)  ِ
(to introduce; to mix; to give; introducing, mixing, giving)  ِ

(to have meet; to cause to be given; having introduced)    ا ِ
(concord, friendship harmony; meeting; sexual intercourse; reconciliation) پ   ِ

(sociable, friendly; companion)  ِ
(comparison; adjustment; reconciliation) ن   ِ

(mixture; comparison)    ِ
 (mixture) ؤ  ِ

(mixture; combination; meeting) وا   ِ
 (mixture; adulteration; mutual affection; relations; conspiracy) وٹ  ِ

(company; friendship)    َّ ِ
(meeting, encountering; harmony)    َِ

(kind; faithful; a friend; an associate)  َِ
(sociable; affable; a social or affable person)    ِ َِ

(sociable; affable) ر  ِ
(sociableness; affability) رى   ِ

(a gift made to the bride; wedding reception; welcome; visit)    ِ
(adulteration, contamination)  َ ِ

(friendship; society; connection; unity)  

(large gathering; festival)  /
(a close friend)   

(irrelevant; stranger recluse; incoherent)  ِ اَن   /   ِ اَ
(unrelated; incoherent; unsuitable) اَن    /   اَن 
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This list demonstrates several important facts about verbal nouns in Hindi-Urdu. First, 
like other Indo-European languages, they are typically formed by suffixation and pre-
fixation. Second, in some cases, derivation involves changes to the quality of internal 
vowels by elongation. Third, the paradigms for derivation are very large in number. 
Fourth, different patterns may produce words with very similar if not identicals mean-
ings. Often, the differences in sense and connotation among them (if any) are intelligible 
only by reference to use, idiom, and context. The following sections examine their struc-
ture and meaning in detail.

3.4 Infinitives and Verbal Nouns 

The following section surveys the patterns of verbal nouns, adjectives, and adverbs derived 
from Hindi-Urdu verbs Urdu. Before moving on, review the following verbs, which are among 
the most common. Recall that all Hindi-Urdu infinitives comprise two parts: a verb stem and the 
infinitive suffix . All infinitives double as verbal nouns (gerunds) similar to the English “doing” 
from “to do.” For example, ِ  means both “to meet” and “meeting”; ِ  means both “to introduce” 
and “introducing”; and ا ِ  means both “to have (someone) introduced” and “having (someone) 
introduced.” This shoud be born in mind as we progress through this section.

(to speak)  (to join) ڑ  (to prepare, make)  (to meet; to get) ِ
(to share, divide)  (to climb)  (to desire)  (to strike) ر

(to eat)  (to be missed)  (to apply, affix, strike)  (to come) آ
(to shine, glimmer)  (to cut)  (to settle, finish) ُ  (to see) د

(to understand)  (to be)  (to sow) 

(to let go) ڑ  (to save)  (to fill) 

(to advance, increase)  (to move)  (to earn) 

A. Remove the infinitive suffix from the following verbs to yield the verb stem.

١٠۔  ٩۔  ٨۔  ٧۔د  ٦۔  ٥۔  ٤۔آ  ٣۔  ٢۔   ِ ١۔

Derivation of Causative or Factitive Verbs 
The suffixation of ا [ā ] to the verb stem or the elongation of a vowel in the verb stem are 
two common ways in which Hindi forms transitive verbs from intransitive ones or causative 
verbs from transitive ones. Causative verbs formed in this way typically imply that the agent 
of causation (e.g, the person who has people meet) and the performer of the action (e.g., the 
person who introduces them) are the same. For example, ِ  refers to a person causing others 
to meet ِ  by introducing them to each other.
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By contrast, the suffixation of وا [vā ] to the verb stem implies that the agent of the causa-
tion is not involved in carrying out the action, but rather has the action of the verb carried 
out by others. For example, ا ِ  refers to a person causing someone to be introduced or 
causing people to meet ( ِ ) by means of a third party. To illustrate this difference in English, 
this book uses the rough-and-ready distinction between “to make” for ا [ā ] causal verbs and 
“to have (someone or something)” for وا [vā ] third-party causal ones. Consider the following:

(to introduce [make meet]) ِ  (to meet; to get; to find) ِ
(to have [someone] introduced; to cause someone to make meet) ا ِ

(to have [something] made) ا  (to make [something] made)  (to be made) 

B. Form the transitive-causal (ا) and third-party causal (وا) verbs from the following and give their 
meanings.

(to be filled) ٣۔   (to ascend, climb) ٢۔   (to be attached) ١۔ 
(to move) ٦۔   (to be saved) ٥۔   (to understand) ٤۔ 

(to read, study) ٨۔   (to do) ٨۔   (to grow, develop) ٧۔  

Vowel Changes in Transitive-Intransitive Verb Pairs 
Some pairs of intransitive and transitive verbs show regular patterns of vowel lengthening 
and shortening in the first syllable of the verb stem. Short vowels are often indications of 
intransitivity and long ones of transitivity. This is not universally true, of course. There is a 
large number of intransitive Urdu verbs with long vowels in the stem (  .(and so on ڈو ,
But the distinction between short and long vowels is nevertheless generally helpful. 
Consider the following regular changes to short vowels that form transitive verbs.

Transitive   Intransitive

 [ā] آ   ←  [a] اَ 
(to cut)   ←  (to be cut)  

[o, ū] او   ←  [u] اُ 
(to open [something])  ْ  ←  (to [be] open)  ُ

(to suck)   ←  (to be sucked)  

 [ī, e, ai] اے  اى   ←  [i]  ِ ا
(to show [something]) د   ←  (show, appear) ِد 
[ī or ai]  (to draw)   ←  (be drawn)  ِ
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C. From the following intransitive verbs, form the transitive counterpart by lengthening the vowel in 
the first syllable of the stem. Then give the meaning of the transitive verb.

(use o)  (to be dug)  ُ ٣۔  (to die; be struck) ٢۔   (to be cut) ١۔ 
(use ī)  (to be beaten)  ِ ٦۔  (use o)  (to be turned)  ُ ٥۔  (use o)  (to be joined) ٤۔   

(use e)  (to turn)  ِ ۸۔   (use e)  (to be pierced)  ِ ٧۔ 

The suffixation of the causative marker ا [ā ] to the verb stem typically causes any long vow-
els in the first syllable of the stem to be shortened. The only exception to this rule is the 
long vowel [au], which does not change. The same shortened form is sustained when the 
third-party causal suffix وا is suffixed to the stem. The following chart surveys the changes 
to long vowels in the first syllable of intransitive verbs.

Third-Party Causal   Causative    Stem

 [i] اِ   ←  [ī, e, ai] اى  اے/ 
(to cause to be seated) ا   ←  (to seat, set)  ِ  ←  (to sit)  

(to cause to show) ا  د  ←  (to show) ِد   ←  (to see) د 
(to cause to be passed) ا   ←  (to pass [something])  ِ  ←  (to pass)  ِ

 [u] اُ   ←  [o, ū] او 
(to have opened) ا  ُ  ←   (to make  open)  ُ  ←  (to open)  ْ

(to cause to rotate) ا   ←  (to take around)  ُ  ←  (to go around)  ُ

 [a] اَ   ←  [ā] آ 
(to have cut) ا   ←  (to make someone cut)   ←  (to cut)  

 [au] اَو   ←  [au] اَو 
(to cause to boil) ا   ←  (to make boil)   ←  (to boil)  

D. Derive both causative forms of the following verbs by suffixing ا and وا to the verb stem and 
changing vowel lengths where appropriate. Then give the meanings of the resulting verbs.

(to toss, throw [away])  َ ٣۔  (to tease)  ْ ٢۔  (to draw, drag) ١۔ 
(to leave, let go) ڑ  ْ ٦۔  (to speak)  ْ ٥۔  (to win)  ِ ٤۔

(to wake up) ٩۔   (to swell, blossom)  ُ ٨۔  (to stop) ْرو  ٧۔ 
(to dance) ٢١۔   (to lose) ر  ١١۔  (to flee, run away) ١٠۔  
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The Infix ل [l] in Verb Stems Ending in a Vowel 
If a verb stem ends in a long vowel, then its causative form shortens the vowel and infixes 
-In such cases, the aforemen .ا between the shortened vowel and the causative marker ل
tioned rules of vowel-shortening apply except in rare cases such as  (to eat), which 
becomes ِ  (to serve, feed).

(to have [someone] lulled to sleep) ا  ُ  (to lull to sleep)  ُ  (to sleep)  

E. Form the causative and third-party causative of the following verbs and give their meanings.

(to wash)  ْ ٣۔د  (to cry) ٢۔ْرو   (to give) ١۔د 
(to drink)  ِ ٦۔  (to live)  ِ ٥۔  (to sew)  ِ ٤۔

Consonant Changes in Transitive-Intransitive Verb Pairs 
A handful of verbs display a regular shift in consonants from transitive to intransitive verbs. 
A typical change to the consonant at the end of the verb stem is ٹ [ṭ] in the intransitive to 
 in the transitive. Such changes are usually accompanied either by a lengthening of the [ṛ] ڑ
vowel as discussed above or a change in its quality. A typical change in vowel quality is وٹ 
[ū ṭ] in the intransitive to وڑ [oṛ] in the transitive. 

Transitive   Intransitive

ڑ  ← ٹ  
(to break [something]) ڑ   ←  (to break)  ُ

F. From the intransitive verb, derive the transitive by changing the vowel in the stem and changing 
the final consonant. Then form the causative and third-party causative, too. Give the meanings of 
all derivations.

(to be torn)  َ ٣۔  (to burst)  ُ ٢۔  (to be let go, set free)  ُ ١۔

3.5 The Verb Stem as a Noun 

The simplest way in which Urdu derives nouns from verbs is by using the verb stem as a 
verbal noun. The verb stem is produced simply by dropping the infinitive marker . Such 
stems typically carry a sense very close to the verb, but are instantiative, that is, they name 
the object or action associated with the verb. Thus, if  means to understand or the act of 
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understanding,  (understanding, comprehension, though, view) is understanding itself; 
if ر  is the act of striking, ر  is the strike, and so on.

(understanding)   ←   (to understand)  

(a strike, hit, blow) ر   ←  (to hit) ر 
(shine, sparkle)   ←  (to shine)  

Note that in some cases the noun precedes the verb historically.

 (to purchase)   ←   (purchase; cost)  

A. Write the stems of the following verbal nouns and give their meanings.

(to pass) ر  ٣۔   (to miss) ٢۔    (to pillage) ١۔  
(to identify) ٦۔    (to inquire) ٥۔    (to reach) ٤۔  

(to fear) ڈر  ٩۔   (to stop, hinder) رو  ٨۔   (to ask for) ٧۔  
(to play)    ١٠۔ 

3.6 Verb Stems and the Suffix ن [-an] 

Many verbal nouns are formed by suffixing ن to the stem (or, put another way, by removing 
 from the infinitive form of the verb). The resulting nouns are usually abstract and refer to ا
the action of the verb.

(living) ر   ←  (to live, stay) ر 
(burning)   ←  (to burn)  

Some verbal nouns of this pattern are found only (or nearly only) in pairs that are fixed idioms. 
The cumulative sense of these compounds is often greater than the sum of their parts. 

(food and drink) ن  ن   ←  (to eat and to drink)   
(culture, lifestyle)    ر  ←  (to live and to make do)    ر
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A. Give the verbal noun of the following verbs by suffixing ن to the root. Estimate its meaning.

(to move) ٣۔    (to take) ٢۔    (to give) د  ١۔ 
(to swell) ٦۔    (to descend) ا  ٥۔   (to meet) ٤۔  

(to writhe) ٩۔    (to remove) ر  ا ٨۔   (to tire) ٧۔  
(to burn, be jealous) ١٠۔  

3.7 Verb Stems and the Suffix ت [-at, -t] 

Another typical way that Urdu forms verbal nouns is by means of the suffix ت [-at (or -t in 
case the root ends in a vowel)] to the verb stem. These nouns are etymologically related 
to the Urdu participle ending in       , which are related to the Sanskrit آ आि त [ā pti] 
(attained, acquired). Hence, they often connote the state or object associated with the 
attainment, acquisition, or completion of the action of the verb. For example,  (desire, 
love) from  (to desire; desiring) is the state in which a person has become desirous of or 
fallen in love with someone or something.

(desire, love)   ←  (to desire, love)  

In some cases, the verbal noun may reflect archaic forms of the verb. Compare the follow-
ing with .

(expense; value; cost)   ←  (to be attached)  (archaic)  

In some cases, the final consonant in the stem is doubled.

(sociability)  َّ ِ  ←  (to meet, associate)  ِ

A. Form verbal nouns from the following verbs by suffixing ت and give their meaning. 

(to be current) ٣۔    (to be able) ٢۔    (to write) ١۔  
(to touch, handle [and thus pollute]) ٥۔    (to settle)  ُ ٤۔ 

(shorten the vowel; double the final letter in the root)  (to acknowledge, to promise) ٦۔  

3.8 Verb Stems and the Suffix ى [-ī ] 

Another simple way that Urdu forms verbal nouns is to suffix ى [ī ] to the stem. These are 
often best defined as “the action of the verb.” Thus  (laughter) is the action of laughing. 
Alternatively, they may indicate a concrete or abstract object associated with or possessed 
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of the quality associated with the action of the verb. For example,  (glitter, tinsel) is a 
concrete object characterized by shining ( ).

(laughter)   ←  (to laugh)  

(glitter, tinsel)   ←  (to shine)  

A. Form verbal nouns from the following verbs by suffixing ى and give their meaning. 

(to strike) ر  ٣۔   (to pair, to join) ڑ  ٢۔   (to speak)    ١۔ 
(to ensnare) ٥۔    (to make rounds, return)    ٤۔ 

(shorten the vowel; double the ٹ)  (to have a break from; to be free) ٦۔  

3.9 Verb Stems and the Suffix ا [-ā ] 

Verbal nouns and adjectives are often formed by suffixing ا [ā ] to the stem. These cover a 
wide semantic range, from the actions to objects associated with the verb. In most cases, 
the objects are those which receive or result from the action of the verb (as opposed to the 
instrument by which it occurs). Thus, a ا  (a round) is the action associated with someone 
who goes around ( ). Similarly, a  (festival, fair) is what results from a great deal of 
people meeting ( ).

(a round) ا   ←  (to make rounds, to go around)  

(festival, fair)   ←  (to meet)  

A. Form the verbal nouns using the suffix ا [ā ], then choose the best meaning from those on the left.

(crowd)  (glue)  (pair)  _____  (to join) ڑ  ١۔ 
(pushcart)  (fall)  (pressure)  _____  (to push, shove) ٢۔  
(knapsack)  (a strap)  (a nail)  _____  (to swing, hang) ٣۔  

(farm)  (army)  (enclosure)  _____  (to surround) ٤۔  

3.10 Verb Stems and the Suffix اا [-ā ī ] 

Suffixed to the verb stem, this suffix typically suggests the quality, mood, or action of the 
verb. Long vowels in the first syllable of the verb stem will always be shortened according 
to the standard rules.

(writing)  ←  (to write) 
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When verb stems end in ا [ā ], the ا is elided.

(earning(s); income)  ←  (to earn) 

Note that the form of this suffix makes it difficult to know if the noun has been formed from 
intransitive or transitive verbs whose stems end in ا [ā ]. In the case of the latter, it is similarly 
impossible to distinguish between nouns formed by the ا [ā ’ī ] suffix and those formed simply 
by suffixing ى [ī ] to the verb stem. For example, the verbal noun  may be formed either by 
suffixing ا to the stem  (and eliding the ا [ā ]) or by suffixing ى to it. In the following case, 
too, it is unclear if the verbal noun has been formed from the intransitive or transitive verb, 
although Platts tells us that it has been formed from the latter ( .(to show) (د

(showing, appearance) د  ←  (to show, to cause to appear) د  (to show, appear) د

Just as Urdu verbs carry many idiomatic senses, so verbal nouns often convey highly idiom-
atic meaning. This is true of nouns formed with the present suffix, too. For example:

(death, fate; occasion) آ  ←  (to come) آ

The ا suffix may also suggest the cost or wages involved in performing an action or having 
that action performed. This is especially true of verbal nouns derived from causative forms 
involving labor or service. Consider the following:

(needlework; the cost of having something sewn)  ِ  ←  (to sew or have sewn)  ِ
(washing; the cost of having something washed)  ُ د  ←  (to have washed)  ُ د

A. Form the verbal nouns of the following verbs using ا [ā ’ī ] and give their meanings. In all the 
cases in this exercise, the meaning is related to the quality, mood, or action of the verb. Remember 
to shorten the vowel in the first syllable where appropriate.

(to incline, increase) ٣۔    (to feed) ٢۔    (to fight) ١۔  
(to grind) ٦۔    (to vomit) ا  ٥۔   (to fill) ٤۔  

(to hear) ٨۔    (to sow) ٧۔  
(to write) ١٠۔    (to settle, to clear [an account])  ُ ٩۔ 

B. Given the meaning of the verb on the right, estimate the meaning of the words on the left. 
All the derived nouns carry the sense of the cost or wages involved in performing an action or 
having that action performed. 

 ←  (to weigh) ١۔  
  ا  ←  (to make) ٢۔  
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 ←  (to plough, till) ٣۔  
ا ِ  ←  (to grind, mill) ٤۔  

ا ر  ←  (to keep) ر  ٥۔ 
وا  ←  (to dig) د  ٦۔ 
وا ُ  ←  (to release) ڑ  ٧۔ 

3.11 The Active Participle 

The active particle of the verb is formed by suffixing    or  to the verb stem. It may 
be nominalized to indicate the agent of the action. Compare with “the x-ing” (e.g. “the 
living” from “to live”) in English. The most common are these formed from the singular 
masculine participle.

(the dying)   ←  (to die)  

(the sleeping)   ←  (to sleep)  

The feminine form of the active participle may also be used. 

(that which moves; activity)   ←  (to move)  

Such verbal nouns are especially common in fixed phrases, such as aphorisms. Read the 
following.

(What wouldn’t a dying person have done?)         ←  

(Whatever moves is named “car.“) ڑى  م     ←  

Although typically agentive, such nouns sometimes take on slightly different meanings:

(return; a response to a letter; commission)  ِ  ←  (to return)  ِ

A. Form the active participle of the following verbs and guess their meanings.

(to fall) ٢۔    (to see) د  ١۔ 
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3.12 The Instrumental Suffixes وو [-autī ] and وو [-autā ] 

These suffixes can also be suffixed to verb stems. The resulting word often carries an instru-
mental sense. Long vowels in the stem will typically be shortened.

(discount, reduction, cut)  َ َ  ←   (to be cut)  

(archaic)  (ransom; money paid to be let go) و   ←  (to release, drop) ڑ 

A. Form the instrumental verbal nouns using the suffix indicated and give the meaning of the 
resulting word.

(use و)  (to understand) ١۔  
(to agree) ٢۔  

(to choose; to call out, to challenge)  ُ ٣۔ 
(use و)  (to settle (a debt or stipulated amount))  ُ ٤۔ 

3.13 Verb Stems and the Suffix اؤاؤ [-ā o] 

Verbal nouns are commonly formed by suffixing اؤ [ā o] to verb stems. This suffix may be 
applied to causative verbs and typically involves some degree of abstraction from the sense 
of the verb. Note that if the verb stem ends in ا (as many causative verbs do), the ا is elided. 
Long vowels in the first syllable of the verb are usually shortened. 

 (tension) ؤ   ←  (to pull)  

(encampment, halting-place) اؤ   ←  (to fall; to lie; to halt)  

(attachment, interest, love) ؤ   ←  (to be attached)  

A. Use the اؤ suffix to derive verbal nouns from the following verbs and give their meaning.

(to be at rest) ٣۔   (to be safe, saved) ٢۔   (to be sold)  ِ ١۔
(to move, leave) ٦۔   (to climb, increase) ٥۔   (to fly) ٤۔اڑ 

(to use, handle, treat) ٨۔   (to be decorated; get along; turn out well) ٧۔ 
(to entangle, confuse) اُ  ١١۔   (to spread) ١٠۔    (to grow, expand) ٩۔ 

3.14 Verb Stems and the Agentive Suffixes و [-ū ] or اؤاؤ [-ā ū ] 

These suffixes form agentive adjectives (compare with English -ing). The adjectives are 
often nominalized (compare with -er).

(an earner; earning) ؤُ   ←  (to earn)  
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In the following example, the suffix is applied to an archaic relative of the verb  (to work; 
to move).

(working, running)  ُ  ←  (to work, move)  

A. Derive the agentive adjective from the following and give its meaning. Use اؤ [ā ū ] in all cases 
unless otherwise indicated. Remember that the ا [a] ending of a verb stem is elided (e.g.  to ُؤ ).

(to cause to rain)    ٣۔   (to make stick, adhere)    ٢۔   (to waste)    اڑا ١۔ 
(to burn) ٦۔    (to settle; to pay [a debt]) ٥۔    (to be sold) ٤۔  

(to consume, to eat) ٨۔   (to coax)  ُ ٧۔ 
(use و)  (to awake, to be wakeful) ٩۔  
(use و)  (to sweep) ڑ  ١٠۔ 

3.15 Verb Stems and the Suffix اوااوا [-ā vā ] 

This suffix is etymologically related to اؤ [-ā o] and is similar to it in meaning. Most verbal 
nouns that involve this ending have a transitive sense; that is, they denote an action or 
idea that involves doing something to someone or something. Most of these nouns are 
abstract and general, but may be concretized to refer to specific events. Thus, وا  is both 
the action associated with  (to deceive, to trick), thus, “deception” or “trickery,” and the 
event itself, thus “a trick of the eyes.”

(showiness, ostentation) وا  د  ←  (to show) ِد 
(a trick of the eyes; will-o’-the-wisp) وا   ←  (to deceive, trick)  

A. Derive the verbal noun using the suffix اوا [ā vā ] and give its meaning.

(to increase, encourage, promote) ٢۔    (to clothe) ١۔  
(to offer; to gift) ٤۔    (to invite) ٣۔  

(to mix) ٦۔    (to cause to forget, err)  ُ ٥۔ 
(to mislead) ٨۔    (to cause to fear) ڈرا  ٧۔ 

3.16 Verb Stems and the Suffix اوٹاوٹ [-ā vaṭ ] 

Like other suffixes in this section, this suffix conveys abstraction from the root. 

(make; make-up; artifice) وٹ   ←  (to make; to make up)  
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A. Derive the verbal nouns of the following verbs using the suffix اوٹ- and their meanings.

(to attract) ٢۔   (to mix, adultrate) ١۔ 
(to fatigue, exhaust) ٤۔   (to write) ٣۔ 
(to fill space, spread) ٦۔   (to be stopped, hindered) ٥۔ُر 

(to swell) ٨۔   (to decorate, adorn) ٧۔ 

3.17 Verb Stems and the Suffix اا [-ā haṭ ] 

This suffix also conveys abstraction.

(worry) ا   ←  (to worry) ا 

In some cases, the resulting noun is concretized. The meaning of such words can be quite 
idiomatic.

(footfall) آ   ←  (to come) آ 

This is also the preferred abstract-nominal suffix for onomatopoeic verbs, which often 
involve doubling in the root.

(neigh, neighing)  ِ ِ  ←  (to neigh)  ِ ِ

A. Derive the verbal nouns using ا- and give their meanings.

(to smile) ا  ٢۔  (to scream) ١۔  
(to itch)  ُ ٤۔  (to shine) ٣۔  

(to melt, dissolve)  ُ ٦۔  (to become agitated, worried) ٥۔  
(to flutter) ا  َ َ ٨۔   (to buzz, hum)  ِ ِ ٧۔ 

(to mutter, talk gibberish) ا  ١٠۔   (to whisper, buzz)  ُ ُ ٩۔

3.18 Verb Stems and the Suffix واںواں [-vā n] 

Verbal adjectives can also be formed by suffixing واں (sometimes spelled وان) to the verb. 

(cut; deducted; serrated; ledged) اں   ←  (to cut)  
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A. Given the meaning of the verbs on the right, guess the meaning of the nouns or adjectives on the left.

(to mix, meet) ٢۔    (to slope, slant, incline decline) ڈ  ١۔ 
(to wrap) ٤۔    (to join, twin) ڑ  ٣۔ 

3.19 Agentive Verbal Nouns with رر رارا / - رارا / -  [-hā r / -hā rā  / -kā rā ]

These suffixes, which are related to Sanskrit ر  (कार) (work, do; doer), are suffixed the verb 
stem or to the verb stem plus ن. The literal meaning of these words is agentive (compare 
with English -er). However, they often take on quite idiomatic meanings. Many words formed 
with this suffix are considered archaic. 

(archaic)  (eating, corrosive; eater) را   (to eat)  

(promising, talented [said especially of a child]) ر   (to happen)  

(release) را  (to escape, leave, be released)  

A. Read the verbal noun and write the verb from which it is derived. Look up the verbs in a dictionary 
and guess the meaning of the verbal noun.

را ِ ٤۔  را  ٣۔   (archaic) ر  ر ٢۔   (archaic) را  ١۔ 

3.20 Suffixes of Disapprobation and Humorous Censure 

The following suffixes convey disapproval of the actions and the performers of the verb. It 
should be noted that such disapproval is often humorous and teasing. 

3.20.1 The Habitual Agentive Suffix ّّ  [-akkaṛ ]

Among the most colorful agentive suffixes, ّ  [-akkaṛ ] indicates the habitual performer of 
an action considered unfavorable or disgraceful, either in earnest or in jest. Note that suf-
fixation requires shortening the long vowels in the initial syllable of the verb stem.

(a farter; an inveterate farter)   ←  (to fart) د 

A. Use the suffix  [-akkaṛ] to form the habitual agentive noun of the following verbs and guess 
their meanings.

(to forget) ٢۔    (to wander) ١۔  
 (to drink) ٣۔  
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3.20.2 The Suffix و [-ū ] 

This suffix typically causes vowels in the stem to shorten and the final consonant to double. 

(a farter) َّو  َ  ←  (to fart) د 

A. Derive the negative or humorous verbal noun from the following and give the meaning.

(to shit) ١۔  

3.20.3 The Suffix وڑاوڑا [-oṛ ā ] 

This suffix typically forms agentive nouns and adjectives that express intensity. It typically 
causes long vowels in the verb stem to shorten.

(a farter) وڑا   ←  (to fart) د 

A. Derive the verbal noun of negative emotion from the following and give its meaning.

(to shit) ٢۔    (to piss) ١۔  

3.20.4 The Agentive Suffix اا [ā lū ] 

This suffix forms nouns that, when used to refer to humans, often indicate disapproval of 
the performer of the action of the verb.

(quarrelsome) ا   ←  (to fight, quarrel)  

A. Use ا [ā lū ] to derive verbal nouns from the following verbs. Then guess their meanings. Check 
your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

(to be bashful) ٢۔    (to be afaid) ڈر  ١۔ 
(to blush, be ashamed) ٤۔    (to be irritated, annoyed) ٣۔  

3.21 Instrumental Nouns from Verbal Nouns 

The suffix  [-nī ] is sometimes used to form instrumental nouns. The suffix ن may also be 
used in an instrumental sense.

(engagement)   ←  (to request)  
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A. Use the suffix  to form instrumental nouns from the following verbs. Guess their meanings. 

(to cut) ٢۔    (to dig) د  ١۔ 

3.22 Nominal and Adjectival Affixes 

Like English, Urdu generates a great deal of vocabulary by prefixation and suffixation to nouns, 
pronouns, adjectives, and verb roots. Sometimes, such affixation results in slight changes to 
the form of the original word, such as the shortening of a long vowel. This section reviews 
some of the most common prefixes and suffixes used in Indic vernacular (Hindi) registers of 
Urdu. Most of these affixes are derived from Proto-Indo-European and therefore have cousins 
in Latin, Sanskrit, Persian, and other Indo-European languages. In some cases, they are 
borrowed directly from other Indic languages, such as Sanskrit and Prakrit.

Read the following prefixes aloud. 

(without, -less)  ِ ِن/  / ِ / ِ  (not; un-, dis-) اَن   (without; -less) اَ 
(less-one) اُن   (half) اَدھ 

(full)  

(bad-; defective-) كُ   (good-; well-) سُ 

3.22.1 The Negative Prefix ا [a-] 

Like its Latinate English relative “a” (as in “asymmetrical”), this prefix negates the word that 
follows it and is usually best translated as “a-,” “un-,” or “-less.”

(bottomless; fathomless) ہ  ا  (bottom; depth) ہ 
(unattached, separate) ا   (to attach, stick)  

A. Read the following adjectives, in which the negative prefix ا [a] is used.

(cripple; lazy; lit. without foot and hand) ا 
(sudden; related to the verb jānnā [to know], thus “without foreknowledge“) ا 

(rude; uncouth) ا 

B. Form negative verbal nouns from the verb stems of the following verbs using the negative prefix ا.
(to break) ٣۔    (to tire) ٢۔   (to measure) ١۔ 

(noun is archaic)  (to price, to purchase) ٥۔   (to touch) ٤۔  
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3.22.2 The Negative Prefix انان [an] 

Cognate with the English un-, the negative prefix ان [an] is among the most commonly 
used prefixes in Urdu. Like ا [a], to which it is related, ان [an] is often used with verb stems. 
It is related to the English “an-,” “in-,” and “un-,” as in “unknown” and “anaerobic.” Note that 
this prefix is typically written separately from the word that it negates.

(illiterate) ھ  ان   (to read)  

In Sanskrit, this prefix is only used to negate words which begin with a vowel. Although 
such words are certainly classifiable as Hindi-Urdu, we will deal with them in more detail in 
the unit on Sanskrit. Here are some Sanskrit words that use this prefix:

(tyrannical; improper; meaningless)    ار ان   (propriety; purpose) ار 
(endless) ا  ان   (end) ا 

This prefix is sometimes used along with the suffixes ا or ى to form adjectives.

(derived from a word related to Sanskrit ukt [speech])  (uncommon, unique) ا 
(unsown) ان    (to sow)   

(impossible [thing]) ان    (to be)   
(unheard, ignored [thing])  ُ ان   (to hear)    ُ

In the following case, the achaic participle ت  has been negated to suggest the state of 
“not making it.” The standard Urdu active participle  is also negated to form a term mean-
ing extraordinary, strange, or rare.

(extraordinary, exceptional) ان    (poverty) ت  ان   (to be)   

A. Form negative nouns and adjectives from the stems of the following verbs or from the given noun 
or adjective using اَن. Then estimate their meanings and check your guesses in a dictionary.

(to be made, to get along) ٢۔    (to meet, join) ١۔  
(to buy, to fix a price) ٤۔    (to know) ٣۔  

(to speak) ٦۔    (to tire) ٥۔  
(friendship, love, affection) ٨۔    (thought, mind) ٧۔ 

B. Form the corresponding negative adjective by prefixing ان and suffixing ا. Then give its meaning.

(marriage / to marry) ہ/   ٢۔  (to be pleasing) ١۔ 
(to see) د  ٣۔ 
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3.22.3 The Negative Prefixes Related to ِِ  [nis] 

This prefix and its related forms ِن [ni], ِ  [nir], and  [nish], which are borrowed from San-
skrit, can create adjectives and nouns from nouns. Note that, in some cases, the form of the 
root noun may be altered. 

(fearless) ر  ←  (fear) ڈر
(useless)  ←  (work, use) م

A. Use the indicated prefix to negate the given nouns and give the meaning of the resulting adjective.

ِ  (modesty) ج  ٢۔  نِ   (mind, thought)  ِ ١۔ 
ِ  (hope) آس  ٤۔  نِ   (power) ٣۔  

ِ  (quality) ٥۔  

B. Given the meaning of the nouns on the right, guess the meaning of the words on the left.

 ←  (mouth) ١۔  
ّ  /   ّ  ←  (hand) ٢۔  

 ←  (son) ت  ٣۔ 
اج  ←  (governance, rule) راج  ٤۔ 

 ←  (fear) ٥۔  
 ←  (ability, strength) ٦۔  

3.23 Prefixes of Quantity 

The prefixes ادھ [adh] and آدھ [ā dh] impart the sense of halfness or incompletion. This 
should not be surprising, since they are related to the word آد (half ). But they can also 
suggest approximation. In general, ادھ [adh] is used with passive participles and adjectives, 
whereas آدھ [ā dh] is used with measurements.

(half-opened) ادھ    ←  (to open)  ُ
(half-hour; a while) آدھ    ←  (hour)  

(an eighth of a pao) ؤ  آدھ   ←  (pao [quarter]) ؤ 

A. Form adjectives beginning with ادھ using the past participle or adjective, then give the meanings.

(to die) ٣۔   (to cut) ٢۔   (to be made) ١۔ 
(to say) ٦۔   (to melt, dissolve) ٥۔   (to burn) ٤۔ 

(cooked) ٨۔   (raw) ٧۔ 
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The prefix اُن [un] (less; one less than) is most commonly used in numbers.

(twenty-nine) ا  ←  (thirty) 

B. Review the numbers 1–100. Note numbers beginning with ان [un].

3.24 The Prefix/Suffix  [bhar] 

When used as a prefix, the word  [bhar] (full) can impart a sense of fullness, completion, 
or excess.

(chock-full; completely; extremely) ر   ←  (complete) را 
(excess; multitude) ر   ←  (to strike) ر 

When used as a suffix with common nouns, it typically imparts a sense of fullness or com-
pleteness. When used with measurements, it can impart a sense of approximation.

(all day) دن    ←  (day) دن 
(a full mile; about a mile; a long way)     ←  (mile)  

A. Use the suffix  to form words and give their meanings.

(moment) ٤۔   (month) ٣۔    (lifetime, age) ٢۔   (stomach) ١۔  
(kilogram) ٥۔  

3.25 Prefixes of Quality ُس [su-] and ك [ku-/ka-] 

These prefixes are only used with a small number of words in Urdu, but some of the words 
in which they appear are quite common. The prefix ُس [su] imparts a sense of goodness.

(shapely; attractive) ول   ←  (form, manner) َڈول 

Not surprisingly, words that begin with this prefix, have a positive connotation:

(clean, pure) ا
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Linguists believe that ُس is related to the etymon of a prefix found in many Persian 
words. For example, the Persian word  (skill) is believed to derive from from the Proto-
Indo-European etymon of ُس (good) and the etymon of the Urdu  (man, male).

A. Given the meaning of the word on the right, estimate the meaning of the word on the left.

ؤ  ←  (being; quality; temper) ؤ  ١۔ 
ت  ←  (son) ت  ٢۔ 

ھ  ←  (intellect; knowledge) د  ٣۔ 
 ←  (to form) ٤۔  

The prefix ُك [ku; sometimes ka] (bad) is the counterpart of ُس. 

(ill-formed, ugly) ول   ←  (form, shape; style) َڈول

B. Form nouns using the negative prefix of quality and give their meanings.

(son) ت  ٣۔   (place) ر  َ ٢۔   (form, shape) ڈ  ١۔ 

3.26 Suffixes

Like English, Urdu derives a great deal of vocabulary by means of suffixation. This section 
reviews the most common suffixes. It also discusses several less common yet significant ones.

3.27 Suffixes of Relation 

Arguably the most common suffix of relation in Urdu is ى, which can show belonging, 
nationality, or other forms of relationship. If this suffix seems familiar, it is because it can be 
seen in a large number of words borrowed into English. It is also because it is found in other 
Indo-European languages, including Persian. Consider the following:

(Pakistani)   ←  (Pakistan) ن 
(Bengali)   ←  (Bengal) ل 

(Kashmiri) ى   ←  (Kashmir)  
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In the nineteenth century, the following words carried the meanings shown in parentheses. 
Now, however, their meanings have been inverted, as Urdu has come to follow English.

Nineteenth century

(German)   ←  (Germany)  

Twentieth century

(Germany)   ←  (German)  

If a place name ends in a vowel, و is infixed between the final consonant and ى. 

(of Delhi) ى  د  ←  (Delhi) د 

A. Write the corresponding adjectives using the suffix ى.

ھ ٥۔  د  آ ر  ٤۔  ات  ٣۔  ر  ٢۔  ن  و ١۔ 

3.28 Patronymic Suffixes  [-jā ] and ج [-aj] 

These Sanskritic suffixes  [jā ] and ج [j] are not widely distributed in Urdu, but do appear 
in several everyday words. The former is found in two common terms of familial relation. 
The latter is most commonly encountered in Sanskrit loanwords. Study the following chart.

(brother’s son)    (brother)  

(sister’s son)    (sister)  

(mud-born; lotus)   ←  (clay, soil, mud)  

(water-born; lotus)   ←  (water)  

(water-born; lotus) ج   ←  (water)  

(love, Kamdev [born of the mind]) ج   ←  (mind)  

(child by a paramour) رج   ←  (lover, paramour) ر 

3.29 Nominal Suffixes

This section surveys a number of Indic suffixes that are commonly used to form nouns 
(chiefly from adjectives, but occasionally from other nouns).
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3.30 The Suffix ى [-ī ]  and اىاى [-āī]

This is used to form nouns (chiefly from adjectives, but also abstract nouns from concrete 
nouns). 

(goodness) ا   ←  (good) ا 
(badness) ا   ←  (bad) ا 

Note that in some cases the resulting nouns may take on specific or concrete meanings. 

(a sweet, sweets; sweetness)   ←  (sweet)  

(a drink so named for its cooling effect) ا   ←  (cold) ا 
The suffix ا [-ā ī ] is sometimes used to form abstract nouns of occupation or communal 
identity.

(the work of a pandit; learning, wisdom)   ←  (pandit) ت 
This suffix may also denote the cost of labor associated with objects, just as it does with 
verbal nouns.

(the cost of having skin cleaned or seasoned) ا   ←  (leather) ا 

A. Given the meaning of the noun on the right, guess the meaning of the noun on the left. 

 ←  (thug) ١۔  
ا  ←  (laborer) ا  ٢۔ 

ا د  ←  (leader) ى  د ٣۔ 

B. Form abstract nouns from the following adjectives using ى [-ī ] and give the meaning of the 
resulting words.

(high) او  ٤۔   (low) ٣۔    (tall) ٢۔    (wide) ڑا  ١۔ 
(clean) ا  ٨۔   (true, sincere) ٧۔    (big) ا   ٦۔   (deep) ا  ٥۔ 

3.31 The Fractional Suffix اا [-ā ī ] 

This suffix can be used to form fractions.

(third)   ←  (three)  

A. Form the fractional noun and give its meaning. 

(fourth) ١۔  
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3.32 Abstract Nouns with  /  /  [-pan / -pā / -panā] 

These suffixes are comparable to the English suffixes -ness, -ship, -ment, and (Latinate) -ion, 
etc. Note that in some cases, suffixation may affect pronunciation and spelling. All resulting 
nouns are masculine in Urdu.

(solitude, loneliness) ا   ←  (alone) ا 
(boyhood, youth)   ←  (boy)  

(idiocy)    ا  ←  (idiot) ا 

A note on use. When  is suffixed to a marked adjective (one ending in ا), the adjective 
takes the oblique form (ے) when the noun is followed by a postposition.

(the pain of solitude) د        ا  ←  (solitude, loneliness) ا 

A related suffix is  [pā ]. This suffix requires that the long vowel in the first syllable of the 
root word be shortened.

(old age; senility)  ُ  (old man; senile) ڑ 

A final variation of this suffix is the relatively rare  [panā ].

(meanness, wretchedness)     (mean, wretched)  

Some words may be used with more than one of the suffixes discussed in this section. This 
may have to do with regional variation, idiom, or register. Here follows one example:

(childhood; childishness)   (childhood)   (child)  

The example above demonstrates that although this is an Indic suffix, it can be used with 
non-Indic words such as the Persian  (child).

A. Use the suffix  to form abstract nouns from the following adjectives. Then give their meanings.

(red) ل  ٤۔   (simple) دہ  ٣۔   (crooked) ٢۔    (mad, crazy) ١۔  
(fair) را  ٨۔   (stupid) ٧۔    (yellow) ٦۔    (blue) ٥۔  

(open; brash) ١٢۔    (low) ١١۔    (full) را  ١٠۔   (small) ٩۔  
(iron) ١٦۔    (heavy) رى  ١٥۔   (light)    ١٤۔   (old) ا    ١٣۔ 
(dry) ٢٠۔    (wet) ١٩۔    (blind) ا    ١٨۔   (new) ١٧۔  
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B. Use the suffix  to form abstract nouns. Be sure to shorten long vowels in the initial syllable.

(large) ا  ٢۔   (fat) ١۔  
  (small) ٣۔  

C. Form nouns from the following adjectives using  and guess the meaning of the resulting noun.

(pernicious) ذى  ٣۔   (fool) ر  ٢۔   (clumsy; a fool) ڑى  ا ١۔ 

3.33 The Suffix  [-haṭ] or اا [-ā haṭ] 

We have already seen that these suffixes are used to form verbal nouns from verbs. It can 
also be used to nominalize adjectives.

(bitternes) وا   (bitter) وا 

As we have already seen, many nouns ending in ا  are verbal nouns, often onomatopoeic, 
formed from redoubled verb stems. Because verbs can easily be made from adjectives in 
Urdu, it is often impossible to know if the noun is derived from the verb or the adjective.

(softness)   (to soften)   (soft, overripe)  

A. Form abstract nouns of the following words using the suffix  or ا and give their meanings.

(warm, hot) م  ٣۔   (blue) ٣۔    (brown) اودا  ٢۔   (hazy) د  ١۔ 

3.34 Abstract Nouns of Sensation and Desire with اساس [-ā s]  

This suffix can be used either with nouns and adjectives or with verb stems. It usually colors 
the root word by imparting a sense of inclination or desire. Suffixation requires shortening the 
long vowel in the first syllable of the root word. Adjectives are formed by further suffixing ا [-ā].

(sweetness) س   (sweet)  

(sleepiness) اس   (sleep)  

(thirst; desire to drink) س   (to drink)  

A. Form abstract nouns of sensation and desire from the following words and give their meaning. 
Use اس [-ā s] in all cases and remember to shorten long vowels in the initial syllable of the root word 
where appropriate. Then form adjectives for nouns 2–4.

  (to cry) رو  ٢۔   (sour) ١۔  
(to piss) ٤۔    (to shit) ٣۔  
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3.35 Nouns of Odor with اا [-ā nd] 

This suffix, which is related to the Sanskrit ھ  [gandh] (smell), is used to denote a foul 
smell. The resulting nouns are always feminine. Consider the following pair of related words.

(the smell of burnt flesh, hair, or bone) ا   (flesh, leather) ا 

A. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the noun on the left.

ا  ←  (fish) ١۔  
ا  ←  (to spoil, rot) ٢۔  

3.36 Instrumental Nouns

Hindi forms instrumental nouns in a variety of ways. Verbal nouns may be used in an instru-
mental sense. For example.

(the faculty of understanding)   ←  (to understand)  

(scissors, shears)   ←  (to cut)  

The suffixes و [auṭ ī ], و [auṭ ā ], and [autī ], which are etymologically related to the Sanskrit  
[pā tr] (vessel), are commonly used to form nouns of instrument or place. Note that long vowels 
in the initial syllable of the root word are shortened.

(a box or spoon for lime)  َ ُ  ←  (lime; preparation chewed in pān)  

(touchstone)   ←  (to assay)  َ

A. Given the meaning of the word on the right, estimate the meaning of the word on the left.

 ←  (collyrium; eyeshadow) ١۔  
و ا  ←  (incense, perfume) ا  ٢۔ 

3.37 Agentive Suffixes Related to رر  

A large number of Hindi suffixes related to the Sanskrit and Persian ر  [kā r(a)] (work; -er) 
are used to form agentive nouns and adjectives in Urdu. We have already surveyed some of 
these suffixes in the section on verbal nouns. They include the following:

[-āṛiyā] -اڑ   [-āṛī] -اڑى   [-āṛā] -اڑا    [-āṛ] -اڑ 
[-āṛiyā] ار   -  [-āṛī] -ارى   [-ārā] -ارا   [-ār] -ار 

[-hāṛā] را  -  [-hār] ر  -
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Many of these words evolved over time in Prakrits before being borrowed into Urdu. 
This means that words ending in these suffixes are not necessarily formed directly by 
affixation to their cognate root. Instead, the cognate root and the derived agentive word 
may have changed simultaneously over time, thus leading to certain changes in form that 
are not regular across all instances of suffixation. Still, some patterns are regular, such as 
the shortening of long vowels in the initial syllable of the root word. Read the following 
examples aloud.

(blacksmith) ر   / ر  ُ  ←  (iron)  

(a palanquin-bearer) ر  َ  ←  (shoulder)   /
(squirt-gun) رى  ِ  ←  (to squeeze, press flat)  ِ

(running, race) ڑ  د  ←  (rush, attack) وا  د

A. Given the meaning of the words on the right, guess the meaning of the words on the left. 

ارى  ←  (gambling) ا  ا۔ 
را  ←  (grass) س  ٢۔ 
رى  ←  (begging) ٣۔  
رى  ←  (prayer, worship)    ٤۔ 

ر  ←  (gold) ٥۔  
ار  ←  (village) ؤں   ٦۔ 

را  ←  (wood) ى   ٧۔ 
ر  ←  (pottery) ٨۔  

ڑى ِ  ←  (a game) ٩۔  
ارا  ←  (to divide)    ١٠۔ 
ر َ  ←  (leather) ا  ١١۔ 
ر ُد  ←  (to milk) دو  ١٢۔ 

The Colloquial Agentive  [-iyā ] 
Suffixes formed with this agentive are characterized by a colloquial sense. Although we are 
discussing it as agentive here, the suffix, which is related to an oft-used Sanskrit relational 
suffix, has a wide semantic range. 

(a jeweler; gem-setter)   ←  (to attach or mount [gems])  

(from Calcutta)   ←  (Calcutta)  
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B. Given the meaning of the words on the right, guess the meaning of the words on the left. 

 ←  (tabla) ١۔  
ر  ←  (sitar) ر  ٢۔ 
ر  ←  (sarangi) ر  ٣۔
ّ  ←  (to sing) ٤۔  

Agentive Suffixes of Guardianship, Possession, or Relation
A similar set of suffixes is said to relate to the Sanskrit ل  पालः and the Urdu  (to care for, 
keep, nuture). They include:

[vāl] وال   [vālā] وا 
(bread-maker; bread-seller) وا    رو  (bread) رو 

(guardian) ا  ر  (to keep, guard) ر 

C. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

________________ وال     (storehouse, mercantile firm) ا۔  
________________ وا     (money) ٢۔  
________________ وا     (home) ٣۔  
________________ وا    د  (Delhi) د  ٤۔ 
________________ ال  ُ  (cow) ٦۔  
________________ ال   (ghat, wharf) ٹ  ٧۔ 

The Suffixes اا  [-era] ىى  [-erī ] 
These suffixes are related to ر  and are essentially agentive, but carry a wider semantic range.

(place to stay) ا   ←  (to reside)   (residence) س 

D. Given the meaning of the noun on the right, estimate the meaning of the noun on the left.

ا  ←  (stealing, plunder) ٹ  ٢۔  ا   ←  (snake) ١۔ 

The Suffixes ورور  [-or] وراورا  [-orā ] وڑوڑ  [-oṛ /auṛ] وڑاوڑا  [-oṛ ā /auṛ ā ] ولول  [-ol] 
and وو  [-olā ] 
These suffixes and variations of them (note vowel changes in the examples below) are 
often used to form agentive nouns, though they may also be used to form non-agentive 
ones. Note that a number of suffixes with different etymons are written and spelled this 
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way, which means that when we speak of these suffixes, we are in fact speaking of a 
number of homographic and homophonic particles with similar semantic ranges. We have 
already encountered some of these in the section on verbal nouns of disapprobation.

(runaway; deserter) ڑا   ←  (to run)  

(epicure, foodie) را   ←  (relish) ٹ 
(cheerful; facetious; a jester) ڑا   / ڑ   ←  (laughing)  

(a person with a thick head of hair) و   ←  (bush; mop of hair)  

(jest; a pun)  ُ  ←  (to jest, banter)  ُ

E. Given the meaning of the noun on the right, estimate the meaning of the noun on the left.

را  ←  (brow)  

The Suffixes واوا [vā ] and و [ū ] 
Both suffixes have a wide semantic range. Often associated with local dialects of Urdu, they 
can indicate diminution, similarity, endearment, relation, or agency.

(servant, attendant) ا  ُ  ←  (going about; service)  

(gluttonous; a glutton)   ←  (stomach)  

F. Given the meaning of the noun on the right, estimate the meaning of the noun on the left.

  ←  (expenditure) چ  ١۔ 
وا   ←  (division of the day; a watch) ٢۔  

   ←  (ganja) ٣۔  

The Suffixes ڑ [-aṛ ], ڑاڑا [-ṛ ā ], and  [-kaṛ ] 
These suffixes are related to the suffix of negative attitude or emotion used to derive verbal 
nouns. There is a handful of variations of the  suffix, including voicing ( ) and doubling, 
especially when the root word ends in ك.

(a big deal; exaggeration)   ←  (matter; word) ت 
(starving, extremely hungry; very poor)  َّ ُ  ←  (hunger) ك 

(lame; a cripple) ا   ←   (lame)  

G. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

  ←  (bhang) ١۔  
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3.38 Adjectival Suffixes

A group of suffixes related to the Sanskrit adjectival suffix ك [-ik] are common in Urdu. The 
suffix ى is among them.

(woolen) اُو   ←  (wool) اون 
(made of cotton thread)   ←  (cotton thread) ت 

(made of muslin)   ←  (muslin)  

The Colloquial Adjectival Suffix  [-iyā ] 
This suffix, also related to ك [-ik], has a wide semantic range which includes agency, rela-
tion, and diminution.

(great)   ←  (to increase)  

(pained) د   ←  (pain) د 

A. Form colloquial adjectives from the following words and guess their meanings.

(juice; flavor; pleasure) رس  ٢۔   (decrease, loss [e.g. in quality]) ١۔  

The Suffixes َ َِ ِ ِ [-iyal], رر  [-yā r], ر [-ar],  [-yā lā ], رارا  [-yā rā ], لل  [-yā l] 
These suffixes typically convey an adjectival sense. They also nicely demonstrate the fre-
quent variation between ر and ل in Hindi-Urdu and other Indic languages.

(half-dead, moribund)  َ ِ  ←  (to die)  

(clayey; made of mud)   ←  (clay, soil)  

B. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

 ←  (green, fresh) ا  ١۔ 
دڑ  ←  (beard) داڑ  ٢۔ 
د  ←  (habit, vice) د  ٣۔ 

ر  ←  (mud, clay) ٤۔  

The  [-ī lā /-elā ] Suffixes 
Among the most common adjectivizing suffixes in Urdu are  [-īlā] and  [-elā]. Of these,  
[-īlā̄ ] is the most common.

(colorful) ر  ←  (color) ر 
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C. Form adjectives from the following nouns using the  [-īlā] suffix and give their meanings. Shorten 
any long vowels in the initial syllable of the root word.

(intoxication) ٣۔    (grass) س  ٢۔   (shine, sparkle) ١۔  
(nectar, juice; beauty) رس  ٦۔   (poison) ز  ٥۔   (point, tip) ك  ٤۔ 

The Relational Suffix ا [-ā ] 
This suffix forms marked masculine adjectives which can then be changed to reflect the 
gender of the nouns they modify.

(hungry)   ←  (hunger) ك 
(brackish) را   ←  (alkali; saltiness) ر 

D. Form the relational adjective from the following words.

(dirt, filth)  َ ٢۔   (love) ر  ١۔ 

The Suffix of Familial Relation اا  [-erā ] 
Note that this suffix typically requires the shortening of the vowel in the initial syllable.

(of the maternal uncle) ا   ←  (maternal uncle)  

These adjectives are used to specify familial relations.

(a male cousin [literally, brother] by one’s maternal uncle) ا 
(a female cousin [literally, sister] by one’s maternal uncle) ى  

E. Form the relational adjective from the following words. Shorten long vowels in initial syllables 
where appropriate.

(paternal uncle) ٣۔    (maternal aunt) ٢۔    (maternal aunt) ١۔ 

Other Adjectival Suffixes اوناون [-ā van] اواو [-ā vnā ] وو [-vant] وو [-vantī ] رر  
[-sā r]  [-lā ] اا  [-hrā ]  [-hlā ] 
Note that some of these are direct borrowings from Sanskrit. Study the following chart.

(beautiful) و   (beautiful) ون  ُ  ←  (to be beautiful)  

(attractive) و   ←  (desire)  

(meritorious)   ←  (quality)  

(of good character)   ←  (good character)  

(kind) ر   ←  (meeting, company)  
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(last)  ِ  ←  (behind)  

(hazy)  ُ د  ←  (haze) ھ  ُ د

(golden) ا   ←  (gold)  

(silver) ر   ←  (rupee) رو 

F. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

َ  ←  (power) ١۔  
ر  ←  (juice, essence; pleasure) رس  ٢۔ 

و م  د  ←  (dharma; righteousness) م  د ٣۔ 
ا  ←  (ahead, next) آ  ٤۔ 

ا ا  ←  (one) ا  ٥۔ 

3.39 Diminutive Suffixes 

The most common diminutive suffix in Urdu is simply the feminine marker ى. When applied 
to animals, it may suggest either natural gender or diminution. When applied to inanimate 
objects, it suggests diminution.

(small bowl) رى  (bowl) را
(small cup)  (cup; bowl) 

A. Use the diminutive suffix to form diminutive counterparts of the following.

(spoon, tablespoon) ٢۔    (account; day-book; note) ١۔  
(cable, thick rope) ر  ٤۔   (leaf) ٣۔  

(mountain) ڑ  ٦۔   (shoe) ٥۔  

The Diminutive Noun with  [-chī ] 
Occasionally, Urdu produces further diminution of the Persian diminutive suffix  [cha] by 
changing it to the feminine . This is in keeping with Urdu’s pattern of diminution by the 
feminine gender; for example,  (shoe) and  (small shoe).

(small pot) د   ←  (pot) د 
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B. Form the diminutive noun using . Then guess the meaning of the resulting noun.

(chest, case) وق  ١۔ 

The Colloquial Diminutive  [-iyā ] 
Diminutive nouns ending in this suffix are almost always grammatically feminine in Urdu. 
Note that suffixation results in the shortening of the long vowel in the initial syllable. This 
suffix is particularly common in registers of Urdu that echo local dialects and is often found 
in idioms, poetry, and classic film songs that evoke this context. 

(eye) ا  (eye) آ

Nouns of this form are pluralized by suffixing ں (or, considered differently but to the same 
effect, by dropping ا and suffixing the feminine plural suffix اں-).

(eyes) ں ا  (eye) ا

C. Form colloquial diminutives from the following nouns. Be sure to shorten long vowels where appropriate.

(mango) ٣۔آم   (sore, boil) ڑا  ٢۔   (box) ڈ  ١۔ 
(matter, word) ت  ٦۔   (night) ٥۔رات    (wing, feather) ٤۔  

The Affective Diminutive ر [-ar] ڑ [-aṛ] رارا [-rā ] ڑاڑا [-ṛ ā ] and occasionally 
 [-lā ] or ل [-al] 

These suffixes are are all Prakritic and, although diminutive in principle, this family of suf-
fixes may also convey an emotional attitude of adoration or cuteness about the object 
rather than an actual diminution. 

(mouth, face) ا   (face)  ُ
(calf) ا   (calf)  

These suffixes are among the most emotive and colorful in Urdu. The following word is 
often used to tease friends or family:

(foolish) را  ِ
 (empty, vacuous; mean)  

Consider the following chart, which reviews vocabulary related to the verb  [thā pnā ] (to 
tap, beat, pat). Note the differences among the various derived nouns. Pay close attention 
to the meaning conveyed by the affective diminutive. 

(to pat a child to sleep; to soothe)  

(a tap, pat)  
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(to pat, tap, beat)  

(paw-print; hand-print; a mark)  

(tap, pat, slap; strike of a drum) پ 
(slap, smack) ا   /    /

(clapping of the hands; slap of the hands) ى 

The diminutive suffixes  ڑى ,رى, or  are also commonly used.

(petal, leaf of a flower) ى   (feather, wing)  

D. Use the suffix ڑا to derive the corresponding diminutive nouns from the following words and give 
their meanings. 

(life, soul) ٢۔    (a little, a bit) ١۔  

E. Read the following list of words and their meanings. What inferences can you draw about the 
registers in which this suffix is used and the connotations that it carries?

(thick, corpulent) ا   (stout; strong, robust) ا 

(little, small) ڑا 

(refuse [from meat]) ا 

(nonsense prattle; a rigmarole) ا 

(puerile; stupid) را   (empty)  
(life; beloved; pleasure) ڑا   (life)  

(great, constant suffering) ا  ُد  (pain) د 

(a diaper-cloth) ا   (child) ت 

(jaw, lower part of the face) ا   ([rare in Urdu] jaw)  

F. Use the suffix ڑى to derive diminutive nouns. Shorten long vowels in initial syllables except in 2.

(scale) ٤۔    (thread) ٣۔    (intestine) او  ٢۔   (intestine) آ  ١۔ 
(large turban) گ  ٨۔   (slab) ٧۔    (molasses) راب  ٦۔   (eye) آ  ٥۔ 
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The Diminutives  [-ulā ], وو [-aulā , olā ], وڑاوڑا [-auṛ ā , oṛ ā ], وراورا [-aurā , -aurī ] 

(a small bedstead, small cot)  ←  (cot, bedstead) ٹ
(betel leaf prepared to be chewed and swallowed) ڑى

G. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

  ←  (jerk) ٢۔     ←  (snake) ١۔  

Relative Diminutives with  [-el] and  [-elī ] 
(female’s female friend)   (female’s female friend)  

(palm)   (hand)  

Relative Diminutive Suffix ت [-at] 
This suffix forms abstract nouns.

(hue, tone [esp. of skin]) ر   (color) ر 

Relative Diminutives with the Suffix  [-kī ] 
This suffix is sometimes used to form diminutive verbal nouns. Compare with similar nouns 
formed with  [kā ]. 

(a dive; a dunk) ُڈ   (to be immersed, drown) ڈو 

H. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

ِ  ←  (to turn) ١۔  

3.40 Feminine Suffixes 

The most common feminine suffix in Urdu is ى [-ī ].

(girl)  (boy) 

This suffix is etymologically related to the colloquial suffix  [iyā ]. 

(bitch) ِ ُ  (male dog) ّ ُ

A. Given the meaning of the word on the right, guess the meaning of the word on the left.

 (an old man) ڑ  ١۔ 

The Femininizing ن- Suffixes 
Urdu uses several related suffixes to produce feminine nouns. Among the most common of 
these suffixes is ن [-an, -in]. This suffix is comparable to the English suffixes -ess, -woman, 
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etc. Note that word-final long vowels such as ا and ى in the masculine word are typically 
elided. Suffixation may involve vowel shortening, but does not require it.

(lady goldsmith; wife of a goldsmith) رن  ُ  (goldsmith) ر 
(female snake)   (snake) گ 

(wife) د   (husband) د 

This suffix is also found in feminine personal names. 

(Rahiman) ر   (Rahim) ر 

B. Use the suffix ن to form the female counterparts of the following nouns. 

(ironsmith) ر  ٤۔   (sweeper) ار  ٣۔   (cowherd) ا  ٢۔   (carpenter) ١۔  
(trader) ر  ٨۔   (bearer) ر  ٧۔   (washerman) د  ٦۔   (potter) ر  ٥۔ 

(jackal) ر  ١٠۔  (robber) ڈا  ٩۔ 

The Suffix اا / اا [-ā in, -ā yan] 
This suffix typically marks the feminine gender, especially that of social groups and 
professions. Suffixation does not require vowel shortening. Note that word-final long ى 
[ī] is elided.

(headman’s wife; headwoman) ا  د  (headman) ى  د

C. Use the suffix ا to form the corresponding female of the given noun and give its meaning. 

(confectioner) ا  ٤۔   (butcher) ٣۔    (diviner) او  ٢۔   (pandit) ت  ١۔ 
(boss) ٥۔  

The Suffix  [-nī ] 
Like the other suffixes discussed here, this one, too, marks the feminine counterpart to 
masculine nouns. One of its many uses is as the preferred marker for the female form of 
animals. Suffixation does not require vowel shortening.

(female camel) او   ←  (camel) او 
(mistress) ا   ←  (master) د  ا
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D. Use the suffix form  to form the female counterpart of the following nouns.

(commander; Sikh) دار  ٣۔   (elephant) ٢۔    (peacock) ر  ١۔ 
(menial servant) ا   ٤۔ 

The Suffix اا [-ā nī ] 
The final suffix in this group likewise forms female counterparts. In this case, most of the 
nouns refer to humans. Suffixation does not require vowel shortening.

(husband’s [younger] brother’s wife) را  د  (husband’s [younger] brother) ر  د

E. Derive the feminine counterparts of the following words using the suffix ا [-ā nī ] and give the 
meaning of the resulting word.

(husband’s elder brother) ھ  ٣۔   (servant) ٢۔    (merchant) ١۔  
 (headman) ى  د ٥۔   (boss) ٤۔  

3.41 Noun Pairs and Hindi Idioms 

Now that we have covered the forms of most Urdu nouns, we shall turn our attention 
briefly to some of the ways in which Urdu builds idioms from its vast vocabulary in the 
Hindi register. One of the most interesting ways is by pairing. Consider the following nouns, 
which are built of verb pairs conjugated in the simple past tense.

([that which has been] eaten and drunk)      
([that which has been] spoken and heard)     ُ  

In many cases, the main meaning of the compound is found in the first element of the pair 
and the second element lends color.

(remaining, surviving, residual)    ر  (to endure)   (to remain) ر 

Some pairs of verbs have become so closely associated that they are often the basis of mul-
tiple compounds. Note that the part of speech of the verbal nouns or adjectives determines 
the part of speech of the compound.

(food and drink; cuisine) ن  ن   (to drink)   (to eat)  

(lifestyle)    ر  (to endure)   (to live) ر 
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As is obvious from the above compounds, the pairing of nouns in Urdu often yields a term 
the sense of which is greater than the sum of its parts.

(association) ل     (to be united)   (to meet)   
(conversation; idiom, parlance) ل  ل   (to move)   (to speak)   

Some pairs retain verbs that have become rare or archaic.

(long forgotten) ا     (archaic)(to forget)  ِ  (to forget, mistake)  

A. Given the meaning of the word or words on the right, estimate the meaning of the pairs on the left.

   (to write)   (to read) ١۔  
ر ٹ   (to strike) ر   (to steal) ٢۔  

د    (to jump) د   (to play) ٣۔  
ك ل   (to blunder)   (to forget) ٤۔  

دوڑ گ   (to race) دوڑ   (to run) ٥۔  
   (to understand)   (to be seen) ٦۔  
ٹ   (to clip)   (to cut) ٧۔  
ت   (to think)   (to tell) ٨۔  

ن   (to pick up, gather)   (to sift) ٩۔  
   (to comprehend)   (to understand) ١٠۔  

Pairs Built from a Common Verb 
A second kind of coumpound is built from words derived from the same verb. Once again, 
the meaning of the resulting pair is often greater than the sum of its parts; that is, it is 
semantically more extensive.

One way to form such words is to conjoin two verbal nouns with similar meanings. In 
these cases, the meaning of the resulting phrase is closely tied to the first word in the pair, 
the second element adding color or breadth.

(conduct, behavior) ل    (to move, go)  

Another is to combine verbal nouns derived from two different levels of transitivity (e.g. 
intransitive-transitive; passive-active) of the verb or causality (e.g. transitive-causitive). 
The meaning of these words is typically close to that of the first word in the pair, but 
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often suggest that more people than just the agent of the first word are involved in 
the action or emphasize thoroughness.

(departure; transit) ؤ     (to move, go)  

Such compounds may also be the basis of adjectives formed with participles.

(to make hear, recite)   (to hear)  

(hearsay, rumor) ت     

A third common combination involves the masculine and feminine past participles of the 
verb. These often imply an intensity of action.

(staring, gazing; observation) د    د د 

The final forms that we will note here are those that do not follow a set pattern, but involve 
two words derived from the same verb.

(a maze) ں  َ ُ ُ  (to forget)  

(openly)  ّ ُ   َّ ُ  (to open)  

B. Given the meaning of the verb on the right, estimate the meaning of the word on the left.

ؤ ر   ر  (to keep) ر  ٢۔  پ     (to meet) ١۔  
 (to heat) ٤۔     (to move, leave) ٣۔  

  (to be made) ٥۔  

3.42 Rhymed Pairs

Some nouns are formed by pairing a noun with a rhyming word. Sometimes, the rhyming 
word has an independent existence which colors the meaning of the new word. Compare 
with the English “wear and tear.” The meanings of these compounds tend to be greater 
than the sum of their parts.

(intellect, intelligence)     (to comprehend)    (to appear)  

In many cases, the meaning of the rhyming word is irrelevant to the meaning of the phrase, 
even if it has an independent existence. In these cases, it simply augments, colors, or gives 
mood to the main word. Among the most common patterns for pairing is the substitution 
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of the long vowel in the first pattern with ا [ā ] in the second. The effect of the rhyming word 
is similar to the English “and so on” or “and what have you.”

(investigation, inquiry; scrutiny)     (to cut)   (to ask)  

(teasing) ڑ     (to leave) ڑ   (to tease)  

(investigation, inquiry; scrutiny) چ      (to read)   (to sell)  

A second trend is to build compounds from one meaningful term and one meaningless one. 
The effect of the nonsensical term is likewise similar to the English “and so on” or “and what 
have you.” Sometimes, its idiomatic force is similar the dismissive “or whatever.” Often, these 
compounds are used for humorous effect. In terms of form, the first consonant of the rhyming 
word is most commonly replaced by و [v] or ش [sh] Compare with the English “palsy-walsy.”

(tea and such) وا   
(party and what have you) وار    ر

(studying or whatever) وڑ   
(songs and what have you)   

Some rhymed pairs often have idiomatic meanings. The following is built of two meaning-
ful elements.

(disreputable; improper; of little worth) و    ا

A. Read the following couplets by Inshā and Dāġh and translate them into English. Try to capture 
the rhetorical nuances of the rhyming pairs.

اور  اك    ا ل    ڑ    اب 
    ك  ى  ں     

      ں  و   ا
  ى    ے  ے  ا

B. Use a dictionary to learn about the following pairs.

ڈ   ا ٥۔  پ  پ  ا ٤۔  اڑاؤُ  ُؤ  ٣۔ ڑ  ڑ  ٢۔  ڑ  ڑ  ۱۔ 

3.43 Word Pairs and Urdu Idioms 

The word forms covered in this unit appear in a large number of Urdu idioms and proverbs. 
In this section, we shall study some idioms that include repetition, rhyme, or word pairs. 
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Translate each of the following Urdu idioms literally into English. Then choose the English 
idiom that most closely approximates it.

  و   د   ١۔ 
(All countries are a wise man’s home.)  

(When in Rome, do as the Romans.)  

(In every country, the sun rises in the morning.)  

  و     ٢۔ 
(Covetousness is always filling a bottomless vessel.)  

(You reap what you sow.)  

(Begun is half done.)  

  ب   ٣۔ 
(Tuesday in the desert.)  

(Cheaters never prosper.)  

(Happy despite unfavorable circumstances.)  

ر    ا  د     ا ٤۔ 
(For all one’s efforts to come to naught.)  

(For one’s idea not to be implemented.)  

(To meet with opposition.)  

    ے  ا  ٥۔ 
(Fair words don’t fill the pockets.)  

(God fills the full.)  

(Better God than gold.)  

ن ا    ن    ن  ٦۔ 
(He who has gold is a welcome guest.)  

(Ready or not, here I come.)  

(Unbidden guests are often welcome when gone)  
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راہ ں  و ہ  ں  ٧۔ 
(Better to have than to wish.)  

(A beaten path is a safe one.)  

(Where there’s a will, there’s a way)  

  آ     ٨۔ 
(Truth knows no fear.)  

(Where there’s smoke, there’s fire.)  

(Truth never grows old.)  

ان   ن  د   او ٩۔ 
(All that glitters isn’t gold.)  

(Corruption wins not more than honesty.)  

(The truth is a bitter pill to swallow.)  

ن      ن  ١٠۔ 
(Health is wealth.)  

(The world has people of all sorts.)  

(Better to live well than long.)  

3.44 Suggestions for Further Study 

Since the Hindi element is in many ways the structural backbone of Urdu, virtually any text 
in Urdu will contain copious amounts of vocabulary in this register. The following texts are 
recommended for their balance of Hindi elements with others and because the use of Hindi 
registers in them is especially rich. ʿIṣmat Chughtā ʾī , Ṭeṛhī  Lakī r; ʿIṣmat Chughtā ʾī , Kā ġ haż ī  
Hai Pairahan; Mī rā jī , Mī rā jī  ke Gī t; Premchand, Godā n; Qurrat ul-ʿAin Ḥaidar. Ā g kā  Daryā ; 
Ibn-e Ṣafī . Jā sū sī  Dunyā .
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UNIT 4 
THE PERSIAN ELEMENT

Although a large number of words borrowed into Urdu are Arabic in origin, many of them 
have entered Urdu not directly from Arabic, but through Persian. The importance of Persian 
as the conduit of a large number of words is evinced by the form of certain Arabic words, 
such as  and , whose form is unique to Urdu and Persian. (In Arabic, they are written 
and pronounced as  and .)

As the language of administration and literary arts at the courts of the Delhi Sultanate 
and Mughals, a classical language during the British-colonial period, and a language of clas-
sical study, cultural capital, religious significance, and academic interest since the formation 
of India and Pakistan, Persian has occupied a central position in the linguistic history and 
intellectual life of South Asia for more than half a millenium. Its impression on Urdu has 
been especially profound, since many early Urdu writers drew inspiration from the forms, 
themes, and vocabulary of Persian literature. This unit introduces students to the ways in 
which Persian is used in Urdu, beginning with basic morphological elements and advanc-
ing to an introduction to Persian proverbs and poetry.

Before beginning, readers should familiarize themselves with the following key terms, which 
are among the most commonly used Persian words and phrases in Urdu. They, their relatives, and 
the word-building patterns that they exhibit will be among the main points of focus in this unit.

(effort)   (life) ز   (age, time) ز   (heart) دل 
(proceeding, activity) رروا   (perhaps)   (happiness)   (happy) ش 

(young, youth) ان   (never)   (salary) اہ   (successful) ب 
(magician) دو   (mad, insane) ا  د  (animal) ر   (discovery) در 

(my dear; beloved) ن    (past, bygone)   (journalist) ر     (supervision) ا 

4.1 Recognizing Persian Words 

There are several signs that an Urdu word is of Persian origin. The most obvious is the 
presence of the letter ژ, which is unique to Persian words (and a handful of English 
borrowings) in Urdu. 

The easiest way to identify a Persian word in Urdu apart from knowledge of 
Persian forms is by process of elimination. If a word lacks tell tale Indic letters, contains 
a letter representing a sound that is not Indic, and contains a letter that is not found 
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in Arabic, it is probably Persian. The tell tale Indic letters are the retroflexes ڑ ڈ   and ٹ 
the ھ of aspiration. Words with these letters are Indic and never borrowed from Persian. An 
example of a non-Indic sound is z. Recall that Urdu has four letters representing this sound, 
three of which are borrowed exclusively from words of Arabic origin (except for rare cases 
in which ذ is used in Persian words). This leaves ز as the letter for a Persian z. The Urdu letters 
representing sounds not classically found in Indic languages and not borrowed exclusively 
from Arabic are

ق غ  ژ  ز  خ 

Because these letters, with the exception of ژ, are also found in Arabic words, their presence 
alone in is not necessarily an indication of Persian origin. However, when any of these let-
ters is found in a word that also contains letters not found in Arabic, we may assume that 
the word is Persian. (Of course, the word may also be borrowed from another language, 
such as Turkish, but the proportion of such words in Urdu is small.) The Urdu letters found 
in Persian, but not found in Arabic, are

 [”e” only] ے   [”o” only] و  گ  چ  پ 

By the letters ے [e] and و [o] are meant only these two specific vowel sounds. Arabic lacks 
them, but it does have the equivalents of ے [ai] ى [ī ] و [au] and و [ū ]; for example, the Arabic 
words  (ḳhair),  (kabī r), م  (yaum), and ر  (mashhū r).

When a word contains both a letter from the first row (ق غ  ژ  ز   and a letter from the (خ 
second (ے و  گ  چ   .is [e], it is safe to assume that it is a Persian word ے is [o] and و where ,(پ 
For example, the word  (thing) contains the non-Indic letter ز and the non-Arabic letter 
 ;and we can therefore correctly infer that it is a Persian word. Likewise,  [ḳ hez] (-rising چ
-raising) contains two non-Indic letters ز and خ as well as the non-Arabic vowel “e” and we 
can therefore correctly infer that it, too, is Persian. By contrast, the word گ  (rein) contains 
the non-Arabic letter گ, but lacks a non-Indic letter and could therefore be either Indic or 
Persian. (It is Indic.) By contrast, the word ف  (pottery) contains all non-Indic letters, but 
since it lacks a non-Arabic one, it could be either Arabic or Persian. (It is Arabic.)

Some words that contain what are here called “non-Indic” letters are in fact Indic 
words. This may seem unintuitive, indeed self-contradictory, but the long history of 
contact among Persian and Indic languages has led to the adoption of non-Indic let-
ters and sounds into Indic languages. For example, the words ا ُ  (gangster; lout, bully) 
and را  (the smacking of the mouth when eating; the taste in one’s mouth) contain 
the non-Indic letters غ and خ along with the Indic ٹ and ڈ. Some writers may prefer غ 
and خ instead of the Indic گ and , but Urdu writers and speakers have written and 
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pronounced ا  this way since at least the eighteenth century and را  since at least the 
nineteenth. It may make sense from a classicist’s perspective to consider خ and غ as 
non-Indic, since Sanskrit, for example, lacks them, but, seen from Urdu’s perspective, this 
label is somewhat misleading.

Note also that the guidelines suggested here apply to Urdu because most of Urdu's 
non-Arabic, non-Indic vocabulary comes from Persian. Likewise, there is a small number of 
Turkish words that might seem to be Persian; for example,  (a kind of cloak). Thus, these 
guidelines for identifying Persian loanwords are simply a helpful starting point. By closely 
studying the Persian patterns of word-building surveyed in this unit, you will be able to 
identify Persian loanwords with confidence and ease.

A. Use the guidelines in this section to help you determine which of the following must be Persian 
(or are at least very likely to be). (Note that not all words are Persian.)

[sīrat] ت   [fauz] ز از   ز  ق  ا خ  غ  ا 
 [soz] ز   [doz] دوز خ  زد  ں      

[ḳhorāk] راك   [furoġh] وغ  از  ا ز  ز  پ  داز   َ اغ 

4.2 Overview of Simple and Compound Persian Words 

Most Persian words can be divided into two kinds, simple and compound.
Simple words comprise only one independently meaningful element. Here are three 

examples:

(smell)   (happiness)   (fine, nice, good) ش 

Compound words comprise more than one independently meaningful element. For 
example, the simple adjective and nouns above can be combined to form a compound 
adjective or noun.

(sweet aroma, fragrance)  ←  (smell)   (fine, good, nice) ش  

Persian compounds may built of adjectives, nouns, and participles.

(washroom)    ←  (house)  (bathing) 

(knowledge-loving) دو    ←  (friend) دو  (knowledge) 

(pleasant) اج ش   ←  (temperament) اج  (fine) ش
(calligrapher; penman)  ش  ←  (-writing/-writer)  (fine) ش
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A. Read the following compound words aloud and identify the simple words from which they are built.

ل ض   د  ل    رو رت  رت   

B. Combine the simple nouns and adjectives to form compound nouns and/or adjectives. Guess their 
meanings and check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

(state) ل   (fine) ش  ٢۔   (form) رت   (fine) ب  ١۔ 
(state) ل   (bad) ٤۔    (form) رت   (bad) ٣۔  

4.3 Persian Nominal Suffixes—Simple Persian Nouns and Adjectives

Like English and other Indo-European languages, Persian forms words through prefixation, 
suffixation, and the combination of words or word-elements. The most common Persian 
suffixes are surveyed here.

The Relative Noun with ہ [ā ] 
Relative nouns are formed by suffixing ہ to a noun or adjective. The resulting word is typically 
close in meaning to the root word, sometimes instrumental, and occasionally diminutive. The 
resulting word will always be a noun. 

(mouth [of a river, water-bag, drain]; bit [of a bridle]) د   ←  (mouth) ن  د
(week; Saturday)   ←  (seven)  

A. Form the relative nouns of the following words with ہ. Then choose the best meaning from those given.

(paw)  (finger)  (decimal)  ______  ←  (five) ١۔  
(forthright)  (profession)  (rear)  ______  ←  (before, in front of) ٢۔  

(a small piece)  (tower)  (tiny)  ______  ←  (small) د  ٣۔ 
(day of fasting)  (daily)  (night)  ______  ←  (day) روز  ٤۔ 

(reddish)  (courage)  (tulip)  ______  ←  (red ل  ٥۔ 
(handle)  (handy)  (deftness)  ______  ←  (hand) د  ٦۔ 

The Relative Noun with اا [-ā nā ] 
Occasionally, the relative noun is formed by suffixing ا to a noun or adjective. 

(glove) د   ←  (hand) د 
(a dish made of rice, ghee, and sugar) ا   ←  (sugar)  
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B. Form the relative nouns of the following words with ا. Then choose the meaning from those given.

(lawyer)  (fine)  (lawful)  ______  ←  (crime) م  ١۔ 
(arrival)  (dismissed)  (parting present)  ______  ←  (departure) ر  ٢۔ 

  (engagement)  (instrument played at a wedding)  ______  ←  (wedding) دى  ٣۔ 
(grateful)  (love)  (a gift for thanks)  ______  ←  (thanks) ٤۔  

The Diminutive Noun with ك [-ak] 
Diminutive nouns are occasionally formed by suffixing ك [ak]. 

(small worm; firefly)  َ  ←  (worm) م 

This suffix is sometimes used to form relative nouns. In these cases, the noun often carries 
either a concrete or specialist meaning. Abstraction is rare.

(syphilis) آ   ←  (fire) آ 

Occasionally, relative nouns formed with this suffix refer to an action associated with the noun.

(knocking, rapping) د   ←  (hand) د 
(ignition) ا   ←  (ignition) ل  ا

C. Form the diminutive relative nouns of the following words using ك. Then choose the most likely 
meaning from the options given.

(jewelry)  (chest)  (small box)  ______  ←  (box) ُدرج  ١۔ 
(fatigue)  (wink)  (fountain)  ______  ←  (eye) ٢۔  
(visible)  (a visionary)  (spectacles)  ______  ←  (eye) ٣۔  

(lowly man)  (manly)  (emasculation)  ______  ←  (man) د  ٤۔ 
(pipeline)  (tubular)  (arrow)  ______  ←  (pipe, tube) و  ٥۔ 

The Diminutive Noun with  /  [-chā  / ī chā ] 
Diminutive nouns are sometimes formed using these suffixes. Note that ہ [a] is dropped 
from the end of the root word. Nouns built with this suffix are rarely, if ever, abstract.

(small opening; vent) در   ←  (door) در 
(diary) روز   ←  (daily paper) روز 

(plum) آ   ←  (plum) را    آ  (P: plum; U: potato) آ 
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D. Form the diminutive noun using  (or  in the case of #5). Then choose the most likely meaning 
of the resulting noun.

(notebook)  (letter)  (a folder)  _____  ←  (book) ب  ١۔ 
(roundabout)  (vagabond)  (alley)  _____  ←  (road, lane) ٢۔  

(proximity)  (incomplete)  (short-sword)  _____  ←  (half) ٣۔  
(a utensil)  (a stove)  (small pot)  _____  ←  (pot) د  ٤۔ 

(a small garden)  (a field)  (a lawn)  _____  ←  (garden) غ  ٥۔ 

Agentive Suffixes
Persian forms a large number of agentive nouns and adjectives by suffixation. This section 
surveys the most common ones in Urdu.

The following suffixes are all related to the verbs آوردن [ā vardan/ā vurdan] (to bring) 
and دن  [burdan] (to take, carry). They are especially productive in Urdu and carry a sense 
of possession or performance.

[-yār] ر -  [-var] ور-  [-vār] وار-  [-er] -   [-ār] ار-  [-āvar] اور-

Here follow examples:
(strong) آور  زور   ←  (strength) زور 

(leader, commander, general; lit. year-possessor) ر   ←  (year) ل 
(animal) ر   ←  (life) ن 

(courageous) د   ←  (heart) دل 
(a candidate) وار  ا  ←  (hope) ا 

(king) ر   ←  (city)  

E. Combine the word on the right with the possessive-agentive suffix. Then choose the best meaning.

(wealthy)  (God)  (fortunate)  __________  ← ر   (luck) ١۔  
(sleepy)  (friendly)  (intelligent)  __________  ← ر   (awareness) ش  ٢۔

(broken)  (guilty)  (judge)  __________  ← وار   (fault) ر  ٣۔ 
(worth)  (judgment)  (worthy)  __________  ← وار   (requital) ا  ٤۔

(hat)  (soldier)  (leader)  __________  ← ور   (head) ٥۔  
(king)  (book)  (poet)  __________  ← ور   (speech) ٦۔ 

(senior)  (wealthy)  (powerful)  __________  ← ور   (power) ٧۔ 
(poor)  (fortunate)  (profit)  __________  ← ور   (fortune) ہ  ٨۔
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The Agentive Suffix نن  [-bā n] 
This suffix and its cousin وان form agentive nouns and adjectives. They are comparable to 
the English -keeper. Note that the Persian ن  (-keeper) is etymologically connected to وان 
(compare with Sanskrit वान् [vā n]) and that both are found in Indic languages. This makes 
it difficult to say with certainty in many cases, especially in cases when the suffix is applied 
to an English borrowing, whether it has been borrowed from Persian, Sanskrit, or Prakrit. 
In fact, one might argue that the suffixes in these languages are so close, and the linguistic 
traditions so intertwined, that, in this case, the distinction is not meaningful.

(gardener) ن   ←  (garden) غ 
(kind; a kind person, friend) ن   ←  (kindness)  

(coachman) ان   ←  (coach) چ 
(coachman, driver) ن  ڑى   ←  (coach) ڑى 

F. Form agentive nouns or adjectives by suffixing ن  [bā n] to the following words. Then give their 
meanings. Some of the meanings of these words are highly idiomatic, so be sure to check your 
guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

(support) ٥۔    (protection) س  ٤۔   (wind) د  ٣۔   (table) ٢۔    (door) در  ١۔ 
(sight) ہ  ١٠۔   (passage) ر  ٩۔   (dog) ٨۔    (shade) ٧۔    (boat) ٦۔  

The Agentive Suffix of Occupation  [-chī ] 
This suffix, which Persian borrows from Turkish, forms agentive nouns of profession, occu-
pation, or habit and is comparable to the English suffix -er. Note that suffixation requires ہ 
to be dropped from the end of the word and may affect internal vowel patterns.

(tabla player)  َ َ  ←  (tabla)  

Some examples are quite idiomatic.

(a cook, a chef; lit. one who is trusted) ور   ←   (trust) ور 

G. Form agentive nouns or adjectives by suffixing  to the following words. Then estimate their 
meanings.

(clarion) ٣۔    (target) ٢۔    (rifle) وق  ١۔ 
(kettle-drum) رہ  ٥۔   (opium) ا  ٤۔ 
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The Agentive Suffixes  [-gar] رر  [-gā r] رر  [-kā r] 
These agentive suffixes are perhaps the most common in Persian. They are cognate with 
a large number of words in Persian, Sanskrit, and Urdu meaning “to do” and hence are 
comparable with the English -er, -doer, and -maker, and -smith. Words formed with these 
suffixes may be nouns or adjectives (or both).

(self-working; automatic, automated) ر  د  ←  (self) د 
(God) ر  ورد  ←  (raised, protected) وردہ 

(magician) دو   ←  (magic) دو 
(successful, useful; a workman) ر   ←  (work) ر 

H. Form agentive nouns or adjectives with the given suffix, then guess the meaning of the 
resulting word.

 (gold) زر  ٣۔    (power) ان  ٢۔    (game) زى  ١۔ 
ر  (torment)  ِ ٦۔  ر   (help) د  ٥۔    (trade) دا  ٤۔ 

ر  (act, performance) ادا  ٨۔  ر   (art) ٧۔  

Adjectival Suffixes 
The following suffixes form adjectives that connote appearance, feeling, quality, or state.

The Suffixes of Character  [-ī n]  [-gī n]  [-ī nā ]  [-gī nā ] 
These suffixes give the sense of being possessed or full of, or characterized by, a particular 
quality. Compare with the English -ful, -like, and -y, and the Latin -ous. 

(grievous, sorrowful)   ←  (grief, sorrow)  

(colorful) ر   ←  (color) ر 
(old) د   ←  (long while) د 

Often, these adjectival suffixes are combined with the nominalizing suffix ہ.

(woolen cloth)   ←  (woolen)   ←  (wool)  

(a mirror; lit. possessed of water-like qualities [luster]) آ   ←  (water) آب 

Sometimes, the suffixes  and  generate adjectives. 

 (old) د   ←  (long while) د 
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Abstract nouns can be formed from these adjectives by suffixing ى. 

(sorrowfulness)   ←  (sorrowful)   ←  (sorrow) ١۔ 

I. Form adjectives or nouns from the following nouns using the suffix on the left and give their meaning.

 (stone) ٣۔     (shame) م  ٢۔    (wrath)  َ ١۔ 
 (less, low) ٦۔     (interest) ق  ٥۔    (fire) آ  ٤۔ 

The Suffixes of Possession  [-mand] and وو [-vand] 
These suffixes form adjectives, and occasionally nouns, describing the possession of a par-
ticular quality. 

(intelligent)     ←  (intellect)  

(profitable) د    ←  (profit) د 
(possessor; Lordship) او   ←  (lord) ا 

Abstract nouns are formed by suffixing ى.

(intelligence) ى     ←  (intelligent)   

J. Form adjectives from the following nouns using  , then form the abstract noun. Give the 
meaning of both.

(wisdom) د  ٤۔   (need) ٣۔    (will) ر  ٢۔   (favor, obligation) ن  ١۔ا
(skill) ٨۔    (worry, thought) ٧۔    (wealth) دو  ٦۔   (knowledge) دا  ٥۔ 

The Adjectival and Adverbial Suffix اا [-ā na] 
This suffix is ubiquitous in Urdu and conveys a sense of manner. Compare with the English -ly.

(friendly) دو   ←  (friend)    دو
(student-related; student-like; in the manner of a student)      ←  (student)     

When ا is suffixed to a word ending in ہ [ā ], the ہ is dropped and گ is infixed.

(child-like; childish)  ←  (child) 

K. Form adjectives from the following nouns using ا  and give the meaning of the resulting word.

(man) د  ٥۔   (lover) ٤۔    (king) ہ  ٣۔   (year) ل  ٢۔   (intoxicated) ١۔  
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Adjectives of Quality with كك  [-nā k] 
This suffix typically forms adjectives of quality. These are most often, but not always, nega-
tive in connotation. Compare with English -laden, -ful.

(regretful) ك  ا  ←  (regret) س  ا
(shameful) ك  م   ←  (shame) م 

L. Form adjectives from the following nouns using the suffix ك  and give the meaning of the 
resulting word.

(shine) ب  ٥۔   (lust) س  ٤۔   (grief) ٣۔    (trajedy) ا  ٢۔   (dread) ف  ١۔ 

Suffixes of Resemblance and Character رر  [-sā r] وشوش [-vash] نن  
[-mā n] ِِ  [-manish]
These suffixes, which are relatively rare, form adjectives and nouns of resemblance. Com-
pare with English -like.

(humble; lit. like dust) ر   ←  (dust) ك 
(moon-like; beautiful) وش  ہ   ←  (moon) ہ 

(lit. millstone-like; the sky) ن  آ  ←  (millstone) آس 
(magnanimous) رگ    ←  (great) رگ 

M. Form adjectives from the following nouns using the suffix given and give the meaning of the 
resulting word.

وش  (sun) ٣۔   وش   (fairy) ى  ٢۔  ر   (shame) م  ١۔ 
 (Sufi) ٥۔   ن   (happy) د  ٤۔ 

Adjectives of Color with مم  [-fā m] 
Compare with English -hued. 

(white/fair-colored) م     ←  (white)  

N. Form adjectives from the following nouns using the suffix م  and give the meaning of the 
resulting word.

(musk)  ُ ٥۔   (tulip) ٤۔    (ruby) ٣۔    (rose) ٢۔    (black) ہ  ١۔ 
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4.4 Persian Suffixes of Place

The Suffix of Place or Time ہہ  [-gā h] 

This suffix can refer to both space and time. It is often used to form abstract nouns. Note 
that it can be written either adjoined to the word or separate from it.

(bedroom) ہ  ا  ←  (dream, sleep) اب 
(eventide) ہ   ←  (evening) م 

(wherever; whenever; always; everywhere) ہ   ←  (every)  

Many of words formed with ہ     have idiomatic meanings:

(a shrine) ہ  در  ←  (in; door) در 
ہ ہ   ←  (prostration) ہ 

(place of prostration; soil from Karbala onto which Shias especially prostrate)

A. Use ہ  to form the nouns of place from the following words and give their meanings.

(rest) آرام  ٤۔   (lesson, class) درس  ٣۔   (education) ٢۔    (Eid) ١۔  

The Suffix of Place  [-khā nā ] 
This ubiquitous suffix indicates a place, especially a physical one. This often distinguishes it 
from ہ , which tends toward abstraction.

(wine-tavern) اب    ←  (wine) اب 
(a house or hall of mirrors)    آ   ←  (mirror) آ  

B. Form the noun of place with the following words using . Then give their meaning.

(books) ٥۔    (guest) ن  ٤۔   (imprisonment) ٣۔    (idol) ٢۔    (wine) ١۔  

The Suffix of Place ہہ  [-kadā ] 
This suffix typically connotes abstract, literary, or poetic registers or contexts and is thus 
distinguished from . It is used in a much smaller number of compounds than , but is 
nonetheless frequent.

(idol-house) ہ     ←  (idol)  

(wine-tavern) ہ     ←  (wine)  
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C. Form the noun of place from the following words with ہ . Then give their meaning.

(pleasure) ت  ٥۔   (idol) ٤۔    (wine)  ُ ٣۔   (fire) آ  ٢۔   (mourning) ١۔  

The Suffix of Land or Region نن  [-stā n / istā n] 
This suffix is regularly encountered in the names of countries. When suffixed to a word 
ending in a consonant, it is pronounced istā n. When suffixed to a word ending in a vowel, 
the initial i is dropped and the suffix is pronounced stā n. Compare with the English -land. 

(Pakistan) ن   ←  (pure) ك 
(fairyland)  [parīstān] ن   ←  (fairy) ى 

D. Form the noun of place or time from the following words with ن . Then give their meaning.

(sugar) ٣۔    (Tajik) ٢۔    (rose) ١۔  
(fragrance) ٥۔    (grave) ٥۔    (mountain) ہ  ٤۔ 

E. Use English and Urdu maps to find all the names of countries ending in -istā n and note their locations.

The Suffix of Abundance زارزار [-zā r] 
This suffix conveys the sense of a abundance or overgrowth.

(meadow) زار     ←  (grass)  

(briar patch, thicket; a place full of thorns) زار  ر   ←  (thorn) ر 
Sometimes, this suffix changes to ر .

(bower) ر   ←  (branch) خ  
(mountain range; mountainous region) ر   ←  (mountain) ہ 

F. Form the noun of place or time from the following words with زار. Then give their meaning.

(green) ہ  ٣۔   (rose) ٢۔    (red poppy; tulip)    ١۔ 

The Suffix of Settlement or Population د دآ  [ā bā d] آ
This suffix is regularly encountered in the names of populated areas, such as cities and 
towns. Compare with the English -town, -ville. It is often written in its independent form 
د) د but is sometimes suffixed as ,(آ .[ā bā d-] ا

(Islamabad) د  آ م  ا  ←  (Islam) م  ا
(Muradabad) د  آ اد   ←  (Murad) اد 
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G. Use a map of South Asia to locate the names of five major cities whose names end in this suffix.

The Suffix of Receptacle داندان [-dā n]
This is often used to indicate a container or receptacle.

(vase) ان   ←  (rose)  

(salt-dish) ان   ←  (salt)  

H. Form nouns of place from the following words with دان. Then give their meaning.

(rubbish) ڑا  ٥۔   (pen, quill) ٤۔   (spittle) ٣۔    (flower) ل  ٢۔   (paan) ن  ١۔ 

The Rare Suffix of Place  [-shan] 
This suffix is used in only one Urdu word. Its etymology is mysterious.

(rose-garden)   ←  (rose)  

Multiplicity 
Some nouns take more than one suffix. In such cases, the difference among the resulting 
compounds is typically one of connotation rather than denotation.

(wine-tavern) ہ     or      ←  (wine) 

(idol-house) ہ      or      ←  (idol) 

In these cases,  tends to carry a broad connotation and used in both concrete and 
abstract nouns, while ہ  typically carries literary or poetical senses. This is not a hard rule, 
of course. There are many poems in which   has poetic and literary connotations. 
Context will typically determine the sense. 

I. Explain the differences in sense among the following words, all of which are often translated into 
English as “garden.”

ن  ار    ←  (rose)  

J. Here follow the names of literary works in Persian and Urdu whose names exhibit the suffixes 
surveyed here. Give literal and idiomatic translations of their meanings. Then learn a bit about them 
by searching online or in a library. Note that the Persian texts have left an indelible impression on 
Urdu literature.

ا ن  ن  ن  ن  ر ن  ن 
ى       ہ    ا زار    ار   ر   

    ے 
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4.5 The Suffix ى 

This is among the most versatile and frequently used Persian suffixes in Urdu. It can be used 
to form both adjectives and nouns. 

When suffixed to nouns, it typically forms relative adjectives.

(of or from Shiraz; Shirazi) ازى   ←  (Shiraz) از 
(familial, hereditary, ancestral) ا   ←  (family) ان 

When suffixed to some nouns, especially agentive ones, it can form abstract relative nouns.

(poetry) ى   ←  (poet)  

(slavery)   ←  (slave) م 

When suffixed to adjectives, it typically forms relative (usually abstract) nouns.

(happiness)   ←  (happy, good) ش 
(beauty) ر   ←  (beautiful) رت 

Nouns and adjectives ending in ہ [a] drop the ہ and take . For example:

(servitude; devotion)  ←  (servant; devotee) ہ َ
(life) ِز  ←  (alive) ہ ِز

This pattern is also used to form abstract nouns from Arabic nouns ending in ہ:

(courageousness)    ا  ←  (courage; fortitude)  

A. Form nouns from the following adjectives and nouns using the patterns discussed in this section. 
Then guess the meanings of the new words and check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

(fine, good) ب  ٢۔   (bad) ١۔  
(stuck, affixed) ہ  ٤۔   (slow[ly])  ِ آ ٣۔ 

(prisoner) ا  ٦۔   (mendicant; fakir) ٥۔  
(present, existent) دہ  ٨۔   (excellent) ہ  ٧۔ 

(mad, insane) ا  د ١٠۔   (manly) دا  ٩۔ 
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4.6 Comparatives and Superlatives 

The Persian comparative  and superlative ِ  suffixes are regular and easy to recognize. 
Study the following:

(worst)  ِ  ←  (worse)   ←  (bad)  

(best)  ِ َ ِ  ←  (better)  َ ِ  ←  (good)  

.is sometimes suffixed to the comparative to form an abstract noun ى

(betterment) ى  ِ  ←  (better)  ِ

A. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the Persian adjectives. Then nominalize the 
comparative. Give their meanings.

(on, over, above) ٢۔    (less, few) ١۔  

4.7 Persian Plurals 

Persian words, especially those referring to human beings, are often pluralized with the 
suffix اں [-ā n], sometimes spelled and pronounced ان [-ā n].

(men) داں   ←  (man) د 
(elders) ں  ر  ←  (elder) رگ 

(well-wishers) ں  ا  ←  (well-wisher) اہ 

When اں appears in a word to which iẓ ā fat attaches, it must be spelled and pronounced 
.since a consonant is required to carry the vowel ِ [e] ,[ā n-e] اِن

(the elders/great figures of the religion) د  ِن  ر

This suffix is also applied to words of Arabic origin, especially in terms or phrases that 
include Persian grammatical constructions (such as iẓ ā fat).

(possessors of taste; connoisseurs) ذوق  ِن   ←  (lord; possessor)  

If a word ends in the vowel ہ [ā], the ہ is dropped and ں  or ن  is suffixed. Note that اں is 
gender-neutral and therefore not used to form plurals of words in which ہ marks feminine 
personal gender in Arabic (for example, ہ ں is not pluralized as وا .(وا

(children) ں   ←  (child)  

(servants; devotees) ں   ←  (servant; devotee) ہ  َ
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A. Pluralize the following nouns using the appropriate form of اں and give their meanings.

(n. enthusiast, fan) ادہ  د ٤۔   (adj. gone) ر  ٣۔   (fine) ب  ٢۔   (lover)  ِ ١۔ 
(emperor) ہ  د ٤۔   ([lord, master; a title [especially of Sufis) ا  ٥۔ 

The Non-Human Pural Suffix  [-hā ] 
Like Persian, Urdu uses this suffix to pluralize words that refer to inanimate objects, espe-
cially in names or phrases in which other Persian grammatical elements are found (such as 
iẓ ā fat). For example:

(The United States of America) اَ  ۂ    َ ِر  ←  (state) ر

When suffixed to words related to time, this plural suffix implies countlessness. It may also 
connote exaggeration.

(lit. many times; repeatedly) ر   ←  (occasion, time) ر

B. Pluralize the following words using  and guess their meanings.

(hundred)  ٢۔  (thousand) ار ١۔ 

The Plural Suffix تت  [-jā t] 
The third Persian plural suffix which Urdu borrows is ت  [-jā t]. Some philologists believe 
that this is in fact a Persianized form of the Arabic plural suffix ات [-ā t]. The suffix ت  [jā t] is 
used exclusively with words ending in ہ that refer to inanimate objects, though not all such 
words are pluralized in this manner. 

There are two ways to write the suffix. The ہ may be dropped to form the plural:

(maps) ت   ←  (map)  

Alternatively, ت  may be written separately:

(copies, etc.) ت     ←  (copy, edition; recipe; prescription)  

Note that in both cases the preceding syllable retains the vowel a (naqsha-jā t; nusḳha-jā t).

C. Pluralize the following nouns with ت  and give their meanings.

(fruit) ہ  ٣۔   (corner) ٢۔    (reference) ا  ١۔
(province, district) ٥۔    ([a] written [text]) ٤۔  
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4.8 Persian Verbs in Urdu 

Although the infinitive forms of Persian verbs are rarely used in Urdu, it is useful to recog-
nize them for the purpose of vocabulary acquisition, since a substantial number of Urdu 
words are derived from them. Fortunately, Persian infinitives, like Persian verbs in general, 
follow predictable patterns. For example, all Persian infinitives end in ن [-an]. Comparative 
study of Persian verbs reveals a number of vowel patterns that can be used to group 
Persian verbs. The following chart reviews the most common ones.

(to adhere) ن  ِ
(to buy) ن  ِ

(to arrive) ن  ِ ر

(to fall) دن  اُ
(to set, place) دن 

(to order دن  ُ
(to rob) دن  ُر

(to show) دن  ُ

(to be) َدن 

(to turn [something]) ن  دا
(to cause to pass) ن  را ُ
(to cause to burn) ن  زا

(to read) ن  ا

(to take, bear) دن 
(to eat) ردن 

(to give) دادن 
(to do) دن 
(to die) دن 

(to strike) َزَدن 
(to happen) َن  ُ

(to come) ن  آ
(to see) ن  د

(to have) دا 
(to pass [something]) ا  ُ
(to portray; to write)  

(to pass)  ُ
(to turn; to become)  

(to write)  ِ

(to lose, to play)  
(to cast, to throw) ا  ا

(to make)  

(to recognize)  

(to ignite) و  ا
(to burn)  

(to learn, to teach) آ 

(to pour) ر 
(to rouse) ا 

(to mix) آ 
(to shine, burn)  

(to acquire)  
(to make haste)  

(to sew)  
(to split)  

(to disturb)  
ُ آ

(to beat, pound)  
(to speak)  

ُ

(to deceive, charm)  

(to go) َر 
(to take)  

(to rise)  
(to decorate) آرا 

(to want, desire) ا 

(to seek)  ُ
(to wash)  ُ

(to sit)  
(to know) دا 

(to break)  

(to close, seal)  

Infinitive Patterns 
The Persian infinitive follows a set of regular rules. The first is that all infinitives end either 
in دن or . The second is that  verbs are preceded by an unvoweled consonant (-ḳ htan, 
-stan, -shtan, -ftan) while some دن verbs are preceded by a long vowel (ā dan, ū dan, ī dan) 
and others are not (-ndan, -rdan, -adan, -udan).
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The Causative Verb Ending ن نا ن or [ā ndan-] ا نا  [ā nī dan-] ا
To form causative verbs, Persian suffixes ان [-ā n] to the present stem and suffixes the verbal 
ending دن [-dan] or ن  [-ī dan]. 

(to [cause to] boil) ن   ←  (to boil) ن 
(to explain) ن   ←  (to understand) ن 

The Ending نن  [-ī dan] 
This is the standard verbalizing suffix in Persian (and the Urdu words derived from the large 
group of Perisan verbs that it forms). Consider the following Persian verbs, which have been 
formed by suffixing ن  [-ī dan] to an Arabic noun.

(sought) ہ   ←  (to seek) ن   ←  (seeking)  

(deadness)   ←  (to die) ن   ←  (death) ت 

Persian Infinitives as Nouns 
In Urdu, as in Persian, infinitives can be used as gerunds, especially in literary contexts or as 
parts of compounds and phrases. 

(the blink of an eye) زدن   

Inifinitives and Nouns of Worth or Fitness 
Suffixing ى to the infinitive form of a Persian verb can produce Urdu words that give the 
sense of worth, fitness, or ability:

(readable, legible; a part of the Quran read daily) ا   ←  (to read) ن  ا
(worth seeing) د   ←  (to see) ن  د

It can also produce idioms:

(income) آ   ←  (to come) ن  آ

A. Given the meaning of the verb on the right, select the meaning of the word on the left.

(fit to go; departing; fleeting)  (gone; fled) ر   ←  (to go) ر  ١۔ 
(hazardous; dangerous)  (fit, deserving to be burnt)   ←  (to burn) ٢۔  

(free; inexpensive)  (obtainable; a loan)   ←  (to obtain) ٣۔  
(fit to be cut; in need of being cut)  (fragile; unstable)   ←  (to cut) ن  ٤۔ 

B. Form the noun of fitness of the following verbs and guess their meanings. 

(to eat) ردن  ٤۔   (to pass) ٣۔    (to reach) ن  ٢۔ ر  (to strike) ١۔ زدن 
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4.9 The Persian Past Stem 

The past stem of a Persian verb is easy to recognize. It is formed simply by dropping the ن 
[-an] ending of the infinitive.

ر  ← ن  ر دا    ← دا 
د  ← دن    ←  

Persian past stems are ubiquitous in Urdu. Many of them are used as simple nouns:

(knowledge, awareness; lit. that which is known) دا   ←  (to know) دا 
(sitting; a session; a seat)  ِ  ←  (to sit)  

A. Write the past stem of the all the verbs in the chart above that share a past-stem ending with at 
least two other verbs (e.g.   ا ا   ). 

4.10 Simple Nouns Adjectives, and Adverbs from the Past Stem 

Simple nouns, adjectives, and adverbs can be derived from the past stem in a number of ways.

The Past Stem as a Noun 
The past stem is often used as a noun in Urdu. Its meaning is typically gerundive, denoting 
the action of the infinitive. Compare with English gerunds endings in -ing (such as “asking” 
from “to ask”).

(buying; cost; that which is sold)   ←  (to purchase) ن 
(seeing, vision; inspection) د   ←  (to see) ن  د

A. Using the definitions for the Persian verbs listed above, guess the meaning of the following nouns. 
Check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

د ٤۔  ٣۔   زد  ٢۔  ر  ١۔ 
د ٧۔  ٦۔   ٦۔   ر  ٥۔ 

B. Memorize the following common Urdu phrases, both of which include the past stem(s) of a 
Persian verb.

(coming and going; traffic) َر  و    َ آ ٢۔   (existence, persistence) د  و  د  ١۔
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Persian Past Participles (Past Stem + ہ) 
The past participle is formed by suffixing ہ [-ā ] to the past stem. This is akin to the English 
-ed and its various forms (e.g. mark → marked; do → done). Although the basic sense of 
past participles is adjectival, they may also be treated as nouns (compare with English “the 
marked”; “the done”) or adverbs. Here are some examples.

Past Participle  Past Stem    Infinitive

(passed, bygone; the past)   ←   ←  (to pass)  

(knowingly) دا   ← دا   ←  (to know) دا 
(selected, select; favored, favorite) ہ   ←   ←  (to select) ن 

C. Write the past participle of the following verbs. Use the chart of infinitives to infer their 
literal meanings.

ن ١٢۔  ر  ١١۔  ١٠۔   ن  ٩۔ر ن  د ٨۔  ن  ٧۔  زدن  ٦۔  دن  ٥۔  ٤۔   ٣۔   ٢۔   آرا  ١۔ 

Past-Stem Nouns with the Suffix ارار [-ā r] 
Another common way that Persian (and Urdu) derive simple nouns from past stems is by 
suffixing ار [ā r]. The resulting nouns typically refer to state or quality associated with the 
action of the verb. 

(speed; gait) ر  ر  ← ر    ←  (to go) ر 

They may also be agentive nouns (-er) or adjectives (-ing).

(worshipper) ر   ←   ←  (to worship)  

Occasionally, they are adjectival and similar in sense to the past participle (-ed). These may 
also be nominalized (“the -ed”).

(seized) ر   ←   ←  (to seize)  

D. Form verbal nouns from the following verbs by suffixing ار [ā r] to the past stem. Use the clues in 
parentheses to help you guess the meaning of the resulting noun.

(agentive noun) ن  ٢۔   (noun) ن  د ١۔ 
(agentive adjective) دن  ٤۔   (noun) ٣۔  

(nominalized adjective) دن  ٥۔ 
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4.11 The Persian Present Stem in Urdu 

The present stem of Persian verbs almost always begins with the initial letters of the infini-
tive form and past stem. It differs from the past stem in that it drops the end of the past 
stem and typically adds a consonant or changes a vowel. This may seem confusing at first, 
but comparative study reveals regular or nearly regular patterns in the formation of most 
present stems from Persian verbs. The following chart shows the relationship between past 
and present stems. The present stem appears to the left of the arrows.

Present Stem ← Past Stem

  ←  

   ←  

رس  ← ر 

ا   ← د  ا
  ← د 

  ← د 
ر   ← د  ر
  ← د 

ش   ← د 

داں  ← دا 
راں  ← را  ُ
زاں  ← زا 

اں  ← ا 

 ← د 
ر  ← رد 

دہ  ← داد 
ُ  ← د 

 ← د 
َزن   ← َزد 
 َ  ←  ُ
آ   ← آ 

  ← د 

دار   ← دا 
ار  ← ا 

ر  ←  

ر  ←  

د  ←  

 ←   ِ

ز  ←  

از  ا  ← ا  ا
ز  ←  

س  ←  

وز  ا  ← و  ا
ز   ←  

ز  آ  ← آ 

ر   ← ر  
ا   ← ا 
آ   ← آ 

ب   ←  

ب   ←  

ب   ←  

ب  آ  ←  ُ آ
ب  ←  

  ←  

 ←  

َرو  ← ر 
 ←  ِ

ف  ←  

ف  ←  

 ←  

آرا  ← آرا 
اہ   ← ا 

 ←  ُ
ُ  ←  ُ

 ِ  ←  ِ
داں  ← دا 

 ←  

 ←  

A. Patterns. Scan the chart to find regular, predictable patterns which obtain between past and 
present stems. Use the groupings to guide you. Then write the patterns in the space provided. The 
first two have been done for you.

وز  …  ←   و  … از  …ا ← … 
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There are occasional exceptions to the regular vowel and consonant patterns that obtain 
between past and present participles.

وش   ← و   ← و 
س   ←   ←  

Even in these examples, however, we note some resemblance to the standard pattern, since 
 is the ش and (ا ← از compare with) ز is the unvoiced counterpart of the standard س
sibilant sibling of س. As exceptions go, they aren’t very exceptional.

Sometimes, more than one present stem is associated with a single past stem. Many 
of these are actually derived from related verbs, often archaic or obsolete, with similar or 
identical meanings.

(from اردن ) ار  ر   ← ردن 
 (from ردن ) ر  ار   ← ا 

The regularity of Persian verb forms also allows for one present stem to be used in multiple 
verbs (and hence for it to have multiple corresponding past stems). 

  ← ن     ←  
  ← ن     ← ب 

B. Use the chart of stems and the rules surveyed here to infer the present stem corresponding to the 
following past stems.

٦۔  دو  ٥۔  ٤۔   ا  ِ ٣۔  د  ُر ٢۔  د  ُ ُ ١۔
ا ١٢۔ دا  ١١۔  ١٠۔  ٩۔   آو  ٨۔  ر  ٧۔ 

C. Write the past stem corresponding to the present stem.

ا ا ٦۔  آز  ٥۔  ار  َ ٤۔  ر  ُ ٣۔  وز  ٢۔ا وز  ا ١۔ 
داز ١٢۔ از  ١١۔  ١٠۔  ش  ٩۔  ٨۔   آو  ٧۔ 

4.12 Present Stem Simple Nouns 

Persian derives nouns and adjectives from the present stem in a number of ways. The fol-
lowing sections survey the patterns most commonly used in Urdu.
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The Present Stem as a Noun 
Sometimes the present stem is used as a noun by itself. Typically, these convey the action 
of the verb and are therefore similar to English gerunds ending in -ing (e.g. to go, going; 
to eat, eating).

(burning; love, ardor) ز    ←  (to burn)  

(melting, melted; anguish) از  ُ  ←  (to melt) ا  ُ

Active participles ہہ  [-indā ] 
Following Persian, Urdu forms active participles by suffixing ہدن [-indā ] to the present stem. 
This is analogous to the English -er ending, as in do → doer. Note that if a present stem 
ends in a long vowel, the suffix changes to either ہ [-indā ] or  ہ  [-yindā ]. The former is 
typically used with stems ending in ا [ā ], the latter with those ending in و [o, ū ]. 

Noun   Present Stem  Verb  

(bird) ہ  ِ  ←   ←  (to fly; to flutter) ن 
(resident, citizen) ہ   ← ش   ←  (to be) دن 

(n. the future; adv. in the future) ہ  آ  ← آ   ←  (to come) ن  آ

The active participle, like all other nouns ending in ہ which refer to sentient beings, is 
pluralized by dropping ہ and suffixing ں  or ن . 

(residents) ں    ←  (resident) ہ 

A. Write the singular and plural forms of the active participle of the following verbs and give their 
meanings. Use the regular patterns or the chart of present and past stems to resolve ambiguities.

(to do) دن   ٤۔   (to read) ن  ا   ٣۔   (to write)    ٢۔   (to exibit, represent) دن     ١۔ 
(to see) ن  د ٨۔   (to go) ر    ٧۔   (to say)    ٦۔   (to give) دادن    ٥۔ 

(to write)    ١٠۔   (to know) دا    ٩۔ 

B. Read and translate the following Persian idiom, which is commonly used in Urdu. 

ہ ہ  ١۔ 

Adjectives and Nouns of Agency with ا [ā ] 
Suffixing ا [ā ] to the present stem forms agentive adjectives in Persian (compare with 
English -ing). Sometimes, these adjectives are nominalized. When the verb stem ends in a 
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vowel, ى is infixed and the suffix changes to  [yā ]. Thus, with regard to the verb ا  (to 
be able), by suffixing ا to the present stem ان , we are left with ا  (powerful, strong). Like-
wise, suffixing ا to  (the present stem of  [to speak]) yields  (speaking [not mute]; a 
speaker; idiom. “as if to say,” “you might say”).

(powerful, strong) ا   ← ان   ←  (to be able) ا 
(speaking; speaker; idiom. “as if“)   ←   ←  (to say)  

Abstract nouns can be formed from nouns of agency by suffixing ى [ī ]:

(capability, power) ا   ←  (strong, powerful) ا 
(speaking [n.]; speech; the ability to speak)   ←  (speaking [adj.]; speaker)  

C. From the following infinitives, derive the present stem, the adjective or noun of agency, and the 
abstract noun give their meanings. Whether the noun of agency is an adjective, noun, or both is 
indicated in parentheses.

(adj./n.)  (to recognize) ٢۔    (adj./n.)  (to know, to be wise) دا  ١۔ 
(adj.)  (to see) ن  د ٤۔   (adj.)  (to reach) ن  ر ٣۔ 
(adj.)  (to go, pass) ر  ٦۔   (adj./n.)  (to grasp, seize) ٥۔    

(adj./n.)  (to seek) ٧۔  

Agentive Adjectives and Adverbs with اںاں [-ā ñ ] 
Persian forms imperfective participles by suffixing اں [-ā ñ ] to a present stem. This is com-
parable to suffixing -ing in English (e.g. work → working). The resulting word is typically 
treated as an adjective or adverb in Urdu. Note that if the verb stem ends in ا [ā ], ى (y) is 
infixed and the suffix becomes ں  [-yā ñ ]. 

(burning; affecting) زاں   ← ز   ←  (to burn)  

(conspicuous, outstanding) ں   ←   ←  (to show) دن 
(going, flowing) رواں   ← رو   ←  (to go) ر 

Adjectives of this group are sometimes nominalized by suffixing ى [ī ]. In such cases, ں 
becomes ن. 

(fluency) روا   ←  (going, flowing) رواں 

D. Write the agentive adjectives of the following verbs using اں and give their meanings.

(to shine) ٤۔    (to rise) ٣۔    (to fall) دن  ا ٢۔   (to pass) ١۔  
(to desire) ا  ٨۔   (to speak) ٧۔    (to cut, slice) ن  ٦۔   (to beat) ٥۔  
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Verbal Nouns with ش [-ish] 
Suffixing this to the present stem forms verbal nouns. Most of these nouns are best defined 
as the action or state associated with the performance of the verb. All nouns in this pattern 
are grammatically feminine in Urdu. Note that when the verb stem ends in a vowel, hamza 
is infixed.

(request) اِرش   ← ار   ←  (to pass) ا 
(order)   ←   ←  (to order) دن 

E. Form the abstract verbal noun of the verb on the right. Then guess its meaning.

(to exibit) دن  ٤۔   (to go) ر  ٣۔   (to know) دا  ٢۔   (to burn) ١۔  
(to compose) ٨۔    (to write) ٧۔    (to desire) ا  ٦۔   (to attempt) ن  ٥۔ 

Verbal Nouns with اك اك [-ā k] 
The verbal nouns formed by suffixing this to the present stem tend to refer to the instru-
ment because of, or by means of which, the action of the verb takes place. Hence, ك  
(clothing) is the means by which one covers (ن ) oneself and زاك  (gonorrhea) is the 
cause or means of the sensation of burning ( ). 

(clothing) ك   ← ش   ←  (to cover) ن  
(gonorrhea) زاك   ← ز   ←  (to burn)   

Only a few such words are used in Urdu, but some of them are very common.

F. Form verbal nouns from the present stem of the verb on the right using اك [-ā k]. Then give its meaning.

 (to be warm) ن  ٢۔   (to eat) ردن  ١۔ 

Relative Nouns with ہ [-ā ] 
Relative nouns are formed by suffixing ہ to the present stem. These are often instrumental, 
primarily denoting the action or object by which the verb is completed. It may also refer 
to an object or action which requires the completion of the action of the verb. Hence, an 
ازہ ) is an action that requires one to cast (estimate) ا ا  an instrument of measurement (ا
and a رہ  (number) is the instrument by which a person counts (دن ). Many of these are 
also conceivable as objects of the verbs. Thus, one hazards or casts a guess or estimate and 
likewise counts the numbers of things.

(estimate) ازہ  ا  ← از  ا  ←  (to cast) ا  ا
(number) (e.g. of a magazine) رہ    ← ر   ←  (to count) َدن  ُ ُ
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G. Using ہ , write the present-stem relative verbal noun of the verb on the right. Then choose the 
most likely meaning from those given on the left. 

(story)  (a smile)  (humor)  _________  ←  (to laugh) ن  ١۔ 
(passage)  (a boat)  (money)  _________  ←  (to pass) ا  ٢۔ 

(paper)  (the fist)  (a fragment)  _________  ←  (to scatter) ر  ٣۔ 
(party)  (mixture)  (spoon)  _________  ←  (to mix) آ  ٤۔ 

(wardrobe)  (closet)  (earring)  _________  ←  (to hang) آو  ٥۔ 
(to laugh)  (recording)  (clod-breaker)  _________  ←  (to beat) ن  ٦۔ 

Review Exercise. Recognizing the relationship between a word and the present stem. All of the words 
below are nouns or adjectives formed from the present stem of a verb. Write the present stem (removing 
any suffixes if necessary). Then write the past stem.

از ا ٤۔  ز  ٣۔  ازہ  ا ٢۔  ١۔  
٨۔  دا  ٧۔  ہ  ٦۔  ہ  دِر ٥۔ 

زش ١٢۔   ِ ا ١١۔  ں  ر ١٠۔  ں  ٩۔ 
ا ١٦۔  ١٥۔   ك  ١٤۔  راك  ١٣۔ 

H. Choose three present stems in the present-stem chart above and use a dictionary to find all the 
present-stem nouns that are derived from them in Urdu. Record the connections and compare them 
with the meanings of the suffixes discussed in this section. 

4.13 Compound Words from the Past Stem 

Persian forms compound words by combining simple elements. For example:

(fragrance, sweet smell)   ←  (odor)  (pleasant) ش 

In the following sections, we shall examine the ways that compound words are derived 
from Persian verbal elements.

Past Stem Compounds 
Many compound words are formed by suffixing the simple past stem to a word to yield 
nouns, adjectives, and occasionally adverbs. The use of the past stem often imparts a sense 
of a completed action to the resulting compound.

(self-written; autobiography) د    ←  (to write)   (self) د 
(contract; settlement) ارداد   ←  (to give) دادن   (rest, fixity) ار 
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The following chart surveys some of the ways in which the past stem of the verb دا (to 
have, keep, hold; consider) is used to form compound nouns. 

(hope, desire; trust) دا     ←  (eye) ١۔  
(care, service; favor) دا     ←  (mind, will) ٢۔  

(a summons) دا     ←  (demand) ٣۔  
(a petition) دا  ض   ←  (request; address) ض  ٤۔ 

(protection, supervision) دا  ہ   ←  (sight) ہ  ٥۔ 
(memory; memorandum; note) ددا   ←  (memory) د  ٦۔ 

The following list surveys the ways in which the stem of the verb زدن (to strike) is used to 
form compound adjectives.

(committed, occurred [as an error]) زد   ←  (head) ١۔  
(heard; that which is heard) زد  ش   ←  (ear) ش  ٢۔ 

(named, designated; appointed) زد  م   ←  (name) م  ٣۔ 

A. Combine the term on the right with the past stem to form compound nouns. Then guess their 
meanings and check your guesses in a dictionary. The resulting compound’s part of speech (noun, 
adjective, or both) is indicated in parentheses. 

(n.)   (fine, happy) ش  ٢۔   (n.) آ   (in front of) ١۔  
(adj./n.) د   (not) ٤۔    (adj.) د   (bad) ٣۔  

(adj.) د   (name) م  ٦۔   (n.) د   (heart) دل  ٥۔ 
(adj.) داد   (god) ا  ٨۔   (n.) د   (hand) د  ٧۔ 

(n.) ا   (back, behind) وا  ١٠۔   (n.) ا   (down) و  ٩۔ 
(adj.)   (not) ١٢۔    (n.)   (again, back) ز  ١١۔ 

(n.) د   (just action) ب  ا  ١٤۔   (adj.) زد   (tongue) ن  ز ١٣۔ 
(adj./n.) آ   (head) ١٦۔    (n.) آ   (pleasant) ش  ١٥۔ 
(adj./n.) آ   (new) ١٨۔    (adj.) آ   (work, use) ر  ١٧۔ 

Past Participle Compounds 
A large number of compound nouns and adjectives are formed by suffixing the past par-
ticiple to a noun. These nouns typically convey the sense that the referent is the recipient 
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or object of the action of the verb. Thus, someone who has been struck (زدہ) by grief ( ) is 
grief-stricken.

(grief-stricken) زدہ     ←  (struck) زدہ   (grief)  

(heart-burnt; [someone] in love) دل    ←  (burnt)   (heart) دل 
(heart-stolen; [someone] in love) دہ  ر دل   ←  (stolen) دہ  ر  (heart) دل  

The following list surveys a number of compounds built on the past participle of the verb 
ن  .(to reach) ر

(doomed) ہ  ر   ا  ←  (the fated time of death) ا 
(disaster-stricken) ہ  ر   آ  ←  (trouble, calamity) آ 
(godly; a gnostic) ہ  ر ا   ←  (god) ا 

(oppressed, tormented) ہ  ر    ←  (oppression, torment)  

(tyrannized) ہ  ر    ←  (tyranny)  

(aged) ہ  ر    ←  (age, lifetime)  

(immature, imperfect) ہ  ر    ←  (not; un-)  

To form abstract nouns from past-participle compounds, follow the rule for words ending 
in ہ by dropping ہ and suffixing . 

(grief ) (lit. grief-stricken-ness) د   ←  (grief-stricken) زدہ   
(immaturity, imperfection) ر   ←  (not realized, incomplete) ہ  ر    

When these compounds refer to people, they are pluralized with ں  [-gā ñ ] after dropping ہ.

(the grief-stricken) ں  د  ←  (grief-stricken) زدہ   
(the oppressed) ں  ر    ←  (oppressed) ہ  ر  

B. Combine the following nouns or adjectives with the past participle of the given verb to form 
compound nouns and/or adjectives. Give the meaning of the resulting compounds. Then form 
abstract nouns using the suffix  and give the meaning of the resulting abstract noun. 
Check your guesses in a dictionary.

 (certificate, certification) ٢۔     (education) ١۔  
زدن  (terror) د  ٤۔  زدن   (astonishment) ت  ٣۔ 

ن د  (the world) ن  ٦۔  زدن   (flood) ب  ٥۔ 
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ردن  (deceit) ٨۔   ن  د  (not) ٧۔  
دن  (travel) ١٠۔   ردن   (worm) م  ٩۔ 

 (heart) دل  ١٢۔  دن   (not) ١١۔  
 (hand) د  ١٤۔    (foot) ١٣۔  

ن  (enlistment) ١٦۔     (ice) ١٥۔  
دادن  (lost) دل  ١٨۔  ن   (marriage) دى  ١٧۔ 

 (spirit, life) ن  ٢٠۔  دن   (half) ١٩۔  

4.14 Present-Stem Compound Nouns 

Urdu frequently uses Persian present stems as the second element in compounds to form 
nouns and adjectives. When used in this way, the present stem functions as an agentive 
suffix (compare with the English -er or -ing) that specifies the nature of the actor. Thus, a 
ر ى   is a vegetable (ى ) eater (ر ) and someone who is ددار  is a self (د ) possessor (دار) 
or self-possessing. Note that compounds of this kind may be treated as nouns or adjectives 
(or both). 

(vegetarian) ر  ى   ←  (-eater, -eating) ر  ←  (to eat) ردن 
(self-possessing) دار   د    ←  (-holder, -holding) دار   ←  (to hold) دا 

A Note on Present Stem Nouns and Urdu Idiom 
Knowing the literal meaning of the elements in Persianate compounds can facilitate 
predicting and understanding their idiomic meaning and use in Urdu. For example, 
althoughر ى   means vegetarian, it is considered ineloquent by some to say  ر ى   
(lit. “vegetarian food”) because this literally means “vegetable-eating food.” (Vegetarian 
food is simply ى  or perhaps ى  Another example of the way that the present stem (.دال 
shades the meaning of vocabulary can be seen in the different senses of the following 
compounds.

(historian) داں    ر  ←  (to know) دا   ←  (history) ر 
(historiographer)    ر  ←  (to write)   ←  (history) ر 

Although both words roughly mean “historian” in Urdu, like the English “historian” and 
“historiographer,” they have different senses. In Urdu, داں   ر  connotes a master of histori-
cal information and the academic subject of history, while   ر  refers to an author of 
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historical works. The latter may also suggest someone who records dates, or an author 
of the genre of poetry called tarī ḳ h, in which chronograms are written using the science of 
Arabic numerology.

Read the following chart, which surveys present-stem compounds built from the word 
 and the present stems of various verbs. Consider the ways in which each verb (heart) دل
shades the meaning of the compound. Note that abstract nouns can be formed from all 
compounds by suffixing ى. Also note that the present stem is sometimes attached to the 
first element and at other times written separately.

(comfort, satisfaction) د   ←  (to soothe) دن  آ دل 
(brave) ور  د  ←  (to bring) آوردن  دل 

(delightful) آو  دل   ←  (to suspend) آو  دل 
(attractive; the beloved) د   ←  (to carry, take) دن  دل 

(darling [used with one’s children]) دل    ←  (to seal) دل  
(agreeable, pleasant) دل    ←  (to accept) دل  

(pleasing) دل    ←  (to select) ن  دل 
(pleasing; cajoling; cajoler) دل    ←  (to seek)  ُ دل 

(interesting, pleasant) د   ←  (to stick) ن  دل 
(irritating; excruciating) اش  دل   ←  (to scratch) ن  ا دل 

(desired, desirable) اہ  دل   ←  (to desire) ا  دل 
(charming; a beloved) دار  دل   ←  (to possess) دا  دل 

(zealous, passionate) دہ  دل   ←  (to give) دادن  دل 
(painful) دوز  دل   ←  (to pierce, sew) دو  دل 

(alluring; the beloved) ر  دل   ←  (to steal) دن  ر دل 
(pleasant) ز  دل   ←  (to make) دل  

(sympathetic; sympathizer; painful; ardent) ز  دل   ←  (to burn) دل  
(alluring, enchanting) دل    ←  (to deceive) دل  

(attractive) دل    ←  (to draw) ن  دل 
(entertaining, exciting, thrilling) دل    ←  (to open) دن  دل 

(moving, touching, pathetic) از  دل   ←  (to melt) ا  دل 
(impressive, agreeable) دل    ←  (to sit) دل  

(soothing; beloved) از  دل   ←  (to care for) ا  دل 
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Abstract Nouns from the Agentive Compound 
Suffixing ى to compound nouns produces abstract nouns. 

(self-possession, autonomy) دارى  د   ←  (self-possessing) دار  د 
(vegetarianism) رى  ى   ←  (vegetarian) ر  ى 

(rulership) روا  ن   ←  (ruler) روا  ن 

A. Combine the following nouns with the present stems of the following verbs to form compound 
nouns or adjectives. Guess the meaning of the new word based on the meaning of the noun and 
the verb from which the active stem is derived. Then form the abstract noun of each and guess its 
meaning, too. Check your guesses in a dictionary.

(to disturb) آ   (the world) ١۔  
(to illuminate) و  ا  (the world) ٢۔  

(to seize)   (the world) ٣۔  
(to have, keep) دا   (kindness, obligation) ٤۔  
(to recognize)   (kindness, obligation) ٥۔  
(to draw, take) ن   (kindness, obligation) ٦۔  

(to break)   (mind, heart) ٧۔  
(to draw, take) ن   (mind, heart) ٨۔  

(to sit)   (mind, heart) ٩۔  
(to have) دا   (life, spirit) ن  ١٠۔

(to play, gamble, lose)   (life, spirit) ن  ١١۔ 
(to give, grant) ن   (life, spirit) ن  ١٢۔ 

4.15 Persian Compounds Continued 

Persian may also combine elements other than nouns (such as prepositions) with verbal 
elements (e.g. past and present stems, participles) to form compound words.

(import; income) درآ   ←  (to come) ن  آ  (in) در 
(export; expenditure) آ   ←  (to come) ن  آ  (above, on)  
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Here is a list of Urdu nouns derived from Persian verbs compounded with ز  (again, back). 
Note how each type of verbal element affects the meaning.

(return; echo) ز   ←  (to turn)   (again, back) ز
(inquiry, investigation) س  ز  ←  (to ask) ن   (again, back) ز

(inquiry, request for return) ا  ز  ←  (to want; to ask for) ا   (again, back) ز
(inquirer) اہ  ز  ←  (to ask) ا   (again, back) ز

(return) آ  ز   ←  (to come) ن  آ  (again, back) ز
(repossession, retrieval) ز   ←  (to obtain)   (again, back) ز

A. Form compounds using the word on the right and the indicated stem or participle of the verb on 
the left, then guess their meanings. Check your guesses in an Urdu dictionary.

 (past stem)  (to come) ن  آ  (fore/front)  ١۔
(present stem)  (to bind)   (fore/front)  ٢۔
(present stem)  (to see) ن  د  (fore/front)  ٣۔
(present stem)  (to go) ر   (fore/front)  ٤۔

(past participle)  (to go) ر   (fore/front)  ٥۔
(present stem)  (to draw) ن   (fore/front)  ٦۔
(present stem)  (to say)   (fore/front)  ٧۔

4.16 Negation and Nouns 

Persian verbs are negated by the prefixation of either م [ma] in the imperative or ن [na]. 
These appear in a number of common Urdu idioms.

(unavoidably; unnecessarily; like it or not) اہ  اہ   ← اہ   ←  (to desire) ا 
(struggle, back-and-forth)   ←   ←  (to pull) ن 

 (God forbid) ا  ا  ←  (to desire) ا 
Nouns can be negated by prefixing  [nā ]. 

(annihilated; non-existent) د   ←  (being, existence) د 
(unsighted, blind)     ←  (sighted)  

A. Indicate the absence or reversal of the following using the negative prefix  [nā ]. Guess the 
meaning of the resulting word.

(studied; summoned) ہ  ا ٣۔  (desired) ا  ٢۔  (choice, favor) ١۔ 
(knowingly) ٦۔دا   (-knower) ٥۔داں   (possession) ٤۔دار 

(worthy, proper) ٧۔ 
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B. Analyze the following Urdu idiom by giving the meaning of each of its parts. Then guess its 
meaning. Use the word bank to help you.

   
(good, better)   (to say, speak)  

4.17 Non-Verbal Compounds 

A number of Persian particles and prepositions are used as elements of compound words 
and should therefore be memorized. Here follows a chart listing some of the most common 
along with examples of their use.

(not)   (without)   (with)   (with, by, to)   / ب 
(hopeless) ا     (clueless)     (informed)     (apropos)  
(unmanly) د     (unmannerly) ادب     (polite) ادب     (in any case) ل    

(upset; unwilling) راض     (unfaithful) و     (faithful) و     (easily) آ   

(until, so)   (in) در   (from, by) از   (on)  

(so that)   (actually) ا  در   (extremely) از    (jumbled)   
(till now) ل   (in front) در    (by way of) راہِ  از   (on time) و 

(even so; still)   (in the middle) ن  در  (by heart) از   (opportune)  

(behind)   (before, in front of)  

(postscript; P.S.)     (foreword)   
(savings) از  ا    (leader in prayer) ز   

(background)     (foreground)   

(high, above)   (low, below)  

(tall)     (short)   
(courageous)     (cowardly)   

(also, same)  

(fellow traveler; along with) راہ   
(fellow traveler)  

(synonymous)   
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A. Form non-verbal compounds using the term on the right and the word on the left. Then choose 
the most likely meaning from the options below. 

(step) م   (fore/front)  ٢۔  (water) آب   (fore/front)  ١۔
(scene)   (fore/front)  ٤۔  (place) ہ   (fore/front)   ٣۔ 

(service)   (fore/front)  ٥۔

 foreground ٹ۔  servant ت۔   leader پ۔  court ب۔  urine ١۔

Compounds of Entirety with  [tā ] 
Many Urdu compounds are formed by infixing  [tā ] (to, until) between two nouns. In 
such cases, the ت is often dropped. When the same word is repeated, the sense is often 
of continuation, entirety, fullness, or variety. The resulting words are often adjectives. Thus, 
something that is  (edge, lip)  (to)    (edge, lip) is brimful or replete.

(brimful, replete)   ←    (lip, edge)  

(of many colors; diverse) ر  ر  ← ر    (color) ر 

In some cases, the ت may be retained to distinguish an idiomatic sense.

(stature, body; from head to foot, entirely) ا   ←  (foot)    (head)  

(from head to foot, entirely)     ←  (foot)    (head)  

B. Form compounds of entirety from the following words by infixing ا between the word repeated, as 
in ر .ر
(breath, moment) دم  ٣۔   (hue; kind, mode) ن  ٢۔   (head, edge, end) ١۔  

(half) ٦۔   (side, breast) ٥۔    (draw, pull, tug) ٤۔  

4.18 Persian Nouns and Urdu Gender 

Persian does not have grammatical gender except in the case of gender markings borrowed 
from Arabic (e.g. ہ وا  /    But because Urdu does observe grammatical gender, it assigns .(وا
gender to all borrowed Persian nouns, and in some cases the pattern of assignment is regular.

Verbal Nouns Ending in ش [-ish] 
All Persian verbal nouns ending in ش [-ish] are feminine in Urdu. Use the following words in 
a sentence or phrase that reflects their gender.

٥۔ زش  ٤۔  آز  ٣۔  ا  ٢۔  دا  ١۔ 
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Past-Stem Verbal Nouns 
All past-stem verbal nouns ending in  [ī d] and  [ekht], nearly all past stems ending in ت 
(with very few exceptions), and, indeed, most past stems in general, are feminine. Read the 
following past stems, all of which are feminine, and then use them in a sentence or phrase 
that reflects their gender. 

دا ٥۔  ٤۔   ٣۔   ٢۔   د  ١۔ 

Present Stem + ہ [-ā ] 
Following regular patterns of Urdu gender, verbal nouns formed by suffixing ہ [ā ] to 
the present stem are masculine. Read the following and use them in a way that reflects 
their gender.

ہ آ ٥۔  ٤۔   ازہ  ا ٣۔  ہ  ر ٢۔  رہ  ١۔ 

Past Participle 
Following regular patterns of Urdu gender, the past participle, when nominalized, is, with 
very rare exception, masculine. Use the word  in a sentence that reflects its gender.

Nouns ending in ى 
Following Urdu patterns of marked gender, Persian nouns ending in ى are typically treated 
as feminine. Such nouns include abstract nouns of compound nouns (e.g. دارى د  ) and sim-
ple nouns (e.g. ,   ). Revisit one of the sections on abstract nouns above and use five 
words in a sentence that reflects their gender.

Nouns of Place with ہہ  [gā h] 
All nouns of place ending in ہ  are feminine in Urdu. Use the following words in sentences 
or phrases to reflect their gender.

ہ ر  ٦۔  ہ  دت  ٥۔  ہ  در  ٤۔  ہ  اب  ٣۔  ہ  درس  ٢۔  ہ    ١۔ 

4.19 Urdu Idioms and Persian Grammar 

Many Urdu phrases and idioms borrowed from Persian are used across a range of contexts, 
from literary writing to everyday speech. It is therefore useful for Urdu students wishing to 
build a large and rich vocabulary in Urdu to familiarize themselves with the basic elements 
of Persian grammar.
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 [iẓ ā fat] اا 4.20

The iẓ ā fat (sometimes iẓ ā fah) (lit. augmentation) is a Persian grammatical element that is 
found in all registers of Urdu. In form, it is an enclitic pronounced [e] that is suffixed to the 
first of two connected words. It can be spelled three different ways.

1. The most common is as the diacritical marker zer ِ [e]. For example,  ِ  [t̤ā lib-e ʿilm] 
(lit. seeker of knowledge; student).

2. If a word ends in the long vowels ا [ā ] or an و [o, ū ] iẓ ā fat is spelled   (or ے). For exam-
ple,   ر ,(lit. good prayer; well-wishing) [duā -e ḳhair] د    [kū -e yā r] (the lane of the 
beloved). If a word ends in the long vowel و [au], the iẓā fat is written under the و and the au is 
pronounced “av.” For example,  [partau] (ray) becomes ر  ِ  [partav-e nū r] (ray of light) 
and و  [ḳhusrau] (king) becomes  ِو  [ḳhusrav-e ʿā lam] (king of the world).

3. If a word ends in ہ pronounced as a vowel [ā ], iẓ ā fat is spelled as a hamzah ء written 
above ہ. For example, اول    Note that if a word .(first degree/level/class) [darjā -e avval] در
ends in the breathy consonant ہ [h], iẓ ā fat is written as ِ (zer). Thus, م ہِ   [mā h-e tamā m] 
(full moon).

Three Kinds of Iẓ ā fat 
Most iẓāfat constructions can be divided into three kinds: noun-noun; noun-adjective; and 
adjective-noun.

4.20.1 Noun-Noun Iẓ ā fat 

When iẓ ā fat connects two nouns, it performs a genitive function. That is, it indicates a rela-
tionship of either possession or composition of the former by the latter.

(student; lit. seeker of knowledge)   ِ  ←  (knowledge)  (seeker)  

(a goblet of wine) اب  ِم   ←  (wine) اب  (goblet) م  

Although by its very nature an iẓ ā fat construction comprises at least two words, the term 
itself often carries the meaning of a single word. In the example above,  ِ  can be 
considered as a single word meaning “student” and is often treated as such in terms of 
idiom and grammar. Note that iẓ ā fat and the Urdu genitive ( ) are not idiomatically inter-
changeable. That is, many common Urdu words built around iẓ ā fat change their meaning 
or become unidiomatic if  is substituted:

(a seeker/demander of knowledge)       (a student)  ِ
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Also note that Urdu iẓ ā fat constructions have the same word order as English genitive (“of”) 
constructions, but the opposite order of a standard of Urdu genitive   (kā ) construction.

Note that Iẓ ā fat phrases are often fixed idioms in Urdu whose sense may not strictly 
adhere to their literal meaning. Consider the following example of a noun-noun iẓ ā fat 
which is treated as an adjective in Urdu:

(lifesize)  آدم  ِّ  ←  (Adam; mankind) آدم   (height) ّ
Although according to the rules of iẓ ā fat discussed here, آدم    should be a noun, it is used 
as an adjective in Urdu:

(a life-size painting [lit. a painting the height of a man]) آدم    

A. Combine the following nouns using iẓ ā fat and give the meaning of the resulting compound.

(foot)   (impression) ١۔  
(beloved) ر   (union) ل  ِو ٢۔ 

(life) ت   (water) آب  ٣۔ 
(Ghalib)   (collected poems) ان  د ٤۔ 

(freedom) آزادى   (day) م  ٥۔ 

A special kind of noun-noun iẓā fat begins with a nominal Arabic phrase that functions 
similarly to an English prefix. In the following example, the initial phrase  literally means 
“what ( ) [is] after ( ),” but functions more like the English prefix “meta-.”

(metaphysics) ت   ِ  (physics) ت   (post-, meta-)  ِ

B. Combine the following nouns using iẓ ā fat and give the meaning of the resulting compound.

(modernity)   (post-, meta-)  ِ ١۔ 
(nature) ت   (super-) قِ  ٣۔ 

C. Read the following idioms and use the word banks to translate them literally. Idiomatic 
translations have been given.

(a very deep or negligent slumber) ش  اِب  ١۔ 
(rabbit) ش   (sleep, dream) اب 

(an arrogant or disobedient son) ح   ِ ٢۔
(Noah) ح  ُ  (son)  َ ِ

(God helps the brave.) ا  ِد  داں    ِ ّ ِ ٣۔ 
(God) ا   (help) د   (men) داں   (courage; fortitude)     َّ ِ
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D. A final point to keep in mind is the iẓ ā fat, while borrowed from Persian, is not used exclusively 
with Perso-Arabic registers in Urdu. Read the following title of a popular Bollywood film song and 
translate it into English.

ڈ درِد 

4.20.2 Noun-Adjective Iẓ ā fat 

When iẓ ā fat connects an adjective and a noun, it does not have a translatable meaning, but 
rather serves simply as a means to join the words:

(the great[est] mughal) ا   ِ  ←  (great[est]) ا   (mughal)  

(exalted sir) ِب    ←  (high, exalted)   (sir) ب 

A. Combine the following nouns and adjectives using iẓ ā fat, then translate the resulting idioms 
literally into English.

(long) دراز   (lifespan) ٢۔    (noble)   (name) ا  ١۔ 
(first) اّول   (day) روز  ٤۔   (evil)   (eye) ٣۔  

(naive) داں   (heart) دل  ٦۔   (young) ان   (man) د  ٥۔ 

B. Translate the following common Urdu idiom into English literally, then memorize it. The idiomatic 
meaning has been given for you.

(Away with the evil eye!) دور      ِ
(far) دور   (bad)   (eye)  

4.20.3 Adjective-Noun Iẓ ā fat 

In some cases, the first element in an iẓā fat construction is an adjective. In such cases, the 
resulting phrase is adjectival. The two most common are the words  (capable, worthy) 
and  (capable, worthy). 

(praiseworthy)     ←  (praise)    (worthy)   

(commendable)   ِ  ←  (commendation)   (worthy)  

Note that, in most if not all cases, the governed adjective carries an agentive sense. Some 
linguists and grammarians might prefer to categorize adjective-noun iẓā fat constructions 
under the noun-noun heading, since, strictly speaking, words like  may be treated as 
either adjectives or nouns. They may therefore be considered to be implicitly nominalized 
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for the sake of the iẓā fat. What is important for our purposes is to recognize that iẓā fat 
constructions which begin with words like  and   that are generally considered to be 
adjectives regularly yield adjectival phrases.

A second point to note is that these constructions closely follow a similar pattern of 
iẓā fat constructions found in Arabic, which use the definite article ال. For example

(blind) ا     (vision)   (lacking)  

A. Combine the following adjectives and nouns using iẓ ā fat, then translate the meaning of the 
resulting compound.

(credence, belief) ر  ا  (worthy) ٢۔    (objection) اض  ا  (worthy) ١۔  
(acceptance) ل   (unable) ٤۔    (reliance) د  ا  (unworthy) ٣۔  

(attention)   (worthy) ٦۔    (affliction)   (captive) ر  ٥۔ 

4.21 Persian Conjunctions 

Another Persian grammatical element ubiquitous in Urdu is the conjunction و [o]. Although 
written separately from the words that it connects, و is always pronounced as if suffixed to 
the word that precedes it. Thus, ا و    is pronounced ā bohavā ,(climate; lit. water and air) آب 
(often transliterated as ā b-o-havā ).

In its basic sense, و is synonymous with the English “and.” However, idiomatically, it is 
used to produce fixed idioms and phrases the whole sense of which is typically greater than 
the sum of their parts. In other words, whereas the Hind-Urdu اور [aur] simply adds one and 
one to make two, و adds one and one to make three.

(climate, atmosphere) ا  و  آب   ←  (air) ا   (water) آب 
(time) ل  و  ہ   ←  (year) ل   (month) ہ 

A. Practice reading and pronouncing the following phrases.

ر و    آ زہ  و    و     ل  و  اب 
ا و  ن  ل  و ہ  ن  و    زو  و    د

و  دى  و     و    
دا و  ہ  د و  و    ر  و  غ 

B. Conjoin the following words. Then estimate the meaning of the resulting compound.

(grandeur)   (glory) ن  ٢۔   (night)   (day) روز  ١۔ 
(mind) غ  د  (heart) دل  ٤۔   (wailing) زارى   (weeping) ٣۔  

(sky)   (earth) ارض  ٥۔ 
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Conjunctions and Verb Stems 
The present and past stems of Persian verbs, quite often those of the same verb, are regu-
larly conjoined to form compounds using و, the sense of which is often abstract. Read and 
consider the following stems and compounds.

 (arrangement[s])  و    ←  (past stem)   (pres. stem)  ←  (to close) 

(residence; lifestyle) ش و  د   ←  (present stem) ش   (past stem) د  ←  (to be) دن

In some cases, the resulting word has a special spelling:

(conversation) ُ ُ ُ   ← و      ←  (present)   (past)  ←  (to speak) 

The stems of complementary verbs are also often paired to achieve a similar effect:

(conversation, discourse) و      ←  (to listen/hear) ن   (to speak)  

(pathos; affect; anguish) از  ُ و  ز   ←  (melting) ا  ُ  (burning)  

C. Conjoin the following words from identical or complementary verbs, then give their meanings. 
Hints are given in parentheses.

(going) ر   (coming) آ  ١۔ 
(same pattern as )  (searcher)   (searching) ٢۔  

(adv.)  (known) دا   (seen) ہ  د ٣۔ 
(safeguarding) دا   (holding) دا  ٤۔ 

(selling) و   (buying) ٥۔  

4.22 Persian Pronouns 

Personal Pronouns and Possession 
Read the following list of Persian personal pronouns. Then read the list of Urdu phrases in 
which they are used.

(we)   (I)  

(you) (formal)   (you) (informal)  

(they) ن  ا  (he, she, it) وے     or   وى   / او 
(this / those) ا   / ا  or   ا  (that / those) آ  آں/   or آن 
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(lit. “I and thou-ness”; idiom. a sense of difference or distinction; duality) و    
(lit. we and I; egotism, selfishness) و    

(lit. we and you; everyone and anyone) و    
(lit. all of you; everyone and anyone)   

(lit. that gentleman; idiom. the Prophet of Islam) ت  آں
(apart from this) وہ  

(this and that; everyone and everything, great and small) آن  و    ا
(All is he.) (said of God) او   

(lit. life of me; my dear, my beloved) ِن  
The last example illustrates the way in which Persian forms possessive constructions using 
pronouns. On this pattern, one can form possessives such as او ِن   (his life) and  ِن  (our life). 

A. The following are sometimes used as headings in correspondence. Translate them literally into 
English on the pattern of  ِن  (my dear).

ادر  ٣۔  ب   ٢۔     ١۔ 

B. The following idiom is used to express consent. Read it and translate it literally into English.

د   دل    رو     ١۔ 

Interrogative Pronouns 
The interrogative pronouns are also frequently encountered in Urdu phrases.

(how) ں   (why) ا  (when)  / َ  (where)  (what)  (who) 

Consider the following idioms:

(how and why; disputing, questioning) ا  ں  / ا  و  ن 
(because) ں  

(although, even if) ا 
(to what extent?)   

The locative interrogative  (where) is used in parallel clauses to indicate the incomparabil-
ity of two things. (Compare with the Urdu ں ۔۔۔ ں ۔۔۔  .) For example:

(lit. where the mote, where the sun?) (the high and the low can’t be compared) ر    ذرہ     

C. Translate the idiom on the right literally into English. Then estimate its idiomatic meaning.

       ِ   ١۔ 
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4.23 Persian Verbs 

The following chart reviews the conjugation of the Persian verb دن  in the present and past 
tenses. Recall its present ش  and past د  stems. 

Present

(we are)   (I am)  

(you are) (pl.) (s. formal, polite)   (you are) (s.) (informal)  

(they are)   (he/she/it is) َد   /  
Past

(we were) د   (I was) دم 
(you were) (pl.) (s. polite, formal) د   (you were) (s.) (informal) دى 

(they were) د   (he/she/it was) د 
This chart demonstrates two important facts about Persian verbs. First, they are conjugated by 
suffixing particles to the present and past verb stems. Second, the patterns of suffixation are 
nearly identical in the past and present tenses. The only difference is found in the third person 
singular (he/she/it). In the present tense, د [ad] or  [yad] in case the stem ends in a vowel, is 
suffixed to the present stem, while, in the past, the past stem alone is used without a suffix. 
(The suffixes ى (ī ) and ا (ā ) are sometimes used, and may be encountered in classical contexts.)

The present tense in Persian may also be formed by prefixing  or  to the verb. 

(we are)     (I am)   
(you are) (pl.) (s. polite, formal)     (you are) (s.) (informal)   

(they are)     (he/she/it is)   
Study the following chart, which lists the suffixes used in the present and past tenses of 
Persian verbs. Pronunciations are in brackets and meanings are in parentheses.

Plural  Singular  Present

(we are)  [-īm]   (I am)  [-am] م   1st person

(you are)  [-īd]   (you are)  [-ī] ى   2nd person

(they are)  [-and]   (he/she/it is)  [-ad] د   3rd person

Plural  Singular  Past

(we were)  [-īm]   (I was)  [-am] م   1st person

(you were)  [-īd]   (you were)  [-ī] ى   2nd person

(they were)  [-and]   (he/she/it was)  [past stem]  3rd person
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A. Conjugate the following verbs in the simple present and simple past tenses. Use pronouns. The 
first verb has been conjugated into the first-person past and present tenses to guide you.

(to become) ن  ٤۔   (to say) ٣۔    (to do) دن  ٢۔   (to know) ١۔دا 
 (I knew) دا     (I know) دا   ( )   ١۔

The Stative Present (To Be) 
The verb “to be” (دن ) is exceptional in Persian because it has two present-tense forms: the 
present stem (ش ) (used for habitual, subjunctive, and sometimes stative senses) and the 
stative (I am, we are, etc.). One way to form the latter is with the following suffixes. With 
the exception of the third person, the suffixes used are the same as those used to conjugate 
the present tense. When the word to which they are suffixed ends in a vowel sound (e.g. ہ [ā ]), 
they are sometimes spelled with a prefixed ا [a]. Study the following chart:

Plural  Singular  Person

(we are)  [-īm]   (I am)  [-am] م   1st person

(you are)  [-īd]   (you are)  [-ī] ى   2nd person

(they are)  [-and]   (he/she/it is)  [ast] ا   3rd person

Here is how the concept is applied using the adjectives ب  (well, fine) and  (tired) in 
the present tense.

Plural  Singular  Person

(We are well.)  [ḳhūbīm]    (I am well.)  [ḳhūbam]   1st

(You are well.)  [ḳhūbīd]    (You are well.)  [ḳhūbī]   2nd

(They are well.)  [ḳhūband]   (He/she/it is well.)  [ḳhūb ast] ا  ب   3rd

(We are tired.)  [ḳhasta-īm] ا      (I am tired.)  [ḳhasta-am] ام     1st

(You are tired.)  [ḳhasta-īd] ا      (You are tired.)  [ḳhasta-ī] اى     2nd

(They are tired.)  [ḳhasta-and] ا     (He/she/it is tired.)  [ḳhasta ast] ا     3rd

Incidentally, the past participle in combination with the stative suffix is how the present 
perfect tense is formed in Persian. Verbs in this conjugation can therefore be translated 
using “to have” or “to be” depending on the meaning of the main verb. For example,  
might be translated as “I have become tired,” and so on. Likewise, ام ہ  آ    (I have come) 
and so on. The past perfective (English “I had,” etc.) is formed by replacing the stative 
suffix with the past form of دن . For example, دم      (I had become tired), دم ہ  آ    
(I had come), دى ہ  آ    (you had come), and so on.
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B. Form present-tense stative (I am …, etc.) or perfective (I have …, etc.) of the following for all 
pronouns and give their meanings.

(seen) ہ  د ٤۔   (gone) ر  ٣۔   (intoxicated) ٢۔    (happy) د  ١۔ 

A final way to form the stative present is with the verb  (to exist).

Plural    Singular

(We are/exist.)  [mā hastīm]     (I am/exist.)  [man hastam]   
(You are/exist.)  [shumā hastīd]     (You are/exist.)  [to hastī]   

(They are/exist.)  [īshān hastand] ن   ا  (He/she is/exists.)  [ū hast] او  

Note that Persian has four ways to express the sense “he/she/it is,” all of which are regularly 
encountered in Urdu phrases borrowed from Persian:

ا َد     ( )

In general,  and َد  are habitual,  is existential, and ا is stative. Consider the following:

(He/she is [generally] [or may be] fine.) ب   او 
(He/she is [generally] fine.)    ب  او 

(literary or archaic)  (He/she is [generally] fine.) َد  ب  او 
(He/she is indeed fine.) (Used for emphasis or to refute doubt.) ب   او 

(He/she is fine.) ا  ب  او 

If the elements of Persian verbs, pronouns, and personal suffixes sound and look familiar, it 
is because they are cognate with those in other Indo-European languages, including English. 
Compare the following cognates:

Persian  English

ا  is

ام  am

ات  art

C. Form sentences using  (to exist) with the following words and give their meanings.

(student)    ٢۔   (human being) ن  ا ١۔ 
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Negation 
All tenses can be negated with ن. 

(I do not go. / I am not going.) روم   
(I do not go. / I am not going/ may not go.) وم 

(I did not go.)  

(I did not used to go. / I was not going. / I would not have gone.) ر   
(I have not gone.) ام   
(I had not gone.) دم   

(I may not have gone.)   
(I will not go.) ر    ا

The stative present is typically negated with the same suffixes affixed to  [nī st]:

(We are not.)   (I am not.)   1st person

(You are not.)   (You are not.)   2nd person

(They are not.)   (He/she/it is not.)   3rd person

The stative past is negated using دن  (to be). For example, دم د  ا    (I was not a/the master/
professor.) and so on.

D. Form present-tense and past-tense negative stative sentences (I am not, you are not; I was not, 
you were not, and so on) for all pronouns using the following words.

(happy) ش  ١۔   (student)    ١۔ 

The Imperative and the Subjunctive 
The imperative for  is simply the present stem. The imperative for  is the stem plus the 
suffix  [ī d].

(Be!) (pl.) (s. formal, polite)   (Be!) (s.) (informal) ش 

The imperative is often formed by prefixing ب to the present stem. 

(Go!) (pl.) (formal, polite) و   (Go!) (s.) (informal) و 
(Come!) (pl.) (formal, polite)     (Come!) (s.) (informal)  
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The following Urdu idioms are built on the imperative of the verb دن  (to be). The last of 
this group is an interesting word. It is built of two words, د  (happy) (truncated to ) and 
ش  (be!).

(lit. “be ready”; idiom. an attendant) ش       (Go away!) ش  دور 
(Bravo!) ش   (Attention!) ش  ر 

The subjunctive can be indicated by prefixing ب.

(We may go.) و   (I may go.) وم   1st person

(You may go.) و   (You may go.) وى    2nd person

(They may go.) و   (He/she/it may go.) ود   3rd person

For example, read the following sentence, which ends in the subjunctive.

(It is better that he go.) ود      ا  

Perfective subjunctives are formed by combining past participles with the present tense of 
دن  (stem ش ). Note that ب is never prefixed to ش  in the subjunctive.

(We may have.)    دا  (I may have.)    دا  1st person

(You may have.)    دا  (You may have.)    دا   2nd person

(They may have.)    دا  (He/she/it may have.)    دا  3rd person

E. Form imperatives for  and  using the following verbs.

(to go) ر  ٢۔   (to know) دا  ١۔ 

F. Complete the following sentence with the subjunctive for all six pronouns using the following 
verbs. The first has been done for you.

(to go) ر  ١۔     ا  
(It is possible that I may go.) وم       ا   ١۔ 

Persian Idioms
Read the following Persian saying, which is commonly used in literary registers of Urdu in 
response to praise. It is taken from the Gulistā n.

(I am that which I know [myself to be].) دا        آ  
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The saying conveys the idea that the speaker is intimately aware of his own faults or limi-
tations. That is, “I know what I am. (Your praise is too kind.)” Having studied the sections 
above, you can easily parse the Persian:

I know  I  which  am that  I

دا آ     

Everyday Urdu idioms can also be built from conjugated Persian verbs. The following idiom 
is particularly delightful:

(chit-chat)  ں  

You can now analyze this idiom:

اں        
(Urdu pl.)  (2nd person present) (present stem) (present enclitic)  (what)

Thus, the literal meaning of this word is “what-do-you-say-s.” Urdu has treated the entire Persian 
phrase ئ      (what do you say?) as a marked feminine noun and pluralized it with اں [ā ñ ].

G. Translate the following idioms literally into English. Then choose the most appropriate idiomatic 
meaning. Use the word bank to assist you.

(you barely made it)  (welcome)  ______________ آ  ش  ١۔ 
(no reply)  (I’m speechless)  ______________ ارد  اب  ٢۔ 
(perfect)  (perhaps)  ______________ ٣۔  

(forsakenness)   (sush!)  ______________    ٤۔ 

(to have) دا   (reponse) اب   (to come) ن  آ  (happy) ش 
(to ask) ن   (someone)   (to suit; to be right)  

H. The following idioms are often used in Urdu. Translate them literally into English. Then choose the 
most appropriate idiomatic translation.

آ   در   آ   د ١۔ 
All’s well that ends well.

At last!

That which is long come is well come.
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ُ دو    ُ   ٢۔ 
One good turn deserves another.

One and one make two.

Things just went from bad to worse.

      ٣۔ 
Heresy is unforgivable.

Heresy lies in copying the words of others.

There’s no heresy in repeating heresy.

دم         د  ل      دا   ٤۔ 
I don’t know where I was last night.

I don’t know where to go at night.

I don’t know where you were last night.

ش د  ادر  ش    ٥۔ 
Be a dog, but don’t be a younger brother.

You are the younger brother of a dog.

You are a dog without a younger brother.

4.24 Persian Prepositions 

Urdu regularly uses Persian prepositions in fixed idioms and as independent words.

(with, to, by, in) ب   /    (from, by) از 
(without)   (with)  

(on)   (in) در 
(up to)  

Read the following common idioms in which Persian prepositions are used:

(in any case [lit. in every circumstance]) ل     (at very least) از    
(pointless; profitless) ہ     (idiomatic [lit. with idiom]) ورہ   

(destroyed; lit. “on the wind“) د   (in reality; in fact) در  
(completely; from head to foot)  
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Some Persian prepositions are compounds:

(middle; between, among) ن   در  (instead of; lit. in place of)  

(by means of) ر   (contrary to) ف 

Compound prepositions are often written in Persian iẓ ā fat constructions:

(itself; lit. in its own place) د     (by [means of] train)    ر

Persian Postpositions and Circumposition 
Persian also uses postpositions, though their number is small. Here follow the two com-
monest used with ا ُ  (God).

(For God’s sake!) را  ا   ←  (to, for) را   (God) ا 
(O God!) ا   ←  (vocative)   (God) ا 

Classical Persian also uses circumposition, which is when both a postposition and a preposi-
tion are used at the same time to modify a noun. For example, the object of را is sometimes 
preceded by a preposition, .

(For God’s sake!) را  ا   

Persian prepositions can also be converted into postpositions by circumposition. A typical 
case sees the preposition ب or  used before the noun and the preposition shifted after it. 
Compare the following.

Classical circumposition  Standard Persian

(in the sea) در    در    (in the sea) در  در 

A. Read the following Persian idioms and their English translations. Underline the Persian preposition 
and give the meaning of the prepositional phrase.

(a corpse in the hand of the living) ہ  ز  ِ دہ    ١۔ 
(alive in the grave) ر  در  ہ  ز ٢۔ 

(a punch after the battle) از       ٣۔ 
(an impression on water; said of something that is fleeting) آب      ٤۔ 

(hand at work, heart with the beloved; neglecting the task at hand) ر    دل  و  ر      د ٥۔ 
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4.25 The Possessive Enclitic 

Read the following enclitic suffixes, which are used to express possession. They are suffixed 
to the word ب  (book) for the sake of example.

[-imān] ن    [-am] م   

[-itān] ن    [-at] ت   
[-ishān] ن  ن  ا  [-ash] ش  او 

(our book) ن   (my book)  
(your book) (pl.) (s. formal, polite) ن   (your book) (s. informal)  

(their book) ن   (his/her/its book)  

A. Use the chart above to form possessives of the following nouns for all pronouns (I, we, you [s.], 
you [pl.], he/she/it, and they). Be sure to give their meanings.

م ٣۔  دو  ٢۔  د  ا ١۔ 

4.26 More Persian Syntax in Urdu 

In many ways, Persian syntax closely resembles Urdu. Standard word order is subject-object-
verb. Verb declension specifies number, person, and tense. Unlike Urdu (but like English), 
Persian typically uses prepositions and lacks grammatical gender.

The Postposition رارا [rā ] 
The postpositional enclitic را [rā ] always follows the noun it modifies and can be translated 
as for, to, or of, depending on context.

(For God’s sake!) ارا 
(for what; why) ا 

The pronouns take a special form when modified by را:
(for/to/of us) را   (for/to/of me) ا 

(for/to/of you) (pl.) را     (for/to/of you) (s.) ا 
(for/to/of them) را  ن  ا  (for/to/of him/her/it) را  وے   / ورا   / اورا 

Consider the following line by Sa‘dī :

Neither the dignity of the small remains nor that of the great. را          را     
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The Indefinite Suffix ى [ī ] or ے [e] 
Another feature of Persian syntax ubiquitous in Urdu idioms borrowed from Persian is the 
indefinite suffix spelled and pronounced either ى [ī ] or ے [e]. When suffixed to ہ , it is some-
times spelled as a hamza ء above the ہ (just like iẓ ā fa). It indicates indefiniteness (compare 
with the English indefinite article “a”). 

  ا در  ہ  د ودو      در   درو  ده 
Ten dervishes may fit in a blanket, but two emperors won’t fit in a (single) clime. 

    وى  در  ا  آ    ل    رى   
When a task has been done without my involvement,

It isn’t proper for me to speak a word about it.

A. Translate the following aphorisms literally into English. Use the word banks for each to help you.

ارد رے  ں  اغ  ١۔
(poor person)   (lamp) اغ 

(to have) دا   (light) ر 
د   دا       از    ٢۔ 

را         را     
(from) از   (when)  

(one)   (community) م 
(to do) دن   (lack of wisdom) دا   

4.27 Persian in Urdu vs Modern Standard Persian

Persian idioms in Urdu are often written and pronounced in ways that may surprise 
readers who are familiar with modern Persian. We have already encountered the pre-
fix  [be], which is typically written and pronounced in modern Persian as  [bī ]. 
Similar differences are found in other aspects of Persian grammar as used in Urdu. For 
example, the Persian indefinite or relative suffix ى—e.g.    (a book; the book that …)—
is often written and pronounced as ے [e]. Likewise, the interrogative  [kai] (when) is 
often written as . 

Similarly, the second-person verbal suffixe ى which in modern standard Persian is 
pronounced as ī  (e.g. دى   ) is sometimes written and pronounced as ے [e] in Urdu:

[bāshe]  

[būde] دے 
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Another difference between modern Persian and Urdu orthography concerns the spelling 
and pronunciation of iẓ ā fat. Compare the following:

Modern Persian

[ba-rūye kār] ر  وِى 
Classical Persian/Urdu

[ba-rū-e kār] ر    و

Persian Archaims and Poetic Language 
A large number of Urdu idioms, maxims and aphorisms are borrowed from Persian poetry. In 
order to overcome the strictures of meter, poets employ contractions of common phrases. 
These are unique to verse, but, thankfully, they are quite intuitive. 

ں  ←  (… that that/those) آں   
 ←  (… that this/these) ا   

[zi] ز   ←  (from) از 
The ا in ا is often dropped:

(Everything that comes from friends is good.)    ر   دو از   
Another feature of classical Persian verse is the portability of possessive suffixes and their 
use as object markers. This can sometimes be confusing to new students. Consider the 
following common Urdu idiom.

 
Said when uttering something negative or impudent, the literal meaning appears to be “my 
dust in mouth.” However, the possessive م has been shifted from its logical position in د 
(my mouth), thus yielding “dust in my mouth.”

A. Read the following couplet by Sadi, underline any shortened elements, and write them out completely.

ز   وا ز      غ  اے 
آواز  و    ں  را    ں 

O bird of the morning, learn love from the moth,

For that burnt one lost his life and not a sound emerged.

4.28 Persian Proverbs and Aphorisms in Urdu 

You now have all the tools you need to appreciate the range of Persian language and idi-
oms used in Urdu, from everyday phrases to quotations from classical Persian literature. The 
following exercises review the Persian grammar and word-building surveyed in this unit.
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A. Translate the following idioms literally into English. Use the word banks to help you. An idiomatic 
explanation is given in parentheses to facilitate comprehension of their sense. These idioms are quite 
common in Urdu. One reads them in books, uses them in conversation across a range of contexts, 
and hears them in Bollywood films.

(The goal remains far ahead.) ا  دور    د ز  ١۔ 

(Delhi) د   (still) ز 
(far) دور 

(Assert authority from the outset.) اول  روز      ٢۔ 

(kill)   (cat)  

(one) اول   (day) روز 

(We are responsible for our own state.)          از  ٣۔ 

(that, which) (conjunction)   (we)  

(Said to describe a massive undertaking with little pay-off.) آوردن  ہ  و  ن  ہ  ٤۔ 

(to dig) ن   (mountain) ہ 
(produce) آوردن   (straw) ہ 

(Said to indicate that a person has no right to interfere.) ر      درون  را    ٥۔ 

(inside) درون   (policeman)  

(task, business) ر   (house)  

(Someone eventually comes to destroy even the most powerful.) را       ٦۔ 

(Moses)   (Pharoah) ن 

(Used to express gratitude for good news. Often written in letters.) دى  ش      و   ش      و اے  ٧۔ 

 (Said, typically sarcastically, in response to boasting about ancestors.) د  ن  رم  ٨۔ 

(sultan) ن   (father) ر 

(Said in response to praise or criticism.) د    ا   در    ل  ٩۔ 

(companion; lit. fellow sitter)   (beauty) ل 
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(Said when turning to the main point of a discussion.)      م  آ ١٠۔ 

(point, purpose)   (top, edge)  

(Said to emphasize the importance of witnessing things first-hand.) ہ  د   د    ہ  ١١۔ 

(when)   (to hear) ن 
(to see) ن  د  (like)  

(Used to tell others not to worry, since things may change.) ا  ن  در       از  س  ١٢۔ 

(affliction)   (to fear) ن 
(between) ن  در  (night)  

(All good things come to an end.) اں  را  رے      زوا را      ١٢۔ 

(decline) زوال   (perfection) ل 
(autumn) اں   (springtime) ر 

4.29 Suggestions for Further Study

Students of literary Urdu are unlikely to have trouble finding texts rich in Persian and 
Persianate vocabulary. The following texts are specifically suggested because they not only 
include Persian words, but Persian phrases and passages as well. Aḥmad Ḥusain Amjad, 
Rubā ʿiyā t-e Amjad (Hyderabad, 1968); Mī r Anī s, Marā ṡī -e Anī s (Badayun: Nizami Press, 1921) 
(various editions); Muḥammad Ḥusain Ā zā d, Ā b-e Ḥayā t (Lahore: Victoria Press, 1880) 
(various editions); Alt̤ā f Ḥusain Ḥā lī , Dī vā n-e Ḥā lī  maʿ-e Muqaddamah-e Shiʿr o Shā ʿirī  
(Kanpur: Nā mī  Press, 1892); Mī r Ḥasan, Siḥr ul-Bayā n (Lahore, 1966) (various editions); 
Shiblī  Nuʿmā nī , Shiʿr ul-ʿAjam, 5 vols (1909–21).
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UNIT 5
THE SANSKRIT-PRAKRIT ELEMENT

Urdu and Sanskrit are members of the Indo-European language family and have long, 
interconnected histories of geographical, cultural, and linguistic interaction. Urdu borrows 
a great deal of Sanskritic vocabulary through Prakrit. It also borrows some words from 
Sanskrit directly. And many Urdu and Sanskrit words share Proto-Indo-European etymons. 
This unit surveys some of the most common linguistic elements that link Urdu and Sanskrit 
(and Prakrit). The division of Urdu and Hindi in terms of Perso-Arabic and Sanskritic vocabu-
lary has often obscured the importance of Sanskrit and Prakrit as a source of vocabulary 
in Urdu. But the fact remains that Urdu includes a massive amount of Sanskrit vocabulary, 
both through its own traditions and through borrowings from Sanskritized Hindi. From 
news and television programs in India and Pakistan to classical poetry and Bollywood lyrics, 
Sanskrit and Sanskritic words make up a substantial proportion of Urdu vocabulary.

Grammarians typically divide Sanskritic vocabulary in Urdu into two categories:  
[tatsam(a)] and  [tadbhav(a)]. Tatsam indicates Sanskrit vocabulary whose form in Urdu 
is the same as in Sanskrit. This may be because Urdu borrowed the words directly from 
Sanskrit. It may also be because the form of the words did not change despite the process 
of borrowing and loaning that led them to Urdu. Many words that travel indirectly from 
Sanskrit to Urdu, usually through Prakrit, show only slight changes. The only difference 
between the tatsam and tadbhav may be the pronunciation of a single letter. Such words 
are sometimes called semi-tatsam; for example, the tatsam س س and semi-tatsam [vilā s]و  
[bilā s]. By contrast, tadbhav refers to vocabulary related to Sanskrit, but whose form has 
changed significantly, usually through long histories of borrowing, loaning, interaction, and 
linguistic change. The relationship between tatsam and tadbhav vocabulary is not always 
immediately obvious; for example, that between the tatsam م  [karm] (action, deed) and 
its tadbhav relative م  [kā m] (work). However, the differences between tatsam and tadbhav 
words are largely determined by predictable patterns. Familiarity with these patterns allows 
us to recognize the relationship between tadbhav and tatsam words and enrich our under-
standing of the meaning and history of Urdu words. 

From Sanskrit’s perspective, the relationship between tatsam and tadbhav vocabulary 
is characterized as the relationship of change from the former to the latter. This attitude 
is enshrined in the terms themselves. “Tatsam” means “that” (tat) “same” (sam), that is, 
“the same as it is (in Sanskrit).” “Tadbhav” means “that” (tad) “arising from” (bhav), that is, 
words that are derived or evolved from Sanskrit. This is a productive and useful model for 
thinking about the relationship between tatsam and tadbhav vocabulary. But it has also 
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mislead scholars to think that all tadbhav vocabulary is derived from Sanskrit or reflects 
corrupt forms of it. The truth is much more complicated. Sanskrit, the literal meaning of 
which is “make (kr̤) together (saṃ)” or “composed,” is a formalized language based on 
spoken forms of Proto-Indo-European languages. Tadbhav words typically come through 
the Prakrits, which were vernacular, spoken languages that were likewise derived from 
Proto-Indo-European, existed alongside Sanskrit, and formed the basis of what we recog-
nize as Indic vernacular languages such as Hindi and Urdu today. The differences that we 
find between tatsam and tadbhav vocabulary are thus not necessarily linear changes to 
an original Sanskrit loanword as it passed through Prakrit into Urdu. This unit will use the 
words “variation,” “difference,” and “change” to refer to the relationships between Sanskritic 
tatsam and Prakritic tadbhav vocabulary, but it is important to remember that the differ-
ences themselves reflect a complicated history of linguistic evolution and interaction that 
none of these words accurately captures.

Although Urdu uses a much greater number of tadbhav words than tatsam ones, famil-
iarity with both is essential for Urdu learners. Tatsam vocabulary is found in a wide range of 
literary and cultural contexts and registers. Urdu users encounter it in personal names, the 
technical terminology of Indic philosophy and Hindu religious traditions, political language 
in postcolonial India, Indian television, Bollywood films, and some forms of Urdu poetry. 
By studying tatsam word-building and tadbhav sound change, Urdu students will learn to 
recognize the underlying structures of words and to appreciate nuances in their meanings. 
They will also find it easier to remember them. Another advantage of studying tatsam 
and tadbhav patterns in Urdu is that it leads to easier recognition of Sanskritic-Prakritic 
vocabulary in other Indic languages that are closedly tied to Urdu culture, such as Avadhi, 
Braj Bhasha, Gujarati, Panjabi, and Sindhi, to name just a few. Since the unit on “The Hindi 
Element” has already surveyed a great deal of tadbhav vocabulary, readers are encouraged 
to review that unit before and after studying the lessons in this one.

The following couplet exemplifies the centuries-long use of Sanskritic tatsam and tadb-
hav words alongside Hindi-Urdu and Perso-Arabic vocabulary in Urdu. It is the first couplet 
in the Dī vā n (compiled poems) of Qulī  Qut̤b Shā h (1566–1613). The Dī vā n is generally rec-
ognized today as the first to be compiled in Urdu.

(By your light, the sun and moon have illuminated night and day.)    را ں  دن      ر  ے    ر  ر 
(Who can describe you? You alone are my life.)    ا    آ ں          ى 

This poem, typically read as a َ  (a poem written in praise of God), combines the tatsam words 
ُر  (sun) and دن (day), the semi-tatsam or tadbhav words َر  (moon) and  (night) and  
(life, soul), Hindi-Urdu tadbhav vocabulary such as  (cf. ) (from) and ا  (your), and Perso-
Arabic vocabulary such as  (attribute; description; praise) and را  (illuminated). 
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Sanskrit Words in Everyday Urdu 
For mostly political reasons, Hindi and Urdu identies have largely been tied to vocabulary 
and their relationships to classical literary traditions: Sanskrit for Hindi; Perso-Arabic for 
Urdu. Efforts to avoid one register of vocabulary or the other have never succeeded, but 
attitudes about linguistic purity and derivation that were formed in the colonial period 
have largely become conventional wisdom in the postcolonial one. It is common to read 
and hear ideas such as that the Arabic word ف  (letter) is an Urdu word whereas the San-
skrit ا (letter) is not. The rationale that underlies this claim is that ف  is a Perso-Arabic 
word (and therefore Urdu) and ا is a Sanskrit word (and therefore Hindi). This rationale 
has led to the exclusion of certain forms of literary and linguistic education in Urdu, much 
to the detriment of students. Here follow two everyday Urdu idioms that include Sanskrit 
borrowings, including ا. The Sanskrit borrowings and their English parallels are in bold.

(A black letter is equal to a water buffalo.) ا       اا
(A reference to illiteracy and foolishness. Often used sarcastically.)  

(lit. “body turnaround“)   

(An about-face or complete change.)  

Neither idiom survives if the Perso-Arabic equivalent of the Sanskrit is substituted.

Note on the Urdu Pronunciation and English Spelling of Sanskrit words 
This unit will present Sanskrit spellings and transliterations in accordance with standard 
Urdu pronunciation. Transliterations do not add the typical “a” at the end of Sanskrit words, 
since Urdu speakers do not pronounce this letter except in special contexts (such as the 
recitation of Sanskrit texts). Thus, in this section, رام will be transliterated as Rā m (not Rā ma), 
.as rā g not rā ga, and so on راگ

The reason why the standard English transliteration of Sanskrit includes the short “a” vowel 
ending is that the vowel plays an important role in the rules that govern the combination of 
words and particles in Sanskrit. We shall study these rules, called sandhi, in some detail. For our 
purposes, what is important to keep in mind is that most words pronounced without a vowel 
ending in Urdu (such as راگ and رام), for the purpose of sandhi, end in the short vowel (a) in 
Sanskrit (hence rā ga, Rā ma), which represents the stem form of the noun.

The Urdu script does not distinguish among many of the phonemes that are distinguish-
able in the Nagari script (the most widely used script for Sanskrit). Similarly, in everday 
speech, most Hindi-Urdu speakers (except in special circumstances) do not pronounce sev-
eral sounds that are represented in Nagari letters (e.g. the retroflex or palatal sh ष and n ण). 
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For this reason, the name कृ ण, although spelled with two retroflex consonants, is typically 
pronounced without the retroflexes as  [krishn], though Urdu speakers have also long 
pronounced this word as َ ِ  [kishan] or  [kisan], and so on. This is because the vocalic r̤ in 
Sanskrit is lost in the Prakrits, from which many classical Urdu forms of Sanskritic vocabulary 
are derived. 

5.1 Connections and Cognates 

In order to recognize the connections among tadbhav and tatsam vocabulary, one must 
develop familiarity with some of the most common predictable patterns of sound change 
or variation between them. For example, the most commonly used verb in Urdu,  
(to be), and its many relatives share a Proto-Indo-European etymon with the Sanskrit word 
َ  (being) and demonstrates the regular change whereby an aspirated consonant Sanskrit 
is dropped and only the aspiration itself, h, remains in Urdu. This and other patterns of 
change provide us with a point of comparison from which to recognize other words simi-
larly related to the Sanskrit (and therefore to the Urdu word). Most Sanskritic words in Urdu 
are not borrowings, but cognates whose relationship to Sanskrit is typically indirect and 
often difficult to recognize without studying these patterns. 

The following chart introduces students to the Sanskrit relatives of four of the most 
commonly used words in Urdu:

Other Urdu Cognates  Sanskrit   Urdu

 [kr̤i] (to do)  ِ   

 [madhya] (middle)   (in)  

[apar] (later, further) ا  اور  
ا  [yā] (to go)    

The following chart surveys some of the most commonly used Urdu verbs and their San-
skrit relatives. It demonstrates some of the phonemic differences between Sanskrit and 
Urdu words borrowed from Prakrit. For example, ى [y] and ج  ; ش    and ; and ش and س. It 
also demonstrates how productive a knowledge of Sanskrit can be for students interested 
in studying the relationships among Urdu words.

Other Urdu Cognates  Sanskrit Root  Urdu

د   / ن   / و    

 (karma) م  / م   / ر   ِ  
ڑى  /   ُ  /    / م   /   ا  /    /    / م  ا  or ا   / ات    or     ،  
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Unit 5: The Sanskrit-Prakrit Element 261

دان  /   َد  /   دا  / داد   / دل  دا  د 
راز   /   ر ر     or رہ  ر 

   /     
 /   د   

  در  / در دِرش  د 
ك   

    ر  / را  /   ا ر  ر 
 /    / گ    

   / ن   /    /    / ن   /   ا  /   ا   
 /    / وش   / ود   ُ  

A large number of Urdu verbs are related to Sanskrit compounds in which the root  / ى   
(to do) is suffixed to another root. In Urdu, the result is a verb whose stem ends in ك or گ 
and sometimes ر or ڑ. The number of such verbs is enormous and has parallels in Sanskrit, 
in which nouns are compounded with kr̤i to form compound verbs. The following list lists 
some of them, but is far from exhaustive. Look up five words in Platts’ dictionary and learn 
something about their roots.

ر     ر    اُ اُ  ا  اُ 

رو        ِ    ٗ  

ا     َ  ِ   

The following examples demonstrate how these verbs are formed. Remember that the San-
skrit compounds are not borrowed into Urdu. Instead, they are distant relatives, so to speak, 
of the Urdu words. Note the different consonants between Urdu and Sanskrit.

Urdu    Sanskrit

(to vomit) ا   ←   (to vomit)  وم  (up, out) اُد 
(to wave; to close the eyes; to pounce upon)   ←   (leaping)  

(to sprinkle, scatter)   ←   (touching) ِش 
(to toast, to warm)   ←   (being hot) ِد 

(to defecate)   ←   (to defecate)  
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Consider the following set of words. The relationships among them may not be immedi-
ately obvious, but awareness of their etymological connection to the Sanskrit ك ْ  तोक 
[stok(a)], meaning very small, little, and the various regular patterns of difference that 
obtain between Sanskrit words and their Urdu relatives makes the connection clear. 

(a bit) ڑا   (a small piece) ى   (a piece) ا  َ ُ  (a little)  ُ

The following section, adapted mostly from Beams, will review some of the most important dif-
ferences in spelling and pronunciation between Sanskrit tatsam words and Sanskritic tadbhav 
(or semi-tatsam) vocabulary. By developing familiarity with the predictable patterns of change 
between Sanskrit and Urdu, we will quickly learn to recognize relationships that might other-
wise not be obvious; for example, the connection between the Sanskrit-tatsam رگ  (path, road) 
and the Sanskritic-tadbhav  (a part in the hair), both of which are used in Urdu. In the fol-
lowing sections, words will be categorized as Sanskrit or Urdu, rather than Sanskrit-tatsam and 
Prakrit-tadbhav for the sake of ease. But remember that many of the words listed as Sanskrit, 
such as رگ  (path, road), have been borrowed into Urdu and are therefore Urdu words, too.

5.2 Patterns of Difference and Change

5.2.1 Vowel Quality 

Among the most basic and outstanding differences between Prakritic-tadbhav and San-
skritic-tatsam cognates is the quality vowels. Vowel differences can broadly be grouped 
into three categories: change of one into another; addition or elision; and lengthening or 
shorting. This section will survey some of the most common changes. You will note that 
many of these changes are accompanied by changes to consonants, too. We will survey 
those changes in the next section. Remember, “Sanskrit” and “Urdu” are used here for the 
sake of ease and clarity. Many of the words listed under “Sanskrit” have been borrowed into 
Urdu and are therefore Urdu words, too.

One common difference is for the vowel of the second syllable in the Sanskrit-tatsam 
word to affect the quality of the vowel in the first syllable of the Prakritic-Urdu-tadbhav 
word. The nature of the vowel change is determined by a set of rules which Sanskritists call 
guṇa. We will pass over those rules for now.

Urdu   Sanskrit
ْ اُ  (finger)  ُ اَ

ُرت  (season, time) ِرُت 
 (tree) ى  ْ َ
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Unit 5: The Sanskrit-Prakrit Element 263

Note that in the first two cases, the vowel in the second syllable has been displaced to the 
first. Here are the same words in Roman script.

Urdu  Sanskrit

unglī  angulī

rut  ritu

peṛ  patrī

In the third example, the displaced vowel has in fact followed a rule for vowel combination 
(which we will study later), whereby the combination of a and ī  yields e:

peṛ  a+ī = e  patrī

Sometimes the difference involves the quality of a vowel. For example, the change from ī  to 
a in the following pair. Note that the Sanskrit word has been borrowed into Urdu.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(to examine)  َ  (examination)  ْ ِ

Another common difference is the shortening or lengthening of vowels. For example, a 
long ā  may be shortened (along with other changes) to a:

Urdu  Sanskrit 

 (costly, expensive) ر 

Among the most common differences is the lengthening of a short vowel. Such differences 
are often accompanied by differences in consonants, too, such as the elision of one conso-
nant in a pair or cluster.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(cot) ٹ   (cot) ا  َ
(womb)   (belly)  ُ

(bean)  ْ  (bean)  ِ

There are many ways in which the vowel ِر [r̤i] in Sanskrit is different in Urdu cognates, but 
perhaps the most common difference is for it to appear as ِ  [i].

Urdu   Sanskrit

ن ِ  (farmer)  ِ ْ
ِ  (grass, straw) ِن  ْ
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264 Urdu Vocabulary

Another common difference is for the r to be maintained, but for the short i to change to 
a, thus to ر [-ar] or sometimes ڑ [-aṛ] in Urdu.

Urdu  Sanskrit

(large) ا   (growth) ْوِردھ 
[mar] (to die) (verb stem)   [mr̤i] (to die) (verb stem)  ِ ْ

A. Match the Sanskrit words on the right to their Urdu cognates. Then explain the differences between 
them with reference to one of the rules outlined above. Explanations should explain changes to the 
numbered word. The first has been done for you.

r̤i to ar  َ ا   __١__  (home) ِہ  ١۔ 
______________ آ  ب   ____  (to do)  ِ ٢۔ 
______________  ّ ِ پ   ____  (tear)  ُ ْ اَ ٣۔ 
______________  َ ت   ____  (hand)    ٤۔ 
______________ ٹ    ____  (mud, soil)    ِ ّ ِ ْ ٥۔ 

Vowel Insertion 
Sanskrit favors pairs and clusters of consonants, but these are often broken or reduced in 
their Urdu cognates. Thus, Urdu cognates of Sanskrit words often differ by the infixation of 
a short vowel.

Urdu   Sanskrit
َ َ  (devotee)  ْ َ
َ َ  (birth)  ْ َ

Elision of Vowels 
The elision of initial vowels occurs in Sanskrit as well as in the vernaculars. This means that 
the relationship between a large number of Urdu words and the Sanskrit prefixes surveyed 
elsewhere in this unit may not be immediately obvious. Consider the following.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(inside)  ِ  (within)  َ َ اَ
(crowd)   (near) ن  َ ا

Final vowels may also be elided.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(word, matter) ت   (speech) وار 
(sleep)   (sleep) را  ِ
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B. Read the Sanskrit-tatsam words on the right and the Urdu-tadbhav words on the left. Explain 
differences between the vowels using the information covered in this section.

Urdu   Sanskrit

م َ د  (dharma) م  َ د ١۔ 
َ َ  (endeavor)  ْ َ ٢۔ 
َ َر  (jewel)  ْ َر ٣۔ 

َ  (trouble)  ْ ٤۔ 
َس  (rain, year) وْرش  ٥۔ 

 (horn)  ِ ْ ٦۔ 
ھ  (back)  ِ ْ ٧۔ 

5.2.2 Changes to Consonants 

Like differences in vowels, differences in consonants, too, can be grouped roughly into three 
categories: change from one consonant to another; the elision of a consonant; and a change 
to the quality of a consonant (unvoiced to voiced; unaspirated to aspirated; and so on).

Single initial consonants followed by a vowel rarely vary except in the case of predict-
able changes in quality (e.g. و to ب). (Initial-position consonant clusters, by contrast, vary 
considerably.) Changes in the internal consonants of the Sanskrit often involve the aspira-
tion of the initial consonant of the Urdu. In the following pair, the Sanskrit و is predictably 
made ب in Urdu, and the elision of ش from the consonant pair  [shp] results in the aspi-
ration of the initial consonant, hence .

Urdu   Sanskrit

(vapor) پ   (vapor) وا 

A similar process is at work in the following pair with the displacement of the aspirate from 
the final position to the initial consonant.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(house, home)  َ  (house) ِہ  ْ

Note the regularity of the change: in gr̤i the cluster gr changes to gar by the regular 
patterns of vowel infixation and the change of r̤i to ar (see section above). Then the final-
position aspirate h is displaced to the initial consonant, g, to yield gh. Consequently, the 
Urdu word is ghar.
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Medial-position consonants show the greatest difference between Sanskrit and Urdu 
cognates. Urdu words may contain the same consonants as the Sanskrit or differ accord-
ing to regular and predictable patterns. One common difference is for a medial-position 
consonant to be elided, sometimes along with a connected vowel or vowels. There is some 
regularity to the patterns of elision, as some consonants are more likely to be eliminated 
and others are more frequently maintained. Those which tend to be maintained across San-
skrit-Urdu cognates are ج ك  ٹ  پ  ت  چ   .Note that both Sanskrit words are used in Urdu .ج 

Urdu  Sanskrit

(light, shine) ت  /    (light)  

(mark on the brow)   (mark on the brow)  َ ِ

Unvoiced medial- and final-position consonants are often voiced in vernacular Indian lan-
guages like Urdu. For example, the letters ك  /  in Sanskrit words regularly appear as their ٹ 
voiced counterparts گ  / : ڑ or ڈ 

Urdu   Sanskrit

(green, leafy vegetable) گ   (vegetable) ك 
(cloth) ا   (cloth)  َ َ

Medial position پ in Sanskrit words often appears as و [v] or و [o] in Urdu.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(to sleep)   (sleeping)  َ
(plus a quarter) ا   (plus a quarter) ِدك  َ

A. Match the Sanskrit word on the right to its Urdu cognate. Explain any changes in consonants with 
reference to the patterns outlined above. 

ا   ____  (crow) ك  ١۔ 
ل ب   ____  (skeleton) ل  ٢۔ 

پ   ____  (bracelet) ٣۔  
گ ت   ____  (bed)  َ ٤۔ 

ٹ   ____  (pan) ہ  ٥۔ 
ا ث   ____  (door) ٹ  ٦۔ 

اڑ ج   ____  (sowing)  َ َو ٧۔ 
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The elision or omission of consonants is also common. This is especially true of consonants 
in the final syllable.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(koel)  ِ  (koel)  ِ ْ
(crow) ا   (crow) ك 

The elision of the initial ك from the agentive suffix ر  (-doer, -maker) is characteristic of 
Urdu vocabulary derived from Sanskrit.

(goldsmith) ر   / ر   (goldsmith) ر  َرن  ْ

B. Read the following pairs of Sanskrit and Urdu words and describe the relationship between them 
by noting the presence or absence of consonants.

(potter) ر  ُ  (potter) ر    ُ ١۔ 
(mother)   (mother) ٢۔  
(brother)   (brother)  ْ ا ْ ٣۔ 

(to get)   (obtaining) ا  ٤۔ 
(to eat)   (eating) دن  ٥۔ 
(to cry) رو   (crying) رودن  ٦۔ 
(a well) اں   (a well) پ  ٧۔ 
(lamp) ِد   (lamp) د  ٨۔ 

Initial-position ْ  [ksh-] in Sanskrit words is generally replaced in Urdu with .

Urdu   Sanskrit

(stamp, seal, impression) پ   (kshi-; to strike)  ِ

(forgiveness, pardon)   (forgiveness)  

Another difference is for the چ in Sanskrit to be replaced by ت in Urdu. This variation is also 
found among Urdu words. For example:

(forty-one, forty-five) ا    (forty)  
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Changes may also occur between dental and retroflex consonant pairs:

Urdu   Sanskrit

(to determine)   (a place) ن 
(to fall)   (to fall)  

(to bite) ڈ   (to bite) د 

The letters and sounds ل and ڈ or ڑ are also found in place of each other: 

Urdu   Sanskrit

(game, play, sport)   (game, playing, sport) ا 
(round) ل   (ball)  ُ

(palm-wine) ڑى   (palmyra tree) ل 

Perhaps the most common transformations that occur are those between ل and ر. These 
letters are also substituted for each other in Urdu dialects and styles, too. 

Hindi-Urdu Dialect   Standard Urdu

(plate, dish) رى   (plate dish)  

The same is true of ل and ن. 

Hindi-Urdu Dialect   Standard Urdu

(Lucknow)   (Lucknow)  

The case of Lucknow-Nucklow may in fact be a case of inversion, which is also found 
between Urdu and Sanskrit words.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(to drown) ڈو   (to drown) ْوُرڈ 

The recognition of the inversion helps us to see how ڈو is connected to the (rare) word َك ُ  
(the sound of something falling into water). Note the inversion of ڑ / ڈ and ب.

Among the most common changes is ج in Urdu for ى [y] in Sanskrit.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(yoga; proper; joined) گ   (yoga) گ 
(to go)   (to go)  
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Also common is the change from و [v] in Sanskrit to ب in Urdu.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(hero)   (hero) و 

Likewise, the change from ش in Sanskrit to س in Urdu.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(trust, belief) اس  /وِ اس   (trust, belief) اس  و

The change from م in Sanskrit to  [ñ v] or وں [oñ ] (and sometimes simply nasalization) in 
Urdu is also common.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(dark-complexioned) م    (dark, black)  

(village) ؤں   (village) ام  ْ

One remarkable tendency is for the sibilants (ش  and   or to be خ or ہ in Sanskrit to vary as (س
elided in other Perso-Indic languages. This is found not only in Urdu, but also in Persian and 
characterizes the relationship between a large number of Sanskrit words and their Persian 
cognates used in Urdu.

Persianate Urdu   Sanskrit

(week)   (seven)   (seven)  

(dry)  ُ  (dry)  ُ
(ten) دہ   (ten) َدش 

Another common variation is that between the retroflex or palatal ش in Sanskrit and  in Urdu. 

Urdu   Sanskrit

 (language)   (language)  

(poison)  ِ  /   ِ  (poison) وِش 

Another change is the tendency for aspirated consonants (e.g. ,   , ,دھ      ) to appear as ہ 
in Urdu, the consonant being elided. We have already seen this in the difference between 
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the Sanskrit ر    [kumbh-kā r] and the Urdu ر  [kumhā r] (note the elision of b and the 
retention of h).

Urdu   Sanskrit

(rain, mist, drizzle)   (cloud)  

(to praise) ا   (to praise)  ْ

C. Read the following pairs of Sanskrit and Urdu words. Explain the differences using the patterns 
discussed above as guides.

ا   (deaf)  ِ ١۔ 
د  (yogurt) َدد  ٢۔ 

 ُ َ  (wife; daughter-in-law) َود  ٣۔ 
ا   (deep; grave; serious) ٤۔  

ا  (cowherd) آ  ٥۔ 
 (to be, become)  ُ ٦۔ 

ى   (pot) ٧۔  
گ  ُ  (beauty)    ٨۔ 
ل   (lotus) ٩۔  

اں د  (smoke) م  د ١٠۔ 
س  (rain; year) ورش  ١١۔ 

Among the most important and regular patterns of difference between Sanskrit and Urdu 
is that which concerns Sanskrit consonant clusters. One can distinguish among kinds 
of clusters and similarly predict the ways in which Urdu forms derived from the same 
etymon will appear. The rules governing the kinds of consonants that are assimilated or 
elided, and the types of clusters which are subjected to the changes, are quite complex. 
Because our focus is mainly on recognizing connections among words for the purpose of 
vocabulary acquisition and retention, we will only broadly survey the three main patterns 
that are observed.

The first pattern is that the Sanskrit cluster is predictably paralleled by the elision of one 
letter and (usually) the lengthening of the preceding vowel in the Urdu cognate. 

Urdu   Sanskrit

 (milk) دودھ   (milk) ھ  ْ ُد
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In the preceding example, the first element of the cluster, گ, has been elided and the pre-
ceding short vowel,ُ , has been lengthened to و [ū ]. The same kind of elision is found in the 
following example. This time, the d is elided from the pair dg:

Urdu   Sanskrit

(spitting) ل  اُ  (spitting) ر  اُْد
The preceding example belongs to a large group of Urdu words related to Sanskrit words 
that begin with the prefixes ُاد or ُات , both of which convey a sense of upward movement. 
The elision of the d or t explains why a number of Urdu verbs whose meanings convey a 
sense of upward motion begin with ُا  [u]. Here is another example.

Urdu   Sanskrit

(to arise)    اُ  (rising up) ن  ْ اُ
The next example is especially interesting, since it actually demonstrates two patterns. The 
first is the elision of the final ر. The second is a change in the nasalized vowel from the den-
tal nasal ن to a nasalization of the elongated vowel, hence ں. This change is quite subtle 
and not universally pronounced by Urdu speakers, but it is a regular pattern that character-
izes the relationship between tadbhav and tatsam registers.

(moon)     (moon) ر  َ
Here follow more examples:

Urdu   Sanskrit

(shoulder)     /    (shoulder) ھ  َ ْ
(to tremble)     (shaking, trembling)  

 D. Read the following pairs and explain the difference between them with reference to the patterns 
discussed in this section.

(jamun)    ُ  (jamun fruit)  ْ ُ ١۔ 
(fire) آگ   (fire) ا  ٢۔ 

(muung daal)   (a type of lentil)  ْ ُ ٣۔ 
(pearl)   (pearl)  ُ ٤۔ 

(seven) ت   (seven)  ْ َ ٥۔ 
(to grow [from soil]) اُ   (going up) اْد  ٦۔ 

(to boil) ا   (heating up) ا  ْ اْد ٧۔ 
(to raise up) ر  اُ  (raising up) رن  اْد ٨۔ 
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One general rule is that the elision of a sibilant (س or ش) from a cluster results in the aspira-
tion of the remaining consonant and the elongation of the preceding short vowel. In the 
first example below, ْ ُ  [shus̤hk], by removing ش [s̤h] from the pair  [s̤hk], we are left 
with ُ  [shuk]. By changing ش to س, elongating the vowel to و [ū ], aspirating the remaining 
consonant ك to , and adding an adjectival ending, we arrive at the Urdu word , which 
is itself the root of a handful of other Urdu words.

(dry / to dry)   /    (dry)  ْ ُ
(west)  ِ  (west)  ِ َ

The cluster ْ  has two frequent parallels in Urdu:  and .

(eye) آ   (eye) ا 
(rice pudding)   (milk)  ْ

(knife) ى  ُ  (knife)  ُ

E. Read the following set of pairs. Explain the differences between them with reference to the 
patterns of vowel and consonant change and elision, and aspiration discussed here.

(leprosy) ڑھ   (leprosy)  ُ ١۔ 
(scorpion) ا   (scorpion)  ِ ْوِر ٢۔ 

(to be ensnared)   (touching) ِش  ٣۔ 
(fly)  

ّ
 (fly)  ِ َ ٤۔ 

(field)   (field) ٥۔  
(womb)   (belly)  ُ ٦۔ 
(hand)   (hand) ٧۔  

(elephant)   (elephant) ٨۔  
(stone)  ّ َ  (stone)  َ َ ْ ٩۔ 
(book)   (book)  َ ُ ١٠۔ 

(forehead)   (head) ١١۔  
(stopping, to stop) م,    (post)  ْ ١٢۔ 

(fist)   /    (fist)  ُ ١٣۔ 
(wood)   (wood) ١٤۔  
(back) ھ   (back)  ِ ْ ١٥۔ 
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Typically, ر is elided from a cluster and is replaced with nasalization. This variation also 
involves changes to vowel patterns, especially lengthening and suffixation. 

(crab) ا   / ا   (crab)  

(flame) آ   (flame)  ِ اَر

F. Read the following pairs and account for the differences between the Sanskrit and the Urdu using 
the rules discussed so far.

(cloth) ا   (cloth) ١۔  
(date) ر   (date) ر  ٢۔ 

(thin, emaciated) ُد   (weak) ُدر  ٣۔ 
(goat) ا   (goat) ور  ٤۔ 

(request)   (asking) رگ  ٥۔ 
(polishing, cleaning [teeth])   (rubbing, polishing) ر  ٦۔ 

(snake)   (snake) ْپ  ٧۔ 
(tiger)   (tiger)  ْ و ٨۔ 

(all)   (all) ْو  ٩۔ 

The changes from Sanskrit clusters ending in ى [y] to their tadbhav-Urdu relatives are regular 
and predictable:  [ty(a)] to چ;    [thy(a)] to   ;  ,to . Hence [dhya] د and ;ج to [dy(a)] دى 
in the first example below, the ty in  [saty(a)] (true) changes to ch and becomes sach 
(true). Note that the ى [y] ending of Sanskrit words is typically spelled  in Urdu.

(true)   (true)  

(dance) چ   (dance)  ِ ْ

The variation between the consonants can occur even without ى [y]:

(to understand, to be wise)   /     ُ  (understanding, wisdom) ھ  ُ
(to become clear)   (pure) ھ  ُ

Most Urdu-tadbhav forms of Sanskrit words beginning with ْ  [prati-] reflect the general 
trend for the initial-position cluster to be broken by the infixation of a vowel, thus parti-. 
The changes to the vowel and consonant patterns that follow from the infixation are thus 
often consistent with the patterns  [ty(a)] is چ and so on.

(neighbor) و   (neighbor) ا  ِ ْ
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G. Read the following pairs and explain the variation between the Sanskrit and Urdu words using 
the patterns discussed in this section.

آج   (today) اد  ١۔ 
 (lightning)  ُ وِد ٢۔ 

 (middle, central) ٣۔  
 (night) ٤۔  

(shadow, shade; reflection)   (reflection)  ِ ْ ٥۔ 

Another common variation is for the cluster رت in Sanskrit to appear as ٹ in Urdu:

(cutting) ٹ   (cutting)  

When the ر follows a dental consonant (د ,ت) in a cluster, it is often elided and the dental 
sometimes becomes retroflex:

(spot)   (spotted)  ْ ِ
(to break)   (breaking) ُٹ  ْ

Most often, however, the ر is simply elided:

 (field)  ْ
ت  /   ُ  (son)  ْ ُ

Likewise, the  [y] at the end of clusters is simply elided.

(desert; battlefield) رن   (desert) ر 

When a sibilant (ش or س) and n (ن) are paired in Sanskrit, the sibilant is typically elided in 
Urdu and replaced with ہ following the nasal (ں). For example, from the Sanskrit word ن  
[snā n] (bathing), we drop س and replace it with  [nh], and, with vowel infixation, arrive at 
the Urdu  [nahā nā ] (to bathe). The pattern explains why, in some dialects of early moden 
Hindi-Urdu, the pronunciation of  was nhā nā  (without the infixed vowel).

(to bathe)   (bathing) ن  ْ
(Kanha [Krishna])   (Krishna)  

In many cases, when ر is part of a consonant cluster, a vowel is infixed:

(archaic)  (to touch)  َ  (touching) ْش  َ ْ
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H. Read the following pairs and account for the variations between them using the rules covered in 
this section.

(quail)   (quail)  ِ َور ١۔ 
(earth, soil, mud)  ّ ِ  (earth)  ِ ّ ِ ٢۔ 

(carriage, cart, car) ڑى   (mover, goer) ى  ْ َ ٣۔ 
(night) رات   (night) ى  ْ را ٤۔ 

5.2.3 Prakritic Pronunciation and Urdu 

Urdu takes much of its Sanskrit vocabulary through Prakrit languages and therefore follows 
the pronunciation of Prakrit, in which the pronunciation of certain Sanskrit letters varies. For 
example, the retroflex sibilant ष [s̤h] may be pronounced as either the aspirated  [kh] or the 
sibilant ش [sh], whereby sometimes as س [s], in Urdu. Likewise, as in other Prakritic South Asian 
languages, the letters و [v] and ش [sh] are often pronounced ب and س, respectively, in Urdu. 
The strength of the Sanskritization movement in India has rendered some of these pronuncia-
tions archaic, but for much of the history of Hindi-Urdu, they were considered standard. Thus:

[Pārbati] ر   ←  (mountain)   ← وت 
(Baisnab)   ←  [Bisnū]   ← و 

(scholar) وان   (learning)   ←  (knowledge)   ← و 
(trust) اس   ← اس  و

A. Read the following excerpt from the maṡnavī  (rhymed couplets) Siḥr ul-Bayā n (1780s) by Mī r 
Ḥasan. The poem recounts the adventures of a prince and princess in love. In this scene, an heirless 
king has called a handful of astrologers, including a pandit, for augury. Underline the words that 
show Prakritic forms of the Sanskrit و (word, speech) and ر  .(thought; judgment) وِ

ر       ں  ا     ر  ِ   ا     ں   
وے  ے      ں  ر َد            رام   
ب آ اں  اب      آ   ب      ں    راج 

َ ں                     اب     

5.3 Sandhi  

Our discussion of Sanskrit word-building in Urdu begins with what Sanskrit grammari-
ans call sandhī  [ ] (combination). Like other Indo-European languages, Sanskrit forms 
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vocabulary through combination. Sanskritists distinguish between internal and external 
sandhi. We will focus on the latter, external sandhī , which describes the changes that occur 
to vowels and consonants at the point of combination between the last letter of one word 
and the first letter of another.

5.3.1 Sandhi of Vowels 

For example, when a word ending in ا [ā ] is combined with one beginning in آ [ā ], the 
resulting  or combination is a single ا [ā ], as in  (great) + آ (soul) =  (the great 
soul). Study the following chart, which surveys the basic and most common  rules for 
the combination of vowels. Note that in Nagari (the script most often used for Sanskrit), a 
special character is used for ر [typically transliterated as r

°
; in this book, r̤i], which is consid-

ered a vowel. Here, this vowel is transliterated into Nastaliq as رى.

Combined Vowel  Initial Vowel  End Vowel

[ā] آ   ←  [a, ā] ا / آ   +  [a, ā] اَ / آ 
[e] اْے   ←  [i, ī] / اى  اِ   +  [a, ā] اَ / آ 
[o] اْو   ←  [u] اُ   +  [a, ā] اَ / آ 
[ar] اَر   ←  [r̤i] رى   +  [a, ā] اَ / آ 
[ai] اَے   ←  [i, e] / اْے  اِ   +  [a, ā] اَ / آ 
[ī] اى   ←  [i, ī] اِ / اى   +  [i, ī] اِ / اى 

[ū] اُو   ←  [u, ū] اُو   / اُ   +  [u, ū] اُ / اُو 
[ṛi] رى   ←  [ṛi] رى   +  [ṛi] رى 
[ai] اَے   ←  [e, ai] اْے / اَے   +  [a] اَ 

[au] اَو   ←  [o, au] او / اَو   +  [a] اَ 
[y] ى   ←  dissimilar vowel   +  [i, ī] اِ / اى 
[v] و   ←   ”  +  [u, ū] اُ / اُو 

Consider the following examples: 
[o] اْواْو   ← اُاُ   + اَاَ 

(having a long belly; a name of Ganesh) در   ←  (belly) اُدر   +  (long)  َ َ

[e] اْےاْے   ← اىاى   + اَاَ 
(the supreme lord) ر   ←  (lord) َر  ِ ا  (highest) + َمَ 
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[e] اْےاْے   ← اِاِ   + اَاَ 
(lord of men; king, prince) ر   ←  (lord) ر  ا  +  (man)  

A. Combine the words on the right to form the names or epithets of deities and give their literal meanings. 
Note that these names are also commonly used as personal names. Assume words end in  َ [a] unless 
otherwise indicated.

(lord) ا   (full moon) را  ١۔ 
(lord) ا   (monkey) ٢۔  
(face) آ   (five) ٣۔  
(lord)  ِ ا  (children; subjects)  َ ْ ٤۔ 
(lord) ر  ا  (all)  ِ ا ٥۔ 
(best)  

َّ اُ  (man, being) ُش  ٦۔ 
(lord) ا   (great) ٧۔  

(body) ا   (gold)  ْ ٨۔ 
(lord) ا   (saint, ascetic)  ِ ُ ٩۔ 

(body) ا   (hardy)  ْ َ  /   ْ َو ١٠۔ 

B. Read the following Sanskrit compounds aloud. Then use the chart above to separate them into their 
component parts. Finally, use the given meanings to estimate the meanings of the component parts.

(elephant-faced) ٢۔    (lord of gold) ر  ١۔ 
(mountain of snow)    ٤۔   (learned in the vedas) و  و ٣۔ 

    ٦  (the supreme spirit) ٥۔  

5.3.2 Sandhi of Consonants 

A second set of rules governs the combination of consonants. 
Study the following, chart, which has been adapted from the work of the Hindi 

scholar, Rupert Snell. The consonant or vowel resulting from the combination can be 
found by locating the point at which horizontal and vertical lines intersect inside the 
chart. For example, to find how a word ending in ك combines with a word beginning 
with گ , find the point of intersection between ك on the horizontal axis and گ on the 
vertical one. The chart is not exhaustive, but does give the most common forms found 
in Urdu.
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First Word: Final Letter

ك ك  ٹ  ت  پ  س)  ر  (ہ  ٹاَہ  ت  پ  س)  ر  (ہ  اَہ   Second Word:

Initial Letter 

گ ڈ  د  ب  ر   [o]و  |  all vowels & ر َو    َ ب  د  گ 
ك ٹ  چ  پ  ش  اَش   | ش  چ 
گ ڈ  ج  ب  ر    [o]و  | ج 
ك ٹ  ٹ  پ  ش  اَش   | ٹ 
گ ڈ  ڈ  ب  ر    [o] و   | ڈ 
ك ٹ  ت  پ  س  اَس   | ت 
ن ن  ن  م  ر    [o]و  | م  ن 

Note the regularities in the pattern. In most cases, the final letter of the first element in a 
compound will retain its site of articulation and will be voiced or unvoiced according to the 
quality of the letter that begins the second word in the compound. To put it formulaically: 
site of articulation of the final letter of the first element + voiced/unvoiced character of the 
initial letter of the second second element = the letter at the site of combination. Thus, پ 
combined with ج yields ب [b] (the voiced counterpart of p); and ك combined with ڈ yields 
.Here follow examples .(the voiced counterpart of k) [g] گ

1. Unaspirated, voiceless consonants change to their voiced counterparts when followed 
by any vowel or by the voiced counterpart of themselves:

ب  ← پ 
(water-born; lotus)  ْ اَ  ←  (born of) ج   (water) اَپ 

ڈ  ← ٹ 
(the six systems of philosophy) در   ←  (system) در   (six)  

گ  ← ك 
(”lord of speech”; eloquent person)   ←  (lord) (speech)  ا  واك 

د  ← ت 
(ruler of the world)  ِ  ←  (lord)  ِ ا  (world)  
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2. Unaspirated, voiceless consonants change to nasals of the same site of articulation (e.g. the 
bilabial پ changes to the bilabial nasal م) when followed by nasals. In Nagari, these nasals are 
represented by different characters. In Urdu, they are simply represented as ن or ں and م.

ں  ← ك 
(literature) وا   ←  (comprising)   (speech) واك 

ن  ← ٹ 
(six months) س   ←  (months) س   (six)  

ن  ← ت 
(lord of the world)   ←  (lord)   (world)  

3. The rules governing changes to ت are regular, but complicated. When ت is followed by 
و ر    ب  د   .Note that all of the above are voiced sounds .د or any vowel, it changes to گ 
When it is followed by چ or ت ,ج assimilates and the چ or ج is doubled. When it is fol-
lowed by ت ,ہ changes to ّد and ہ changes to the aspirated ھ. When followed by ت ,ش 
changes to چ and ش changes to . The same rule applies to all voiceless non-aspirate 
consonants, which change to their doubled form followed by an aspirate.

د  ← ت    
(virtue)   ←  (quality)   (true)  

(gentleman)  ّ  ←  (person)     (true)  

There is a large number of similar rules governing the combination of other letters. When 
 follows a vowel, it changes to ّ . (This is not properly a sandhi rule, but rather an ortho-

graphic convention.) If م is followed by a consonant, it assimilates to the appropriate nasal 
ہ) is followed by a semivowel or sibilant م If .ں س   Here follow some .ں then it changes to ,(ش 
typical changes encountered in Sanskrit vocabulary.

If ش is followed by ت, then ت becomes ٹ. 

(drawn, attracted)  ِ ْ آ  ← ت  ِش 
(asked, questioned)   ← ت  ِش    ْ
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If س is followed by چ, it becomes ش. 

(not deceitful)  
ِ

 ←  (deceit)   (not)  ِ

If س is followed by َا  or any voiced consonant, then it becomes و [o]. 

(born of a lake; lotus) ْوج   ←  (born of) ج    (lake) َس 
(entertainment, pleasure) ر   ←  (pleasing) ر   (mind)  

If س is followed by any vowel other than َا  or آ or precedes a voiced consonant or a vowel, 
then it becomes ر. 

(medical science) ْو  ُ آ  ←  (knowledge) ْو   (life)  ُ آ
(wretch) ُدر   ←  (person)   (bad) ُدس 

A. Given the meanings of the words on the right, give the literal meaning of the word on the left. 

وپ  ←  (form) روپ    (many)  ُ َ ١۔ 
 ←  (protector)   (subjects) ٢۔  

ج  ←  (born of) ج   (mind) ٣۔  
وا  ←  (spirit) آ   (all) و  ٤۔ 

B. Combine the following elements to form the Sanskrit word. Then give the literal meaning. 

(worry; thought)  ِ  (without; no, not)  ِ ١۔ 
(capturing)    (mind) ٢۔  
(strength)    (poor, bad) ُدس  ٣۔ 

5.4 Vowel Elongation and Word-Derivation:  and وردورد 
[Guṇa and Vr̤iddhi] 

An important part of derived adjectives and nouns in Sanskrit is the elongation or altera-
tion of vowels. English vowels undergo similar changes with suffixation or changes to parts 
of speech. For example, compare the sound of the letter a in “nature” with its sound in 
“natural.” Sanskrit grammarians refer to this process using the terms guṇa (quality) and 
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vr̤iddhi (growth, expansion). This is also sometimes called internal sandhi. In this system, 
guṇa is a medial stage, whereby a vowel is implicitly altered to produce a predictable 
change according to the same set of vowel patterns covered in our discussion of sandhi. 
Study the following chart.

(vowel sound in the derived word) ورد    Vowel in the Base Word

[ā] آ   ← آ   / ا   + آ   / ا 
[ai] اَے   ←   [e] اْے  + اى    / اِ 

[au, ava, āva; (in the final position)] اَو   ← اَو   + اُو   / اُ 
[ār] ار   ← اَر   + ر 

In Urdu, we most commonly see the resulting vr̤iddhi form, not the guṇa, and that is what 
we will focus on in this section.

5.4.1 Derived Nouns and Vr̤iddhi 

In Sanskrit, guṇa and vr̤iddhi are applied across a range of contexts. In Urdu, we typically 
encounter vr̤iddhi derivatives as relative nouns or adjectives that connote abstraction (often 
nominalized), belonging, progeniture, or relation. Among the common vowel changes is the 
lengthening (or “strengthening”) of the vowel in the first syllable of the word, though vr̤iddhi 
may involve changes to other vowels in the word, too. The same changes are sometimes 
necessitated by suffixation; for example, the suffixation of  to ر  (see below). The following 
examples survey common ṿriddhi derivatives and their meanings.

[ā] آ   ←  [a] ا 
(Durga [lit. daughter of the mountain]) رو   ←  (mountain) َوت 

(made of honey; sweet)  َ د  ←  (honey)  ُ َ

[ai] اَےاَے   ←  [i] اِاِ 
(Vaishnava, devotee of Vishnu)  َ َو  ←  (Vishnu)  ُ وِ

(Shaiva, devotee of Shiva)  َ  ←  (Shiva)  ِ

[au] اَواَو   ←  [u / ū] اُو   / اُواُ   / اُ 
(Kaurava [descendants of Kuru in the Mahabharata]) َرو  َ  ←  (Kuru)  ُ

(heroism) ر  َ  ←  (hero) ر 
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The same elongation of vowels is also used to indicate a related quality:

(nocturnal)  َ  (night)  ِ

(solar) ر   (the sun) َر  ْ  / ر 

A. Given the meaning of the word or name on the right, guess the meaning of the word or name on 
the left.

آِد  ←  (mother of the Gods) اَِد  ١۔ 
َ  ←  (Manu [progenitor of mankind])  ُ َ ٢۔ 

َ را  ←  (Raghu [great-grandfather of Ram])  ُ ر ٣۔ 
وا  ←  (Vasudeva [father of Krishna]) َو  ٤۔ 
َو  ←  (learning, scholarship) ود  ٥۔ 

 ←  (light [adj.]) ٦۔  
َرو َ  ←  (guru, heavy) ُو  ٧۔ 

ِ او  ←  (proper) اُ  ٨۔ 

B. Derive the relative vr̤iddhi word from the following nouns and give its meaning. Required suffixes 
have been given. 

 [-ik] ك  (world) ك  ٢۔    (the mind) ١۔  
 [-ya]  (lord) ر  ا ٤۔   [-ik] ك  (world, universe) ر  ٣۔ 

Note on Sanskritic Registers 
The proliferation of Sanskritized Hindi-Urdu at the end of the nineteenth century, later 
associated exclusively with Hindi, resulted in an unprecedented degree of contact with 
tatsam(a) Sanskrit vocabulary in Hindi-Urdu. Direct borrowings of Sanskritic vr̤iddhi forms, 
in particular, were less common in Urdu prior to that time. The following chart compares 
the Sanskritic forms with the Prakritic Urdu ones. 

Urdu   Urdu  Sanskrit, Urdu (rare)  Sanskrit, Urdu

(grandson) ا   ،  (grandson)  ت  (grandson)   (son)  ُ

The first of these words, ُ  [putr] (which is often pronounced putar or puttar in Urdu fol-
lowing standard patterns of vowel infixation), has been in use in Urdu since at least the 
nineteenth century. The Sanskritic vr̤iddhi form  is extremely rare in Urdu. By contrast, 
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ت  and ا  have been used since at least the seventeenth century; the former is common 
in compounds (e.g. Rajput). But the most common of all of them is .

5.5 Sanskrit Prefixes 

Sanskrit, like other Indo-European languages, builds a large amount of vocabulary by 
prefixation and suffixation. The following section reviews Sanskrit prefixes commonly 
encountered in Sanskrit and Prakrit vocabulary in Urdu.

5.5.1 Spacio-Temporal and Relational Prefixes

(distant, remote; other)  [par-]  

 (foreign) د   (country) د   /   د
(the next world; heaven) ك   (world) ك 

(forward, exceeding)  [pra-]  

(process)   (action)  

(prime minister) ى  ن  د  (foremost) ن   د  (to set, put) د 

This prefix is a fine lens through which to observe the relationship between Sanskrit and 
Persian. Consider the etymological relationships between the elements in the Persian 
word ا .

(put together; gathered, provided) ا   ←  (together)    (forward)  

(apart, away; difference, distinction; intensive)  [vi-, bi-] ِب   /   / وِ 
(disconnected)   / و  (connection)  

(foreign country)   /   ود  (country) د / د
(great victory) و   (victory)  

(down, off, away; negation, deprivation; intensive)   [au-/ava-] اَواَو 
(fault; vice; wretchedness) او   (quality, attribute)  

(situation, state; story) او   (standing, existing)  
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(beyond; excessive; very much)  [ati-] اا 
(an action that is opposed to decency or morals) ر  ا  (conduct; propriety) ر  آ

(very powerful)    ا  (power, strength)  

(upwards; over; away from)  [ud-] اداد 
 (despairing) اداس   (hope) آ 

(effort) گ  اد  (joining, engagement) گ 

(near; subordinate, inferior to, at the service of)  [up-] اُپاُپ 
(sub-minister; deputy minister) ى  ا  (minister) ى 

(favor; aid) ر  ا  (task, work) ر 

(again; against; towards; near; about; for; in exchange; counter-, re-)  [prati-] َِتَِت 
(retaliation; compensation) ر   (karma) ر 

(protection) ل   (protecting)  

(inner-, interior; intermediate)  [antar-] اا 
(in-born) ت  ا  (birth) ت 

(inner, private, or secret door) دوار  ا  (door) دوار 

(in, into; back; upon; positive intensive)  [ni-] نِنِ 
(restriction, rule; custom; religious observance)   (restraint)  

(attachment; task; use; command; authority; effort) گ   (joining)  گ

(after; similarity; according to, with regard to)  [anu-] ا   / ااُن   / اُن 
(in conformity with; according to) ر  ا  (use) ر 

(inference; estimate; opinion) ن  ا  (notion) ن 

(prior, pre-; east-, eastern)  [pūrva-] رورو 
(ancient, former; first-born) روج   (born of) ج 

(foreknowledge) ن  رو  (knowledge) ن 
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A. Combine the prefixes with the words on the left to form vocabulary and guess the meaning of the 
resulting words. Check your guesses in a dictionary.

(being)    اَُن  ٢۔   (movement)   َ ١۔ 
(desire) م  ِن  ٤۔   (moving, acting) وِ   ِب/  ٣۔ 

(purpose, advantage) ار  ٦۔    (motion) ر   َ ٥۔ 
(union; alignment [of stars]) گ   / گ  ِب  ِو/  ٨۔   (to cross) (lengthen vowel) اَو   ٧۔ 

(beautiful) ر  ا  ١٠۔     (language) وِ   ٩۔ 
(president) را  اُپ  ١٢۔   (taking) ن  آ اُد  ١١۔ 
(time, age) ل  رو  ١٤۔   (action) ر  ِت  ١٣۔ 

(soul) آ  ا  ١٥۔ 

5.5.2 Prefixes of Negation 

(absence, lack; away, out; utterly)  [nir-, nis-, nish-]  ِ  /   ِ  /   ِِ  /   ِ  /   ِ
(continuously, always)   (rift; difference) ا 

(liberation, deliverance) ر   (to cross)  

(un-, in- [negation])  [a-, an-] ان   / انا   / ا 
(continuous) ا   (segment)  

(bodiless) ا   (body) ا 

A. Use the given prefix of negation to negate the noun and give the meaning of the resulting noun 
or adjective.

(quality, attribute)   ِ ٢۔   (form) روپ   ِ ١۔ 
(falseness, deceit) ٤۔     (hope) آس  آش/   ِ ٣۔ 

(side) ر  ا  ٦۔     (worry) (drop ا)  ِ ٥۔   
(beginning) آد  ان  ٨۔   (being) و  ا  ٧۔ 

(end) ا  اَن  ٩۔ 

B. Read the following epithets of deities, all of which negate some quality.

(imperishable; ever youthful) اَ  ٢۔     (unreality of the universe, illusion) اَ  ١۔ 
(immortal)  ُ اَ ٤۔   (immortal, undying) ا  ٣۔ 
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(without attribute) ا  ٦۔   (without desire) م  ا ٥۔ 
(unvanquished) ا  ٨۔   (without end)  َ اَ ٧۔ 

5.5.3 Prefixes of Emotion and Attitude

(good)  [su-] سُسُ 
(handsome, beautiful) وپ   (form, face) روپ 

(sociable)   (meeting)  

(difficulty, painful; hard; deterioration; evil, bad)  [dur-, dus-, dush-] ُدش   / ُدس   / ُدش ُدر   / ُدس   / ُدر 
(scoundrel) ُدر   (person)  

(bad circumstances, misfortune) در   (to go)  

(bad, deficient)  [ku-] كُُك 
(evil deed) م   (karma) م 

(ugly, deformed) وپ   (form) روپ 

(contrary; inferior)  [ap-] اَپاَپ 
(affront, insult; disgrace) ن  ا  (belief; respect) ن 

(harm, loss; hindrance) ر  ا  (work, undertaking) ر 

A. Use the following prefixes of negative emotion or attitude to negate the nouns and estimate the 
meaning of the resuting word.

(state, condition) َد  ُدر  ٢۔   (karma, action) م  اپ  ١۔ 
(movement, manner) ل  ُك  ٤۔   (smell) ھ  سُ  ٣۔ 

5.5.4 Prefixes of Classification and Comparison

(with)  [sa-] َس َس  
(having attributes; virtuous)   (quality)  

(of one family)   (family)  ُ
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(-with; union; completeness; like Latin con-)  [sam-]   /   /  
(music)   (song, singing)  

(connection; occasion; intercourse) گ  گ/  (joining, union) گ   / گ 

(with, together)  [sah-]    
(innate; simple, easy; natural; of one race, family, species)   (-born; born of) ج 

(classmate)   (lesson, class)  

(same, equal)  [sam-]  

(seeing all equally; gnostic) در     (to look at, see) درش 
(of the same form) وپ   (form) روپ 

The sa- prefixes, all of which convey a sense of togetherness, are all etymologically related 
to the first component of many Urdu verbs that express the idea of togetherness, combina-
tion, or completion. Consider the following:

(to draw together, to contract, shrivel)  

(to be held or contained)  

(to support, maintain; manage; to pull together)  

(to be collected, condensed, crumpled; to be recoiled)  ِ
(to understand; from sambuddh [enlightened])  

(to decorate) ار 
(to consign, to entrust)  

(one’s own; self-)  [sva-]   

(of one’s own country) د   (country) د 
(independent, autonomous)   (authority)  

A. Use the following prefixes of comparison and classification to form words and give their 
meanings.

(filling; satisfying) رن    ٢۔    (fruit; reward, upshot) سَ   ١۔ 
(rule, governance) راج   َ ٤۔   (to go) ٣۔   

(womb, belly) اُدر  ٥۔    
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5.6 Sanskrit Suffixes 

Just as Sanskrit derives and builds vocabulary by prefixation, it also derives vocabulary by 
suffixation. Some suffixes require vriddhī  changes to vowels, others do not. Also note that 
the rules of sandhi apply to the site of suffixation. This is why the suffixation of ج [-aj] to  
[manas(a)] yields ج  [manoj], and so on. The most common Sanskrit suffixes encountered 
in Urdu are surveyed here. Note that some of these are suffixes proper, some are verbal 
suffixes, and others are nominal and adjectival forms. Four the sake of simplicity, they will 
all be treated together here.

5.6.1 Adjectival and Adverbial Suffixes 

The first set of suffixes that we will consider is used to form adjectives and adverbs. Keep in 
mind that, in some cases, these words may also be used as nouns.

Most Sanskrit suffixes do not require any change to the internal vowel patterns of 
the root word. The suffix ك [-ik(a)] is an exception, since it requires the application of 
vr̤iddhi to the first syllable. It is also among the most common Sanskrit adjectivizing 
suffixes in Urdu.

(adjectivizing [-al, etc.], adverbializing [-ly])  [-ik] ك 
(daily)  ِ َد  (day) ِدن 

(righteous) ر  د  (dharma) م  د

The remaining suffixes discussed here do not require any vr̤iddhi changes.

(adjectivizing (-ed, -ous, etc.); typically passive)  [-t(a); -it(a)] ت 
(declined; defeated, depressed)   (decline) ت 

(held out; expanded; spread) رت   (going forth; extension, spreading) ر 

(adjectivizing; being susceptible, sensitive to something)  [-lu/lū]   / / ُل  ُل 
(sleepy) را  ِ  (sleep, drowsiness) را 

(exhausted) را   (exhaustion) را 
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(adverbializing, adjectival; -ful; -fully)  [-pūrvak] روكروك 
(peaceful, peacefully) روك     (peace)  

(possessed of; adjectives of character)  [mān (m.); -matī (f.)]   / / ن  ن 
(wise, intelligent) ھ   ن  ھ   (wisdom) ھ  ُ

(madam) (honorific) ى    /   ى   (sir) (honorific) ن  ى   / ن  ى   (dignity) ى   / ى 

(possive adjective; possessed of)  [-vān (m.); vatī (f.)] و   / ووان   / وان 
(wealthy) د      ان  د  (wealth) د 

(knowledgable)      ان   (knowledge) ن 

(adjectivizing, adverbializing; possessed of; -like)  [-vat] وتوت 
(like an intoxicated person) َت   (intoxicated)  

(saluting or prostrating by lying flat [like a stick]) وت  د  (stick) د 

(adjectivizing, adverbializing; possessed of; -like)  [-vant] وو 
(wealthy) و    د  (wealth) د 

(virtuous, righteous) و  م  د  (virtue) م  د

(denoting time)  [-dā] دادا 
(always) ا 

(at that time) ا 

Some suffixes are made from verbal stems:

(-born; born of)  [-j, -aj, -ja] ج 
(lotus)   (water)  

(born of the mind; Kamdev) ج   (mind)  
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A. Form adjectives from the following nouns using the suffix or suffixes given to the left. Then give 
their meanings.

ك  (veda) و  ٢۔  ك   (history) س  ا ١۔ 
ت  (pain) د  ٤۔  ك   (world) ك  ٣۔ 

وان  (power) ٦۔   ت   (opening) س  وِ ٥۔ 
 (kindness) ٨۔     (mercy) د  ٧۔ 

 (lot, fortune) گ  ١٠۔  ج   (water) ٩۔  

5.6.2 Nominal Suffixes 

The most commonly encountered Sanskrit nominal suffix in Urdu is  [tā ]. All words ending 
in this suffix are grammatically feminine in Urdu.

(abstract nouns; -ness)  (-tā)  

(heroism, bravery) و   (hero, warrior) و 

A related suffix forms masculine abstract nouns. Note that this is also applied to Perso-
Arabic vocabulary, such as و  [hindū ], in Urdu.

(abstract nouns; -ness, -hood, etc.)  [-tva] ا  ا   or   
(greatness, majesty)   (great, glorious)  

(lit. Hindu-ness; Hindutva)   or ا و  (Hindu) و 

(forms agentive, diminutive, and relative nouns)  [-ak] ك 
(ender, death) ا   (end) ا 

(little boy) ك   (son, boy)  ُ
 (likeness, form) رو   (form) روپ 

When the root ends in a long ā , an intervening y ى may be placed before the suffix:

(singer)   (singing)  
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The following words, built on the root sev (serving) show the relationships among the root, 
a verbal noun, and the agentive noun formed with the suffix ك.

(servant) ك   (service) ا    (serving)  

(vessel; recipient; object of)   [pātr-]  

(beloved, the object of one’s love)     (love)  

(wealthy person, powerful person)     (power, wealth)  

(-master)   [-patī]  

(a righteous man) م   د  (righteousness) م  د
(elephant-keeper; a very large elephant; a king)     (elephant)  

Sometimes the suffixes are made from verbal stems:

(-giver, -giving)  [-da, -ad; -dā (f.)] دا   / داد   / د 
(pleasure-giver, pleasure-giving) دا     (pleasure)  

(a cloud)   (water)  

(keeper)   [dhar] دد 
(floutist; Krishna) د     (flute)  

(a special kind of dagger)   (death)   /  

A. Using the given suffix, form nouns from the following adjectives and give their meanings.

 (additional, more) اد  ٢۔    (profound, serious) ١۔  
 (real, virtuous) ٤۔      (beautiful) ر  ٣۔  

دا  (pain) ُد  ٦۔    (rule, reign) راج  ٥۔ 

In the following two examples, lengthen the short vowel in the initial syllable:

ك  (cooking)    َ ٨۔  ك   (guarding) ٧۔  
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5.6.3 Comparative and Superlative Suffixes 

Two common comparative (English “-er”) and superlative (English “-est”) suffixes are  and . 

(comparative)   [-tar]  

(slower)   (slow)  

(upper)  ّ ا  (up) اُد 

(superlative)   [-tam]  

(dearest, most beloved)   (beloved)  

(highest; best)  ّ ا  (up) اُد 

A second set of comparative and superlative suffixes is also used.

(comparative)   [-(ī)yas]  

(younger)   (young)  

(superlative)   [-ishṭh]  

(youngest, smallest)  ِ  (young)  

(prominent, famous)  ِ  (towards)  

A. Form the comparative and superative adjectives of the following using the comparative and 
superlative suffixes in parentheses. Then give their meanings.

( )  (true, virtuous) ٢۔    ( )  َ َ د  ←  (wealthy) َت  د ١۔ 

Review Exercise. Read the following names of famous Urdu writers aloud. Note any instances of 
sandhī , vr̤iddhi, prefixation, or suffixation. Separate the constituent parts of the names and use a 
dictionary to learn their meanings. 

رى ر اق      ر آزاد           را   د ار    رن  ا    ر ا
ى   ر  را د  ر    ر      ر ر    َ َ ش  ر 

5.7 Sanskrit Proverbs and an Introduction to Sanskrit Grammar 

Sanskrit proverbs are used far less frequently in literary Urdu than Arabic and Persain ones, 
but it is still useful to be familiar with them. To appreciate the literal meaning of Sanskrit 
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proverbs requires a basic familiarity with Sanskrit grammar, which is notoriously compli-
cated and can take years, if not decades, to master. An amusing joke intended to illustrate 
the complexity of the language and the extraordinarily length of time required to learn it 
goes something like this: They asked a man facing execution for his last request. He paused 
and, after a bit of consideration, responded, “Sir, before I die, I’d like to master Sanskrit!”

Students interested in highly Sanskritized registers of Urdu will also benefit from study-
ing the Nagari script. Just as the Arabic script facilitates mastery of the Arabic element in 
Urdu, the Nagari script gives readers access to aspects of Sanskrit morphology and gram-
mar that have not historically been developed in Nastaliq. For example, just as Nastaliq dis-
tinguishes between م  (general) and آم (mango) where Nagari does not (both are spelled 
आम), Nagari distinguishes between letters such as ष and श, both of which are typically writ-
ten as ش in Nastaliq and pronounced sh in Urdu. (Note that ष is written and pronounced  
(as in  or ) in some registers of Urdu.)

Of course, there is no reason why Sanskrit phonemes could not be written in 
Nastaliq. After all, Sanskrit has been written in many scripts throughout the centuries, not 
just Nagari. But because Sanskrit has not generally been written in Nastaliq, there is no 
universally (or even generally) acknowledged system for writing those aspects of the script 
and language that are, at present, not easily represented in it. It bears repeating that there 
is nothing necessary about the Nastaliq script that prohibits the kind of distinctions that 
one finds in Nagari (e.g. one can imagine a system whereby the palatal/retroflex sibilant 
ष is distinguished from श / ش by shifting the dots below the letter; such a character has 
precedent in the Persian manuscript tradition, anyway, in which it is used to distinguish س 
from ش) or the use of a fourth dot on ش, since retroflex consonants have been written this 
way in Urdu before (e.g. ٹ as  in Platts). Yet because of this lack of standardization, the 
relatively recent history of direct borrowing from Sanskrit, and the longer history of using 
Prakritic forms in Urdu, when Urdu authors write Sanskrit vocabulary and phrases, they 
often do so by approximating the sounds and spellings of Sanskrit and adapting them. 
While this is not a problem in principle, it does mean that students of highly Sanskritized 
registers of Hindi-Urdu will find it more challenging to work with them exclusively through 
Nastaliq, just as students of highly Arabicized registers will find it easier to work in Nastaliq 
and more challenging in Nagari. 

Orthographical issues aside, as this unit has shown, Sanskrit remains an integral part 
of the Urdu linguistic, literary, and cultural world. Indeed, it is difficult to spend more 
than a small amount of time in most of the major Urdu-speaking cities in India without 
hearing the Gayatri Mantra or some Sanskrit verses recited at temples or at religious and 
cultural ceremonies like weddings. In this section, we will closely examine two Sanskrit 
proverbs that students may encounter in contexts in which Sanskrit registers are used 
in Urdu. Our purpose in doing so will be to gain familiarity with several basic points of 
Sanskrit grammar and to facilitate comprehension of Sanskrit phrases and quotations 
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used in Urdu. It is hoped that this brief introduction will encourage students to study 
the language further.

5.7.1 Sanskrit Proverb One

(In a time of ruin, wisdom is upended.)  ّ ُ   ِ وِ   ش  وِ ١۔ 

The first word in our proverb comprises two parts: the intensive prefix ِو [vi-] and Sanskrit 
ش  (ruin). The latter is typically used in its Prakrit form in Urdu, س  (ruin), as in the common-
place idiom س    (total ruin).

The second word  illustrates an important point about Sanskrit grammar. Like 
Latin, but unlike English and Urdu, Sanskrit (typically) uses cases rather than prepositions 
or postpositions to express location (“in, at”) (Urdu:  / ), instrument (“by, through”) 
(Urdu: ), and so on. One common locative suffix in Sanskrit is ے [-e]. Here, we see it 
suffixed to the word ل  (time, era), which is a commonly used Urdu word with a wide 
semantic range (famine; scarcity; death; time). Thus:

(in/at a time)   (a time) ل 

The third word in our proverb is rare, but attested, in Urdu, in which it is used in its Prakrit 
form ِ ْ ْ ِ  (opposite, reversed, inverted). It begins with the prefix ِو (away), which is affixed 
to   ِ  (turning, moving round), that is, turned the wrong way or inverted. Incidentally, 

ِ -has been borrowed into English as part of the name for a yoga pose (viparita dan وِ
dasana) in which the practitioner assumes an inverted position.

The fourth and final word, ِ  ّ ُ  (understanding, wisdom) is cognate with the English 
Buddha. Note that there is no verb for “to be” in the proverb, since it is implied. Putting it 
all together, we have:

(In times of ruin, wisdom is upended.)   ّ ُ   ِ وِ   ش  وِ

5.7.2 Sanskrit Proverb Two

(Learning is beautified by humility.)    َ وِ   وِد ٢۔ 

Our second example begins with ِود  (learning or wisdom), which is a common Urdu word 
in both its Sanskritic and Prakritic ( ) forms. One Sanskritic word in which it is found is 

ود و  [vishvavidyā le], which is a calque of the English “university.” The Hindi-Urdu word 
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literally means a place ( ) of universal (آ َ وِ ) learning ( ِود ) and is ubiquitous in highly 
Sanskritized registers of Urdu.

The second word in its basic form is و [vinay], whose meanings include humility, 
modesty, courtesy, and refinement. It is also a common personal name. Here, we find it in 
the instrumental case (cf. English “by, through”), which is marked by the suffix  [-en(a)], 
hence ِو  [vinayen(a)]. Thus, “by or through courtesy” or “by or through humility.”

The third and final word is the present-tense, singular, middle form (a kind of passive 
or intransitive form) of the verb ُ  (to shine; to be beautiful; to suit). This form is charac-
terized by the ending  [te]. The verb ُ  is related to a handful of common Urdu words: 

ُ  (good, fine), as in   م      ْ and ;(?What is your good name) آپ   (beauty). Here, it 
might be translated as “is beautified,” “shines,” “is adorned.”

(Learning is beautified by humility.)    َ وِ   وِد

5.8 Suggestions for Further Study

The following works include a great deal of Sanskrit and Sanskritic vocabulary and are 
therefore recommended for further reading. Maikash Akbarā bā dī , Naqd-e Iqbā l (Agra: 
Agrah Aḳhbā r, 1952); Nā rā ʾin Prasā d Betā b, Patnī  Pratā p; Bā bū  Bhagvā n Dā s Bhā rgav, 
Bhagvat Gī tā  Urdū  (Lucknow: Naval Kishor, 1945 [3rd printing]); Firā q Gorakhpū rī , 
Gul-e Naġ hmah (Allahabad: Idā rah-e Anī s-e Urdū , 1959); Pyā relā l, trans., Tarjumah-e Jog 
Bashishṭh, 2 vols. (Lucknow: Naval Kishor, 1904, 1905 [3rd printing]); Qurrat ul-ʿAin Ḥaidar, 
Ā g kā  Daryā  (Lahore: Matkabah-e Jadī d, 1959); Taḥsī n ud-Dī n, Qiṣṣah-e Kā mrū p o Kalā  
(Paris: 1835); Yasavantasinha Varma Tohanavī , Ā ryah Sangī t Rā mā yan (1915); Sajjā d Z̤ahī r, 
Pighlā  Nī lam (Delhi: Naʾī  Raushnī  Prakā shan, 1964).
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Appendix I 
Arabic Verbal Noun Charts

The charts on the following pages survey the Urdu words derived from some of the most 
common Arabic roots, Persian verbs, Hindi verbs, and Sanskrit roots. Glosses for the words 
are given in the first few charts, then the words alone are given to encourage practice. 
Broken plural forms are given, but standard suffixational forms (e.g. ات for Arabic nouns 
ending in ہ or ت;  [ī n] for human plurals) are not. Estimate the meanings of famil-
iar words or words built from familiar roots and patterns. Then estimate the meanings 
of unfamiliar words. Check your estimations in a dictionary. Add any related words not 
listed here and use the charts as models for your own charts of roots and verbs that you 
encounter repeatedly in your reading. Record derived or related words along with notes 
about their meanings.
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(to see)

Form I (Root) Nouns

(supervision) رت   (seeing; scene) رہ  ّ  (sight) ات)   / ر  ا (ج۔   

(theoretical)   (perspective; theory) ت)  (ج   

(apparently) اً   (speculative) ى  
(imitative likeness) ہ   (by way of example) اً   (likeness; nadir)  ( (ج۔   

Nouns of Place and Instrument

(scene)  ( ِ َ (ج۔   َ
(spectacle; telescope)  ( ِ (ج۔   ِ  (telescope; microscope; stereoscope)  ( (ج۔  ر  ِ

Verbal Nouns and Participles
Participles  Noun  Form

(viewer, reader; pl. viewership, viewers)  ( ر /  ّ ُ (ج۔    (see above)   I

(seen; (that which is) seen; desired; accepted) ر    

(analogizing, analogizer)  ِ ّ َ ُ  (analogy)   II

(debator)  ُ  (debate) ہ   III

(astrological reading) ر  ا  IV

(expectant)  ّ ُ  (state of expectation)   V

(symmetrical, symmetry)   (perspective; symmetry)   VI

VII

(expected)  َ  (expectant; expected)  ِ  (expectation, waiting) ر  ا  VIII
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(to know)

Form I (Root) Verbal Nouns

(sign, symbol)  َ  (banner) م)  َ (ج۔ اَ َ  (knowledge; science) م)  ِ (ج۔ 

(very learned)   (all-knowing) م 
(more, most knowledgeable) ا   (omniscient)  

Nouns of Place and Instrument

(sign, token; the world)  ( َ (ج   
َ َ

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles   Noun  Form

(scholar, intellectual) ء)  (see above)   (ج۔  /    I

(information) ت   (known) م   

(educated)  
َ

 (educator)  ِ
ّ

 (education, instruction)   II

III

(announcement) م  ا  IV

(official announcement; communiqué) ا   

(student)   (instruction, awareness)   V

(knowing or familiar with all)   (state of knowing all)   VI

VII

VIII

(seeking or gaining knowledge) م  ا  X
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(to judge, to rule)

Form I (Root) Nouns

 (governance, government)   (wisdom)  ( َ ِ (ج۔    (command) م)  ا (ج۔   ُ
(philosopher; physician) ء)  (ج۔    (arbitrator) م)  ّ ُ (ج۔   َ َ

(greatest ruler; most authoritative; most solid) ا 

Nouns of Place and Instrument

(bureau; office [legal, governmental]; department)  (
ِ َ (ج۔   َ

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles  Noun  Form

(ruled, governed) م   (ruler, governor) م)  ّ ُ (ج۔    (see above)   I

(authorized, authoritative)  َّ  (authority)   ِ ّ    ([allocating] authority)   II

(trial, arbritration)   III

(stabilized, stable)  َ  (stabilizer)   ِ  (stabilization; pillar) م  اِ  IV

(domineering; ruler)    (domination)   V

(arbitration, investing authority)   VI

VII

VIII

(stable, firm)   َ  (stability, steadfastness) م  ا  X
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300 Urdu Vocabulary

(to possess; to own; to control)

Form I (Root) Nouns

(queen)  ِ َ  (king) ك)  ُ (ج۔   ِ َ  (angel)  ( ِ َ (ج۔   َ َ   (region, country)  

(monarchy)   (kingdom; world of angels) ت  َ
(aptitude)  َ َ  (possession; property)  ِ  (property) ك)  اَ (ج۔   ِ

(basis) ك  ِ
(king; God) ء)  ُ  /   ُ (ج۔    (great possessor or owner; God) ك  ّ َ

Nouns of Place and Instrument

  (reign; region) ( َ )  

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles  Noun   Form

(owner) ك)  (ج۔   (see above)   I

(slavery)   (owned; slave) ك   

(claiming or assigning ownership)   II

III

(property; putting in possession) ك  اِ  IV

  (ownership)   V

(self-control, self-possession)   VI

VII

VIII

(the ability to be owned as property) ك  ا  X
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مم
(to rise, to stand)

Form I (Root) Nouns

(stature)   (standing in prayer)   (community, nation) ام)  اَ م (ج۔ 
(residence; standing) م   (prop, support; confection [medicine]) ام   (value)  

(self-sustaining; God)  ِ ّ َ  (very stable) م  ّ  (doomsday)  

 (most (or very) correct, stable) م  ا  (right; stable)  

Nouns of Place and Instrument

(place; station) ت)  (ج۔  م 

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles  Noun  Form

(right angle; pillar)   (standing, erect)   (see above)   I

(establisher, founder; distinguisher [logic]) ِّم   (establishing; almanac)   II

(someone for whom a confection has been made) َّم   ( و (ج۔   

(competitor, opponent) ِوم   (competition, opposition) و   III

(residency)   (residing, staying)   (residence) ا   IV

(valuable, precious) م    V

VI

VII

VIII

(upright, straight; stable)   (erectness; rectitude; stability) ا   X
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302 Urdu Vocabulary

(to act)

Form I (Root) Nouns

(staff [of an organization])   (act, action) ل)  ا     (ج۔   

(allowance)   (practicality)   (practically)  

Nouns of Place and Instrument

(work, action)  ِ َ  (factory; workspace; laboratory)  َ

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles   Noun  Form

(doer, worker; ruler) ل)  ُ (see above)  (ج۔    I

(ordinary)   (enacted; [regular] action) ل   

(activated; enacted)  َّ  (activator; enactor)  ِ ّ  (activation; enaction)   II

(business, dealing)   III

(applied; worn out)  َ  (applier)  ِ  (application) ل  ا  IV

(effort, endeavor, exertion)   V

(reactor)  ِ  (interactive, reactive)  ِ    (interaction, reaction)   VI

VII

XIII

(used, utilized)  َ    (use, utilization) ل  ا  X
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رر
(to decree; to have power; to be capable; to have value)

Form I (Root) Verbal Nouns

رت ار)  ا (ج۔  ر 

Nouns of Place and Instrument

( د (ج  ار  ِ

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles  Noun  Form

ور در   (see above)  I

ر   ( د II  (ج۔

III

IV

ِر ر   V

VI

VII

ِر ار  ا  VIII

X
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304 Urdu Vocabulary

(to be true, right; to be due; to have a right, be entitled)

Form I (Root) Verbal Nouns

ق)   ُ (ج۔   

ا   

Nouns of Place and Instrument

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles   Noun  Form

I

  ( II  (ج۔

III

ِ ق   ا  IV

    V

VI

VII

VIII

ق   ا  X
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بب
(to be near)

Form I (Root) Verbal Nouns

ن ا  ب  

ب ا  ( ِ  (ج۔ا

Nouns of Place and Instrument

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles   Noun  Form

I

ِب  ( ر (ج۔   II

ر  III

   IV

ب ب    V

رب رب    VI

 VII

ِب اب   ا  VIII

X
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306 Urdu Vocabulary

وو
(to fall; to occur)

Verbal Nouns (Root)

و ع  و و 

Nouns of Place and Instrument

( ا (ج   /   َ

Verbal Nouns and Participles

Participles  Noun  Form

وا  وا    I

 II
ِ ا ُ ع  ِو  III

ع ا  IV
ِ   V

VI

VII

VIII

X
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Appendix II 
Persian Verbal Noun Charts

اا
(to desire)

Past Stem  Present Stem

ا اہ 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

(desirous) ں  ا  (desirer) ہ  ا  (desire) ا   (desire; if, whether) اہ 

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

(desired; desire) ا   (request for marriage) رى  ا  (desirer) ر  ا  (desire) (archaic) ا 
(request or appeal [especially for marriage]) رى  ا    (suitor) ر  ا

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(retaliator; bloodthirsty) اہ  ن   (satisfactory) اہ     (ill-wisher; rival, enemy) اہ   
(seeker after praise or justice; claimant) اہ  داد  (well-wisher; friend) اہ   

(apologetic; apologizer) اہ  ر   (favored, cherished; beloved) اہ  د
(apologetic; apologizer) اہ  رت     (money-lender) اہ  ض 

(well-wisher, friend) اہ  ا  (involuntarily, unintentionally) اہ 
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308 Urdu Vocabulary

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

 (inquiry) ا  ز   (application) ا  در

Phrases and Idioms

(willed or not) ا      ا  (God forbid!) ا  ا   (like it or not; needlessly) اہ  اہ 
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دادا
(to have)

Past Stem  Present Stem

دا دار 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

(possessor) ہ  دار  (possessor; Darius) دارا 

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

(care, upbringing; protection) دا 
(kept, protected, cared for; a concubine) دا 

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(beware!) دار   (shareholder) دار     (lustrous) ار  آ

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

(uncared for, neglected) دا     (tolerance) دا 
(care, attention; service) دا     (desire, hope; trust) دا   

(memory; note) دا  د   (care, supervision) دا  ہ   (appeal) دا  ض 

Phrases

(caretaking) دا  و    دا  (interference, seizure) و   دار 
(no response) ارد  اب   (absent, empty, nill) ارد 
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310 Urdu Vocabulary

دادا
(to know)

Past Stem  Present Stem

دا دان 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

(knower) ہ  دا  (wisdom, knowledge) دا   (wisdom) دا   (knowing, wise) دا 

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

(knowingly) دا   (a person’s knowledge, understanding) دا 

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(mathematician) داں  ب   (historian) داں    ر  (Urdu scholar [knower]) اردوداں 
(mathematician) داں    ر  (confidant) رازداں 

(connoisseur; patron) رداں   (knower of a language) داں  ن  ز
(knower of hidden or otherworldly things) داں     (discerning, penetrating) داں   

(all-knowing, very knowledgable) داں     (naive, ignorant) داں 

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

(ignorance) دا     (wise, intelligent) ر    دا  (intelligent) دار    دا

Phrases and Idioms

(a know-nothing) اں     (knowingly and willingly) دا  و  ہ  د  (knowing, aware)    دا
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Appendix II  311

رر
(to go)

Past Stem  Present Stem

ر رو 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

(fluency) روا   (current, flowing) رواں   (permitted (thing); right; current) روا 
(style, manner) روش   (traveler, wayfarer) ہ  رو

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

(apologetic; apologizer) ر   (going [usually in compounds]) ر 
(speed) ر  ر  (the departed) ں  ر

Simple Nouns—Verbal Infinitive

(fleeting) ر 

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(leader) رو     (automatic) رو  د 

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(advanced) ر   

Phrases and Idioms

(memories of the departed) ن  ر د   (slowly, gradually) ر    ر  (ecstatic) ر  د  از 
(quickly) دواں  رواں   (traffic; coming and going) ر  و    آ
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312 Urdu Vocabulary

نن
(to pull, draw tight)

Past Stem  Present Stem

 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

(attraction)   (drag) (e.g. of a cigarette)  

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

(tension)   (tense) ہ   (pull; distillation)  

Simple Nouns—Infinitive

(fit to be drawn)  

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

(indebted, obliged)     (hard-working; hard worker; laborer)   
(starving)       (attractive, appealing) دل  

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

(tall) ہ    (disturbed) ہ  

Phrases

(struggle)   (struggle)  
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نن
(to buy)

Past Stem  Present Stem

 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

ہ  

ارى  ار 

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

ہ زر    ش   زر    

Phrases

و و   
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314 Urdu Vocabulary

ا  / ا   /  
(to pass / to pass (transitive))

Past Stem  Present Stem

ا  /   ار   / ر 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

راں ر 
ارہ ارا  ارا  ارش 

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

ا ا 

Simple Nouns—Infinitive

ا

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

ار دار  ارہ  ارش   ار   ار  ر  ار    ار    ار    ا
ر رہ  ر  در 

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

 
ا وا ا  و 

Phrases

و    ر ا  اور    ا
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(to find)

Past Stem  Present Stem

ب 

Simple Nouns—Present Stem

ہ

Simple Nouns—Past Stem

Simple Nouns—Infinitive

Compound Nouns—Present Stem

ب ب  ب  ب    ب  ا ب  د ب  ر

Compound Nouns—Past Stem

     ا            ز  در 

Phrases

ہ ہ   
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Appendix III 
Hindi Verbal Noun Charts

(to be)

(the impossible) ا   (fate [usually negative])   (promising; soon-to-be [archaic]) ر 
(relatives, friends, and so on) ں  ں   (relative)  

(fate, destiny)  َ

(there’s no escaping fate) ان        (unexpected, suddenly) ان    
(fate, destiny)   

(to do)

  (action, deed)   (doer, maker; creator) ر 
(makership; bosshood)   (maker; boss, owner, lord)  

(creator; God) ر 
(reward [especially punishment] for one’s deeds)     

(you reap what you sow)    و    
(one’s deeds, actions) ت   

(to go)

(going, passing; dying; passer-by) را   / ر 
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   د د
(to give)

(giver) را  د  / ر  د  (gift, giving) د   (giver) ا  د  (given, gift) د 
 (business, dealings) د   

رر
(to keep)

 (guardianship) ا  ر  (guard, keeper) ا  ر  / ال  ر
(formalities; safekeeping) ؤ  ر   ر    (keeping) ر 

(saved, kept back) ر    ر

آآ
(to come)

آ  آن  آ 
  آ ن   آن 
  آ     آ

    آ       آ

(to say)

 

ف        
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318 Urdu Vocabulary

(to take)

د    

دے   د   

دد
(to see)

د وٹ  د وا  د ؤُ  د ؤ  د
د ان    د د    د

  د    د ل    د
          د

(to move)

وا    ؤُ  ل     
ل ل  ؤ      

ز ل  ل  ڈ ل  ل  ل  ل  
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Appendix IV 
Sanskrit Roots

The following sections survey Urdu vocabulary derived from Sanskrit as well as Urdu vocabulary 
related to these Sanskrit roots that is found in other Indo-European languages.

ُُ
(to be)

(to be)  

(existence; nature, character) و   (the world)  ُ  (existence)  َ

(possible)   (impossible; improbable) ا 
(power)  ُ  /   ُ وِ  (power, majesty)   /   َو  (extraordinary power)   /   و

(building; being; birth) َن 

ِِ
(to do)

(to do)  

(useless) رت  ا  (work) ر   (hand)  

(karma) م   (deed, doing) ت   (feat, achievement)   (done) ِت 
(crude)  َّ ا

(-er) ر   /    (to do [Persian]) دن   (role, character) دار 

ُُ
(to join)

 (to arrange)  ُ
 (shoe; pair of shoes)  

 (yogi)   /   (worthy) گ    (yoga) گ   / گ 
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320 Urdu Vocabulary

 (effort) گ  اد   (connection) گ   / گ    (emotion, impulse)  ُ
 (separation; misfortune; loss; death) گ    (passion; boiling) ش 

(weaver)   (to unite, join)    (suffix [-endowed with])  

ْ َْر َر
(to keep, preserve)

(to keep, preserve) ر 
 (rakhi) را   (tunic, angarkha) ا 

ََ
(to say)

 (to say)  

 (saying, idiom) وت 
 (narrator; name of a narrative dance form)    (story)    (story, tale)  

د  /   دد  /   د
(to perceive / to think)

(meditation; focus) ن  د   (thought, perception) ھ 
 (to see [Persian]) ن  د

ْدِرشْدِرش
(to see)

(to appear)  (archaic) د    (to see) د 
 (mirror, looking-glass) آر    (vision) در    (visitation) در 

(message; purpose; example; mirror) آدرش   (lit. “unseen”; a special kind of thin cloth) ادر 
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Appendix IV 321

(to move)

 (motionless; quiet)  َ ِ  (to move)  

 (footfall; dreams)    (clever; deceitful) ك 
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English Index
Amharic, 30
Arabic

adverbial suffix (ًا ), 132–3
agentive noun ( ), 78–80

broken plural of, 124
and Hebrew and Amharic, 30–2
and Spanish, 28–9
broken plurals, 118–27

and metrical weight, 127–30
comparative-superlative nouns ( َ 2–81 ,(اَ

broken plurals of, 125
definite article, 138–41
English-Urdu cognates from, 23–34
gender of nouns in Urdu, 131–2
grammar, overview of, 136–56
intensive or occupational noun (ل ّ ), 80
negation ( , ), 151–2
nouns of instrument (ل ِ  ِ  ِ ), 85–6

broken plurals of, 126
nouns of place ( َ   َ   َ ), 82–5

broken plurals of, 126
paradigms ( ), 61–3
participles, active and passive

Form I ( ل , ), 75–8
Form II ( ّ ُ ), 90–1
Form III ( ُ ), 94–5
Form IV ( ُ ), 97–8
Form V ( ّ ُ ), 101–2
Form VI ( ُ ), 104
Form VII ( ُ ), 106–7
Form VIII ( ُ ), 109–10
Form X ( ُ ), 111–13

personal gender in, 86–7
plurals see also broken plurals

suffixes ات [-āt]  [-ain] (dual)  [-īn], 116–17
prepositions, 142–3
pronouns, 144–7
pronunciation of, in Urdu, 63–8
proverbs and aphorisms in Urdu, 147–56
quadriliteral roots, nouns, and participles, 113–15

broken plurals of, 125–6

recognizing words as, 55–6
roots, 56-61

irregular, 60–1
recognizing, 56–60
quadriliteral, 113–15

syntax, overview of, 147–56
verbal nouns

Form I, 68–75
instrumental (ل ِ ), 74–5
nominal diminutive ( َ ُ ), 72
of illness (ل ُ ), 74

Form II (ل       ), 87–9
Form III (ل ِ     ), 91–4

broken plurals of, 127
Form IV (ل 7–95 ,(اِ
Form V ( ُّ َ ), 100–1
Form VI ( ُ َ  ), 102–3
Form VII (ل ِ ِ 6–105 ,(ا
Form VIII (ل 9–107 ,(اِ
Form X (ل ِ ِ 11–110 ,(ا
of severity (ن ), 71

of office ( ), 72
of state (  ), 74
suffixes of diminution or instance 

73 ,(ت or ہ)
astral terminology from Arabic, 27

Buddhism, 53

Chinese, 25, 52–3
colonialism, 15, 19
comparatives see Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit

definite article (Arabic) see ال
Dravidian languages, 14, 38, 54

English
loanwords in Urdu, 14–19
Urdu loanwords in, 19–22

French, 15, 32, 36, 37, 38, 45, 46, 47, 54
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gender see Arabic, Hindi, Persian
Greek

English-Urdu cognates from, 38–42, 44, 46, 54

Hebrew, 30–2
Hindi

active participle  [-tā], 171
as Indic vernacular register, 157–60
casual forms of verbs and verbal nouns, 163–4
consonant changes in verbal nouns, 166
idioms, 197–202
nouns of place, 159–61
pairing, 197–202

complementary, 197–8
rhymed, 199–200
verbal, 198–9

prefixes, 177–81
negative, 177–9
of quality, 180–1
of quantity, 179–80

recognizing words as, 157–59
suffixes, 181–97

adjectival, 190–2
agentive, related to ر , 186–8
diminutive, 192–195
feminine, 195–7
instrumental, 186
nominal, 182–89
of relation, 181–2
of sensation and desire, 185–6
patronymic, 182

verbal nouns, 162–177
vowel changes in verbal nouns, 163–5

Italian, 25, 32–3, 35
Islam, 28, 152–5
iẓāfat see Persian

Japanese, 52–3

Latin, 38–42

Malay, 52

Persian
and Urdu gender, 236–7
English-Urdu cognates from, 34–8
compound words

conjunctive, 241–2

from the past stem, 228–31
gender of, 237

from the present stem, 231–34
genitive see iẓāfat
overview of, 205–6

gender of words in Urdu, 236–7
grammar, 237–56

circumposition, 251
classical forms, 246, 251, 254
conjunction, 241–2
imperative, 247–8
indefinite suffix, 253
negation, 247
past tense, 244
perfective tenses, 245
possession, 242–3, 252
postposition 252 ,را
prepositions, 250–1
present tense, 244–7
pronouns, 242–3
subjunctive, 247–8

idioms in Urdu, 248–50
iẓāfat, 238–41, 242–3

adjective-noun, 240–1
noun-adjective, 240
noun-noun, 238–40
spelling of, 238

prefixes
negative, 234–5

proverbs and aphorisms in Urdu, 254–6
recognizing words as, 203–5
simple words, 205–17
suffixes

adjectival, 210–12
adverbial, 211
agentive, 208–10
comparative, 217
diminutive, 207–8
of place, 213–15
plural, 217–18
relative, 206–7
superlative, 217

verbal nouns, 219–228
infinitive, 219–20
past stem, 221–2
present stem, 223–8

Portuguese, 22–3
Prakrit

English-Urdu cognates from, 49–51
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prefixes see Arabic, Hindi, Sanskrit
Proto-Indo-European cognates, 45–9

sandhi see under Sanskrit
Sanskrit

and Prakrit in Urdu, 257–60, 275
and vernacular Hindi-Urdu forms, 260–75
English-Urdu cognates from, 49–51
grammar, introduction to, 292–5
prefixes, 283–7

of classification and comparison, 286–7
of emotion and attitude, 286
of negation, 285–6
spacio-temporal and relational, 283–5

proverbs and aphorisms in Urdu, 292–5
sandhi (combination), 275–80

of consonants, 277–80
of vowels, 276–7

suffixes, 288–92
adjectival and adverbial, 288–90
comparative and superlative, 291
nominal, 290–1

vr̤iddhi (vowel elongation, derivation), 280–3
Spanish, 28–9
suffixes see Arabic, Hindi, Persian, Sanskrit
superlatives see Arabic, Persian, Sanskrit

tadbhav(a), 257–8, 260–75
changes to consonants, 265–75
changes to vowel quality, 262–5

tatsam(a), 257–8, 260–75
Turkish

English-Urdu cognates from, 42–5

Urdu
identity of, 1–10, 13–54, 157–8, 257–60
idioms from Arabic see Arabic
idioms from Hindi see Hindi
idioms from Persian see Persian
idioms from Sanskrit see Sanskrit

vr̤iddhi see Sanskrit

Urdu Index
(negative prefix) [-a] ا

in Hindi, 177
in Sanskrit, 285

191 ,(Hindi relational suffix) [ā-]ا

226 ,(Persian verbal noun and adjective suffix) [ā-]ا
236 ,(Persian infix) [-ā-]ا

132–3 ,(Arabic adverbial suffix) [an-]اً
د 214 ,(Persian suffix of place) [ābād-]آ
286 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-ap]اپ
284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-up]اپ
116–17 ,(Arabic plural suffix) [āt-]ات

as a suffix of completeness, 134–5
284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-ati]ا

284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-ud]اد
179–80 ,(Hindi prefix of quantity) [-adh]ادھ
186–7 ,(Hindi agentive suffix) [ār-]ار
208 ,(Persian agentive suffix) [ār-]ار
222 ,(Persian past-stem noun suffix) [ār-]ار
186–7 ,(Hindi agentive suffix) [ārā-]ارا
186–7 ,(Hindi agentive suffixes) اڑى , [ārī-]ارى
235 ,(Persian prefix, preposition) [-az]از
185–6 ,(Hindi suffix of sensation or desire) [ās-]اس
ل 110–11 ,(Arabic Form X noun) ا

238–41 ,(Persian genitive) ا
ل 107–9 ,(Arabic Form VIII noun) ا
ل 118 ,(Arabic broken plural)  ا
ل 95–7 ,(Arabic Form IV noun) اِ

َ 81–2 ,(Arabic comparative-superlative noun) اَ
227 ,(Persian verbal noun suffix) [āk-] اك
138–41 ,(Arabic definite article) ال

 Hindi suffixes) [āl / -ālā / ālay-] ال   / ا / ا / ا
of place), 159

176 ,(Hindi suffix of place)[ālū] ا
[-an] ان

Hindi negative prefix, 178–9
Sanskrit negative prefix, 285

284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-anu] اُن
 ,(Persian verbal adjective and adverb suffix) [āñ-] اں

226
217–18 ,(Persian plural suffix) [ān-] ان or [āñ-] اں

284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-antar] ا
186 ,(Hindi suffix of odor) [ānd-] ا

ن 220 ,(Persian causal verb ending) [āndan-] ا
ل ِ ِ 105–6 ,(Form VII Arabic verbal noun) ا

284 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-anū] ا
206–7 ,(Persian relative noun suffix) [ānā-] ا
211 ,(Persian adjectival and adverbial suffix) [ānā-] ا
197 ,(Hindi feminine suffix) [ānī-] ا

ن 220 ,(Persian causal verb ending) [ānīdan-] ا
172 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [āo-] اؤ
172–3 ,(Hindi agentive suffix) [āū-] اؤ
283 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-au-, ava] او
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173 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [āvā-] اوا
208 ,(Persian agentive suffix) [āvar-] اور
173–4 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [āvaṭ-] اوٹ

174 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [āhaṭ-] ا
185 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [āhaṭ-] ا

169–70 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [āī-] ا
169–70 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [āī-] ا
183–4 ,(Hindi fractional suffix) [āī-] ا
196 ,(Hindi feminine suffix) [āin-] ا
196 ,(Hindi feminine suffix) [āyan-] ا

235 ,(Persian prefix) [-ba] ب
283 ,(Prakritic prefix) [-bi] ب
 [bā-] (Persian prefix, preposition), 235

ن  [-bān] (Persian suffix), 209
 [bar-] (Persian prefix, preposition), 235–6

 [buland-] (Persian prefix), 235–6
 [ba-] (Persian prefix), 235
 [bhar] (Hindi prefix and suffix of quantity), 180
 [be-] (Persian prefix), 235–6

 [-pā] (Hindi suffix), 184–5
 [-pātr] (Sanskrit suffix), 291
 [-patī] (Sanskrit suffix), 291

 [par-] (Sanskrit prefix), 283
 [pra-] (Sanskrit prefix), 283

ت  [prati-] (Sanskrit prefix), 284
 [pas-] (Persian prefix), 235–6
 [past-] (Persian prefix), 235–6

 [-pan] (Hindi nominal suffix), 184–5
 [-panā] (Hindi nominal suffix), 184–5

ر  (Hindi suffix of place), 160
رو  [pūrva-] (Sanskrit prefix), 284
روك  [pūrvak-] (Sanskrit suffix), 289

 [pesh-] (Persian prefix), 235–6

168 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [at-] ت
288 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [it, -t-] ت

 [-tā] (Hindi active participle suffix), 171
 [tā-]

Persian prefix, 235
Persian infix, 236

 [-tā] (Sanskrit nominal suffix), 290
 [-tar] (Persian comparative suffix), 217
 [-tar] (Sanskrit comparative suffix), 292

 [-tarīn] (Persian superlative suffix), 217
ُ َ  (Form VI Arabic verbal noun), 102–3

ُّ َ  (Form V Arabic verbal noun), 100–1
   (Form II Arabic verbal noun), 87–9

broken plurals of, 127, 127–30
 (Form II Arabic verbal noun), 87–9

broken plurals of, 127, 127–30
 [-tam] (Sanskrit superlative suffix), 292
 [-tva] or ا  [-tvā] (Sanskrit nominal suffix), 290

289 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [j, -aj-] ج
 [-jā] (Hindi patronymic suffix), 182

ت  [-jāt] (Persian plural suffix), 218

 [-chā] (Persian diminutive suffix), 207–8
 [-chī] (Hindi diminutive suffix), 192–3
 [-chī] (Persian agentive suffix of occupation), 209

 [-ḳhānā] (Persian suffix of place), 213
291 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [da, -ad-] د
289 ,(Sanskrit temporal suffix) [dā-] دا
291 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [dā-] دا
215 ,(Persian suffix of receptacle) [dān-] دان
235 ,(Persian prefix, preposition) [-dar] در
286 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-dur] در
286 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-dus] دس
286 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-dush] دش

291 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [dhar-]  د

193 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [ar-] ر
193 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [rā-] را

214 ,(Persian suffix of abundance) [zār-] زار

189 ,(Hindi suffix of negative attitude) [aṛ-] ڑ
193 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [aṛ-] ڑ
189 ,(Hindi suffix of negative attitude) [ṛā-] ڑا
193 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [ṛā-] ڑا
194 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [ṛī-] ڑى

286–7 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-sa] س
(prefix of positive quality) [-su] س

in Hindi, 177, 180–1
in Sanskrit, 286

ر  [-sār] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 191–2
ر  [-sār] (Persian adjectival suffix), 212
ن  [-stān, -istān] (Persian suffix of place), 214

 /  [san-, sam-] (Sanskrit prefix), 287
 [sam-] (Sanskrit prefix), 287
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 [sva-] (Sanskrit prefix), 287
 [sah-] (Sanskrit prefix), 287

227 ,(Persian verbal noun suffix) [ish-] ش
gender of, 236
 [-ishṭh] (Sanskrit superlative suffix), 292

 [-shan] (Persian suffix of place), 215

 (Arabic Form I active participle), 75–7
broken plural of, 122–3

م  [-fām] (Persian adjectival suffix), 212
ل ّ َ  (Form I Arabic intensive or occupational noun), 

80
ل ِ  (Form I Arabic instrumental noun), 74–5
ل ِ  (Form III Arabic verbal noun), 93–4
ل ُ  (Form I Arabic noun of illness), 74

 (Form I Arabic noun of office, profession, or 
trade), 72 

 (Arabic broken plural), 120
ن  (Arabic noun of severity), 71
ء ُ  (Arabic broken plural), 121–2
ل  (Arabic broken plural), 119

   (Form I Arabic nouns of state), 74
 (Form I Arabic agentive noun), 78–80

broken plural of, 124
َ ُ  (Form I Arabic nominal diminutive), 72

207 ,(Persian diminutive suffix) [ak-] ك
(prefix of negative quality) [-ku] ك

in Hindi, 177, 180–1
in Sanskrit, 286

290 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [ak-]  ك
288 ,(Sanskrit adjectival suffix) [ik-] ك
ر  [-kār] (Persian agentive suffix), 210
ہ  [-kadā] (Persian suffix of place), 213–14

 [-akkaṛ] (Hindi suffix), 175
 [-kaṛ] (Hindi suffix of negative attitude), 189
 [-kī] (Hindi diminutive suffix), 195

ر  [-gār] (Persian agentive suffix), 210
ں  [-gāñ] or ن  [-gān] see اں (Persian plural suffix)
ہ  [-gāh] (Persian suffix of place), 213

gender of, 237
210 ,(Persian agentive suffix) [gar-] ر

 [-gaṛ] (Hindi suffix of negative attitude or emotion), 
189

ھ  [-gaṛh] (Hindi suffix of place), 161

 [-ghar] (Hindi suffix of place), 159–60
 [-gī] (Persian suffix) see ى [-ī] (Persian suffix)

 [-gīn] (Persian adjectival suffix), 210–11
 [-gīnā] (Persian suffix), 210–11

193 ,(Hindi affective diminutive suffix) [al-] ل
 [-lā] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 191–2
 [-lā] (Hindi affective diminutive suffix), 193
 [-lū] (Sanskrit suffix), 288

234–5 ,(Persian negative prefix or infix) [-ma-] م
ن  [-mān] (Persian adjectival suffix), 212
ن  [-mān] (Sanskrit suffix), 289

ُ  (Arabic Form VI participles), 104
ّ ُ  (Arabic Form V participles), 101–2
 [-matī] (Sanskrit suffix), 289ُ  (Arabic Form X participles), 111–13

ُ  (Arabic Form III participles), 94–5

ُ   ُ  (Arabic Form III verbal nouns), 91–4
ُ  (Arabic Form VIII participles), 109–10
َ   َ   َ  (Arabic nouns of place), 82–5

broken plurals of, 126
ل ِ   ِ  ِ  (Arabic nouns of instrument), 85–6

broken plurals of, 126
ُ  (Arabic Form IV participles), 97–8

ّ ُ  (Arabic Form II participles), 90–1
ل  (Arabic Form I passive participle), 77–8

broken plural of, 123
 [-mand] (Persian adjectival suffix), 211

 [-manish] (Persian adjectival suffix), 212
ُ  (Arabic Form VII participles), 106–7

167–8 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [an-] ن
195–6 ,(Hindi feminine suffix) [an-] ن
219–20 ,(Persian verbal ending) [an-] ن
234–5 ,(Persian negative prefix) [-na] ن
179 ,(Hindi negative prefix) [-ni] ن
284 ,(Sanskrit intensive prefix) [-ni] ن
 [nā-] (Persian negative prefix), 234–5

ك  [-nāk] (Persian adjectival suffix), 212
ہ  [-indā] (Persian active participle suffix), 225

 [nir-]
Hindi negative prefix, 179
Sanskrit negative prefix, 285
 [nis-] 
Hindi negative prefix, 179
Sanskrit negative prefix, 285
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 [nish-] 
Hindi negative prefix, 179
Sanskrit negative prefix, 285

 [-nī] (Hindi feminine suffix), 196–7

 [-nagar] (Hindi suffix of place), 160–1
 (Hindi instrumental suffix), 176–7

176 ,(Hindi adjectival suffix) [ū-] و
189 ,(Hindi agentive suffix) [ū-] و
283 ,(Sanskrit prefix) [-vi] و
212 ,(Persian adjectival suffix) [vash-] وش
189 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [vā-] وا
208 ,(Persian agentive suffix) [vār-] وار
289 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [vān-] وان
174–5 ,(Hindi adjectival suffix) [vāñ-] واں
289 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [vat-] وت

172 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffixes) [autā-] و [autī-] و
289 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [vatī-] و
 Hindi instrumental noun) [auṭā-]  و [auṭī-] و

suffixes), 186
188–9 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [or, -aur-] ور
208 ,(Persian agentive suffix) [var-] ور
188–9 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [orā, aurā-] ورا
176 ,(Hindi adjectival suffix) [oṛā-] وڑا
188–9 ,(Hindi nominal suffix) [oṛā-] وڑا

289 ,(Sanskrit suffix) [vant-] و
211 ,(Persian adjectival suffix) [vand-] و

222 ,(Persian past participle suffix) [ā-] ہ
206 ,(Persian relative noun suffix) [ā-] ہ

present-stem verbal nouns with, 227–8
gender of, 237

ة), Arabic suffix from 82) [ā-] ہ
as feminine personal suffix, 86–7
as suffix of diminution or instance, 73

 [-hā] (Persian plural suffix), 218
ر  [-hār] (Hindi agentive suffix), 186–7

را  [-hārā] (Hindi agentive suffix), 186–7
ا  [-hrā] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 191–2

 [-hlā] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 191–2
 [ham-] (Persian prefix), 235–6

(tā marbūt̤ah) ة
as ت or ہ in Urdu, 82
and personal gender, 86–7
and plurals, 130

168–9 ,(Hindi verbal noun suffix) [ī-] ى
181–2 ,(Hindi suffix of relation) [ī-] ى
190 ,(Hindi adjectival suffix) [ī-] ى
192–3 ,(Hindi diminutive suffix) [ī-] ى
195 ,(Hindi feminine suffix) [ī-] ى
216 ,(Persian relational or nominal suffix) [ī-] ى
220 ,(Persian suffix of worth) [ī-] ى
 [-iyā] (Hindi colloquial agentive suffix), 187–8
 [-iyā] (Hindi colloquial adjectival suffix), 190
 [-iyā] (Hindi colloquial diminutive suffix), 193

ت  [-iyāt] (Arabic suffix of completeness and fields 
of knowledge), 134–5

ر  [-yār] (Hindi colloquial adjectival suffix), 190
ر  [-yār] (Persian agentive suffix), 208

 [-yālā] (Hindi colloquial adjectival suffix), 190
 [-iyat] (Arabic nominal suffix), 133–4

 [-īchā] (Persian diminutive suffix), 207–8
ن  [-īdan] (Persian verb ending), 220

 [-er] (Persian agentive suffix), 208
ا  [-erā] (Hindi suffix of familial relation), 191

 [-(i)yas] (Sanskrit comparative suffix), 292
  [-iyal] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 190
  [-el] (Hindi diminutive suffix), 195

  [-īlā, -elā] (Hindi adjectival suffix), 190–1
  [-elī] (Hindi diminutive suffix), 195
 [-ain] (Arabic dual suffix), 116
 [-īn] (Arabic personal plural suffix), 116
 [-īn] (Persian adjectival suffix), 210–11
 [-īnā] (Persian suffix), 210–11
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